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FOREWORD
This is the first regular full-scale book to be written about
any of the tribal groups of Siang. We have had reports on the
Padams and Minyongs from the first quarter of the last century:
Bedford and Wilcox visited them in 1825 and the inimitable
Father Krick went to their country in 1853. H e was followed
by a long succession of explorers, soldiers and administrators,
of whom the most noteable was E. T. Dalton, then a young
Captain of the Bengal Staff Corps, J. F. Needharn who had
the unique distinction of serving as a political officer for twentythree years in Sadiya, and, during the present century, G.
Duff -Sutherland-Dunbar, C. von Furer-Haimendorf and B. S.
Guha. These, and many others have given us important notes
and reports on what they saw, but rather curiously none of
them worked up his material into a book. Duff-SutherlandDunbar's invaluable account of the 'Abors and Galongs' as they
were just before the First World War, appeared among the
Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, but has never been
reprinted (though it should be) separately. A. Hamilton wrote
a sort of travel book called I n Abor Jungles, but only part of it
concerns itself with Siang; W. B. Hore's Report on the Abor
Country is a useful, but severely official document; C. von
Furer-Haimendor-f's memorable article in Anthropos on the
religious beliefs and ritual practices of the Minyongs is buried
among a hundred other documents printed in that great journal.
Dr B. S. Guha and his party of scholars from the Department
of Anthropology of the Government of India have published
many papers on these tribes in both popular and learned
journals. But here for the first time is a book, accessible not
only to scholars but to the general public, which describes in a
scientific but readable form the customs and ideas of a singular
people living in one of the most beautiful parts of India.
Shri Sachin Roy had a brilliant academic career at the
Calcutta University where he had the advantage of studying
under Professor K. P. Chattopadhyaya. From 1945 to early

1956 he worked with Dr B. S. Guha, the doyen of Indian
anthropologists, in the Department of Anthropology. H e has
been in the North-East Frontier Agency for the past four years.
Even before that he had toured widely in the Siang Frontier
Division, the home of the people he has come to love and has
been privileged to study, and in 1948 went with Mr P. L. S.
James right across the Division to Gelling on the actual frontier.
I t connot have been an easy expedition, for when I followed
in his footsteps ten years later it was still an arduous, though
infinitely rewarding, journey. As a member of the NEFA administration, Shri Roy has become acquainted not only with
anthropological, but administrative and development problems
(he wrote, for example, a useful evaluation report on the Pasighat Comnzunity Project), and his book therefore has a practical and human foundation which gives it special value.
As long ago as 1938, Mahatma Gandhi, describing his
dream of India, said that he had pictured to himself 'an India
continually progressing along the lines best suited to her genius.
I do not, however, picture it as a third-class or even a firstclass copy of the dying civilization of the West.' More recently
the Prime Minister has echoed his words, with specific reference to the tribe, in his famous directive that we should
help them 'to develop on the lines of their own tradition and
genius' and that we should not make them a second-rate copy
of ourselves. If we are to do this we must know what that
genius, what that tradition, is. Otherwise we may confine ourselves to a mere preservation of the more colourful and exotic
aspects of tribal culture and be tempted to isolate them as a
picturesque enclave in the rather drab and conventional modern
world. Shri Sachin Roy's book provides a valuable antidote
to this. He is excited, as we all must be, by the beauty of the
tribal textiles, by their exuberant dancing, their songs, their
games. But he realises that there is something more than this,
and his study of political life, material culture and social organization is of importance for the administrator as well as of interest to the scholar. The planners in Delhi are disturbed about
the kind of architecture that is being introduced into the rural
areas all over India, the use of materials that are not available
locally, the ugliness that is infecting the lovely countryside.

They are also worried, in their desire to promote cottage industries, by the fact that many good things are disappearing
from the tribal scene. They now realize that the introduction
of new methods of village self-government of a pattern suited
to the highly-developed areas are less useful in the hills and
forests, and are looking for something simpler and based on
the democratic institutions of the past. Shri Sachin Roy provides a wealth of material to help towards the solution of these
problems, and in fact we need human and scientific books such
as his for the tribes (there are nearly thirty million of them)
all over India.
Above all, Shri Sachin Roy has studied the problems of
change, perhaps the most important subject for sociological
research in modern India. There can be no question of isolating the tribes today: in an independent and rapidly advancing
India, this just will not do. But as the tribal people come forward into the rushing stream of modern life, with its different
economy, its technological superiority, they are often bewildered and afraid. It is the task of the sociologist to study how
this transition can be related to their capacity so that they may
raise their standard of living, come out of their shell, and
develop a full integration with the people of the plains without
losing those fine qualities which can make so unique a contri
bution to 'the rich and varied tapestry of India.'

VERRIER
ELWIN
Shillong : 11.3.60

PREFACE
I t would, I think, be true to say that this book has come
about in spite of myself as will be evident from the circumstances
stated below. My first contact with the Adis of the Siang
Frontier Division of what is now known as the North-East
Frontier Agency dates back to 1948 when I first went to their
land as one of a team of anthropologists commissioned to study
this wonderful people from different anthropological angles.
My own assignment was the somatometry of the Adis who then
used to be known to the outside world as Abors. A detailed
report on my findings now awaits separate publication.
While so engaged, it was inevitable for me to come into
contact with the larger aspects of their cultural and social life,
and it was of no small interest to observe this singular people
going about their unique mode of living. What constituted
their uniqueness was, to all intent and purposes, their self-contained social structure, ensuring an efficient and smooth conduct
of their social relations. As my admiration grew, I felt encouraged to keep notes of the salient features of the Adi society
for my own edification, as far as my chief preoccupation permitted any leisure to me but, at no stage, did it occur to me
to dress up my random notes in book form. Some years later,
I was called to join the post of the Cultural Research Officer
under the N. E. F. Agency and I was given an assignment very
different from that of my first. This time, it was to conduct
resarches into the social and cultural life of the Agency people.
M y first impulse was naturally to fall back upon my notes for
whatever they were worth, as they came very handy, and I actually found them of considerable use to start with. All these
circumstances put together, it was as though luck favoured me
with opportunities to renew my acquaintance with the Adis, get
to know them better, compare and verify notes I had taken
earlier, and assemble further data on Adi life.
I need hardly say that my office also made it possible for
me to read all available published material on the Adis. It was

also my good fortune to be permitted access to much unpublished material scattered througb many tour-notes ant1 tour-diaries
of Government officials which often proved store-houses of
information.
A note of caution is, however, necessary against treating
this book as an exhaustive and adequate account of the Adis
as a whole, comprising as they do, several groups, sub-tribes,
moieties, clans and sub-clans. This book confines itself to
the study of the social and cultural life of the Padams and
Minyongs, two sub-tribes under the bigger family of the Adis
who inhabit the eastern part of the Siang Frontier Division.
Even as it is, this book can hardly claim to be a comprehensive
account of all the aspects of their life. The possibility always
remains that some important aspects which should not have
been missed, have actually been overlooked. Further researches
will in all probability continue to throw fresh light on hitherto
unrevealed aspects of Adi culture.
I wish to acknowledge my deep debt of gratitude to Dr B.
S. Guha, in the first instance, under whose guidance I had my
first initiation into the land of the Adis, then almost unknown
to the outside world; and next to M r P. L. S. James, the then
Political Officer of the Siang Frontier Division, to whom I owe
a great deal. I n 1948, I had the inspiring experience of travelling with him right across the Adi country, to Gelling on the
very frontier of India.
I cherish with gratitude the memory of Rokom Moyong,
Kalpan Dai, Assam Borang and Akam Megu, the most renowned Miris of the old school, full of traditional lore and history
of the tribe. I t is to be regretted that this class of men is fast
dying out. I was particularly fortunate in having them as my
interpreters and it was due to them that I was able to establish
some rapport with the people. I t is sad to think that they are
no longer in the land of the living. I n humble acknowledgement of my debt, I dedicate this fruit of our joint effort to their
memory.
I should not forget the friendliness and exuberant welcome
and spontaneous help I received from other interpreters and
elders of the villages I visited in the course of my itineraries.
I treasure the nickname payong-given to me by them, and

it was a pleasant surprise to me to discover in my last tour in
1958 that I was still remembered by it, not only by old men
who had known me before, but even by young boys and girls,
who apparently learnt it from their elders.
I t was a rare privilege for me to work under the inspiring
influence of Shri K. L. Mehta, I.c.s., former Adviser to the
Governor of Assarn, whose interest in the cause of tribal welfare
is today very widely acknowledged in the country. Himself a
student of anthropology, he always took active and keen interest
in my research work.
I can never hope to measure in words my indebtedness to.
Dr Verrier Elwin. I t will not be too much to say that I have
breathed in the atmosphere of his scholarship which continues
to inspire and sustain me in all my scholastic endeavours. If I
may be permitted to use a metaphor, I may perhaps correctly
say that Dr Verrier Elwin has always been to me what Mentor
was to Telemachus.
I am also very grateful to Shri D. M. Sen, Legal Adviser
to the NEFA Administration, for his help on problems relating
to the Adi political and judicial institutions; to Shri N. Sengupta,
former Financial Adviser for NEFA, whose profound knowledge
of art has been of great help to me; to Shri R. Yusuf Ali, whose
affection for the Adis is matched only by his knowledge of them;
to Shri S. C. Ray, former Director of Agriculture in NEFA,
who made helpful suggestions on his own subject; and especially
to Shri Daying Ering, himself a Minyong, who is now an Assistant Political Officer at Damroh. As an educated Adi who has
maintained a keen interest in his own tradition, he was in a
position to be of exceptional help to me.
I have at all times had the cooperation of my colleagues
in the Research Department of NEFA. Shri B. Sastri, Philologist, has given me sustained and intimate collaboration and
every part of this book has benefited from his assistance. He
has always been by my side and plodded with me through the
entire work in giving it concrete shape, as a friend, philosopher
and guide. The Historical Research Officer, Shri L. N. Chakravarty, helped me in discovering references in the old litrx-ature and tour diaries; the Librarian, Shri J. N. Chowdhury was
equally of constant assistance in helping me to get books. Shri

N. K. Syam Chowdhury, the office-in-charge of the Shillong
Station, Department of Anthropology, clarified various points
in the Adis' social structure.
Above all, my wife, Srimati Nilima Roy, has not only been
a spiritual support to me, but has also enriched my book with
valuable contributions of her own on various aspects of the
material culture of the Adis.
The writing of this book required typing and retyping and
in this Shri M. L. Lama, Stenographer, and Shri L. Jyrwa,
Typist, have shown a degree of enthusiasm and hearty spirit of
co-operation which has lightened the boredom and the dull
hours of mechanical transcription.

SACHINROY
Shillong : 4.5.59.

'Hominem pagina nostra sapit'

- Martial

CHAPTER O N E

1.

ORIGlN O F N A M E

T H E people who form the subject matter of the present study
have recently started calling themselves Adis, in preference to
their former appellation, Abor, and the Administration has
accepted it. In this change of name they might have been most
probably guided by the example of the inhabitants of the Lushai
Hills. They too have given up their former name of Lushai or
Lushei for that of Mizo. It may be noted, that both the words
Mizo and Adi are used to denote hill people, but the reasons
behind this change are different in the two cases. I n the case of
the Mizos, it was due to the reluctance of the rest of the tribes to
be known by the appellation of one particular sub-tribe, the
Lushei. But in the case of the Adis, the reason lies elsewhere.
They have developed a dislike for the word Abor because it
means 'unruly' or 'savage'.
The use of this name has been traced back to the first
century A.D. when Pliny the elder mentioned a great valley
in the Himalayas called 'Abarimon' inhabited by wild men.'
Exact location and identification of these people is very difficult
from the vague description given by him. But Dr Hutton'
seems to think them to be identical with the present Adis, equating the word Abarimon with the Assamese Aborimanu. This,
however, though tempting, is untenable on grounds of chronology. Thc modern Aryan vernaculars in India did not make
their appearance before the last part of the first millennium
A.D. and so Abarimon cannot be taken to be a Greek adaptation
01 the word from a language which did not then exist.
The name came to be more generally used during the
Ahom period of Assamese history and became a subject of

'J. H. Hutton,
' ibid., p. 274.

Caste i n India (London, 1946)) p. 182.

research when the nanze anti the people came within the splle1.c:
...
01 western inquisitiveness.
Todav, despite official discol~tinuance,it is a fa~nilia~.
ttAi.lu
used to tlcsi,gnate the people ~ v h olive bet~.eenthe Subi~~lsi~.i
and the Dibang Rivers. But there art1 records to sho~vthat i t
was not always exclusively restricted to then1 and that it hat1
\\rider significance. It has been applied1 indefinitely to all thy
independent hill clans on both sides of the valley ol Assanl.
S. E. Pcale-efers
to the tribes inhabiting the hills south of
Sibsagar as Abor Nagas. Captain T. Brodie observes in n letter
whole of the Nagas may be classito Captain F. Jenkins-'The
fied under the heads of Abors or independent tribes and Sori
or dependents; the fornler generally inhabit the hills of the
interior and few of then1 only come down to the plains. The
latter occupy the hills immediately bordering the plains. This
division of these tribes seems to be very similar to that ol the
Garos in the Goalpara District who are classed as Mulwas ant1
Bumulwas, tributaries and non-tributaries.'"
It would appear, therefore, that the word Abor was usecl
in two senses. In the broader sense, meaning independent, unruly, savage and so on, it was applied to all the hill tribes
round the Assam valley. In its narrower sense, it was applied
particularly to the tribes of the southern slopes of that portion
of the Himalayan ranges that lies between Dibang and Subansiri rivers. Now-a-clays, however, it is used only in the restricted sense and designates the Adis only.
The word is said to be Assamese in origin, being derived'
from bori meaning subject or dependent from the root bor,
meaning to submit or own allegiance to, with the negative particle a. The derivative meaning of this word is, therefore, one
who does not submit or own allegiance, to anybody, and it has
been variously explained as barbarous, hostile, savage. This
lends to it a derogatory flavour and ranks it with such terms as
A. Mackenzie, T h e North-East Frontier of Bengal (Calcutta, 1884),
p. 33.

' S. E. Peale, Notes o n a visit t o the Tribes inhabiting the hills South
of Sibsagar, Assam, p. 316.
Selection of Papers resarding the Hill Tracts between Assam and
Burmah and on the Upper Brahmaputra (1873), p. 286.
'R. Wilcox, Memoir of Surcey (1825), p. 17.
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l~arbarian and nllecc/ta. It is very strange that the people
themselves should have accepted this name and used it themse1vt.s. This may be explained by the 'assumption that the
people picked it up from the plainsmen during their casual
contacts with then1 and, bcing ignorant of the language of the
latter, did not notice the contun~elyit implieti. An historical
analogy may also he cited in support of such an assumption.
The word Hindu has been accepted by the Indians as a cornmon designation for all the inhabitants of the sub-continent,
fro111 foreign invaders as they had no such cornnlon name for
themselves in their own languages. Hindu is a Persian word,
meaning black and so is not at all complimentary when applied
to a people. But still, the Indians have accepted it, they are
known by it and thev are proud of it. It may be argued that the
word Abor also got acceptance in the same way. But still there
is an unnaturalness in the theory of such an acceptance \vhich
makes one doubt its correctness. We rarely find derogatorv
names given by other people ever accepted by a people on a
national basis. The Germans never call themselves 'Bosches'.
No Frenchman will call his own people 'Froggies'. Europeans
can never be made to call then~selves'Firanghis' and 'Yankee'
as a national name will never gain acceptance in An~erica.
Barbarian and nzleccha have never been able to stick to a n y
people as their national name. As for the analogy of Hindu,
it may have just been possible that the word got its meaning
of black the other way round. The word most probably lvas
a distortion of Sindhu, the Indian name for the Indus. A black
complexion being associated ~viththe inhabitants oi the Indus
region became later on one of its connotations. The same thing
has happened with other racial names also. The \\.ord Hun,
for instance, turned into a war-slang of 1914 to mean a barbarian, and was applied to the Germans for their supposcd
barbarity and cruelty. One, therefore, hesitates to accept this
explanation of the word Abor; and, on that account, perhaps,
alternative derivations have been suggested. Thcsc, however,
have received little notice so far. According to Wilcox,' Bor in
Abor is the same as Bara, meaning great. But his esplanation
1

A. Mackenzie; op. cit., p. 33.
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is not satisfactory as it does not account for thc. initial 'a'.
Chakmal has tried to analyse tlie word in a more detailed and
informative manner. He seems to suppoi-t an indigenous origin
and thinks the word to be a conipou~id of threc constitucrit
parts:-'a'
an abbreviated forin of Ang, meaning heart, bo
usually, found as a male suffix, meaning man and ri meaning
water or river in the Adi language. Taken as a whole, thy
word signifies-'men ol heart living near rivers'. Explained in
this way, the word, no doubt is a very flattering appellation of
the people, but the derivation is too sophisticated and artificial
to be readily accepted, unless some convincing proof of its
correctness is available.
A more plausible suggestion would be to take the word
as an Assamese adaptation of an original Adi word which has
fallen out of use. It happens not infrequently that when a
people come in contact with another, they try to get their name
from the people themselves. But if by chance this name happens to have a similar word in the language of the former which
signifies any prominent characteristic of the latter, even if it is
slightly different from the original, this descriptive term gets
currency with them. Attempt at such identifications of d s e rent words with different meanings in two different languages
on a limited scale, may be seen in the famous episode of Pope
Gregory the Great, declaring Angles to be Angels. The word
Tartar may be taken as an historical example of such a clistortion. This name has been given by the Europeans to the Tungusic tribes whom they met for the first time as ravaging hordes
which spread devastation all over Europe. So ferocious did
they appear to the Europeans that they believed them to be
devils let loose from hell. This impression found expression in
the word Tartar which is derived from Greek Tartaros, meaning hell and which has a very close phonetic resemblance to
'Tartar' the actual name the people call themselves by. I t may
be in the same way that Abor is an Assamese word phonetically
very much alike to an original Adi word, and was used by the
piainsmen for the tribes, and later on taken up by others who
got it from them.
--

.

-

U. Chakma, written communication.
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But the difficulty is that no such word is available in the
rltli vocabulary so far as it is known to us. Dunbar,' indeed,
says that the Atlis call themselves 'Abuit' in contradistinction to
all foreigners including Tibetans whom they call 'Madgu'. This
would appear to show that the Adis do possess a sense of oneiless among all their own tribes and of a difference that ,separates
them from ot11er.s. This very consciousness woultl justify the
assumption of the existence of two clistinctive names. Tlle two
names given ab0L.e would ha~refinally establislicd this contention, had their genuineness been beyond doubt. But unfortunately Lorrain does not notice any such ~vordas Abuit and as
Tor Madgu, it means, according to him, a trading centre and
not foreigners as stated above. H e remarks, 'This is not the
ordinary word for any market; it is used of Sadiya, which
is the trading centre of the Abors, and of Thibet, which is the
country with which the northern tribes trade'.' There is another word which Lorrain seems to support as a general name
for all the Adis. Tani means primarily a human being-a
man, a person, hut according to him-'The
Abors sometimes use this word oi themselves in contradistinction to the
rest of mankind'." I n support of this, he cites the phrase
Tani-agam which is used to mean the Adi language, though
literarily, it would mean human language in general. However, this does not serve our purpose and so, we prefer to leaye
this question open with a very tentative suggestion that the \vord
may have some connection with Abo, the first man, according
to the Adi mythology, to whom they trace their origin. The
final 'r' may be akin to 'rr' at the end of the names of tribes
such as Aorr, Simirr, Yimchungrr, which means man. Mye
will have occasion later on to discuss the question of affinitv
oi the Adis to some of these trans-Brahmaputra tribes and, if
our contentions are accepted, it will lend support to this suggestion offered here.

G. D . S. Dunbar, 'Abors and Galongs', Memoirs ,4.S.B.,F'ol. 1'.
(1913-17), p. 1.
' J. H. Lorrain, -4 Dictionary of The Abor-Miri Langua.qe (Shillong,
1910), p. 130.
ibid., p. 214.
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11. THE COUNTRY

Boundctry: The Siarig 1:rontier Ili\.isio~iis the Ilonle oC
different sections of Aclis. I)r Verrier Elwin lias tlesc~.ibcdthe
Siarlg Division as 'onc of thc most fasc.in;~ting ant1 csciting
11artsof NEE'A; thy scenery, when it is not hitltlen by clouct
and rain, is supcrb; thc people are chartlling, liospitablc. ant1
fillet1 with a zest for life: tribal institutions still I-etain their
vitality. It is a <%ountrv
of song and clance, of harcl cagrr work,
ol fine spi~ulingant1 weaving, \trhesc the "rich ancl cai-iccl tapestry" of NKFA is displayed.'
The southeri1 bounclarv of this Ilivisio~lstarts fro111 thcb
southernirlost point of the eastern boundary-the old Sissirimukh,
and runs straight in a soutli-westernly direction upto the fourtll
milestone on thc Kobo-Pasighat Road. I t then turns northeast to the junction oC a rianleless stream with the Remi river
at Oyang. Then again, it takes a south-\vestern course upto
the point, where the river Jiya Dhol cuts across the Kajgar Ali.
From there, it follows the right bank of Jiya Dhol towards
north to a point, due east of a spur along which it continues
westward till it turns again southwarcl to Siplimnkh-the point
w-here the Sipli meets the Subansiri.
Fro111 the point where the Sipli meets the Subansiri the
\I7estern hounclary of the Sia~igFrontier Division runs along the
left bank of the Subansiri to the point where it meets the boundary between Tibet and India in the north.
The northern boundary line starts from this point and
runs along the Indo-Tibetan boundary to a point on it about
a mile south-west of Khangri Khangro L a pass.
The boundary in the east starts from this point, and runs
in a southernly direction along the range dividing the Siang
ancl Dibang valleys to Dirap and continuing south-eastwards
to a nameless stream with its source below the Egadi river. The
boundary then runs down the mid stream of this river to the
Sisseri river and then to the junction of the Sissiri and the
Siang. I t continues by the left bank of the Siang and across
the mouth of the Lohit to the left bank of the Brahmaputra as
far as Rongdoi Ghat.
The land of the Adis covers over 8,000 sq. miles, ancl their
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lial>itatioris are concentrated on botli banks of the Siang and
tlic. Y a ~ n n criv;rs, extending in the north upto the border of
India and Tibet, and extends as far as Pasigliat and few miles
I)cblo\v iri tlie south. T o the west the boundarv is demarcatecl
I)y thc~Gallong country and bv the Siyom river. The eastern
lwundary is marked b s high mountains, ant1 on thc south-east,
the last Adi habitation are the Dambuk, Meka and Rayeng
group. I n the north-west corner their habitation extends as far
as Tacladege and Mechuka.
7'0p0,qclraplz~~:The country to the right of the Siang is lchss
hills, \vhrreas thc arra lying betwecn the Siang and thr Dibang
has great s n o i ~ ~ranges
y
ranging from 10,000 ft. to 15,000 f t .
in height. O n the ilorth there are high mountains and the
whole area consists of a series of spurs of these mountains thro\rn
out at right angles. O n the east of the Siang there are subsidiary
ranges running east and west throwing spurs in a soutliernl\r
direction. The 'outer ranges' south of the division gradually
merge into ranges running from north-east to south-wrthst anci
thus form a wall shutting off the valley of Assam from vie\\..
The valley of the Siang above the village of Kebang is clearly
\risible for many miles, but the valley below Kebang consists of
low ranges of hills, densely covered with forest. The souther11
portion of the country, unlike the right bank of tlie river Siang,
between the Domjur and the Siang rivers is conlparati\.cly flat
and densely wooded except for places where there are settlements. The left bank of the river Siang is full of steep inaccessible mountains and consequently fewer habitations arc. found
on this side. The area between the left bank of the Siang and
the right bank of the Yamne river to Danlbuk, the last Adi
\.illage on the south-eastern side, containing the villagcs Ayeng,
Aaebo, Silluk, Dapui, Menlesepo, is for most part flat and
favourable for habitation. The area below Renging on the
right bank ol the Siang upto Ledum is also more or less flat.
Rit7~rs: The Tsang-po flows through Tibet and takcs a
turn southwards, approxinlately at the latitude 29.35'K arid
longitude 95.20'E. At this bend the river encircles some high
nlountains like Namcha Barua (24.445'). Beyond this turn,
there are rapids for about 30 miles. Another f e ~ vmiles belo\\.,
the river enters Indian territory, where it is knoc\'n as thc.
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Dihang or anlong the Adis, the Siang. Once the river breaks
through the mountain ranges, it does not run 'north to south,
but first flows South-South-West and So~th~South-East
aiid
lastly straight south to Kebang. O n the' whole, the course ol
the river is at right angles to the lie of the hills. All through
the division, the river is fed by a number of tributaries. Some
of these are like moderate sized rivers of the plains. The river
enters the plains at Pasighat. A few miles downstream Iron1
Pasighat the r-ivcr divides into two. The width and currcnt
of the river from the point where it enters the Indian Dominion
to Bordak village are not great. I t is not navigable because
ol strong current and innumerable rapids throughout its course.
il few miles below Pasighat the river becomes navigable in all
seasons. In the mountainous section above Pasighat, there arcb
a few places where the river can be crossed with the help of
tl~~gouts
in winter or in early rains. The two banks present
completely different pictures, one sloping down to the river,
while the other is sheer cliff.
The Yamne rises somewhere in the high snow-clad mountains in the north-east beyond NIodi village. From its sourcch,
the river flows south-west until it meets another big tributary
bearing the same name, which flows clown from due north
near the Milang village. It then turns south and, fed by many
tributaries, flows down forming a curve towards the south-west
near Dukku. I t then runs south-east to meet the Siang below
Jero village.
Another important tributary of the Siang is the Yang Sang
Chu which originates from the mountains in the south-eastern
side and flows north-west to meet the Siang near Jeru on the
right bank of this side of the Indian border.
The third important river is the Siyom which rises in thc
Pari Mountains in the north-west corner and flows due east
through the Bori country and then takes a turn south. A few
miles down, the river again turns towards the east near Along
village, an important stage in the Gallong country, and finally
meets the Siang near Panging.
Flora: Almost the whole of the Adi Hills is covered by
dense forest. There is a great variation of flora in this area
due to the difference in altitude and climate, starting from

A panorama of the upper Siang Riw

A snow mountain of upper Siang
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grass, reeds, swamps to large trees. In the south of the Adi
Hills, the forest is full 01 evergreen sub-tropical vegetation with
thick.undergrowth and creepers. In the north the vegetation
gradually-changes. Here large trees are replaced by rhododendron and cypresses, while the central parts arc clothed in
l~ambooand cane. The common vegetation in the south are
Simul (Sulnzulin nzalabaricu, Schoot) , Hollock (Ternzinalin
rnyriocnrp), Heurrk & Mvecull Pichola (Meliosnzn sinzplicifclia, Halp) , Borpat (Ailanthus grandis, Prain) , Walnut (Juglans
rrgia, Linn) and the Oak, (qurrcus sp) Chestnut (Castanopsis),
Screw (Pnndanus) pine and Orchids of different varieties in
the north. The southern areas are rich in fruit-trees like Mango
(Mangifera intlicu, Linn) , Jack-fruit ( A rtocarpus in tegrifolia,
Linn) , Lichee (Ncpheliun~Chicrensis, Sononer) , Yellow Raspberry (Rubus sp) , Orange (Citrus Aurantiunz, Linn) and Pineapple (Annnas Camosus, Linn Merr) .
Fauna: Of the commoner mammals different varieties ol
Monkeys, Langurs, Civets, Himalayan black bear, Flying fox
(Fruit-bat), Shrews, Giant squirrels, Rats and Mice may be
noted. Big game includes Tigers, Leopard, Wild boar, Porcupine and various kinds of deer of which the Sambar, Hog deer
and Barking deer are common. The curious Takin (Budorcus
taxicolor Hodgson) is found only in the higher ranges of the
Adi Hills.
The birds are representative of the whole Indo-HimalayanBurmese Region. Green magpie, Tree-pies, Grey and Sultan tits,
Parrot-bills, various Laughing thrushes, Babblers, Sibia, Siva,
Rose-finches and Pheasants live in higher altitudes from 3000'
upwards. Other commoner birds distributed over most extensive areas except on the bleakest high hill tops, are different
kinds of Bulbuls, Cuckoo-shrike, Minivets, Thrushes, Forktails,
Redstarts, Flycatchers, Warblers, Munias, Finches, Martins and
Swallows, Wagtails and Pipits, Flowerpeckers, Sunbirds, Pitta,
Broadbill, Woodpeckers, Barbets, Bee-eaters, Hornbills, Parakeets, Trogon, Owls, Hawks and Eagles, Pigeons and Doves,
Jungle fowl and Partridges, Snipes and Sandpipers, and Ducks.
Of the reptiles, the Gavial, Turtle and several kinds of
Lizards are the most familiar, and Blind-snakes (Typhlops),
Tree-racers (Elaphe) , Rat-snakes (Ptj~as)
, Racers ( Colu bcr) ,

Bronze-backs (Ailuetzllla), Wolf-snakes ( L j ~ o d m ,l )Keel-backs
(Natrix) , Cat-snakcs (Boi~cl),Whip-snakes (Ilryophis), Cobra
( N n j a ) and Pit-vipcrs (Trirnerc7surus) arth also Ircyuently secrl.
Among the amphibians, various species of Frogs and Toads
are met with.
Mountain carps of various species, Loach, Mahaseers, (:atfishes of various kinds, Eels ancl Murrels are the conlrilon l.eprthsentative of the fishes of this area.
Of the Arthropoda, the most interesting representative is
Peripatus belonging to the primitive group Onychophora.
Several species of freshwater Shrimps and CIrSabs represent Crustacca, and Moths, Butterflies, Bees, Wasps, Ants, Flics, Sandflies, Cockroaches, Crickets, Dragonflies, Beetles etc. are the
conimoil insects.
Clinzntc,: So far as the solar climate is concerned, the
Siang Frontier Division may be considered a monsoon region
falling within the hot belt according to Supan's' classification
of climatic zones. But the solar climate is modifiecl by great
~ariationsof the topography brought about by an intricate
mountain system which cuts the coulitry into numerous deep
gorges and narrow valleys. A cross-section from the north to
south will reveal a gradation in altitudes ranging from thc
ranges of eternal snow in the extreme north to the low hills
bordering the valley of the Brahmaputra in the south through a
succession of hilly tracts in a descending order of heights. The
physical climate is, therefore, entirely different from that of a
rather uniform land occupvinq
,
the same geographical position.
Due to this great variation in the physical features of the different parts, the division presents a varigated climatic picture.
T o speak in a general way, the temperature is very high
lvith little variation in the year in the lower parts. The seasons
depend more on rainfall than on the temparature, and the
Adis divide the year into two main seasons (i) the rains and
(ii) the winter. But as gradually rising hills cut off the upper
parts from the inflow of the moisture-laden winds of monsoon,
the precipitation decreases in intensity as well as continuity as
one proceeds northward. O n the whole, however, the distriC

~

1 A.
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Supan, Crundziige der Physischen Erdkunde (Leipzig, 1896).
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bution of rain and rain shadow area is very conlplicated on
account of tlie tortuous paths taken by the winds through
these gaps aiid passes in their labyrinthic folds. In the loi4'er
1-egions, the rainy season lasts from the last week of hiarch to
September whcm tlie sky is overcast almost all the time, and tht.
i.ainfal1 is very heavy. The valley of the Siang, cutting a passage through the hills for the monsoon clouds, is specially noted
for cornparatitrely heavy rainfall. A steep descent of tlie
streams, draining the entire accuniulatiorl of rain-water in the
upper regions in their rapid downward courses, causes sudden
sivellings in the lower reaches occasionally flooding the adjacent
lands which art: completelv cut off from the plains. It is tllimost unhealthy part of the year with enervating warm hurniditv
and quick wild growth of underwood jungle so well known ill
these areas. From October starts the dry season which continues till the end of January. The temperature gradually falls,
and so do the rivers. Heavy mist lies over the land whicli
clears only in the morning. This season is noted for strong
gorge winds. Between January and March, a brief spell, \\.liicli
might be termed spring, intervenes. This season is not particularly distinguished by the people themselves. T o them it is
merely a transition from winter to summer, as in tlie first part,
it continues the cold of the former and ushers in the rains b!~
intermittent showers in the latter.
This is true of the lower parts of the Division and in thcvalleys, on the windward side of the ranges. The leeward sidcs
are naturally less wet and more open to the cold northern
winds. The usual change of climate is noticed as one proceeds
to higher latitudes and altitudes. The high lands arc characterized by a cooler climate, the intensity of cold depending on
the lie and height. The peaks of the outer Himalayas stand
high above the snow line and represent an arctic climate in this
torrid zone area.
111. DlFFERENT GROUPS-ORIGIN-MIGRATION
AND PRESENT DISTRIBUTION

The Adis are divided into different groups, such as Padam,
R/linyong, Pangis, Shin~ong,Ashing, Pasi, Karko, Boknr, Bori,
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Ramo, Pailibo, Milan, Tangam, Tagin and Gallong. Of all
these, the Padam, Minyong and Shimong are the largest
gr0ups.l
The origin, migration and present distribution of these
different groups are described from north to north-east 2nd then
southwards.
From the legends available, it appears that the ancestors
of the Ramos and the Bokars were brothers. The Kan~osdescended in a direct line from Dungram, the elder brother of
I)umgumi, the ancestor of the Bokars.
The Ramos appear to have originally settled in the valley
of Tang San Po in Tibet. Their ancestors left their original
settlement, moved from place to place in Tibet and finally
crossed over to the Tadadege area and settled within the Indian
territory. Their last migration from Tadadege to Rapum,
which they still inhabit took place long ago.
At present, the Ramo area consists of Rego, Rapum, Hiri,
Puryi, Kiposhi, Paduche and Harme villages. Rego is the last
Ramo village on the way to Mechuka. There is one village,
called Dorjeeling, where both Membas and Ramos live together.
The Bokars claim descent from the first man, Abo Tani.
Abo Tani had several sons. One of them was Nikar, whose
eldest son Karbo, was the father of Bodung, who in turn had
two sons. From the younger son, Dungumi runs the direct
line of descent of the present day Bokars.
The ancestors of the Bokars used to live in a place known
as Mate in Tibet. Due to pressure of population, they started
migrating and settled near about Tadadege, in a place which
is at present known as Pui.' Another version claims that their
ancestors came down from Tibet and settled near the Shimang
river, presumably near the source of the Sike river, a tributary
of the Siyom. According to yet another belief, the Bokars came
originally from Samelo, near Lhasa, from where they were
driven out by the Tibetans. Thereafter they migrated and
settled down on both sides of Tungula Pass in Yumi and Nayu
\-alleys. The Bokars are very alike to the Ramos and Pailibos
- -.up-

' Another section of the Adis, the Gallongs, of the Siang Frontier
Division has, been described by Shri L. R. N. Srivastava in a separate
booklet.
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and bear no 1.esemblance to the Memhas or Tibetans. There
are altogether twenty-two small villages in the b k a r area.
The biggest is Gesing. The less important villages are Pangri,
Yangrang, Taihiyong, Rote, Pidi, Ruying, Kate, Luto, Ramni,
Hemi or Mote, Pote, Karle, Manigong, Ingo, Pulom, Simegong,
Papigro, Tadadege, Lapugora, Yorkongdo and Namasiba.
The Bori villages are situated on the tops of the hills on
both the banks of the Siyon~or Yomgong and the Sike. The
area is surrounded by high ranges of hills on three sides-in the
east by the Luyor range, in the west by the Piri hills and ill
the north by the wall formed by these ranges closing together..
The important villages of the Boris are Yiyo, Dupu, Payun,
Pame, Gasheng, Gatte, Gameng, Paying, Bogu and Mega.
It is believed that the Pailibos are descendants of Bomong.
As far as we know, they used to inhabit an area originally near
about Dosing. They started migrating southwards, but due to
natural calamities, they had to turn back by the right bank
of the Siyom and finally settle in the area near about Yapuik.
They at present inhabit a small area of rough terrain on the
right bank of the Siyom. Their neighbours on the south-east
are the Gallongs from whom they are separated by the Bayor
hills; to the east are situated the highly populated Bori villages;
to the north-east are the Bokars and on the north-west the
Ramos. They are a small tribe, and their important villages
are Yapuik, Irgo, Yapu, Tadogitu, Tagur, Lipo, Pauru, Bogc,
Silli and Tato, which is the last Pailibo village on way to
Mechuka.
The Tagins are believed to have migrated from Pcnji, a
village in Tibet, to Tadadege region. From Tadadege, they
seem to have migrated to their present settlements.
The Ashing area starts from Tuting in the north and extends as far as Ramsing village in the south. The northernmost village is Tuting on the right bank ol the Siang, to the
south of which is Ninging. Pango, a moderately big Ashing
village, lies south of Ninging. In between Pango and Bomdo,
the largest settlements of the Ashings, are the tii.0 conlparatively small settlements, Minging and Mosing.
The Tangams originally inhabited that part of the Adi
country which extends from the gorge, which the Siang breaks
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through, to as far as the 29th parallel of latitude. Morc than n
century ago, they were pushed down and were evictthci fronl
their best lands and forced to migrate towarcls Kuging.
They are now founcl distributed in Nycrelig and Kuging
o n the right bank of the Yilng Sang Chu, east of Jctlo. Mayunl
is situated on the left bank of the Tsangpo, 1101-thol' Jeclo.
The Shimongs seem to have migrated very late. F~aonl
their original home somewhe~.eon the o t h t ~sidc of the great
snow ranges of the Hinlalayas, they came down to the Nigong
\.alley. They could not move further south beyond the present
Simong village, as the Minyongs, the Padams and the Pangis
were already in occupation of that area. Thus in course of time,
they had to turn back northwards as far as Jedo.
They occupy the northernmost region on the left bank of
the Siang, Jedo, being the northernmost village situated between
the Yang Sang Chu and the Siang. The area occupied by the
Shimongs extends as far as Gobuk in the south. The principal
Shimong village is Shimong. The next large village is Gete
which lies on the bank of the Siang, north of Shimong. Less
important villages from north to south are Anging, Singing,
Paling, Rikor, Puging. Gobuk is the southernn~ostvillage on
the bank of the Yamne.
The Karkos believe that one of their ancestors, Dunkor,
migrated from the upper Siang valley unobstructed upto Gosang
village. From Gosang, they migrated to Didung and finally to
Karko village. They followed the Padams in their migration.
The Karkos occupy today the region on the right bank of the
Siang, the area lying between the villages of Ramsing and
Pankang.
Milan, Dalbin and Modi, the three villages that form a
triangle between the upper reaches of the Yamne in the north
and the Sidip in the south, belong to another section of the
Adis known as the Milans.
The ancestors of the Milans are believed to have migrated
from Pango to Karko and then to Riga. From Riga, they
were forced by the Minyongs to cross the Siang and settled for
some time in Riu. They were further compelled to migrate
and settled in a place between the present Damroh and Milan.
From there they spread to their present habitat.
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It is said that the Padams came from the north and were
originally the inhabitants of Bomi, a place near Ramsing.
They started migrating, and passed through Sira Patmg,
Dempui, Nugong, Ringong, Kilive, P e p , Silluluak, Tavek
Puigo. From Tayek Puigo, all the clans of the Padanls other
than the Legos, migratc-d to a place called Ngling. The Lego
clan went to Milan land and finally to Damroh. The Irang
clan of the Padanls also left the main hotly and went to Jokan
and finally to Damroh. The main body of the Padanls \vent
to a place called Anatko in the Konikars' lands and from there
to Kesing and then joined with the Irangs and Legos at
Damroh. The Padarn area now starts from the Sidip on the
left bank of the Yanzne, covers the whole of the region on this
side and extends as far as the Siku river in the south and the
Dambuk village in the south-east. Tlie northernnlost I'adanl
village by the side of the Yamne is Damroh, the nrxt t ~ - o
villages towards the south being Padu and Silli. Bordak is the
last Padam village in the higher region of the Adi hills. In
the lower region, there are five Padani villages, a11 on the left
hank of the Siang. The first of this series is Ayeng situated
at the foot of the hill by the side of the Siku. The next village
east of Ayeng is called Mebo. Further east, there is a group
of three villages named Shilluk. The villages of the Padams on
the eastern side are Dambuk, Meka and Rayeng on the bank of
the river Sissiri, and are under the jurisdiction of the Lohit
Frontier Division.
The Pangis are believed to have inhabited a part of the
Siyom valley. They were too pushed southwards across the
Siang by a more powerful section of people and finally settled
in Yamne valley. The Pangis occupy the main Yamne \.alley
and are confined to the right bank of the river. The i~nportant
villages are Jeru, Sibum and Gekku.
The ancestors of the Minyongs used to live on some snotvranges near about Telilidung. I n their southward n~i~g-ration,
they did not follow the course of the Siang. Instead, they
came down the Angong valley to Mani-Pere and crossed the
Takek-Adi near Dibok and finally settled at Riga past Pangkang. Later, they managed to cross the Siang near Taek-Pigo
near about Riu and spread over the area from Kebang, Yem-
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sing and Pangin as far as Ixdum. Thc Miriyongs now-a-davs
occupy an area on thc right bank of the Siarig and a part of
the valley lying between the Siang and the Yamnc. The northernmost Minyong settlement is Pankang and Rengirlg the
southernmost. The principal Minyong villages are Riga, Konlsing, Riu, Panging, Kebang, Rotung, and Renging. There art.,
however, a few small srttlenlents of the same gr-oup, such as
Pangkang, Dosing, Jorsing and Yambung.
The Pasis took a different route in their migration. They
were driven from Sigong (Sira Pateng) by other powerlul
groups of the Adis and migrated south, halting at Nugong,
Ringong, Koliyive, Pegu, Silluluak and finally crossed thc
Siang at Tayek Puigo. They then proceeded to Ngling ant1
settled in a place halfway between Damroh and Adi Pasi.
From there they followed the right bank of the Yammc southwards to Kuying Yive and then to Sire Kumu, north of their
present village. They settled at Adi Pasi for some time, and
then due to the increase in population, they came down ncarabout Pasighat and settled in Ramkang and Monku. At present, Adi Pasi is the onlv Pasi settlement and a solitary village
in the upper regions, lying between Damroh and Padu. Their
other settlements are in the lower region, a few miles from
Pasighat. These villages are known as the Balek group, composed ol Romkang, Tigra, Balek, Roing, Rasam, Monku,
Kellek, and Gine.
A study of the legends relating to their original home,
would suggest that the Adis came into India from the north
across the Himalayan barrier. The real cause of their immigration cannot be ascertained at present. It may have been
occasioned by some great natural upheaval in their home-land
or by large scale racial movements set in motion by political
happenings in those regions. Nor can it be said whether they
came in a single mass or gradually in small batches in successivc waves through centuries. I n the former case, it is just
possible, they might have come in a sweeping mass down to
the plains of Assam and been driven back afterwards into
high-lands, they occupy now, by a superior power. Anything
definite cannot be said upto this point; but it is comparatively
easy to picture their later dispersion. Once they had settled
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in the ~ n o l ~ ~ l t a i n oregions
us
below the Hinlalayas, growing comnlunities woulcl t ~ cforced to send out colonists in search of nc\zr
1;tntls. ?'hc.se colonists would establish settlements which, ill
tlieir turn, ~ r o u l dfind others. In this way, expansion would
c.ontiriuf. in a sort of chain work. It may be taken for granted
that, in the initial stages, the expansion was from east to west,
~articularly, in tlie Siang area. T h e southward expansion
occurrtd later, when this arca was fully occupied and could
not accommodate any further settlement.'
IV. RELATIONS WITH MODERN lNDlA

Captain Bcdforc-l was the first European to visit a part
of the Adi countly in the year 1825-1826. H e was followed by
Father Krick who visited the same Padam area sometime before January 1855. T h e country was next visited by Dalton
in 1855. The British Governnlent tried in vain in 1847 to
establish a trading post in the Adi country. In 1858, the first
expedition was sent in consequence of a raid on a Beeall
village but it was a complete failure. Another expedition
was organized in 1859, but this expedition too proved almost
a failure as the British soldiers could not reach the actual
objective, and had to retreat after destroying a few Adi villages
in the lower regions. T h e Government decided to send another expedition in the year 1862, but gave u p the idea after
an amicable settlement by which the Adis recognized extension
of the British territory upto the foot of the hills. Thcv also
accepted a proposal for unimpeded trade and conlmunication
across the frontier in both directions. From 1866 to 1892, it
was a period of non-intervention, though the Adis broke the
treaty and created trouble from time to time. I n the vear.
1894, another and a successful expedition was despatched to
the Adi villages of Dambuk, Silluk and Bomjur under Captain
Maxwell and F.J. Needham. After this, till 1903, therc \\,as
no major disturbance in the Adi country. I n the year. 191 1,
Mr Williamson, Assistant Political Officer and D r ' ~ r q p r s o n
l This
is according to their own traditions. But for the author's
view about their true and ultimate direction of migration refer to
Chapter VI.
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were killed near about Komsing along with most of their followers. An expedition followed next year and established the
British authority over the Adis.
After this last Adi expedition, it was decided to create two
divisions comprising the hilly tracts in the north of Assam; accordingly the western section and central and eastern sectiorls
were formed. The eastern and the central sections, lying to
the east of Subansiri, were placed in charge of a Political Officer.
M r Dundas, the first Political Officer of these sections, brought
all the large Adi villages of the lower region under proper
control.
I n 1919, the name of the central and eastern sections was
changed to that of Sadiya Frontier Tract.
I n the year 1936-37, W. H. Calvert, Political Officer,
Sadiya Frontier Tract, carried out a tour in the unadministered
territory of the Adi hills. He travelled to Yembung, Komsing
and proceeded north to Riu, Pangin, and back to Pasighat.
The relation was cordial and friendly. Calvert carried out another tour in the year 1937-38 in the same region and went
as far as the Minyong area on the upper regions of the Siang,
and of the Simong and Siyom valleys. I n the year 1939, R. W.
Godfrey, Political Officer, Sadiya Frontier Tract, along with
J. H. F. Williams, Assistant Political Officer, Pasighat, made a
tour, covering a total distance of over 230 miles and toured
the heart of the Minyong country upto the Tsangpo valley
from Pasighat. In April, 1940, Godfrey toured upto the Siang
valley and Gallong country. The jurisdiction of the Political
Officer, Sadiya Frontier Tract, extended as far as to the upper
Siang valley in the year 1941 and two posh-one
at Riga and
the other at K a r k e w e r e established.
I t was in 1942 that the Tirap Frontier Tract was carved
out from the Sadiya Frontier Tract. Subsequently, in 1948,
the Sadiya Frontier Tract was divided into two separate districts, the Mishmi Hills and the Abor Hills.
In 1954, the name of the Abor Hills District was changed
to that of the Siang Frontier Division.

.Ill t~-;l\~c.lling
i r ~ thc Acli lalit1 has to ht. done on foot.
'1'11t. rivt.~.Si;lrig is 11ot ri;l\ligal)l(. i l l most ~)l;ict.sI,c.c.aiise ol its
Iiigli c.ilrrc.rit ;111cl i n ~ ~ i i ~ ~ ~ r ~.;lpids.
r i i l ~ l r Thv iZ(lis ;\I-t- 'dr;~idof
rivers, and ;lrc 11ot goocl swin~mc.t.s. ( : o ~ i s t . c ~ ~ i rt11c
~ ~ tuscl ~ ~of
,
'(1~1g
outs' ;i11(1 I);ir~~k)oo
rafts is not \ . t . ~ . \ t~ ornrnon.

Notched ladder
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Acli foot-tracks fro111 villagt. to village are rlar,r.ow, a i d arc.
nlaintainetl and ~.ep;~ireclby tllc V~IIIL~CI.S,~ ; i ( . J i vi1l:tgc being
responsible for the n i n t t n 01 tho^(. ~ ) i \ r tllilt
t ~ fill1 withill
its bount1;~ry. The shortest routes anh usually sc4c(*tcd,r\,cIi if
one 1l;w to pass over high nlountains. 'The): are nt.vrbr, as a
rule, tortuolls. I n cases of stcep clinlbs over 1
or nludtly
roacls, they coiistr~ictsteps of stone slal~s. 1,ogs of wood arcA
placed across swampy parts. Somt.tinles, t1lc.y prefer paths bv
the river side and there, they usually depend upon big slabs of
stone strew11 there. Lacldcrs of wood are in conlnlon use for
climbing and descending stcep rocks. These ladders arc without hand rests, and during rainy season they become slipperv
and dangerous, as the foot-rests are very narrow. Foot-tracks
outside the villages run through the jhum cultivations.
Shallow rivers are us~ially waded across except during
rainy seasons, when the current is too swift and water is too
deep to be so forded. The Adis art. expert in constructing
different types of bridgcs. 'The skill, as well as the labour
shewn in the construction of these bridges is really surprising,
and is such as would do no discredit to more civilized nations.''
Cane hanging bridges are common over the longer streams
and in several places, over the Siang and the Yamne. Other
types of bridges are also found a11 over the region. The
simplest device of crossing a shallow river is bv placing large
boulders across it, each boulder placed at a distance of two
feet from the other.
When the current is strong and water deep, the usual way
of spanning a river is by erecting two stone abutments, one
on each side of the river, facing each other, and by placing
a long log of wood across the river, on the abutments, The
upper surface of the log is planed flat and smooth with 'dao',
but the under surface remains round.
There are then the cantilever bridges of bamboo weighted
with piles of boulders, suspension bridges with rigicl bamboo
footways, trestle bridges and combinations of these types.
T h e cane suspension bridges display the Adi enginecring at its best. At one end, the canes forming the main
W. Robinson, Dcscriptizle Account of Assam (1841), pp. 359-362.

~ I I C l'iver and sc'curcci in tlic s;tmcX\\-;I\., oil

ot1it.1. I-);~nk.
Once the two main suspende~.~
a1.c: SC-(III.(.(~. I llc\. a [t ;1i.11 to t hcb?tsome il~inossuspentlers. O n tllcsc a]-c. 11rlllg (.liptit-it1 c-oils o f
the same n~aterialat an illtc>r\.;tl 01' 1't*\\. \,;11.(1?;. l-'ool-~.t*stq01.
ZLIIOU~tell to t\vel\.c ii~chcsarc tllc.11 \\-o\-c.li \\.it11 ( . ; I I I ~ . ?;rl.il>s.
I ~ . s t l ybelow thc main suspensioli c - ; ~ t i c ~ , tlic. ritqs ;ir.cb I ' r ~ i . t l i c ~ ~ '
s t ~ ~ c i ~ g t l ~ c\vitIl
n e c ~adcIition:il cants, ~ \ ~ l i i ( ~illso
Il
, s ( > ~ its
~ t >l i ; ~ i ~ ( l 1.t.sts during crossing. No\\. this stl-uc.tr~t-c~
il~c.l\lclingtIi(. l'oo1-1.t.st
tli(.
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and hand-rest are interlaced wit11 cane strips which add to the
stability of the suspension strings. These bridges sway considrrably during crossing, but are safe and have never been known

Single-span bridge

to break or fail otherwise. It is repaired part by part every
year, so that after three or four years, the entire bridge gets
renewed all over.
The length of such bridges depends on the width of the
river. A very valuable and detailed description, with measurements of one of the longer cane bridges, is given by J. 0. Neil,
in Dunbar's book.
'The length of bridge-work measured along the footway from entrance to entrance was 717 feet, and the approaches
were about 34. feet in length giving a total of 786 feet.
The supports (on the bank) were 8-10 logs about 21 feet
long and from 5+ in. to 9 in. in diameter, with 10 feet
buttress posts. The bridge was anchored on either side by
about 30 strands of split cane attached to growing trees, living
bomboos and rock. The open tube of cane-work of which the
bridge was made consisted of a frame-work of 30 ropes of split
cane varying from 20 feet to 50 feet in length, and from 2 to
1 foot apart, the lengths of cane being tied together with

(b) Detail

&#$i
-..
a;""'

k'

what M r Kemp tells me is known as 'an ordinary knot'. Fiftynine interlacing strands at varying intervals of from 3 to 23
feet along the bridge made of 4 strands of whole cane twisted
together formed the hoops of the cage. The suspension cables
were made of 6 strands of split cane twisted together; these
cables varied in height from 4 ft. 6 in. to 6 ft. 6 in. from that
precarious structure the foot way; 10 struts of bamboo, at various intervals, wore placed transversely to separate the suspension cables. The height of the bridge above winter river level
was found to be 50 feet at the centre and 130 feet at the entrances. As might be expected, the give of this kind of footway is appreciable (in places over a foot), and it is necessary
to put a considerable amount of weight on the upper cables,
that are grasped in either hand. Moreover the sway of these
bridges is considerable at the centre; in windy weather it is so
great as to make crossing such a bridge impossible'.'
Sometimes rafts are also used to cross rivers. Bamboo
rafts used by the Adis to cross rivers have been described by
Bentinck :
'The Adi raft is built up of bamboos of a special kind,
very large and light; it is some 20 feet long and 5 feet wide,
carries a small platform for passengers and baggage, and is
worked by three or four men with sticks, of whom the man in
the bows does such steering as is possible. The only crossing
places are where the river widens out, and the current in shore
is, therefore, very slack. The raft is towed up the bank as far
as the steepness of the rocks allows, and is cast off with the
head well upstream. Then follows an exciting period of furious paddling, during which the raft goes slowly across the stream
and rapidly down it until, if successful, it strikes the slack water
on the far side. Bad steering results in its being carried far
down; and there is no saying where it may stop."
Dr Verrier Elwin gives a graphic picture of the deep rooted fear of the Adis regarding crossing of rivers.
'The Adis are afraid of the rivers that are one of the
most notable features of their territory, for they are believed
.

-

. ..

' G. D.

S. Dunbar, op. cit., p. 21.
Bentinck, 'The Adi Expedition : Geographical Results'.
Geographical Journal, Vol. X L I , No. 2.
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to be haunted by dangerous spirits, the Nippong, \vho clrag
men down into the water, and a nunlbtxr of drowning tl.iigc.ctirs
in the past has discouragccl them either from lislii~igor- c-rossing the rivcr by boat or raft. It was, tht~*rforc,by 110 nlt8ails
easy to persuade the Ashings to help us make the ralt at Borutlo
and only one or two of the111 would wnturc. on it, ;~lthougll
scorcs of people gathered at the bank to watch thch hazardous
c.rossing. At Tuting, howcwer, ;t very fin(. raft was c.onstruc.tchtl.
. . . . I t could acconi~noclate 11 persons and thrrc. was it iillch
scat with a Tibetan mat ancl a prayer-flag at t l prow.
~
On
the bank, the Adis busied thenlselves in offering sacrifices Sol.
our safe crossing and the Membas and Kllambas crcctctl a
s;~plingdecorated with prayer-flags.
'The next clay some of the Adis, very tlaring, tried to
c ~ o s sthe river. Thry put 16 persons instead of 11 on thth raft
ancl threw awav the oars ancl usecl bits of hamboo, \vhich M ( ~ I . ( .
of course almost useless, instead. T h c result was that \vhc~n
they reached mid-strean1 they were swept down by the current
and came to grief in the rapids lower clo~vn. Two of t1lc.m
were thrown into the river.but were fortunately rescuecl. This
led to a regular orgv or propitiation of the River Goctclesses
who not only had to he implored to behave better in future
hut had to be persuaded to restore to their bodies the aiths or
'souls' of the t ~ v omen who fell into the rivcr and which hacl
left them in consequence.'
A short description of the Adi track from the left side of the
rivcr Siang to Gelling and back will give an idea of the communication system of the country.
From a point opposite Renepego across the Siang, the
track runs along the river over boulders, and then passes
through deep virgin forests to a steep ascent of 1500 feet,
with 1$ miles. T h e track then goes 500' ancl then up a
a climb approximately 1500' again to Bordak village (2000') .
There are two tracks from Bordak to Silli, one over the top of
Pogo (4240') a hard march with a steady and a difficult climb,
arid the other skirting the hills. T h e first, though shorter, is
rather risky as the track passes through a number of land-slides
and over high spurs. T h e second, a recent construction at
first follo~rsthe river course and then turns clue north across

high spurs up to the Silli village (3500'). From Silli the track
leads almost down to river bank and then graduallv ascends
1000' wliere it runs along the hills and river to Paddu and
llukku villages. T h e foot-track from Paddu to Adipasi is long
as well its difficult, as it climbs over 6000'. From Paddu the
trxck as usual goes down again to approximately 100' to strunglc
u p a stecp climb 6000'. For few miles bevond it runs over
i l l ( - top of the hill and then drops down to the Adipasi village
(3500'). The journey betwt.cn the two villages is \.erv strenuous. A second route from Paddu to Adi Pasi follows thc Siang,
hut is longer ant1 neglected. T h e major portion of the track
from Adi Pasi to Damroll is c,omparatively easy, as it takes mostI\: l)y the sic1e of tllc river
hills, with the last two miles
ordy hcing :.I steep climb over stones steps (from approximatel\.
1500' to 4000'). This journey is rather tirrsonle and fatiguini.
T h e first four miles of the track from Damroh to R4ilan is not
I ~ a d . From the fifth milc, there is a stcxep slippc.1-v descent
Ivading to a river bed. A climb up from there leads to hlilati
village at a height of 4250'. As usual the track from Xlila~i
goes down for a few miles, followed by a climb of allout 2500'
which lcads to the Dalbin village (-4000') . First few 111ilt.sof the
11-ack from Dalbin to Gobuk is a gradual descent over Jhunl
fields, until to the bank of thc river Yamne. Here thc river is
crossed by means of small cane-bridge. O n the other sidr of
the river there is a steep climb of about 3000'. T h c track from
Gobuk then runs by the side of thc Siang towards Shimong
\\.hich is in the north-west. T h e first few miles are over easy
u p s a n d downs, and are succeedcd by decp forests. A s ontb
ntBarsthe village of Shimong, the tracks as usual leads up 10 a
height of 3700'. Between Shimong to Gete, a quarter of the track
runs over the jhum f elds of the Shimong \.illagc ant2 the rest
over easy ups and downs followed by thc usual clinlb ileal- thc.
village. Gete is only 3000' high. The major portion of the foottrack between Gete and Shinlong can be described as less ordours in comparison with other foot-tracks. It runs mostlv
by the river bed until it reaches the foot of the hill on \\.liic.h
lies the village Puging (3600'). From Puging onrvards the
foot-track is extremely bad up to the border of India and Tibct.
T h e track between Puging and Rikor is rough and is It111 of
L
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ups and downs. The Paling village is situated at a height of
3700' but the track is extrenlely bad and the journey stt.enuous
and exhausting. The track from Paling to Singirig rurls up
and down for a mojor part and is conscquelitly used as littlt.
as possible. Therc are nlarly sharp clir~lbsall tllrough it. Tht.

road fro111 Singing to Anging is also of the same nature, tllc
track ninning mostly along the crest of ridges and at almost

the end, tlic.1.t. is the usual ascent, this onc. of about 4000' t o
Anging villagt.. T h e track from Anging is a steep clvsrent o\,c-~i-oc.ky beds i~ltl~ro~igli.
Thtb last i c . ~nli1t.s ;i1.t3 a rt.;il relief
tlir track 1.1111sthrougll thc. valley of thr~Siang ;lnd thr J'a11
Sill1 (:1111. rrllt>c.i1litb hl-iclgc. C)\rcbI. t l l t a Y:ill sill1 c ; l l ~is ~ ( ~ 1 . 1
good ant1 t l l c h tt-it(-k to tlit- \~illiigrJcdo (3000') is only a gcntlt.
I i l . 1ht. iirst 11;~lf to I:r-jori canll) lip to tlie c;llith hridgc
is v(.ry goocl as t11r t1;lc.k rrins tl~rouglljunglt. ;i11(1 tllc \.;LIIc'\..
Act-oss tht. ri\.c.r., t11c.r.e I~egins ;L stiff rn;i~.(.h,;I steady asc.cbnt
cn.c.t. slipptbry l-oc.ks, \vhcall onch Iias to S U ~ ~ O I -o~lt'self
t
~ ' i t l it11tli(hlp 01 hiinging cs;itlcbs. Tht- track tlicn 1c;~dsstt-aiglit donw t o
thr. ri\x.r- 1,t.d ot.c.1 I ~ ~ i i l d ( ~ 11.0111
~ . s . I':I.~oI~(:;imp to Sepo thcb
r

1

Poles spanning a stream

track is bcttc.1- ;LS it ~ ~ 1 1
along
s
thc I-ivcr l ~ a n k ,c.sc-'ptirlg, of
course, one or two climbs and descents. Tlw t~.;~c-k
to Gc.llitlg,
runs over extremely rockv hills ~ v i t h 1adclc1.s t o I1c.111 t 11th
travellers in negotiating straight falls an tl rises.

tri1c.k (111
1.cltr1111 jout.nc.~1)v tlicb 1.igllt biclc. 01' 111t.
Siang is thth same lip to tht*(.;in(.I11.iclgc.\ \ 1it.1.t. 1 1 1 l~. i \ , t . ~ . is r.l.ohsc.tl
S o l - Jcdo. F r ~ n lthis place ttlch track c.olitiri\lc.s t o iisc.chncl ~ 1 10
)
' l t ~ t i l ~(;3!JOO')
g
soil t l l oS lq11joii t.i~n11). Fro111 ' l ' i ~ t i ~t ~
1it.l.c.
g is :L
T l l c b

t l i c b

>harp clesct.nt to Rengong river (1500') and afttbr- a turn to the
cast Irom thc opposite 11ank a stc~advc>linlbol 2500' follo\z~ecll)y
L: sharp tlescent to thc hank of the 1,ongong. Thcr-t. is :I steep
i.lin~hol 3000' again ht.forc. Ninging village is r.eacht>d.T h c 1 - 0 x 1

descends from there to a small river named Rebung from where
the Siang is clearly visible. For t1irt.t. miles iron1 the other hank
of the rivrl the track runs almost parallel to tlie Siang and then
tlzt-re is a clin~bover a spur on which lies the Lillagt. of Pango
(4200'). From l'arigo the road continurs to desccnd. Xlanv
severe ascents and descents, with oc~asionalle\~cIstretches h\.
wav of ~ ~ l i e have
f,
to be made between Pango and Minging
(4200'). Between Minging- to Mosing there is a descent t o
Siropatt. river succeeding a trying and tiresome march upto
the village of Mosilig situated on the top of a hill at an altitilde of about 4500'. From Mosing to Angirig river Clamp, it
is an unbroken gradual descent do\vn to 1500'. The track
from thc confluence of thc Angong river and the Siang is a
climb of 4000' across Jhum fields. The track in this placc.
runs parallel to tlic Siang and climbs up to Janbo (4300';f.
Fronl Janbo it goes down to the bank of the Siitng. This
track runs over boulders arid occasionallv through thick fort-st?;
u p to the foot of the Ljo~ndo village (3000". It then gars
straight up the hill, and getting steeper as it nears tht. Bonldo
village. About two miles belo\v Bomdo there is ;I cant.
bridge over the Siang connecting the villagt-s of Puging and
Bomclo. But the straight routc on the right bank of the ri\.t-lfrom Bomdo runs parallel to the Siang to Ramsing. Froni
Ramsing to Karko the track is not very bad excepting for ;t
few moderate ups and downs and a climb just near Karko
(4000'). At Karko there is again another cane bridge over
the Siang connecting the land of the Shiniong Adis 14th that
of the Karko Adis. From Karko to Pankang, the track runs,
for the most part, over boulders along t l ~ rSiang. T h e road
is n ~ o r eor less level but for the last clirnl) to the \.illage. From
Pankang (3000') there is a clear v i e ~ rof the Komkar \-illages.
T h e track from Pankang to Riga is better, leading gentl~.do\1.11
to Riga village (3500'). From Riga it \tiidens and is nlortb 01less level; only after a few miles beyond Riga, tlierr is a sharp
descent to the Dibang river bed and from the othcr bank i t
gradual rise to Dosing which is 15 miles fro111 Riga and situated
a t a height of about 3000'. T h e first thrcc miles of tht. foottrack below Dosing arc rough and dangerous as it runs o~.c.-t
boulders. T h e road from Yaksi village is really good up to the
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Yambung river (Siyom) . The root-track on the otl~erside of
the river is still broader. Three clifferent routes lead out from
Panging (3000') one to the Gallong area, thr secontl to Komsing art.;r and the third towards P'asiglrat. 'l'lre track Irom
Panqing is about 4' wide with a gentle gradient upto Ynmbung
bungalow, at the foot of the Kebang village. 'rlie sanre type
of road runs up to Kotung. From Kotung burlgalow to Renging the travellers mostly take the usual Adi short-cut. T h e Adi
routc from Rotung to Renging is a steep climb of about 1000'
<.

Single log bridge

and then a gradual descent to the Renging village ( 1350') . The
road beyond Renging towards Pasighat slopes down gradually
up to the Renepego point. Beyond, the road is very good upto
Pasighat. In brief, a cross country Adi track is a monotonous
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succession of climbs uphill to villages and descent down on the
other side with occasional crossing of streams, skirting of hills,
easy passages along rivers and moderate ups and downs in between villages.
In the Adi ai-eas, the villagers have cxclusive rights over
the stretches of tracks falling within the boundaries of the village,
and they are responsible for the maintenance and repain. The
cluestion about repairs is generally decided in meetings held by
the villagers. When a path is closed it is usually barricaded with
twigs and the diversions are pointed out by approprite signals.
Distances between villages are usually covered in single
marches and so shelters for night halts are not erected. However, when the travellers want to rest, they do so by the road
side near hill streams.
The village as well as the road boundaries are demarcated
by streams and these streams are the usual resting-places while
on march. The moshups provide shelter to travellers (luring
halts in villages.
While marching they always walk in single files no matter
how wide the path may be. They travel one behind the other
and when carrying loads they are guided by the foot prints of
the persons ahead of them.
While travelling they generally carry stick, haversacks with
important personal articles, on their back and necessary weapons
The haversacks used by the Adi men are called talis. These
are of thin cane strips woven in twill pattern. The outer side
of the tali is covered with bark of trees to make it waterproof.
T o adjust it on the back, it is provided with straps on both the
sides which are passed over the shoulder and under the armpit.
Women on the other hand use the sakiap, a smaller type of
cane bag, which is supported from the shoulder by one strap
only.
I n the Adi country there are no regular local porters; any
ablebodied man or woman may carry the loads of travellers.
The women and girls are as good, if not better than the men, at
carrying loads. The load is usually carried on the back, supported on a strap which generally rests on the forehead and is
slung through the armpits. I t usually varies from 20 to 40
pounds and they prefer it to be long than broad. The usual
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breadth of packages sklould not prt.lcri~t)lyexc.t*c~dthe wi(lt11
of one's own back. The length may go 111) to tht. k11cc.s.
Small articles and luggagcs of less weight arcn c>art*ic.tlin kiro).
A kiro is a basket generally used bv t11c.1~for c;lrrying Fvatc.1.
pots or wood from thtb forest. Its bast is n;u.I.owcl than 111th
open end. I t is provided with plaited banrboo straps. rI'l~r
technique of weaving of these straps arc si~npletwilli~rg. The
carrier usually slings the basket on his back with the help of
thrse straps. Two open ends of thrse straps arc fixed almost at
the middle of the kiro; the central portion of the strap rests on
the forehcad of the carrier. Heavier loads are hung on stout
bamboo poles which are carried on shoulders by two persons.
T h e Adis very rarely undertake journeys at night. When
they do so, they usually carry torches made of dried split
ban~boocalled nzprrdnz.
VI. TRADE ROUTES, TRADE AND CURRENCY

There arc several important trade routes in the Siang
Frontier Division. Two principal trade routes from Tibet are
through the Bori and Bokar countries and pass through Gelling.
Beyond Riga, on the right bank of the river Siang, and beyoncl
Damroh on the left bank of the Yamne, trade flows to a great
extent from the north. Below this area, the Adis come down
either to Along, Pangin or to pasighat.
Previously, the Adis of the region below Pangin used to
come down as far as Sadiya to barter whatever little they had.
Due to the proximity of their area to Tibet, the Boris
mainly have trade relations across the border and pass through
Gastreng, Paying, Komtheng, Dibong Niging, Mangu, Dele,
Tungkur Lego Pass, Elling to a market in Tibet, called Navi
Lube. Their main articles of barter are raw hides, chillies,
and in exchange, they bring down rock salt, woollen cloth,
raw wool, Tibetan swords, Tibetan vessels, ear-rings, and brass
bangles. They also bring down specially salt, iron and utensils in exchange and barter these with the other groups of the
Adis. Like the Boris, the Bokars have trade relations beyond the
border. They find a market for their surplus chillies, butter,
hides and tamen, ( a creeper used for dyeing), and in exchange,
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bring down cattle (zonzos), sheep and goats, swords and woollen
goods.
With the opening of Administrative centres all over the
division, the Atlis from both the upper and lower regions have
started to come down to Along, Pasighat and Pangin, and
barter or sell and purchase from shops, salt, yarn, raw wool and
cotton, blankets, and little luxuries, such as hurricane lanterns,
electric torches, thermos flasks, beads, and tin boxes.
The Pailibos carry on their trade through intermediaries
who happen to Ilr the Ranlos, the Bokars and the Membas.
The Ranlos have long been in contact with the Bokars and the
Membas and from them they get cattle by barter against their
local dye known as tan.trn, raw hides and chillies.
Thc Shinlongs export cotton to their neighbours. Both
the Shinlongs and the Ashings produce a surplus of cloth; they
take these warm, durable and dignified cloth to Tibet and exchange for salt, beads and other articles.
There is a relatively !ess important trade route through
the Mishmi country, coming down the Aborka Pass to as far
as Karko. The main items of merchandise are Mishmi coats,
in which the Adis are trading for hundreds of years. These
they sell or barter for mithuns or different varieties of rice.
From January to July, the Tibetans beyond Gelling come
down through the Kepung La Pass with rock salt, iron, warm
durable, aesthetically pleasing .hand-woven cloth, s ~ ~ o r dmusk,
s,
imitation turquoise necklaces, blue porcelain beads, yarn ol
different colours, snuff, small quantities of china, silver and
wooden bowls, and metal pots, and start exchanging their merchandise irom the Ashing area and come down as far as Pasighat. I n exchange, they carry back mithuns, raw hides, deer
horns, white and red rice.
Currency: I n any economic system, however primitive,
an article can be regarded as true money only when it acts
as a definite and common medium of exchange, as a convenient means in obtaining one type of goods for another.
In so doing, it should also serve as a measure of values, allowing the worth of all other articles to be expressed in terms of
itself, and it should also be a standard of value ~vithreference
to past and future payments, while as an econonlic reservc,

it should allow wealth to be corldt.11st.d anti llcld iri I.c.serwe.
Judged by these rritel-i;~,Adi areit call 1i;lrcily I)t* said to
possess any trot. indigenous currency. So tllt: following can
be te~.rncdas money in a very elastic arltl r.cstrictt.cl sthnsc. In
their society, two kinds of o1)jtacts ;wtbusrtl as inorlev.
( 1 ) Articles of practical use,
rL t'1011.
( 2 ) Articles of clc.corc
The first colllpr-ises articles ol' tlorrlcstic usc, gc-rierally of
metal, and tlon~estic ;lrlirniils i~ntlskins of wilt1 beasts sometimes.
All metal utt.risils are used ;is rnoney in Adi lands. Of
these, tlanki (rt bell metal cauldron), imported Iron1 Tibet, is
of the highest denomination.

Danki

Of domestic animak, the mithun is the most important
in the Sub-Himalayan regions west of the Buddhist areas in
Kameng. This animal plays a very important role in the socioeconomic life of the people. As in biblical days, a man's wealth
is estimated by the heads of mithun he possesses. As indicative of social status and an essential item of requirement in
most of their feasts and festivals and religious rites, they are
also in great demand, and so are useful as a means of payment. But as the mithun is the highest 'denomination coin'
which has to be taken and paid in full, it is used in big transactions only.
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Pigs and fowls art a h treated as money, naturally in
petty business. It is extremely difficult to convert the prices'
of these bartered goods into our currency. The following table
tlrawn on a local study at Damroh and Dambuk areas in 1948
may give some idea of the monetary system of that area.
hjithuns: Grade I (Lucky mithuns) with a black and red
forehead or with the nl~izzlea h'acy s bret.
Grade I1 (nliddling-, i.e., smaller than the average-sized,
but with a coat of plentiful hair or complete black in colour
with spots on the flank and forehead).
Grade I11 (Unlucky, i.e., scanty hair on the chest or all
white in colour or lean and thin).
The usual value of a mithun in our CUII-encyfluctuates
bctwccn Rs. 1001- to Rs. 3001-.
Value of individual animals varied according to their
worth within this range, grade I11 fetching the lowest price.
One mithun is equivalent to one dunki or 10 Miri coats
or 3 Kurli and 3 K u r o beads. Rice is also exchanged for
mithun in some regions.
Pig: Grade I (Lucky i.e., with short bristlm or with lean
legs) .
The value of a pig fluctuates between Rs. 101- to Rs. 351of our currency in the same manner, as in the case of mithuns.
One pig was then worth a Miri Kili Danki or 2 Adi rugs
Fowls were equivalent to Re. 1 to Rs. 2 !8 and can purchase one seer of rock salt from Tibet.
Goats %re being reared now-a-days for earning money,
but they do not belong to the indigenous economy.
Bronze plates of Tibetan origin are st'andard valuables, used
for large payments, and Tibetan prayer-bells are used as bar-ter
objects.

I-
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VII. CHARACTER

Characterization of a people is a very difficult task. We
are often given a subjective picture that depends more on the
temperament, attitude and approach of the observer than on
the real character of the people. The occasion and the purpose of the observer's visit also in its turn determine to a great

extent the nature of observation. This explains why thc. Atlis
*have been painted in different colours, often contradictot.y, by
different observers in the past. For the purposes of 0111. present
study, the reports on the character of thc Adis b y 1)rt.vious
observers are considered under. two heacls. The first wer.tx bv
thost. who accompanied military expcclitioris. They n;iturally
were prejudiced and unfriendly in their outlook. It is from this
class that we get unfavourable pictiires of the Adis who arr
said to be 'a blunt, independent and warlike race" who arc.
'large, uncouth, athletic, fierce-looking dirty fellows" 'a much
taller race than the Mishmis, but clumsy-looking and sluggish':'
and so on. The state of belligerency that existed between the
Adis and the governments in the plains has let1 some writers
to attribute bellicosity to them just as in any war either party
reproaches the other with aggression. I t is in this light that
Hamilton's remarks on this people have to be taken. 'For a
long time past the Abors have been cocks of the Assam border.
Very independent, qiiarrelsome, they had come to regard themselves as the rulers of this far-distant corner of India.''
There is another class of observers who go to a people with
an open mind or in a spirit of loving curiosity. From them,
a better picture and one nearer the truth generally, is obtained.
N. M. Krick belongs to this class and this is how he writes
about the .Adis :
'The Padan? is very active, jolly, a lover of freedom and
independence, generous, noble-hearted, plain-spoken, more
honest than the average Oriental, not over-moderate in eating
and drinking, at least as far as quality is concerned. I have
not lived long enough among them to be able to speak of their
morality. I confess I have never been able to discover what
they understand by modesty; they seem to possess much of the
child's simplicity.'"
Dunbar tries to give a more balanced picture.

' From a letter by Major H . Vetch, Political Agent, Upper Assam,
dated 3rd January, 1848.
? J. Butler, A Sketch of Assam
(London, 1847), p. 110.
E. T. Dalton, Descriptive Ethnology of Bengal (1872), p . 22.
A. Hamilton, In Abor Junfles (London, 1912), p.
Rev. N. M. Krick, 'Account of a n Expedition among the Abors in
1853' (translated by A. Gille), J A S B , Vol. IX. (Feb. 1913).
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'The more debased amongst the hillmen would, it is
admitted, justify Portia's judgment on her German suitor, but
the better typtt of Abor and he is by no means uncommon outside the Minyong and Panggi clans, does not fall so 1 0 ~ ~H. e
certainly does his share of the work by clearing the "Jhun~s",
helping at harvest and building the houses and bridges. If he
is full of curiosity and avariciously inclined to set an inordinate
value on his services to strangers visiting his country, he possesses
a certain dignity, is hospitable, cheery and honest, and nlav be
relied upon to carry a load to the place he says he will take it.
This I have found by experience he will do without supervision. H e is not, according to his own standard, tre,xherous,
for unlike the Mishmi he will not deliberately invite any one
into his village and then murder him. But in his character
cunning takes the place of bravery, and he does not, most
en~phatically,court war like a mistress."
W. B. Hore tries to explain why the first impressions made
by the Adis on an outsider are likely to be unfavourable:
'The Abor is suspicious and sulky with strangers, but this
is soon changed to a friendliness which sometimes becomes
embarrassing.
' All the tribes are agricultural rather than warlike : indeed,
fighting for its own sake is not an Abor custom. They are,
however, quite .ready to fight for their independence or in
revenge for real or fancied wrongs.
' Treachery of the worst type has always been attributed
to the Abor, but as a matter of fact he compares favourablv
with other savages in this respect.
'Treachery is after all only a relative term, and the Abol-s
consider our method of outflanking a stockade to be treacherous.
The Abor code seems to be roughly as follows, with unin\ited
strangers. A warning is almost invariably given to a stranger
visiting the country uninvited, that, if he pursues a certain line
of action, or forces his way to a certain locality, hc will be killed.
If this warning is disregarded, the Abor considers it perfectlv
fair to lull his victim into a state of false securitv, bv, rendering
him every assistance, in order that later on he may be killed
' G . D. S. Dunbar, op. cit., p. 66.

with the least possible ch;tnce of ret;tliation. Mcbasured by
European standards, tilthAbor of course is treacherous, and most
of the regrettable incidcnts that have occurred in tlic past have
been caused by our forgetting that we were dcaaling with
savages, and by our ;ittrit)uting to theni, with no possible ji~stification, our own starldard of honour.
'The At~orsarc a kind-hearted pthoplr and childr.cn niid
animals are invariably treated well.
'Tlieir ~mhtliod of s1;iughtering domestic: aninlals is, howevcbr,not vei-y lliinianc~.
' The Abor will tell tile ti-11th or will lie, with equal d e e r fulness according to the whim of the moment. This niakes the
collection of accurate inforination a matter of some difficulty.
' He can, however, always be depended on to givc an
entirely untrue account ol a path when first called on to describe it, and to greatly exaggerate its difficulties.
' This partly arises from the fact that he takes a pride in
being supposed to have traversed a dangerous road and partly
from his desire to dissuade strangers from exploring the country.
This aversion to the intrusion of strangers is ever present and is
due to the fear of disease: also to the fact that should disturbance occur, the village whicli permitted strangers to pass through
would be held responsible by the rest of the community. This
is especially the case when the boundry between the tribes has
to be crossed: under such circumstances much passive opposition may be expected."
A study of these reports on Adi character suggests that the
people iniprzss a visitor unfavourably at first, but improve on
later and closer association. The factors that react unfavourably on the mind are the general appearance both physical and
environmental. Some' fundamental differences they have in
their notions of moralitv and right conduct have also caused
some misunc1er.standing of their real nature. I n order, therefore,
to eliminate subjective distortions as much as possible, it is proposed to depict their character on the basis of scientific observations of traits by presenting them as thev are without anv reproach or approbation.
-.- -

-.
.-

.

-

W. B. Hore, Report

012

t h e Abor cour~try (Sirnla, 1913), pp. 21-32.
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The Adis belong to the Mongoloid stock and as such their
character may be presumed to conform in a general way to
great
that of the Mongoloid people as a whole. Now-'A
optimism and a cheerfulness of temper, combined with a bonhomie and a camaraderie that are the result of a sense of happygo-lucky freedom, appear to be the most salient qualities of the
character of the Mongoloid peoples. Self-reliance and courage,
as well as resourcefulness, are other good points in the hllongoloid character. O n the debit side, however, they appear to br
I-ather credulous, and at times they car1 be very cruel to both
man and beast ; and, besides, they lack depth of thought and
possibly also a depth of feeling or emotion. A habit of indolence, after their immediate needs are satisfied, seenls to be an
occasional characteristic ; but when roused to action, they are
capable of concerted and sustained work. They are factual and
not philosophical, pragmatic and practical rather than argumentative. They have also an innate sense of decoration and
colour and of rhythm."
O n the credit side the Adis have many of these excellent
characteristics. Once the fear of attack and enmity disguised
under the mask of friendship which constantly haunted the Adi
mind in the past, disappeared from their lands, with the spread
of the pax indica, the sullenness and suspicion, noticed by early
observers vanished like a morning mist, disclosing the native
frankness enlivened with a warm congeniality of heart and bright
joviality of spirit which have charmed every visitor to thcir
lands. One cannot read the reports of friendly journeys undertaken in their lands including the renlotcst parts, without
coming across high tributes paid to them for their spirit of
hospitality and winning manners. E v e ~ yone has been struck
by the high spirit they maintain inspite of great hardships and
privations, natural calamities and diseases which would havc
rendered any other people depressed and miserable. At Kinging, to give an example, 'there was an old woman with one arm.
Sometime ago it has been bitten by a snake and had, as they
put it, "rotted away" . . . the arm broke off at the joint and
she recovered.'

' S. K.

~hatter;'ee, Kitiita-Jana-Klti (Calcutta, 1951), p. 32.
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At Miging also by way another example, 'a rnan had his
leg bitten by a bear and suffered in the same way. Thc wountf
seems to have become gangrenous, the leg sicelled nlonstrousIv
and at last it too broke off at the joint.'
'Think of the incredible suffering', Dr Elwin exclainls,
'that these two people must have endured ; consider too the invincible will-to-live and the physical strength which, enabletl
them to survive such ordeals'. Of the Miging man, he says,
'every time we met there was a beaming smile, never a complaint and never a hint of begging for anything. Here was the
true Adi spirit-proud,
independent, courageous, filled with a
zest for life.'
O n the debit side the want of a depth of feeling or emotion
seems to be confirmed by the callous manner in which they
sacrifice mithuns. Judged by our standards and looked from
our angle, the strangulation practised by them seems to be
extremely inhumane. But we must remember that religious
sanction and long practice acclimatize a people to acts which
would appear to them in a different light if the context of the
situation was changed. Nobody would accuse the Buddhists
of inhumanity, but it is in their literature that we come across
33 traditional methods of tortures described with an equanamity as diabolical as that of Dean Swift in his famous 'Modest
Proposal'. Except for this, the Adis are noted for their love and
affectionate treatment not only for their fellow beings but also of
the dumb animals which they do not domesticate in the true
scientific sense, but which live with them almost on an equal
footing. This is an anomaly, but such anomalies are to be
found in all the peoples of this world. So, the Adis cannot be
described as cruel and insensible to the sanctity of human and
animal life in an offhand manner.
These are, however, more or less superficial traits which
depend on extraneous circumstances. One of the basic features
of Adi character taken as a whole is their co-operative spirit
which distinguishes them from the Idus and the Gallongs,
their immediate neighbours in the east and the west. This
quality has enabled them to build up a society where the individual blends imperceptibly into the society and to combat
the unkind nature which surrounds them with a unfailing brave
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heart, smiling faces and to enliven it with their colourful dresses,
rnerry songs and sprightly dances.
The tribes taken separately display individual traits some
of which may he noted.
The Boris and Ashings have a certain self-abandonment
about them. They have a indomitable spirit. They arta free,
casual and independent. The Pailibo young people look bright
with smiling faces and are self -respecting.
The Ramos seem to be better off than the Pailibos and
seem to be more independent and clever.
The Bokars are bv far the most disciplined and self-contained of all these groups. They give the impression of being
men of the world.
The Shimongs, the Pasis and the Padams on the left bank
are energetic, and the Minyongs have a great village solidarity.
Adi character treated in this objective manner 'ddes not stir
into life and show us the hill-man standing out, a living creature'.' Specially it fails to do justice to the fairer section of the
people-the Adi women. I t is they who bear the heavier part
of the burden of life, and it is they who smile brighter in the
face of hardship and distress. And yet their unsophisticated innocence has been vilified by those who have been taught only
to admire artificial modesty in women. A life history of a
simple Adi woman will show how false these aspersions are.
She like all Adi girls had an angong (sweetheart) in the first
prime of her youth. But she was not like him, all flesh and
no soul. She did not take this relationship just as a passing
amour to be forgotten as soon as over. It was a serious business of life-and
sacred-a
whole existence to her. But her
.angong was a mere gallant-all passion and no love-and without the least compunction-unhesitatingly
took the choice of
his parents as his wife. In deep agony at the nelvs \vith a
weeping heart she went to him, to seek confirnlation and cxplanation. Before she said anything the unfeeling retch jeered
at her and declared to his friends that his bride was a l~eaut\l
far fairer than his rnsheng love. With a bleeding heart sllc
came back without a reproach escaping her lips, no, not c ~ ~ einn

' G. D. S.

Dunbar, op. cit., p. 61.
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gesture. A lonely life she led thereafter for she did not marry
and had no second angong. She lived in the menlory of tht.
dream she had in her rashcng ctlays. The gods however wel-e
not so forgiving and cursed the marriage of the false lover. Ht.
was unhappy with his wife, ancl came bark to her to seek so lac^
in a rashvng union. But how could she agree? To him s h ~
belongecl-but so sacred was the spiritual bond that no lighthearted pleasure could 'be suffered to sully it with its gross
sensuality. '1 can love no more-no, not even you,' she said.
Blinded by passion he sought pleasurc in forbidden company-was found out and disgraced. And none wept for hill1 in his
days of disgrace, but she whom he had betrayed so shamelessly.
And when I met her--years after, she was still leading thc
life of unfailing constancy-faithful to a memory-without
a
lover-without a husband.
Such self-effacing sacrifice, uncomplaining forbearance and
unswerving constancy can be met only in imaginary heroines
of idealistic romances, and this girl gives the lie to all who talk
of looseness in moral and lack of ethical principles in Adi society
only because their standards differ from ours.
VIII.

PHYSICAL FEATURES

About the physical features of the Adis Dunbar wrote, 'Like
most hill men, the Abors and kindred tribes are not a hairy race;
weak straggling moustaches and beards were occasionally
noticed. Men and women turn grey in the course of age, but
I saw no cases of baldness. The hair is straight and black . . .
The Padam are of fine physique, which is more than can be
said for their neighbours, the Panggis, who are most degenerate in appearance. The Minyongs are superior to the
Panggis. . . . The Pasis of the Balek group compare favourably
with their Minyong neighbours . . . Speaking generally, Abors
. . . hare black eyes and are brown-skinned, but the colour of
the skin has been observed to range from almost black to the
softest olive. The hillmen, taken as a whole, are short and
sturdy, and some exceedingly well-made specimens of manhood
have been seen among them.''

' ibid.,

pp. 24-25.
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N. M. Krick describes the Padams as follows:
'The Padams stand midway between the h4ongolian and
the Caucmian races. They are beardless ; hair and eyes arc
black ; the skin is brown ; the eyes stand at right angles with thtnose. The forehead is flat, the face broad, the nose short, the
c-heek-bones somewhat prominent, and stature moderate."
From a study of the Index der Korperiiillc' or index of thc.
body build, it is found that the Pasi and Ashings have a
sturdier physic than the Padanl and Minyong and even nlort*
so when compared with Milan and Shimong.
Compared with other Mongolian groups the Adis on thc.
ivhole have an average body build.
Tht. author:' of this book collected somatonletrical nleasurcnlents of the different groups of Adis totalling to 561 heads.
A short summary of his findings are given below. I'htmean statures anlong the men and women art: found to bc
1583.86k3.36 and 1478.13k3.47 respectively, and the main
strain among the Adi is found to be short with a tendcncy
towards short to medium.
Mean Cephalic Indices of the men a r ~ dwonlen artAfound
to be 76.1520.15 and 76.38k0.16 respectively. Occurrence.
of Dolichocephals is highest among the men and the distribution of next higher percentage is found in the Mesocephal group.
But among the women it is found in reverse order.
Mean nasal Indices of the men and women are 73.4520.39
and 73.32 +0.44 respectively. Classification according to Martin
shows that both the men and the women have Mesorrhine nose,
with some percentage of Lepto.
Analysis of the combination of characters show that thc.
main strain among the Adi men is short stature, dolichocephalic
and hysicephal head, mesorrhine nose with mesoproshpic face.
Short stature, mesocephalic and hypsicephal head, mesorrhinc
nose with erryprosopic face is the main strain among thc
women.
--

Rev. N. M. Krick, op. cit.
"achin Roy, 'The Body Build of the Abol.sY.Bull. D r p t . . 4 n t h . k'ol.
11, No. 2 (1953), pp. 99-104.
A detailed study of the racial position of the Adis by thr autliolwill be published.
I

Somatoscopic study of the Adis confil.nl that t l i t ~rilain c.olicerltration of tllc nlrn ; ~ n dwonlrn are in the (li11.k bl.owli g~.oul,
wit11 a gradual tenciency towards the liglitt.1 sliadcs.
The Aclis both nicn and won1t.n llavt~tllt~maill stl.ai11 ill
their hair colour ~ ~ h i cnlay
h be tcl.n~t.d as clear black. Adis
have mediunl to thick hair with a tenc1enc.y rnainly to straight.
They have dark brown eyes, the majority linving a strniglit
cyc slit but the percentage of slight oblique eyes is not altogether
negligible.

A Padam girl

Most of the men have a trace of the Mongolian fold with
a medium opening of the eye-slit, whereas among the women
the medium Mongolian fold with a medium opening of the eyeslit is prominent.

A Padam village chief

Slicing bamboo slips
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The majority of Adi men and women have inverted oval
faces, with medium thick lips.
The somatometric measurements and somatoscopic observation of the different groups of Adis agree with the characters
of Dr Guha's' classification of 'the Dolichocephalic Morrgoloid
type.'
A study of Dermatoglypics' also shows similaritv to other
R4ongolian groups to some extent.
IX. LANGUAGE G3 LITERATURE

The Adi language, including Miri and Gallong, belongs
along with Dafla and Apatani to what may be termed the
Central Group which dominates the linguistic topography of
the North-East Frontier Agency. This group is fortunate in
having received the attention of more linguists and anthropologists than any other Agency speech form. But literature on
the Adi language proper is still very scanty. The Linguistic
Survey of India treats the Central Group as a whole, fixing
its emphasis mainly on Dafla and Miri because it was only for
these two that sufficient material was available at that time.
The Research Department of the North-East Frontier Agcncv
has deferred academic research on the Agency languages and
has given priority to practical objectives such as-preparation of
text-books, anthologies of folk-literature and dictionaries. The
Anthropological Department of the Government of India undertook extensive tours in Adi areas from 1948 and collected data
for a systematic and scientific study of the Adi language. But
the results of its researches are yet to be published. Besides
Lorrain's dictionary, a few text books, a grammar and some
stray references and observations in books on wider subjects
nothing special is vet available. This is not the place to try a
systematic analysis of the language and I shall notice here onlv
a few features that appeared to me to be characteristic of the
language during the course of my study of the cultural aspects
of the people.

' B. S. Guha, A n Outline of the Racial Ethnology of India (Calcutta.
1937), p. 138.
' P. N. Bhattacharjee, 'Dermatoglyphics of the Abor people in Assarn',
Anthropologist, Vol. X I , No. 2, (1955).
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Classification of the Agency languages has long I~rerl a
subject of controversy and a final decision is yet to be reached.
The Linguistic Survey of India includes the Acli language in the
North Assam group of the Tibeto-Burman branch oI the
Sino-Tibetan family, only on the basis o f its geograpllical
position. In spite oI obvious objections to this classification,
we have to be contented with it at present, till this language is
Inore thoroughly studied. The language itself consists of a
number of dialects and it is, perhaps, the richest in the Agency
in dialectical varieties. Padam, Minyong, Pasi, Pangi, and
Gallong are the most important of these dialects while Gomru
spoken in three villages of Milang, Dalbin and Modi is conspicuous by the apparent magnittitle of its divergenct. iron1 the
other clialects.
It is agglutinative in type. The vocabulary consists of
bases and a number of empty words which are used as particles, suffixed to the bases, to indicate their mutual relations
when used in sentences. Though it perhaps does not reach the
classic perfection of the Turkish language, yet the system of use
oI these particles is very simple and regular. They are added
to the bases with the least phonetic change in them. It
abounds in vowels ol which, central 'i' and 'e' strike as peculiar
to ears used to the Indo-Aryan sounds only.
Anlong the consonants, retroflexes are absent and alveolars
are used instead of dentals. Phonetic changes are noticed in
nasalization of final plosives before following nasals and changes
of surds into sonants and sonants into surds, according to the
nature of the sounds that follow.
Monosyllabism has been claimed to be one of the characteristic features of Tibeto-Burman languages. But in Adi,
words with two or more syllables are far more common than
words with single syllables. I t may be that monosyllabic base
words have been combined with prefixes or suffixes or
other base words to give us the forms now in use. It
is thought for instance, that 'A', 'E', 'I' and 'U' occurring at the
beginning of words in this language and in Dafla and Miri,
are different forms of an otiose prefix which is added to bases
to give them force of adjective or noun. This theory seems
to be supported by a number of words. Ager means work, and
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ccgur-ger is a verb, meaning to work. I t will be noticed gel is
the main base; the original sense of action is modified by the
prefix 'a' and the main base is repeated to bring back that sense.
But it is not easy to trace back the original monosyllabic base
in every word. The function of the otiose 'a' in Adi has been
compared with its use in other Tibeto-Burman languages and
its origin, therefore, may be ascertained only after a study of
all t h t x languages. A most interesting feature is the process
followeci in forming compound words. If the two component
bases consist of two syllables each, both drop the first and join
the second into a single word. Damro is the name of the
parent village of the Padams. It is said to be a compound of
two words, Padam and Aro where Padam drops its pa and aro
its a. This dropping of the first syllable is very regular when
it is unaccented. This system is followed not only in coining
new expressions for new ideas and objects but also in forming
masculine and feminine forms. For instance, perok-ane gives
rokne or rongne, and perok abo-rokbo or rokpo. I t is very
effective, no doubt, in enriching the vocabulary of the lancguagc.,
but is rather difficult sometimes to trace the component parts
in their original forms. T o take one example, it is not clear
whether Paglak was formed from kapak alek or tapak alek.
The Tibeto-Burman languages are said to evince a difficulty in forming words for abstract ideas. But Adi has got
a definite system of forming abstract nouns from verbs and
adjectives. This is done by adding n a m to the verb and adjective bases. This is a remarkable trait and here is a point,
perhaps, for further research to find out whether it is a feature
of native growth or an innovation due to contact with the plains.
Adi verbs do not distinguish persons and numbers, nor is
any distinction of the time of happening made beyond the three
broad tenses present, past and future. But Adi conjugation
takes into consideration the condition of the action taking place,
and the attitude of the speaker or the agent. T u w a i , a past
tense particle is added to the base in order to denote discontinuation of an action rather than the actual time of its occurance.
Dung and e are two copulative verbs comparable in use with
English 'be' and Tibetan duk and re. Ai added to dztng
implies that the reporter saw the agent to do the action while

special class of hliris and even among them, onlv the most
cxpe~'iencc*dand learned remember them correctly, and understand nrld can explain their exact significance. This class, how,
out and if the abur~gsare not recorded
c\,e~.,is gradiiallv, dvirlg
earlv, soor1 a tinlt~might come when thev will hc lost to the
~701.1d. 111.B. S . Guha has collected a few and is engaged on
a sixcia1 study on them.
More sublime in tone art- the funeral hymns known as
I
. Thert* are traditional conlpositions written in rhythnaic
prose and are endowecl wit11 the simple grandeur of biblical
psalms. In them, the soul of thc deceased is directed along the
path to thc land of the departed and in this, they resemble the
Vedic funeral hymns, especially the famous S t ~ t us k n a ' a n d the
Tibetan Book of the Ilead. They are imbued with a pathetic
appeal that moves the audit%nccto trars as they arc rcmindcd
of their sad bereavements.
Ponungs are lr~lgthyballads that draw their thcrnrs from
thc czbnn,q.r and sing or the origin of things arid of tllc Adi race.
Thev assulne familiarity on the part of thc audience with all
thc details of the Atli mythology and the trchatment is rather bv
allusion arid mere hints thari b\. full narration and detailctl
description. Their language too, as that of thc ubang literaturc,
is archaic and thev, mor.cover, use obsolctc poetical n a n ~ c sof
tribes, places and persons. For these reasons, they arc extremelv
difficult to understand for those who are not acquainted with the.
Adi mythology. Even the local people, excepting professional
Miris, though they may know some of thr potlzinog.r l)\r heart,
ha\.c no deeper understanding o l these ballads than a \,agutX
general idea of the topics treated. T h e ponzings artb, ho\vevrr,
very popular and are regularly sung to the accompaninlcnt of
dances for days together on religious occasions, each fionut~g
being known after the religious festival in which it is sung.
This name has been extcnded to secular compositions
which celebrate some non-religious special occasions, such as thc
grrival of an honoured guest. They are short lvricnl exten1pol-c
pieces depicting the srntimcnt of thr composer at the time of the*
occasions celebrated. They too, however, ha\.c traditional forms
beginning with well-known traditional 1int.s jvllich are used as
refrains. But the successive lines \vhich form the botlv of the
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songs are usually changed to suit the occasions and the predilection and power of composition of the singers. So, they are
mostly fluid in form, changing from locality to locality and
singer to singer. Every song, in this way has got numerous
versions formed round the same nucleus.
Abes may be taken to represent the political literature of
the people. They are the introductory speeches delivered by
kebang abus in kebangs. Naturally, they are in prose, fixed
in form and phraseology with attempts at innovations and
alterations interpolated here and there. They are recited in a
cadence peculiar to them which lifts them from the plane of
ordinary conversational prose of daily intercourse.
All this literature is more or less public in character in so
far as they are meant to be recited in or to entertain public
gatherings. There are two other classes of compositions which
are of a more personal nature. There are a number of lovesongs which nobody sings in public. They are meant to be
whispered into the willing ear of a lover or a lady-love in seclusion and privacy. Lullabies are crooned by girls while rocking
babies on the back.
Now-a-days, new fields in literature are being attempted,
specially by young writers who have had the benefit of the
school or college education. There has grown up an appreciable
amount of writing, especially poetical compositions, in praise
of the development work initiated by the Administration, exhorting the people to co-operate with the Administration in its
schemes for the progress of the land, deprecating addictions
such as opium and deleniating the duties of the younger generation to their land and people. These are, however, still limited
within the educated class that is forming, and it is yet to be
seen how they are accepted by the people. These compositions
in some cases, have departed from the traditional Adi norms
and have borrowed themes and forms from the more developed
neighbouring languages. The old religious literature, on the
other hand, is showing signs of losing its hold on the people,
especially the young generation that is going in for modern
education. Conversance with it is decreasing day by day and
though Adi men and women do not yet find it difficult to recognize a particular piece when it is recited, yet there are few
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that can claim a full knowledge of the themes. Familiarity
with the refrains and rhythms of the secular ponung is still wide
spread, and as soon as a Miri starts a song, the dancers irnrnediately rcact with the relevant nlovenlents with appropriate
rhythms and instantaneous repetition of the refrain.
Traditional Adi literature has been orally transmitted by
genrrations of Miris who form a class of professional rhapsodists. It is not possible in the present state of our knowledge to
ascertain how far they have been able to hand it down faithfully in its original form. The system of transmission no doubt
cannot claim the perfection and rigorous exactitute insisted on
by the transmitters of the Vedas, yet the great difference between its language and the speech of the common man to-day
speaks for its ancient character. This process, however, is coming
to an end-even sons of Miris renowned for their knowledge
of the ancient lore are showing a marked preference for the
modern methods of book and pen, and a great reluctance for
memorizing a dying literature that fails to appeal to them any
longer.

CHAPTER TWO

I. T H E VILLAGE

L o c A T I o N : The countrv of the Adis is a land of villages
in x truer sense than the rest of India. Not a single township,
except for Pasighat and Along recent- creations of the Administration, is to be found in the whole land, ant1 their language
also has no word for 'town'. The distribution of the villaqcs
along the course of the three main rivers, the Siang, the Yamne,
and the Siyom and their tributaries, is an indication of the imigration of the tribe. I t seems from this distribution, that thev
kept close to the river courses in their expansion. But they
always avoided the low lands lying by the river beds. Thcv
preferred rather the nearest tops of the hills with declivities
towards the rivers and steep unnegotiable falls on the opposite
side. This is invariably the case until we come down to the
southernmost part of the Division adjoining the plains, where
we find villages such as Ayeng, Mebo and others, situated in
level land by the side of the rivers, This may have been due
to the example of the plains villages.
A study of village locations suggests thc principles that
guided the Adis in selecting them. The first need was to be
near a river, ensuring constant and dependable supply of drinking water, facilities for washing and fishing.
The second neecl was security. In the early period of
expansion, there was a widespread sense of insecurity among
the tribes. Every village lived in constant danger of being
taken by surprise by new waves of adventurers in search
of fresh grounds for settlement. A vicious pattern of intertribal feuds, attacks and counter-attacks, over possession of
land contributed to a sense of uncertainty and mutual suspicion. Under such conditions, the primary consideration for
selection of n village-site was to ensure natural protection
and a good defensive position against surreptitious attacks. I n

n hilly country covered with dense forests, these two precau-

tions were possible only on hill-tops which overlooked the
neighbouring landscape. The features which \$,ere considered
most suitable in such hill-tops were a ge~itle slope leading
to the river i~vhichwould solve the problmm of Lvater supply
to the village, and difficult approach on other sides. Isolated
hills with sloping descents to the water points, pel i:' '~dicular and precipitous on the other sides \yere, therefore, con iclered
the best. In cases where such isolated hills were not available,
extremities of spurs were selected as village sites. Access to the
villages was carefully guarded and artificial harl-iers and impediments were erected to strengthen the natural difficulties already
existing. Steep and difficult climbs and man-made obstacles
usually, therefore, confront one while going to any Adi village.
When all other factors were favourable, d~fficultiesof watersupply were solved by constructing bamboo pipe-lincs for carrying water from streams or springs, in which remarkable skill is
displayed. Sometimes, water is carried by this means fl-on)
considerable distances.
The third important factor, which had to be considered,
was the availability of suitable land. The main source of sustenance of the people is agriculture. It is shortage of food
caused by overpopulation that iorces them to find new colonies. They are ever conscious of the difficulties that shortage of food might cause. Therefore, sites otherwise suitable
were not favoured, if agricultural land was not available in
sufficient quantity. Agricultural land, in ideal circumstances,
should be as close to the village as possible, with scope for
luture expansion to meet future demands as the killage gro\\,s
in population.
I t is very difficult to say if scenic grandeur bras consciouslv
taken into consideration. But the fact remains that Adi villages
are noted for the beauty of their location. The grand panorama, which every village commands all around, 14-ith ri\.rrs
meandering far below through wooded hills, their gui.gling flo\\.
gleaming in silver streaks through screens of the dark folingc, is
such as could izot be surpassed by the rlzost fastidious ol rnodt.1-11
plannings. This feature is so uniforni a clmaractal-istic of Adi
villages, that it is hard to believe it to be purely accideiit;~l.
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The question of beauty may not form an iten1 of deliberate
planning, but that an innate aesthetic sense which distinguishes
this people, plays a great part in the location of their villages,
cannot be denied.
Plan: That villages were founded not in a hapazard
manner, but always followed careful planning in accordance
with a well-defined set of ptinciples, evolved by them after lollg
experience and, perhaps, b a e d on ancient traditions, will be
apparent from the picture Dunbar' gives of the founding of a
new colony. At first, a selected number of men goes out for
prospecting. The time selected for this is about early in December after the halvest is out. This is the time when the springs
are at their lowest and the question of water on the prospective
site can be best settled. This is also the time when the sun is
in the lowest in the horizon and the amount of insolation can
best be studied at that time. They do not come back immediately after this. They settle down there on the site that they
consider the most suitable for the location of the village, start
clearing the forest and erect the first huts. Only when they are
satisfied with the place after their experiences and observations
during the short stay, they move their belongings and families
to settle there down permanently. Others join them at later
periods, if the reports are found favourable. And in this way,
the new settlement grows.
The Adi village, in fact, usually grows from a small nucleus.
The pioneers naturally occupy the highest part of the hill and
those who follow them start building their houses at lower
levels down the slope to the river sides or round the hill wherever possible. The first impression that an outsider forms about
an Adi village is not likely to be favourable. I t may appear
to him to be just an assemblage of huts without any plan or
arrangement. This is apt to be so, because Adi ideas of village
planning are not the same as ours. I t is too hasty, however,
to conclude that 'they have no fixed plan for a village',' for,
it is but reasonable to suppose that a people who take so much
pains in selecting a site for a village would not be absolutely
' G. Dunbar, op. cit., p. 32.
' Nilima Roy, 'Habitations of the Adis of the Siang Frontier Division'
Vanyajati, Vol. V, (July, 1957), p. 125.

An Adi house

Water-line of bamboo niaes

Granaries outside the Minyong village of Riga
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devoid of any notion about planning. Of course it is quite
natural that they should have their own ideas about it. And
it is for us to study the arrangements usually followed in the
lay-out of their villages, and find out the rules that guide them
in the planning. The Adis follow a few principles in the building of their villages. However, there is no consorted and
conscious planning, but as in the case of their legal customs, a
number of ideas as to where the houses should be built, lie at
the back of their mind, which they all try to conform to. The
village moshup for instance, is located in the middle of the village, overlooking the entire village and the entire stretch of the
land around it. The houses always face the hill-side and the
backs away from it. This is because the regurn or the latrine is
generally situated at one side of the house towards the back and
the incline of the hill-side facilitates better drainage. The
houses are arranged more or less in rows ranging round the hillside from the top downwards. This is because the village
starts from the top and extends downwards as the population
increases. The process is just the opposite to that followed in
the hill stations in other parts of the country, where the people
concentrate on comparatively flat land and construct houses
on the higher parts of the hill, only when lower level lands
are not available. This difference, it will be understood, is due
to different political conditions. I t has been also noticed in the
Padam and Minyong areas that there is a central road with
steps from the top to the bottom of the village with houses on
either side facing each other. There are also paths between
the rows leading away from the central path. This arrangement is as of the ribs radiating from the back-bone.
Now this is a definite evidence of planning, followed by
some sections of Adis, as if from compulsion of habit. Thc
original reason for the pattern is, however, now lost to them.
What, therefore, may appear to be a drawback in their planning, an attempt to conform to the contour of the land, was,
perhaps, originally dictated by political exigencies. Camouflage
rather than architectural symmetry seems to have been the aim.
This presumption finds further support in the fact that the Adis
surround their village with profuse plantations of all kinds so
as to hide it from direct view. It often happens that a visitor

is hardly aware of a village until hc is almost in it. It has also
been observed that no principle is foilo~vrtiin tht: orientation
of the houses. But the houses are construc.ted in suc.11 ;L \v;~v
as always to face the hill-side and thr paths along it, ant1 to
enjoy the maximum of sun-light throughout the year. Sunlight is one of the most important considerations in the orielitation of houses, in such regions as these.
There is another factor which is noticeable only in parrnt
Padam and Minyong villages. The clanwise arrangenlcnt of
houses is still found to cxist in them. This has been possible in
those villages where in the distant past, the people came and
settled in masses, conlprising of several clans all in considerable
strength. Naturally, each clan liked to settle close toget hcxr
and so, a clanwise arrangenlent was followed. But when these
villages founded colonies, it was not always possible to arrange
the houses according to clans, as all the clans might not havc
been represented in the small bands which formed the first
nucleii.
Types of buildings: B.y far the largest majority of houses
in an Adi village is for residential purposes. The nzoshuy or
bange is the bachelors' do:rmitory. I t is a long barrack-like construction, more or less in the centre of the village, wherefrom
a clear view of the village as also of the village entrance can
be had. The rasheng or the maids' dormitory is not found i.n
the lower regions, but most of the parent Adi villages in the
upper region have rashenxs arranged clanwise.
Granaries are found almost in every Adi village, a little
away from the main village, for protection against village fire.
They are constructed on poles and are higher from the
ground than the ordinary dwelling houses, and the poles are
provided with broacl wooden discs below the platform to keep
away the rats. The thatching is the same as in the case of a
dwelling house. It is covered on all sides, with a single door
in the -front, and is known as kumsz~ng. I n constructing the
platform of a kumsung, wooden planks are placed carefully
lo cover the whole platform and the walls. Apart from the
normal use of storing grains, kumsungs are also used by the
Adis to store all their valuables. The construction of the granary
being complete, the owner takes extra care by pushing up or
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rcnlot~ingthr staircase.
Apart from these, there are other constructions which are
lound in the oldel villages. These are the security constructions
\\,hich wc.1-e essential in the early days oi constant raids and
\varfare. At reasonable distances from the village, stone walls
\t.ere crected, sometimes buttressed with tree trunks Irom within
;11id with plantain trees placed in front to render gun shells inefrective. Big trees were cut down, and the trunks were used
to reinforce the stone walls. Stone chutes were placed on the
hill-sides above the approach to the village. Such constructiorls
are no longer made, and those already in existence are neglected
as the military tradition of the past is gradually dying out. But
instead, in some villages which happen to be a t convenient
stages 'on the Government communication roads, there are restliouses for officers on tour. Typical official structures have
come up in these areas in recent years. These stand out in a
marked contrast with the home steads of the people, and demonstrated how inferior the former are in imagination and comfort
and suitability to the landscape.
11. THE HOUSE

Adi houses are bamboo structures, strengthened with wood
wherever available and secured with cane strings. No metal is
used. The level for the floor is obtained by driving stilts,
~voodenor bamboo, in the hill-side varying in length with the
fall of the slope. The shortest stilts are those nearest to the
hill-side and the longest away from it. O n these stilts are tied
wooden beams and battens, leaving small square gaps bet\+veen
where they cross one another. O n . this solid framework are
placed mats of thick bamboo splits to form the floor. This raised
platform of the floor is approximately rectangular in shape and
varies in length with the different sections of the Adis. Another
rectangle of smaller dimensions, extends outwards from the
main platform on one side in the front. The larger platfoi-rn
forms the main house. I t is walled on all sides wit11 rough
hewn wooden planks or mattings of split bamboo. There is no
window. There are only two doors-one in the front and another at the back. The front door has a ladder lcading from
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it to the ground. In the Padani, Minyong and Pangi areas
there are no partitions into rooms or cubicles within the housc:
which is simply one large hall. The most important featurc.
within this hall, is the fire-places. These fire-places are coristructed by fixing wooden trays in gaps in thr matting of t h r
floor and covering them with earth. Over the hearth hangs a
three-tiered, bamboo shelf, square in shape, which is used to dry
meat, fish and fuel. Every corner of this hall tias its definite
use and purpose, and every side of the hearth is reserved for
different categories of persons. O n the left hand, outside the
room, separated by a small platform is the regunr, latrine.
The roof is of the dochaln type with thatches of leaves or grass
or straw supported on frameworks of bamboo or wooden rafters,
cross-beams and purlins, held on posts and trangles of wood
preferably. Inside it is always pitch dark as there is no arrangement for letting in light. The hearth is always ablaze emitting
smoke, circling round the room, and finally finding escape
through the thatch of the roof. A thick coating of soot covers
the walls and the ceiling, thus preserving them from insect pests
and keeping away mosquitos and dam-dims. The smaller adjoining platform is partially covered leaving the outer side open.
The open portion is used for drying grains and sitting out while
weaving. The covered portion is used for the same purposes
when there is no sunshine and during rains. The space between the floor and the ground is used to keep their domestic
animals; specially the regunz is enclosed below with logs and
used as a pigsty.
New residential constructions have first to be initiated in
the form of proposals to be discussed and passed by the village
con~munitysitting in kebang. A young man has married and
has a child. Now the wife has to be brought from her native
village and settled in the husband's, to set up a home of his own,
or perhaps, a new comer has come from another village and
wants to settle among them, or a house has become dilapidated
beyond all repairs, and has to be replaced by a new one. It
may also happen that some accident has occurred, destroying
a number of houses or the entire village. All these occasions
form subject matters for communal discussion in kebangs.
The proposal being accepted and approved, a suitable site
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has to be selected. 'I'hc proposed site should not only acco~%cl
to the traditional principles cletailecl above but also should hit\.t:
the blessings of the spirits that rcside in air, trees, strtban~s
;uitl
on earth. Their wishes have to be consultcci througli tlreanls
or omens.
Next, materials are collectt-.d on the site :~ppr.ovc'clby ilieii
;~ncIspirits. The iieighbouring jungle :lnd forests provide tlie
materials such as baniboo, cane, thatch itlid wooti. brood is
used in the form posts--for which tall, straight tr.cbes are cut
and the branches and hark ~*emoved. For planks, logs ;Ire
planed by means of d ~ o .Beams, rafters and purlins also are
shaped in the same way with the same implement. Different
varieties of bamboo. are used for different purposes. Thick
large bamboos, make post, thinner kinds serve as purlins. Cane
is used to tie the pieces of bamboo and timber together. Different species of grass, straw and leaves such as banana and toko
palm are used for thatching. These materials have to be collected in the jungle, and carried to the construction site. Men
clo the heavier part of the work. They cut down trees, straighten
them, hew them into logs, planks, beams and rafters and finally
carry them to the construction site. Lighter loads and the easier
past of the work are allotted to women, who collect and carry
bamboo and thatching materials. The method used in transport
is the traditional string-round-the-forehead in case of lighter
materials or carried on the shoulders of a number of persons
where heavier articles such as posts and beams are concerned.
This work is done on a community basis, to which all the
villagers contribute their labour. The days are fixed ahead
after consultation in k ~ b a n g ,so that all the villagers may keep
themselves free from other engagements.
For an average-sized house in Padam and Minyong areas
pillars are planted in three rows; 30 in the first two rows and
25 in the third row is the usual arrangement.'
The base poles being properly driven in three rows, the

' My account of the habitations, basketry, and domestic utensils is
based on articles by Nilima Roy, 'Habitations of the Adis of the Siang
Frontier Division', and 'Basketry and Domestic Utensils of the Adis',
Vanyajati, Vol. V, (July and October, 1957)) p. 125 and p. 173 respectively. Her illustrations in these articles are reproduced here with
gratitude.
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bamboos cleaned propc~rly,are tied to the poles. Now a second
set of bamboos is placed at right angles over the first row of
bamboo and tied firmly to the first set with cane strips. Thc
third step is to spread split bamboos over the second set for
matting the platform. These too are tied with cane strips.
The platform constructed is more or less rectangular in
shape with one part prolonged to form the portico.
The main entrance to an Adi house is in tlie front
through a covered portico. The door is made of a Ilea\-v single
wooden plank and has provision for closing from inside. Thc.
right corner of the main hall ( C ) is reserved for the son and
his wife, when they come on occasional visits. The corner on
the left side of the front door is reserved for keeping dead bodies
( D ) . The place called clsi p ~ r t i k - - ( E ) is reserved for storing
drinking water in bamboo vessels ( D ). Spaces between 'C' and
the fire-place, and the fire- place and 'J' are known as dunlko--( F ) . The space is mainlv used for sitting and lor taking meal5.
The fire-place starts from the boundary of 'F' and is away
from the right side-wall. The space in between the right side
of the wall and the fire-place ( H ) is considered verv sacred
and women are not allowed to sit here or to keep their cloth
in this space. There is a shelf on this side suspended from
the wall on which are hung the ropes with which thr nlithun
is tied during sacrifice. Guests are, however, allo~,edto sit ill
this place.
The space after (F) and the back wall is known as kungtP U E - ( J ) . This space is reserved for the lady ol the house
with her children to sleep in. O n the left side of the ku?tgr
pue is another door, at the back of the room. The space next
to the back door on the left side ( K ) is a very important place,
because it is meant for the preparation of rice-beer. Nobod!is allowed to sleep here as the Adis have a belief that the soul
of the dead of the house passes through this area; and it is
also the entrance for the evil spirits.
K o d a n g ( L ) is the space left in between sung-kc?ljltrnp
and nsi pcrtik. The space is meant for storing rice and the
mortar and the pestle are placed here for husking padd\-.
R e y u m ( M ) is an extension from the main p1atfo1.m on thr
left side to be used as pigsty and latrine.
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The staircase to the platform is on the right side of the
house from the gurang ( A ) . The staircase is termed by them
I t is placed in a slightly inclined position from
ubang--(N).
the ground to the platform.
Over the platform described above, wooden poles are fixed
in three rows. The length of the central row of wooden poles
is the maximum from the platform. All these poles are tied
with cane strips. One long bamboo pole (lodang) is

Frame-work of platform

fixed horizontally on the vertical central poles. In the
same way two other bamboo poles are fixed on the two
rows of vertical wooden poles on two sides. Bamboos are then
tied at right angles over the lodang leaving some space in between. Over these again, long rows of split bamboos are tied
parallel to the lodang. This completes the skeletal structure
of the roof. The wall is constructed with wooden planks.
These are secured with cane strips and slightly incline outside
towards the roof.

Tllt: constr~ictionof the fi1.c~-placc.in a11 Atti llo~~sc.
tleht.~.\.~s
special mention. I t is specially c;trricbtl- o u t Ily olcl ;~nclcsprl-ienced men. I t is marc or less squaw in s1lal)c.. E'r.onl tlicwround, four side-walls arc. constructccl 1)y nlealls of woo(tr.~~
b
planks upto thc height of the platfornl ;illit t1lc.s~;tith tiect 011
four sides with canc strips keeping 21 vacant square. 'This Lrac.iLnt
space is then filled u p with earth iip to thy hcigllt of tht* platform, over which thc. hearth is preparctl. T h c 11t:arth is \lrbsLsimple ant1 is made of three sto11r.s \vliicli st1rt.thIhc purpose 01
a stand for the cooking t.essels.

T h e roof is thatched with dried cane leaves which are
tied to the bamboo frame by means of bamboo strips. T h e
thatching material varies according to the locality. T h e Minvo n g s u s e palm leaves and the lower Padams use canc-leaves.
But upper Padams and Minyongs use cane and banana leaves.
T h e pitch of the roof in a n Adi house is made high in
order to help the flow. of rain water. T h e roof slopes down
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k'roni thc left side of the \$.all thcl-c. is ;I door lt.;idi~~,q
to the pigsty, the constructioll of \vhicli is sliglltl\ (liflclcnt. Wooden planks 'arc tied togetlrel. to nl:lkc tIi(. \\.;\I1
ol tllc piqstv
,
, on foul- sides keeping the inncl- spnrc rmpt\ foi
5

pigs. h narrow passage in one corner ol the wall is provided
for entrance with a provision for closing. Tht* bamboo platform of the house is further extended over this pigsty with holes,
which serve the purpose of latrines. This systeni providt.~t.ffc.c.tive sanitation. Mithnns art. generally kept near the staircase
underneath the covcrerl space on thr right sick of the covered
portico. Dogs are allowctl to enter tlir rooIr1 and occupy the
space near the fireplace. Fowls are kept in special baniboo
cages, provided with doors anti kept hanging from the ceiling
of the covered portico.

Loft between the roof and the ceiling

The wall 011 the front side of the covered portico is decorated with trophies of chase. O n the wall of the left side
of the covered portico, skulls of domesticated mithuns sacrificed
on different occasions are hung, the number giving an estimate
of the total number of mithuns killed during the life-time of the
owner of the house; half of these accompany the dead body of
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the oM3nel-ol thc house. to dtx-or.;ltc.his gl-a\-c'. 'I'ht. \$,all on thc.
*.iqhtside of tlw covered poi-tic-o is ado~nrd\vith other trophies
skulls of clrlt.~-, thr lower ja1z.s ol \riltl I~oarxhall of which
illso acc.ompan!r thc. owner to his gl-a\,cb. 0 \ . r 1 -;und aho\.c thesr
t~ophirs,thr. lower jabs of don~rstir;rted pigs, killed during thc
lifetime of thr o\vner., also add to the ilunll~erol ~1c.corations.
Occ;isionally, one or two n~onke\--skullsare found suspended
from t l ~ ctip of ihe front door of t 1 i t - Ilol~sr. Tht~st.arc krpt
;L$ ;i prc.vc.nti\rc~ag;iinst choler;^.

T h e platform-type house of this area 1.vsem11les that of
the kindred tribes of the North-East Frontier Agency and other
tribes of Assam. Almost the same type of plntfoml llollsrs \vith
minor local variations is found among the tribes of ITppcr Burnla
and the Shan States and also anlong somc or t h r (:llin Hills
tribes.

PlilthI-t~l~ ~ o ~ I *i11-tb
c - st\.pic.i~lol' t l sot1iIlt~il~tt.111
~
p;tt~,
I s . l.:i~.gt' singlc-roonl llousc3s \.\fit11 dilftbtthllll)ill.t< I . ~ ' S ( ' L . \ . ( , ( ~
101. difl'c.l.t.nt put-poscs ancl prbl.so1isi ~ t i c l t l l t b ;in t 111~o~~o-/.c)o1o~ic.;~l
latrine art- t11.0 of thta I I I O S ~c ~ l l i ~ t . i l c , t t ~ ~ ' if* tt i~t ~: ~ t l tltat
~~t~
disti~lgtii<Il
s
thc 1lousc.s oC tht. ilclis irnd killctl.c.tl S I ' O U ~ > S S ~ O I I I tllo~t.o f t l l t ~ i ~ .
ntiglibou~~s.T h a t tliis type. oS plat C ~ I - I ~ llot~st~s
I
is I-oott~lclct~l~
into tllc t~.;lclitio~~
of the pcol~lt.is cb\.itltbntTroni tht. 1;lc.t t i l i l t i l l
thc thxtr-c.nlcbnortli, thc ~vood i ~ n ~stolltL
l
c'onhtri~c.tio~iof
Tibetiin groups lia\.tb f;lilthd, tl~ough111ol.t.c~on~lortablc.
ant1 sill,st;~litial,to inlpr*c.xs tht. -Idis. I V c . i t ~ *a l ~ o i ~hlcc-lli~kn
t
nncl (;ell-

Arrangement o f rafter5 a n d purlin.

ing, tllc t ~ . distinct
o
types stand at a n~arkcclcontrast \\-ill1 cacll
other. This indicates that, fro111 ~vher-evertlle Adis canle, the\c*arrircl the tradition of their house-pattern rvitll them.
Furnishing: T h e llousc is occupied as soon as thc construction is completed, and celebratecl ~ v i t h brrri nziri during
~ v h i r hmugs of npong arc frccl\. circulated to t.nli\.en thc parti-

cipants. The furnishing is as simple and indigenous as the
~onstruction. The main items of household furnit~ireare baskets of various types, domestic utensils of wood, bamboo, cane,
cbal-th and metal, weapons of war and chase, fishing baskets,
agricultural implements, and looms with accessories fol- weaving. These are simple things--and of their own nianufacturr:
mostly. No furniture for sleeping or sitting is required as the\.
use the bare floor by the sides of the hearth for these po~.poscs.
L)on~esticU t ~ n s i l s : The utensils are vasious tvpes of vewlb
or containers. From banlboo arc manufactured a number of
\vessels used for storing, and measuring.
(1) Bamboo utensils: ( a ) The mnbing duputrg serves
the purpose of a rice container. It is provided with a cane
handle and a bamboo lid. The lid is also made of hamboo
sections.
( b ) In shape and appearance am bin^ tirkak is almost like
the (rnzbing dupung but without a lid. The Adis 11% it mainlv
as a measuring unit for rice.
(c) Knksur serves the puspose of storing npong. The
appearance and the material used for this vessel is identicallv
the same as the nnzbing dupung.
( d ) Ashi d u p u is a long banlboo \~esselivithout handle
and lid, mainly used for storing and carrying water from the
streams.
(e) Apupatak is mainly used during the preparation of
millet beer.
The vessel is provided with a cane loop
near the open end and with a hole at the closed end. Tht.
hole at the bottom is provided with a cane stopper to plug it
when required during filtration of millet beer.
The long n f i bamboo split into sections with one node
kept intact at the bottom is the main principal nlaterial for
these utensils.
( 2 ) Wooden utensils: The most conlmoii ~loodcnutensil used by the Adis is eshing ckung a wooden plate made ~ r i t h
the help of dno. I t i., an oval tray with handlrs illld a raisrd
rim scooped out of wood.
(3) Gourd vessels: Gourd vessels are nlostly used for
millet beer. These gourds are grown in the j h t ~ m fields.
M'hen they are ripc, a hole is made at thc neck through which
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is poured some quantity of conlnlon salt. The inner soft part
of the fniit thus gets soon decomposed, and is then washed out
with water. The clean empty gourd vessel is now dried ill
the sun. Oncc the vessel is dried, the Adis smoke it over the
fire and shape it with the help of a small knife. Three species
of gourds arr used for this purpose and vessels are nanied c)purrr,
giri, and r g u k , according to the species used.
(i) Epzrnl: E P u m is a round and flat kind of gourd.
The outer side of the vessel is woven round by cane strips in
open with hexagonal pattern. The vessel serves the purpose
of storing millet beer.
(ii) Giri: Adis use the bottle-shaped gourd vessel to
carry water and millet beer to their fields or on journey. The
vessel is provided with stopper and a cane handle.
(iii) E g u k : Eguk with an opening at the lower part
serves the purpose of a ladle. The upper long, narrow end is
used as the handle.
(4) Earthen vessels: The only hand-made earthenware
among the Adis is the kedi-Peking, which is used for cooking.
It is almost spherical in shape with a narrow neck and a wide
mouth.
The outer side is not polished, but slightly corrugated, and
is very thick. Due perhaps to the absence of suitable clay, the
manufacture of these hand-made potteries is very limited. It
is said that the only placc where they are manufactured is the
Pangi Adi area. The mouth is provided with a thick rim.
The pot is not very high. These vessels are now obsolete
in the lower region of the Adi Hills.
(5) Metal pots: The Adis as a rule do not use any metal
utensils for domestic purposes. Almost all the metal utensils
found among them are either used as currency or as charms.
These metal utensils are imported from Eastern Tibet in exchange for their local products or animals. The most important among these utensils is the ornamented Tibetan-made
danki. The Adis consider these dankis as valuable objects of
currency. The other type of metal utensils, commonly found
in the Adi country, is the round metal gong. This too serves
the purpose of currency to a great exent in the upper region.
Some modern types of bell metal utensils are occasionally found

in the Adi villages of the lower region. These are all imported
from the plains. Another metal utensil, used as a charm, is

Narang
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the n2erung. It is a copper utensil I~clicved to 1)th ol 'I'ik)tbt;ul
origin.
Baskets: Baskets of biinlhoo and cane arc. pitx.es o f tbsscAlltial furniture in Adi houses. With them, baskets i~1.cI I O ~c l t a l i catc fancy articlcs to swing languidly from fair ;Inns, its t l l c ~ i l -

Kiro

onmers go shopping and on evening strolls or to holiday parties,
to picnic on grassy lawns and in shady groves of easy access

c.oull'o~.t
iil,lc nlotorablc 1.oac1s. Adi baskets are meant to
Itb~lclt*r
btr.c.nuous and hard st.r\lice and to stand 1.oug11 use and
\I ca;it hcbr. 'I'ht. y c-wry heavy 1o;ids of fuel, grains and \vatc.itrlJ)c-salong ~-oughestof moiintain paths and store agricultural
I~-oclu(.ts.So dul.ability and strength i1t.r n ~ b r rc.onspic.~~ous
in
~ l l c . n lt l l ; r ~ l(lt*li(.;i('!r
and art.

Apong perop

T h e carrying baskets of thc larger types ha\.c to st;lnd tlltb
roughest handling. Nnrang is a basket with a square base and
[our legs; it gradually becomes circular tolvards the open end.
T h e base is much narrower than the open mouth. F r o ~ ntllc
l~nsr,two loops are pro\ridrd on t ~ c osides. Just opposite thosc
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two loops is fixed anothcr pair of loops below the operi cnd.
A long plaited belt passes through these loops. It is used for
carrying paddy from the field. Kiro is used for cartying wood
or water tubes. I n it the closed base is narrowcr than tht.
open m d . Tlie base of the kiro is woven on all sidcbs upto o1itS
fourth of its length. Froni this point an open spactb is left 011
one side of the kiro upto the open circular cnti. 7'1iis spac.this

Tali

again laced with cane strips upto the open end, with a provision for enlargement. The base is woven in checker design,
though the whole body is of the open hexagonal type whereas
a naran,g is woven in twill pattern. These baskets are provided
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wit11 plaited baniboo straps. The technique ol weaving thew
straps is simple twilling. The carrier usually hangs the basket
on his back with the help of these straps. The two open ends
of these straps are fixed almost at the middle of the kiro. The
c-entral portion of tht- strap rests on thr. forehead of the carriel-.

Sakiap

The techniques of twill weaving, open hexagonal and coil
are used in manufacturing storing baskets. Bari in twill \t.enving is used for storing paddy, rice, and other grains in the
granary. It is a cylindrical basket made of bamboo.

ilpon,q perop is opcn hrxagonal type a ~ i dis ~ilainlyused
lor storing the fermented millet fronl ~111ic.htht~ clpo~lg
01. the millet beer, which is used as their national cI~.ink,is l)rtbpared. l'he inner side ol the basket is c-overccl u'itli toko
palm leaf. These baskets are cylindrical in shapth
;t circwlar. base. It is n u d e of hanmboo strips.
A d u n ~bclong to the coil type. It is usctl in tlit. Atli Hills
lor keeping cloth. I t is nlade of cant. strips. Thest. baskets
are provided with a circ-dar-shaped lid. The base oS tht. hasket
is sc1uart:-shaped, ant1 thc open mouth is cir-cular.
Haversacks: Men anti women anlong the iltlis always
carrv havclssacksduring their journey from place to place. Tliesc
art. Mrovcn of thin cane strips. The technique is twill work,
and shape recta11,plar.
T a l i is such a haversacks used by rncn. Its outer sicle is
longer than the inner sidc. Thc breadth is uniform all through.
The outer side of thc tali is covered with a bark of a tree to
inake it waterproof. These are provided with straps on both
sides ant1 are slung on the k ~ c kby passing the straps over the
shoulder and the arnmpit.
,Cnkiap or thc haversack for women are smaller i11 size.
,$'nkinp is provided with one strap to support it from shoulder.
Kitchen accessories such as winnow and strainer, are also
made out of bamboo and cane. The winnow or the rppu has
one end raised and narrow while the other end is broader
and flat. O n the whole it has a. parabolic shape. The bamboo
strips are used for making these winnowing fans. The technique all through is simple twill.
Both hexagonal and twill weaving- is marked in the ripe.
Techniciue employed on the sides is open hexagonal and that
of the base is twill. Two loops are provided on two sides to
serve as a handle. The ape is made of bamboo strips and is
used for straining as well as for keeping vegetables.
Dorcn is a stand for food plate and is circular in shape.
Bodi is a woman's parasol for protection against rain. It
is a parabola-shaped bamboo basket, one side of ~zrhichis narrow
and raised. The technique is open hexagonal.
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DRESS

llress may bc defined as anything appended to the body
by nlan out of a sense of natural deficiency. This sense mav
be promoted by a need of protection against the rigours of the
climate, supernatural influences and natural enemies or by pro~'ensitiesfor imitation of the fur and feather coats of the crcaatures of the earth and the air, or by aesthetic impulses or tencicncies to display physical charm, rank and wealth. Thus
clress conlbines in itself all the motives of attraction, concealment, exhibition and functional distinctiveness. It is, however,
\-ery difficult to identify and distinguish the111 categoricallv in
each individual case. The best that can bc done, for a scientific analysis, at the present stage of our knowledge is to find tllc
main purpo"': or purposesof each item of costunlc. of a given
people :it s given pclriod of time. Ail attempt has been madc
below on this principle, and for the sake of con\~enicnce,drcss
has been classified under three broad heads:
( I ) Apparel proper: It includes such articles of personal attire as arc used nlainlv for the purpose oS
covering.
( 2 ) Ornanlents: By these are nlrant articles which arc
used for adding to the attractiveness of the persona1
appearance of the wearer.
( 3 ) Decoration: I t signifies devices such as mutilation, deformation, tattooing, cosnletics and marks
on the body, permanent or temporary, with the idea
of beautification and in certain cases of uglification
and horrification and identification in this \vorlcl
and the next.
All these three may again be of two distinct types-(a!
general for evervday use and (b) special for particular occasions such as war, festival and ceremonial functions. There
are some articles which are not easy to classify under any of
these heads exclusivel\-. Head-gear is such an article. It is
very difficult to determine where it ceases to be an item of
apparel and tends to become an ornament.
The Adis are on the whole a handsome people. Young
men possess magnificent physique. Girls are very attractii-e in

appearance and are of a cheerful disposition. 'The Adi dress
adds to their beauty and gives them dignity. An Adi woman
in her colourful skirt and upper garment with many ornaments looks extremely handsome. The rldis havtt an eye for
beauty and fashion. They are good at weaving, ;u1d their taste
in colour scheme and artistic designs is excellent.
Descriptions of the Adi dress art. available fro111 various
old writers. Father Krick wrote in 1853 :-'I have v e v little to say about their mode of dressing, as
their clothing is reduced to a minimum somewhat to primitive;
however, the full dress sometimes worn by nlen deserves a short
notice. It is con~posedof . . . . lst, a loin-cloth ; 2nd, a long
loose mantle open in front, and sprinkled all over with designs
of shining colour such a s star, etc.; 3rd, a cuirass painted black
and made of camel hair : it covers thc chest and the back,
the head, passing through a hole in the centre, and is used
as a defensive covering against the thrust of lance.'l
Dalton in 1872 described the Adi dress thus-'The
dress
of the men consists primarily of a loin-cloth made of the bark
of the Udal tree. It answers the double purpose of a carpet
to sit upon and a covering. It is tied round the loins and
hangs down behind in loose strips about fifteen inches long,
like a white bushy tail. It serves also as a pillow by night.
When in full dress, the modern Abor is an imposing figure.
Coloured coats without sleeves, of their own manufacture, or
of the manufacture of their neighbours, the Chulikatas, (Idu
Mishmis) are commonly worn. Some wear long Tibetan
cloaks, and they weave a cloth from their own cotton with a
long fleecy nap like that of a carpet, which they make into
warm jackets.
'The dress of the females as ordinarily seen consists of
two cloths, blue and red in broad stripes. Worn round the
loins forms a petticoat just reaching to the knees; it is retained
in its position by a girdle of cane work: the other is folded
round the bosom, but this is often dispensed with, and the
exposure of the person above the waist is evidently considered
no indelicacy."

' Rev.

N. M. Krick, op. cit.

E. T.Dalton, op. cit.
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Butler wrote in 1874 as follows-'The dress of the Abor
(Ihiefs consists of Thibctian woollen cloak, and a simple piece
of cotton cloth, about a foot square, which is passed between
the legs and suspended by a string round the waist: but not
so effectually as to screen their persons from exposure every
time they sit down. Of delicacy, however, the Abors are as
void as they are of cleanliness'.'
Dunbar wrote-'The
dress of the two sexes is dissimilar
and especially as regards men, costume differs considerably.
The cloth is either coloured and worked into patterns of bands
and lines or in plain white. The coloured cloths are woven
in many different designs, none of which is distinctive of any
particular community.
'The Minyong and southern Gallong cloths are usually
red with blue lines running through the material. Amongst
the Pasials, yellow and black, white and red, or red and green
are not infrequent combinations of colour. But in modern
local products of the Balek Pasi-Minyong group it is unsafe to
consider any variation from the usages of other localities as
indigenous and true Abor, since the influence of the plains is
very marked and is growing stronger. The coloured cottons
used in weaving by these southern communities are frequently
bought from Marwari traders. These coloured cotton cloths
are woven in narrow strips about a foot wide. Two pieces
of similar design are sewn together so as to bring the pattern
into horizontal lines when worn as a skirt, or upper garment.
'The usual length for a skirt of two of these pieces is about
3' 6" by 2'. The cloths are further ornamented by a band of
needle-work, sewn across the cloths and at right angles to the
woven pattern. In a rather striking yellow and black cloth
seen in Balek, the band of needle-work was an inch broad in
a diamond design of red, black and white, making good imitation of the markings on a snake's skin although of course differing entirely in colour from any known reptile, save possibly
a chameleon on a tartan rug.
'The plain white cloths are still made of local cotton even
in Balek. They are ornamented with a band of really artistic
.

' J.

Butler, op. cit.

riccdlc-\t.ot.k, in v;lt.iotrs rolout.~,gctlt.lall>, ~.c.ila l ~ t lI)li~t., ; i l o t ~ ~
the sho1.1 edges. Tllcsc cloths ii1.c 11scd its hllil\\,ls, 01 lor. c ;it I \ ing children, or sonletimcs grairl, l~rittlic ortli~i;iu\ 11p11c.t.gillnle~ltis a seconcl coloui.etl clot11 \trouricl ~ . o u n dtlic- I)ocl\ so ; ( \
to cover. the bl.easts. IJoiil clotlis fot- thth 11le~ti arcb I I ~ ~ t bLi t 1 1Ct . l ~ ~
ol' nlater-ial sinlilar to the plai~ls\\.llite c.loth, o~ 01 \c~gc.l;\l)l~.
fibre."
T h e corrltllo~iilshirrg, Bwi, Boka1.s ant1 I'ailil~o cwat is lotig
ancl blue and is sc.c.u~.edat thth it-aist \vitll a (*illlc01. 1cbatllt.r.ljt.lt,
sct kz-itll bones or ~ ~ l l istories.
te
S0111~tirllt.swoo11e~1~
cSo;its,1 1 1 ; i c I ~ h
ol serge-like material ant1 open ill Ir.orlt are \\-or11 i~isttbacl.
Often a long piece oi black coarse woollen clotli, ivitll a hole in
thc nlidclle for passing thc hc.acl tht.ough is uscci in tilth rn;lrlnch1of i i stolc especially during the r.aills or llunting. C~lost.-fitti~ig
I,~.inllcss cant. hats and strips ol' clot11 t iccl puttt.t.-fastiio~~
111 ol e ~ -the
t head and tht. legs ~.t.spt.ctii.t.l\..
Ashing \\.orna~l's cost~rnic. c.ousists oS ;I illar~ootl skirt,
eithcl- plain 01. wit11 llorizo~~tal
11a1.s in light ~-hoi*oli~tt',
11*;1~'11ing docvn the ,lnkles,
blucb cotton pelissc. o\-t.~.a stio1.t 1)oclic~c
ant1 cane ferret r.o~rncltllcb cro\\.n of the heitel.

--------------

Various types of design on Adi fabrics
'

G. D. S. D u n b a ~ . ,op. cit., pp. 28 f.

Sliinlong arid Karko nlt.11 wear sliort white slc.c~vc.lc.sscoats
01xn in front having a i~ancl\\.it11 zigzag drsigns in i r d across
tilth 1)ac.k over* the s h o ~ l l d ~alld
r , closch-fitting cant- Ilatx \\.ith thc.
1 in1 sti.c.ngthe11c.d ~ l i t l ia ring ol stout cant..
T11c. \\.onlcSn car
sllost ~ I C ) I I S ~ nladc.
S
of local cottun, \\,hitc. or blue', and optbn i n
l'rolit ;111d skirts, c.ithc.1-\vith striprs in chocolate. 011 \vhitc gt-oti~~ci

l'angi fashion dic*tatc.s slior-t ancl izhitc. toiits \\it11
black borders for n1t.n and c*hoc.olatc.-(~olo~~l.d
jiic.kets \zit11 shol t
slee\.c.s and \.c.r.tical stripes an(l skirts ]-(.aching clo\~m tlit.
knces for- thtb ~ o n ~ e nRIcn
.
use hiits of th(- sarnt. pat1~1'11;is
that of the Sl~irnongsancl won1t.n cai-I-) i~ougli \\,hit(*sl1;~\\-13
with chocolate i>orclc.rs.
Three tvpcs of coats artbseen ;imong tilt. I';lci:~ms, h l i l ~ongs,
\
;lntl I'asis: on(. is long, l~luc.14th full-lrngtl~slct.\-cs, alicl dottt.d
wit11 circular designs in \vhite and c.lior.olate; anotlle~is \\.11iit
is gcner-all)- known as thc Mishmi type short-sleccc.d, black \\,it11
I~andsof a triangular motif across thc. \\.aist and lo\\.c.i. chnds.
T h e thircl tvpc. now usecl I)v thc l'asi-hlinyongs is shorl(.i- i l l
length, full-slrc\.ed, green in colour-, with n;u.ro\.\r I~ancl~
oC (itssigns round thc cuff-ends ol the sl(lc.\.es.
Padam, Rlinvorlg and Pasi \vonwn oi thc. uppo~.~.csgiolls
usually wear full-slec~vrdbliick i ~ l o ~ ~\\-it11
s t ~ syc.llo\\ l):i11cis ol ttcb-

Various types of d e s i ~ non Adi fabrics

siglls ; ~ thc;
t
cuffs, ;lt1(1 skirts \$,it11 1 ' 1 . t ~ ' cbll(lst ' i t l ~ t ' l . ~ ) i l ~ k i st.vC1
l~
\i.ittl ;L 1111111bc~ro f );c'IIo\i. Ilo1.izot11;11 litlt's 01. yt'llo\.t. jvit11 1)litc.k
Ilorizontal 1irit.s running ac~r.ossl t l t a nliclcllt.. '1'11t~1.c~;II.(. \.c.r.tic*;ll
o~.nan~c-rltatiotis
i l l zigzilg. :ant 1 tl-iilrlgrrlal I)iLlttbl.tlS ;llsc) it1 t I i ( 8
c-tlntl-e bv 1)ancls of ~~t.c~cllc-\\.ot,k
t-nll)~.oiclt.t.c.(l
;~c.rosst11c. I)t.c.;lcltlr
US thth (,lotli
rig111 iil~glcbsto t l l t b lio~i~ottt:tl
\i,o\,cit~
j ) ; 1 t t t h l . ~ ii t 1
vt.lIo\~.,grec.11 ;incl rxxl \inool.
111 tllc 1 o ~ ~ tt.t*gio~ls
~ 1 . gi1.1~llit\.cx s t ; ~ l ~it~~s li t ~ti111
g slt~t:\.(~cl
blouses l ~ o t hoS \,c,lc.tat ;11lcl nlill-~naclt. c.10111, ;111(1 t;lilor.t'cl 111
thct styles ol~tili~iing
i t 1 thv plail~s.
1 1 skirt loltlchclso its to lorn1 a cotlta 01. f I i 1 t ~)a<lcling
;it t l ~ e
top is \,vorn as ;I kc.1-chiel over. the llcbad.

Front \view of a war-coat

Wur D

M-ill--Hcln~c.t. W-r helmets are of
c oiled
\vhole cant., r-ot~ntl in shape and \vitllout any
projection. Full or* half cant. strips arc. iixcd on the upper
s :

( 1j

yak tail tlvod in sc\;tl.lr't. Sonlc.ti111c.s I)c;ths ol' I~il-(Is,xl,cx.i;~ll\Llhancsh, ;inblixrrl on t l r c ~top of t11e. I~(.llrr(.t. .I stl-iq) is fixccl
to the hclmet \~-hic*lrcon1c.s I,c.lo\\- rl~t.(-1li1i ;11111 k ( ~ ' p t11('
s 11~1111(~t
in position.
(2) ' I - t I I
(.~)ilt~
I
i
l
l I
(1t11.ing \I.ai-. 'Tlic.\. a - ~nacic. of c~oarsr \\.ool 1 1 ( ~ ; i t l \ . \\.O\.(,II
and clcc.ol.;ttt~l 011 tlltb ])a(-k ; I I I C ~ ~ I , ~I .I I ' l - l l ( ~ , . L I X ~ )j)(,iiljr.cnst, \~,itlihigh o l , i l l I
to o
~ I I C .~ l ( . t h
.
ant1 I ) o c i p ~ iron1 s\~.o~.tl
c.uts. J 111,s( 1 1 ~ > h , sis I ) ( X ~ O I I ~ 01~ I)sf~ ~II(-I(*
r

,

(
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cluririg the rains ant1 winter. T h e coats are consiclerecl \.all\able. Adis thenlselvcs usccl to prepare thesc. coats from the
coarse \vo01 they hartercd f ~ w r ithe Tibetans.
( 3 ) War-Chats: Tliey are rnadtx ol piec.t.s o f b1ac.k
coarse woollen cloth ancl are riot stitcliecl. There is an
opening in the n~iclcllcwhich allows it to pass ove~.tlie heacl.
The sides arc not sewn so that the hands can be nlovecl fr.ec.lv.
I n the lront and back it reaches down to the level of thc kncths.
I t is still used during the rains and for llunting by the Padanls,
Minyongs ;uid Pangis, slid as daily wear by Boris, Bokars,
Pailibos, Kanlos and ot11c.r-s.
L)(lnt-ing drres: T h e Miri generally wears a red skirt
over his usual dress ancl hangs two kirings (bunches
of snlall bclls tied to a plaited band) from either side of his
neck.

Adi loom

Spinning and ruccl~ling: Today, as a rule, yarn is bought
from the market but some Adis still grov- cotton in the jhum
fields. Ginning and spinning is usually the work of women. T h e
winning machine constructed locally ancl called sipyak doket conh
sists of two vertical wooden posts, fixecl to a flat piece of wood.
T h e rollers are geared to move in opposite directions. T h e
operator sets the rollcrs in nlotiorl by means of a crank attached
to the end of one of them. With one hand she moves the
crank 'and with other fcccls the machine with cotton. After.
the seeds are separated the cleaned cotton is put in the sun to

(1r.y. T h e rolls of dried cotton all. tllrn spun or1 a simple
+lning \~-hcbrl. 'Ihr tl~rracls tllus p~.o(luc:rd ;ire t1lr11 hoiltxl
ill ~-ic.tb-~/att.r
lor sizing ant1 are sto1.c.d lor \vt.a\.ing on tlw looni.
T'hc. Atli loon1 is a si~igleI~ecltllc tc~nsion 01- siml>l(. loin-loon]
\~liththe following parts :
(;ulong: A 1lori~ofit;ll 11anll)oo pol(* is f ixccl. Tllis 1111 1.]~os,seis also srrvrd by any polc on tht. sick of thr lrou>t.. Olic
rnd of the warp passes round tllc. pole and tilt. ot1ic-1 ( b ~ ~is( l
fixtd to the another pair- of sticks ;it tlic fl-c.t. cantl. r Z Galollg
is usually a log of about 50" in length \ ~ . i t l l ;I c.i~-cun~lr.~cnc.r
of
ahout

7".

A woman a t the loom

Gckong: T\vo picccs of \\.ood \17it 11 t;~pel.illg (.11cIs. O I ~ C
01 these is plncecl in bet~veenthe Iolds oI thc \\-all) ;lllcl tile
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other is fixed with the first one, keeping the warp in between
the first and the second.
Tai: A belt made ol bamboo strips. The two open ends
of the belt are attached to the two ends of thc. gckollg.
Anno: The entire warp is termed antlo. Its length varics
with the length of the cloth.
Sumpa: It is a straight flat piece of wood with two tapesing ends. It is mainly used to regulate and compress the threads.
Kitan or (1 shuttle: It is used for shooting the thread of
thc woof between the threads of the warp in weaving.
Weaving is confined to women. They weave well, with
patterns and colour which are almost in perfect taste. The
colour sense of the Adis is very well marked and is particularly
adapted to the surroundings. The original colours were chocolate-brown, black, dark, blue, green, scarlet and madder, which
the Adis used to produce from the bark of trees. Now, they
purchase dyed yarn from the Marwari shops. The cotton rug
commonly known as baclu is of a special type which they
themselves weave. I t is used for bedding or as a wrapper
during the winter. They are woven on handlooms in comparatively narrow strips. Two strips are usually required for
skirts and blankets.
Ornaments: In describing the beautiful ornaments of the
Adis, Wilcox noted in the eighteen twenties the large necklaces
of blue beads looking '. . . . exactly like turquoises and had the
same hue of greenish blue'.' Father Krick described the Adi
ornaments in 1853 thus :
'The women wear heavv yellow necklaces, iron copper
bracelets; but the most peculiar article of their ornamental apparel is their ear-rings which are long spirals of wire about two
inches thick, sufficiently heavy to tear the ears, and stretch then1
out of shape, so that the ornaments dangle on the shoulders.
The men wear but one kind of necklace, it is composed of blue
stones strung together, of unusually neat cut. This article is
highly valued, and transmitted from father to son, as they pretend to have received it directly from God. Some stick into
their ears silver or wooden (bamboo) tubes."
-

--

R. Wilcox, op. cit.
'Rev. N. M. Krick, op. cit., p. 118.
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Dalton noted in 1872 : 'Their necks are profusely decotated with strings of beads reaching to the waist, and the lobes
of the ears, or as usual with the hill races, enormously distended
for decorative purposes. Round the ankles, so as to set off to
the best advantage the fine swell of the bare leg, broad bands
of very finely plaited cane-work are tightly laced, and some of
the belles, most particular about their personal appearance,
wear these anklets of light blue tinge. But the most singular
article of their attire remains to be described. All females with
pretensions in youth wear, suspended in front from a string
round the loins, a row of from three to a dozen shell-shaped
embossed plates of bell-metal from about six to three inches in
diameter, the largest in the middle, the others gradually diminishing in size as they approach the hips. These plates rattlc
and chink as they move, like prisoner's chains'.'
Butler described the ornaments of the Adis in 1847 :
'The ears of the man and woman are perforated, the aperture, one inch in diameter, being distended by a piece of wood,
worn as an ornament; and the necks of the Abor women arc
loaded with innumerable glass bead necklaces of all colours.
Their arms are likewise adorned, from the wrist to the elbob.
with brass rings; the legs are exposed from the knee downwards,
the calf of the leg being bandaged with cane rings to tlie
ankle."
Many years later Dunbar supplemented this account:
'Adi ornamentation consists of the blue and green porcelain
beads that come from the North and strings of beads from
Marwari shop-keepers are common near the plains. These
beads, if they are old, are regarded as heirlooms of considerable
value. Brass bracelets of local manufacture are universall!.
worn'. About the women he said: 'As soon as they can walk,
the girls wear a disc or two about the loins, or perhaps some
metal charm, or a few shells. This, in a few years, expands
into the beyop, the girdle worn by every maid and woman from
Dibang to the Subansiri until the birth of her first child. Thc
beyop consists of locally-made discs fastened on to a band of
E. T. Dalton, op. cit., p. 27.
' J. Butler, op. cit., p. 1 1 1.

csane, scww pint. or a strip ol hi~lt-.Tht* mythic-a1 origin of tilt.
Ilryop is that ;I spirit, Ciingor-Shingor, fc41 in love with ;i ~t'onlilrl
ant1 whenever hr hati il~ter-~~ourst~
with hc.~.,hc gavthllrr a l)i.voI)
disc. When ;L child \iras born, she took off thta gir.<ll(~
ol t1isc.s;
;in(\ that is ho\v thcv first wcbrc worn, imcl why thev arc clisl;il.cled on thc birth ol a wonitm's first k ~ o t ~. .l... .C;il.ls ilnd \s.ornchll
\Itcar rings ol cant. rorincl their \~.aists~ f h t ~ t h thty
t ~ r . \vc;u- 1 1 1 t h t ; ~ I
studcled bands 01- riot; and tht'v \zrea\x. lor theniscl\,c.s \.ibr.v

finr i~cltsof cane in white, relieved by patterns of black inter\\oven through the material. T h e women wear, sometimes in
great profusion, necklaces similar to those worn by men. Their
t~~snss
bracelets arc of lighter stamp than those of the nim'.'
.

.

- - - --

' C . D. S. Dunbas,

op. cit., p. 30.
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~ i s h i n gwomen as well as men wear large ear-rings with
tlli.c*estones set on a base in the front. From this base hang
d n g s of beads down the sides of the neck ending in a pair
ol tassels of red cotton wool. Jn the case of \slomen, the rings
;11-(: sc.cured with a silver chain, joining the two and passing
o\.cS1-the head.
The ear-rings of the Shinlong, Pangi and Karko men and
\\,omen and those worn hy the Padam, Minyong and Pasi men
arc. small with single-colourcd stonrs which pass through bamboo
t i ~ b eplugs stuck in slits in the lobe of the ear.

T h e northern Padam and h4invong ~ - o n l c n ha\.t. all
(blaborate type of ear ornament. I t is a spiral ol six to sr-\.tBll
(.oils of silver wire ~vhichis inserted into a hole in the lobe alld
stretches it 147ide. Through the spiral passes a canc. string,
holding a number of beads and small bclls suspendccl bt.lo\\,
the spiral. There is another type which is sin~plva banll~oo
plug with a hole in the centre, stuck illto the pcrfor;ltion of th(>
ear-lobe.
T h e lower Padam, Pasi and R4inyong \\lonlen use btbsiclths
the simple wooden plug, decorated silver plu,p \vitll ;I Il-ol~t

shaped to resenlble ;I flower a~lclir a-l.cwi~lg(1c.uic.r to llolcl il
in position at the back.
The neck and thc. chest of Ashing n1c.n ;~11(1~0111e11;LI(.
loacled with a Inass 01 strings ol brads of varioi~scolot~l~s,
tllc.
blur. beads, irrlportetl iron1 the ~iortli, prt~doniiliatirig. 'l'li(Karkos prefcr simple small bri~sschains witll i r drrdak or t ~ ;IS~ o
lwnclai~ts. U'hilc Pangi n ~ r nilrr si~tisficct with ;I few strings
of nlulticoloured beads, tht. wonlt.11 like to display i t neck-!)arlcl
of white discs of bont. in adctitio~i. A similar f;ishion prt.vails
anlong their sistcrs in tht. higher Padarn-Minyorig and l'asi
regions. But in tht. lower regions, thtb women liavc live typ(.s
of neck ornanlent.
( I ) a necklace of two lines ol beads between \vhich is
set a row of four-anna bits (glllpatang) .
( 2 ) a short necklace of beads with a drum-shapecl amulet
as pendant. It is worn on certain occasions.
( 3 ) a flat square Tibetan charm-box ( n o k ) with a pair
of tiger's claws fixecl at the bottom, hanging from
a double-stringed necklace longer than above, ancl
wit11 a number of silver chains hanging as tassels.

( 4

a still longer double-stringed bead necklace wit11
rupee-coins attached at the lower end by means of
silver loops fixed to then).
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tlie longest r~c.(.klac.r.
of t\zro strings o f a sil\.c-r or I x - a h h
chain ~.c~ac.liing
do\vn the diaphragnl,
it I,o;r~.'h
tusk ;LS 1)endilnt.
l'a(litlli, h4iriyo11g anti Pasi nlc-11 wc-itr r i do~il~l(--st1~i11~c.(1
t,c.ad (.haill ~ ~ l i i ( goes
. l i 1'oii11(1th(: I I C C ~three 01. foul. tinlcs, ~ O I . J I I ing a sort of rieck-l~anclwith t\vo white bone discs looking likt.
c*laspsin l ~ ~ o r~i ti ~ i c lthe
c ~ . c hain. 1 t then hangs in ;i \~.idt.~.
le,op
on the clrt.st \vitlr a 1)c.ndarrt. 7'he penclilnt is conlpostd ol tlu cbc.

(5

Adi man with ornamrnts

horizontal bars of bone with seven vertical brass c\.linclc.~.s1.csting
on white beads between the upper t\zro bars, and se\.cn rc)\t2ro f
three beacls, black, blue and lz~hitein a \rertic;ll ol.dc~-,1,et\\t>cb~1
the secorltl and the third bars. T h e hole txrlds in ;i nunll)c>~.
of tassels of red \rool. O\.er this do~lblt.str-i11gt.d c . l ~ i i i [~1 1~1 ( ~ ( .
other string, two of la]-sr ~ I . C C I I and \\.Iiitc :111(1 111~. t l i i l . ( l 01

Ornaments and hair style of an Adi girl

Bracelets of different types

Bracelets

,-I11 the sections of the Adis, both men and women, wear a
l~rassbracelet, sometimes two, made locally, with geometrical
patterns and about an inch in width. Padam men have a special
\.a~-icty~1,ithspikes along the outer rim.
The Ashings have waist-bands of plaited cane set with
\~.hitestones or bones, worn belt-fashion over the dress. Only
t h r \$-omen among the Shimongs, the Karkos, the Upper Min-

yorigs, the u11pc~1.l'ittlanls ;i11(1 thth Pa~lgis\tTeitl*h i r n i l i t ~ I~rtnds
\I hic.h iri tk~c.i~.
(.as(. iii.tA Ithather st raps studded wit11 brass (1isc.s
I ' I ~ O I I ~on(- to O I I V inch itli(1 a half in ctian~ctei.,or a11 int~.icittcl\I~l;iitc.ct(';i11(- 11itntl \$.it11 ~ i g ~ apattcrlls
g
in I11ac.k. Thc. \$-ellkliow11 /)11310/1 is il gi~xll~'
of locally nladr 1)1-assciiscs \$.it11 call4.c.ntl-ic. c.rnl)ossc.cl tl(.siglis ~ x i t ht\zFo di;tmc.trl-s (-1-ossing ;it i*ight
it11glc.s on t lit. 1'1.or1
t siclc* olil).. 'Tht. largc>st ctisc. is \\-om
in tht. c ~ t l c -t i~l l l'l.ont, \ I it11 snlall(hr*ones l~angingon c i t l l c h l . hide.
iZll tl1r.s~c1isc.s 1l;lcc. loop\ ; i t tilt- top fo1.11lc~lI)v srniil1t.1. I ) U J W ~ )
tliscs, fol(tec1 it1i(1 solc1c.tc ~ on
l tllc. t \ $ o 4dc.s ol' tht- nlai~idiscs
\~-lliclli11.c. st~.u~.c.cl
I)\, ;I c,;iirc. I i ~ p;issi~~g
~ g
tlii.ol~ghtl1r loops.

I n the lo\ver rcgions, the b ( ~ y o / ~are
s slo\rly going out of
fashion and are generally worn under tlic skirt.
Plaited cane bands, mostly black or dark blue about 6" in
width, arc worn on the small of the leg b\- the Kar-ko Shimong
and Pangi women.
Tagin men and women are extremely fond of brads.
Children from very young age wear necklaces of beads. T h e
beads commonly worn by men and \Tomen are white, blue and
clark blue and vary in size. T h e women and young boys \vealear-rings made from deer's hair, which are fixed in a wire and
decorated with a light blue bead for each. Mrornen as a rule
wear ear-ornaments. These are thick metal rings \~.hiclilook
like almost small flower vases of silver. h4en do not usuallv ~ v c a ~ .
any metal bangles on thc ~vrists. But girls ancl \\.onlcn of all
ages al~zraysdo. h4cn wear a plaited can(.-cover on thc right
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Ilancl. It is sometimes decoratecl with liair of wild aninials.
The women put on a number of cane rings roun(1 the w;iist,
ant1 so do the men. An itrnl of ~lcc.orationamong tlit nlrn is
2 1 belt of cowri-shells.

Bayops

Hnir Style: As in the cxse of dress, we have some clescriptions of the hair-style of the Minvong ant1 Padam Adis given
by some old writers.
Krick writes of the Padams in 1853 : 'Neither women
nor men are fond of long hair; they do not allow it to gro\ir
beyond 2 or 3 inches in length."
Dalton recorded: 'The hair of both males and females is
closc cropped; this is done by lifting it on the blade of a knife
and chopping it with a stick all round."
Butler wrote: 'The hair of the women is cut short, like
that of the men: in a circle round the crown of the head it is
IN. M. Krick, op. cit., p. 118.
' E. T. Dalton, op. cit., p. 27.

two inches long, but the hair in front and behind, below the
upper circle, is only about half an inch long."
Hair-styles now in vogue anlong the different sections of
the Adis are detailed below :-Ashing rnm cut their hair only in the front along the
upper edge of the forehead from ear to ear, and let it grow at
the back of the head down to the shoulder. The women plait
their hair at the back into pigtails which are passed across the
crown from opposite sides and tied into a knot. The plaits ;ire
decorated with a few beads and cowries.
The Shimong, Karkos and the Minyongs, both men and
women, cut their hair round the crown, the line of the cut
running about an inch above the ears.
The Pangi hair-cut for both the sexes is the same as that
of the Shimongs, only the line of the cut is about half an inch
higher.

Indigenous way of cutting hair

The line of the cut among the Padam and Pasi men is
higher still by another half inch. I t is the same among the

' J.
7

Butler, op. cit., p. 11 1.
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women of the upper Padqms and Pasis. But the majority of the
lower Padam women wear their hair half an inch lower down
than their sisters of the upper regions.
The lower Pasi-Minyong girls wear their hair longer-, either
free as 'bob or in coiled plaits.
The Gallongs, their neighbours, dress their hair in a M e rent fashion. The men cut about two inches of their hair
round the head and make it pointed towards thc nape of the
neck. Gallong women wear their hair long, parting it in the
middle and making a roll on the neck.
Tattooing: Although it is not common among all sections
of the Adis, a considerable portion of the tribes practise tattooing
even today and there is ample proof to show that it was formerly
almost universal. Today however, the art is gradually disappearing from the Adis who are in constant contact with the plains.
The Padams have given up the practice altogether, but
among the women of the Minyong, Shimong, Karko and Pangi
Adis, it is still in vogue. The available information does not give
any evidence as to any totem object being tattooed on certain
parts of the body, neither does the information collected give
any clue that tatto~ingamong them is practised with the idea
of terrifying their enemies during the wars.
The most probable motive behind tattooing appears to be
a sense of beauty, to ornament or improve the appearance. The
custom of tattooing grdws more commons as one moves north.
The earliest description from Father Krick's note is quoted
below :
'The males are tattooed at the age of eighteen; the pattern
is, in my opinion, of evidently Christian origin, The majority
wear on the forehead a perfectly shaped Maltese cross of bluish
colour, other wear ordinary cross with vertical beam running
along the nose, and the cross-bar above the eyes. Others wear
the Lorraine-cross, with the upper cross-beam on the forehead,
and the lower lying across the bridge of the nose. Others again
wear the Maltese cross on their calves. The women have the
Maltese cross tattooed on the upper lip, and on their legs
Lorraine-cross with two St. Andrew's crosses drawn on either
side.
The men have as a rule chin tattooed with three vertical

gqg
PA.

*?

At thc water point

and parallel lines; the women have five or seven of them, as
the case may be, on the chin, and lour on the upper lip, two
on (tither side of cross and the whole set is bracketed'.'
Dalton in 1872 described Adi tattooing as resorted to by
both sexes. 'The men all wear a cross on the forehead between
the eye-brows. The women have a small cross in the hollow
of the upper-lip immediately under the nose, and on both sides
of it, above and 1)rlow the mouth, are stripes, generally but not
always, seven in number'.'
Dunbar suggests : 'It is just possible that there may be
some remote affinity between the Abor chevrons and the Aka
marks of the Nagas that proclaim the successful head-hunter.
'And he points out that one of the commonest designs is
the main component of Tibetan trigram, hor-yig, and that the
X is the emblem of the Kar-gyn-pa Lemaist order.'"
Though the Adis do not consider tattooing a religious rite,
yet in some areas when the boys and girls refuse to undergo the
strain of tattooing, they are told that in the life after death,
one with a tattoo can obtain food in exchange ior it, while
those without it are deprived of food. The Adis puncture the
skin with a thorn of the jungle cane along a design marked
out with fine lines, made by some kind of ink; blood will ooze
out through those punctures over which charcoal paste is smeared until it is stopped. The colour employed in tattooing is
generally black and is prepared by powdering charcoal
mixed with water. Generally the tattooing is finished at one
sitting, but if necessary it can be continued for two or three
sittings. Among the Adis, there is no professional tattooist
since in almost all the villages there are experienced men and
women who can execute the work. They are either remunerated in cash or in kind for their job. I t is said that in
the olden days, different clans used different designs, but no
such distinction is now marked in the designs of tattooing. The
Adis consider certain designs suitable for certain parts of the
body. The designs usually selected are not very artistic, neither
are they drawn in the forms of human beings or animals. They
-

' N.

-

-

M. Krick, op. cit., p. 114.
'3 E. T. Dalton, op. cit., p. 27.
G. D. S. Dunbar, op. cit., p. 26.
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are in almost all cases, confined to dots and straight lines. Adi
men tattoo mainly the forehead, chin and lower arms. The
women, on the other hand, tattoo their. lthgs, calves and
breasts. 'It has been gatlicl-cd', Dunbilr writes, 'that the
Minyongs tattoo their children wlien tliey are about ten years
old, and that the Pasi girls are not tattoord until they reach the
age of puberty."
There is no fixed age limit for tattooing aniong tho Adis,
though generally rneri are tattooed when tliey attain boyhood and the women usually after puberty. Men occasionally
ad-d to their designs, when they start visiting the dormitory for
girls, and women do the same when they become mothers. Certain items of food such as meat, and the drinking of upong is
tabooed after tattooing for some days, to preverit fever. The
main diet allowed is rice, salt and a moderate quantity of water.
This description of the different types of Adi dress indicates that sheet dress preponderates over the ligature type which
is confined to a few canr girdles. This is particularly absent
among the people of the lower regions. Regarding sheet dress,
a great similarity is noticeable with all the neighbouring tribes
of the Agency. T h r style of the sheet dress gradually changes
a s one goes southwards. The Ashings of the extreme north are
clearly influenced by their Tibetan neighbours, while the lower
Padams, Minyongs and Pasi groups are taking progressively to
plains fashions and styles. The same tendency is working in the
case of ornaments also, beads in profusion and the heavy earornaments gradually giving place to the plains types of the
silver necklaces and tight earrings.
Till recently, the lower regions had their own distinctive
way of clothing themselves, which was artistic and well adapted
to the conditions of their life. But contacts with plains markets
have to a great extent, affected their economy, and the newly
adopted 'alien' costumes are likely to bring adverse effects on
their health. Gradual establishment of administration over these
regions is breaking down the static formality of costume and is
introducing changes in the culture of the people so that everything now seems to be in a process of change and movement.

' ibid.,

p. 26.
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IV. WAR AND CHASE

Methods and w~apons: The Adis with this warlike tradition in the past, still maintain a number of weapons both defensive and offensive. In the following pages, we shall attempt a
description on these weapons.
The weapons as a whole lnay be broadly classed as either
defensive or offensive. Their deiensive weapons, and more
specially their defensive tactics, start from the very selection of
the village site. .
(1) Village Site-Almost all Adi villages are built on the
spurs of hills as a protective measure. There is only one approach to the village through the forest and stone walls. The
actual village stands on an open site but inmediately behind
is a patch of forest which serves the purpose of safe retreat.
Access to the village, other than the usual approach, is very
difficult as the two sides of the hill involve usually a very steep
climb and in the event of war, the advancing enemy party runs
the risk of being ambushed only too easily.
(2) Stone walls and Stockndes-These are erected at a
reasonable distance from the village itself. The stone walls are
sometimes buttressed by tree trunks from within, while in the
front are placed a number of plantain trees so as to render the
gun shells ineffective. 'The stockade on the north side of
Kebang was reported by Mr. Williamson to be 14' high, with
ditch of 12' broad'.'
I n the expedition of 1894, the stockades near Dambuk
were found to be 1+ miles long and shell-proof. Wherever
the villages are a little exposed, strong stockades are built
on all sides. 'They chose sites for stockades, where topographical difficulties, in their estimation, presented insuperable difficulties. The stockades were usually concealed and situated behind
some physical obstacles' .' Occasionally two stockades were
constructed one behind another with the usual provision for
ditches.
Stockades are also built for defence by other Assam tribes.
'Frontier and overseas expeditions from India-official Account of t h e
Abor Expedition, 1911-12, (Simla, 1913), Appendix VI, p. 103.
' ibid., p. 103.
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Thus stockades anlong the Thadu Kukis are made of several
rows of trees of about 8 inches in diameter.' The Ao Nagas fix
wooden stakes rotind their village, leaving only those portio~ls
which can servc as natural defence due to high 111.ecipitous
qsound.' But the Sema Nagas have a double fencing with a
ditch in between, ant1 the roads leading to the fencing are
panjied.:' In olden days, Arlgalni Nagas used to erect high stone
walls arouilct their village. The systt:m of digging ditches, the
bottonl is studded with panjis, is still in practice.' Rengrna
Nagas also used to have the same type of defensive ditches."
Hostility between the differerlt sections of the Adis necessitated the presctrvation of the stockades long after the punitive
expedition of 1911-12. Today the Adis have practically no fear
of raids either from the neighbouring areas or from within their
different sections; so ~rlostof thc Adi villages in the lower region
do not any longer possess very good defensive stockades. Remnants of the stone walls are still found in many of the upper
region villages, such as Damroh, Shimong, Bomdo, Janbo, Tuting, Karko, Kebang, Komsing. The area leading to the stockade
was further fortified and barricated in different ways:
( a ) With Big Trees: Big trees were cut, and the trunks
used were for reinforcing the stone walls. They were thrown
in a haphazard manner all over the foot-tracks leading to the
stockade and village to impede the movement of the enemy.
Secondly, the clearing obtained by the felling of the big trees
from the vicinity helped the scouts of the village to gain a clear
sight of the movement of the enemy from a distance.
(b) Hidden Bours and Arrows: A common method was
to fix a number of bows and arrows in ambush near about the
path. Poisoned arrows were placed in hollow bamboo tubes
which were fixed to the bows. The string was tightened
and then tied by means of bamboo fibres, the ends of which
were so placed in the foot-track that a slight touch would immediately release the arrows. These contrivances were set in

' W . Shaw,

Notes or1 the T h a d u Kukis (Assam, 1929), p. 143.
p. 72.
J. H. Hutton, T h e Sema N a ~ a s(London, 1921), pp. 34-35.
" J. H. Hutton, The Angami Nagas (London, 1921), pp. 43-46.
VJ.P. Mills, ?'he Rerl,.qmu Nagas (London, 1937), pp. 47-48.

' J. P. Mills, T h e Ao N a ~ a s(London, 1926),
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hundreds and the arrows were fixed at different angles.
A second type of arrangement is simpler but not very
effective. The trees overhanging the tracks are almost cut
and the tops art: tied with bamboo fibres up to a long distance.
With a slight stroke from the dao, these tree trunks are released
and the tXnc.myproceeding by this track is crushed under their
weight.
(c) I'anjis arc. made from pieces of bamboo, sllarpened
like spikes and hardened in the fire, the points being smeared
with poison. These panjis or l~amboospikes are considered by
the Adis as very effective. They are stuck into the ground
firmly, in an inclined position, and are concealed skilfully under
bushes or paths leading to a village. The points stick our
only inches above the ground and are very dangerous to the
bare-footed or soft-booted, unobservant enemy. The parlji
sticks are approximately 13 feet long and a little over half the
length is inserted firmly inside the ground. As panjis can bc
made easily and quickly and localy, their use is widespread
throughout the Adi Hills.
The same type of panji is used by the Thadu Kukis to protect the approach of the village.' The outer sides of the fences
of the Ao villages are protected with the panjis.* Angami Nagas
also use the same type to protect their villages from inva~ions.~
Panjis in the Sema Naga country vary from 8 inches to 4 feet
in length, and are very hard-pointed. Both the short and the
long types are used for defensive purposes.' Rengma Nagas
stuck these sharpened bamboo panjis of the same type round
their villages as a measure of defence."
( d ) Stone Chutes: Adis placed great importance on these
stone chutes, which are placed on the hill-sides and above thc
approach to a village. They consist of strong bamboo poles
arranged horizontally to serve as a platform over which are piled
up a large number of boulders. The ends of the bamboo poles
arc inserted in the ground and the outer ends are suspended by

' W.

Shaw, op. cit., p. 143.
P. Mills, op. cit., p. 72.
35. H. Hutton, op. cit., p. 44.
J. H. Hutton, op. cit., p. 24.
9. P. Mills, op. cit., p. 40.

' J.

bamboo lines or canes. When released by cutting the bamboo
lines with a dao, the whole mass of heavy boulders rolls down
the hill-side, crushing whatever conies in the way. T h e chutes
are sometimes so concealed and the lines so placed in the path

Adi stone chutes

of the enemy, that the enemy themselves release the chutes
unknowingly. All the possible approaches to the village are protected with stone chutes. I n fact, they were a source of great
trouble to the expeditionary parties, and were described by them
in the following terms, 'great reliance was placed on the rock
chutes. T h e Adis were specially clever in this method of defence,
and all their stockades were flanked with them. T h e hill-sides
also for some distance in front of the stockade were covered
with them. T h e searching out and destruction of these chutes
was a troublesome operation'.'
I n ancient times, there were two brothers by the name of
Nui and Gambo who were very famous hunte~s. I n order to
kill a wild boar, that destroyed the cultivation, they started
making different tvpes of weapons.
' F r o n t i e r a n d nrlerseas expeditiorls from
Appendix VIII.

I n d i a , o p . cit., p. 159,
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'lhey found out a special type of bamboo which bends
with weight. O n cutting the bamboo into two, they found two
instrts inside. With the help of great craftsman, Yongrno, the
insects were turned into a dog and a wild cat. The bow being

Shield

properly fashioned, they started preparing arrows from split
bamboos. They somehow got the information that poison trees
grow in the north and are in the possession of the daughter of
Pedong Nane. With the help of a bird, they managed to collect
some poison. The great smith prepared arrowheads of iron,
which they got out of nails of Lingen Sobo. With the help of
a plant, talo, they smeared the arrowhead with the poison.
Thus goes the story of the evolution of their defensive
weapons. These implements of defence are:
( a ) Shield: Adi shields are generally made of a species
of bamboo with interlaced cane strips. They are rectangular in
shape, concave inside and convex on the outer side. There is a
horizontal handle, made of cane, fixed to the inner side. Rare
specimens of shields covered with mithun hide are found in the
higher regions. Adi shields are never decorated but are proof
against arrows and swords.
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( b ) War Helmet: The Adis possess two types of 1 ~ 1 mets: one for everyclay use and the other specially for war
purposes. War helmets arc of coilecl wliolr ciine, roli~icl in
shape and without any projection. Full or hall mnc strips art.

fixed on the upper side of the helmet from one end to
the other to strengthen it. It is usually decorated in front cvitli
two boar tiisks placed crosswise, while the top is occasionally
decorated with bear skin or a tuft of hair of the Tibetan yak,
dyed in scarlet. Sometimes beaks of birds, specially hornbill,
are fixed on the top of the helmet. A strap is fixed to the helmct,
which cornes below the chin and keeps it in position.
Their weapons of offence may be classified in the following
way :
( a ) Spear: The Adi spear consists of three parts, thy
head, the shaft and the butt. The head is again divided into
three parts. I t has a socket into which the shaft of the spear is
fitted. The shaft is pointed and is rammed into the socket. No
,vim or any material for fixing the shaft in the socket has been
noticed. Thc socket, shank and the blade are made from ontpiece of iron. The socket, from the open end narrows clown to
the shank, which again spreads into the blade, which has a laurelleaf shape. The blade, almost plain is more or .less thin, and
has a shallow mid rib and ends in a sharp point. At the shank.

thel-c. is no nlarkeci projection. 'Thi: h a f t is nladc. froni the stt.111
of tlie palm tree and finely SCI-apedand polished \\.ith the hc.111
of a knift.. It is not unifol-nl in diametcr \\,hicll attains its maximum w a r ;zj,out the nlidclltb. 15otIl thc. uppcl. and lower- cncl?;

oi the shalt are pointed for fitting into the sockets of the blade
and of the pointed iron butt-end respectively. The but t-end,
which is also made of a single piece of iron, can be divided into
two parts, tllc socket and the pointed m d . The butt-md as :t
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whole, from socket to spike, is circular in cross-section. The
main use of the butt-end is to keep the spear shaft fixed in the
ground when not in use. It also helps the owner in climbing
hills when it serves the purpose of an alpenstock. T h e shaft of
the Adi spear is not much ornamented. T h e only decoration
generally noticed is a tuft of yak hair, dyed in scarlet and fixed
a t the junction of the socket of the head with the shaft. T h e
Adis use the spear for thrusting and not for throwing.
( 6 ) Bow : Adi bows are simple, and made of a single piece
of bamboo. Their bows are made of split bamboo. A straight
bamboo piece is allowed to dry partially over a fire, when the
stave is shaved down to the required thickness and shaped with
the help of locally made knives. This stave is occasionally left
to season above the hearth of the house on the nzuchung, a
process which changes the green colour to deep brown and
maroon. T h e stave is not reinforced by any other substance.
T h e central portion of the stave is broad and almost flat. I n
section, the bow is markedly convex on the outer side and concave on the inner side. From the middle, it tapers slightly
towards each end. At each end there is a shoulder- or horn.

Bow, quiver, arrow with reed shaft and iron head

No ornamentation is marked on the stave. At one end of the
string, a loop is made which is semi-permanently fixed in one
of the horns of the stave, which is generally in the lower end;
the other end of the string has a loop which is of sufficient
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length to slip down the other end but not beyond the limit of
the other end but not beyond the limit of the horn of the stave.
The string is mounted on the stave only during use, so that
the strength and elasticity is maintained. To stiing a bow, the
lower end of the stave is rested on the ground, the top end being
held in hand. Knee is pressed almost at the middle of the stave
and the top of the stave is drawn below. The knots at both
ends of the string face inwards. The bow is then ready for use.
( c ) Arrows: Arrows are generally of two kinds:
(1) Bamboo shaft with a bamboo head: A thin piece
of bamboo is clean shaved; one end of this is pointed and
hardened in the fire. The other end of the arrow is feathered
by means of two strips of thin leaves. In the lower end of the
shaft, a slit is made and two thin strips of cane leaf are inserted
diagonally opposite one another. In order to keep the feather
in position, this portion of the shaft is again tied by means of
thread. There is a concave notch at the butt-end of the arrow
for fitting the arrow on the bow-string properly. These arrows
are ment to kill birds.
( 2 ) Reed shaft with iron head and poison: The shaft is
made of reed and feather is fixed as before but the head is
made of iron. The iron head of the arrow is pointed and small.
The arrow-head is, however, barbed on two sides at the shanks
ending in a sharp point. The pointed tang of the head is inserted inside the shaft and is tied round with thin cane strips.
Poison is plastered on the shank of the arrow and for about 2
cm. on the shaft, over the cane strips tied round the place of
insertion of the arrow-head in the shaft. The whole portion
plastered with poison, is expected to go into the body, and even
if it does not, a simple cut is enough to cause death to the enemy
or game.
( d ) Carrying case for arrows: This is made out of a
bamboo, closed at one end, by the node, the open end being
provided with a cover. On the outer side, a pocket made of
cane strips plaited in hexagonal open work is provided to keep
additional reserves of the strings. The carrying case generally
contains assorted arrows and its capacity varies from 12 to 15.
The carrying case is suspended by means of a string attached
to it.
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The Adis hold their bow almost perpendicularly gripping
the stave at the middle with the left hand, the string towards
the body. The arrow is held with the fingers of the right hand
and is placed on left side of the stave, and rests on thc index
finger of the left hancl. The string of the bow fits the notch
of the arrow and the arrow butt is held in position by thumb
and the index finger. The string along with the arrow is fully
drawn towards the belly and released suddenly after taking
proper aim. This drawing requires only a slight poll to shoot
the arrow with a great velocity. A good shot from an Adi
bow will strike accurately at a distance of a 100 yards or more.
Adi arrow-heads are smeared with aconite. This they
collect from the snow hills of the north, powder it and mix
it with tnlo and munc ( a variety of creeper and wild potato)
and paste it on the blade and for about 2 cm. on the shaft,
covering the tang of the arrow. This paste is allowed to dry
slowly for some time. The action of the poison starts after it
mixes with the blood. 'The action of the poison is very rapid,
sometimes less than one hour, and rarely more than six hours.
Violent convulsions are set up, and tetanus supervenes.'' But
the poison is ineffective if the arrow is drawn out timely and
the wound is immediately washed. The local antidote for a
poisoned arrow is to wash the wound and apply a mixture of
fowl's droppings and opium, if obtainable. T h e Adis go in
batches to the high north-eastern hills to collect this poison.
They believe that evil spirits guard the place, who assume
the forms of their wives and try to deceive them and thus
deprive them of the precious poison. So when they start
to collect the poison, they shout five times 'Hoh! Hoh!' to
clrive away the evil spirits. While on the way to the village,
they are received by the women of their village well ahead of
the moshup with rice-beer. Having seen the women of the
village, all the spirits, if still accompanying in the female form,
will run away. The women of the village brush the legs and
hands of the men with broom-sticks in order to drive away the
evil spirits. After this ceremony, they come straight to the
moshup and will sing songs clan by clan. O n the night of the
-

..
- --.-..
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-

' A.

Hamilton, op. cit., p. 27.
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return, they sacrifice a fowl and ginger. The poison is kept
a t the spot of the sacrifice, and the blood of the sacrificed animal is sprinkled over it to increase its potency. After the sacrifice of the fowl, the poison is divided amongst the adult male
members of the village. They dry their own shares in the sun
and grind it to powder. The juice of the poison is mixed with
tnrrne and smeared on the head and part of the shaft of the
arrow with a branch of tale. This mixture of poison and manc
should not be plastered with the fingers as the slightest inadvertance may lead to serious consequence. The young men who
plaster the poison are not allowed to sleep with their wives for
three nights. Poison being thus plastered, the arrow with the
blade is kept on the nzachan over the fire-place for drying. During this period, they do not drink apong except from a leaf pot
and do not eat hot rice. They believe that heat has a bad effect
on the poison. Salt and vegetables are tabooed during this
period. Women are forbidden to husk paddy and prepare fresh
npony. When the poison is well dried, the men go out for a
hunt to test its effect. After they have lcft the village for hunting, the women of the village are allowed to husk paddy. In this
way, the ceremony of the pasting of poison on the arrows and
collection of poison from the far away hills is carried out once
'in a year (see Appendix Ia) .
( e ) Sword: Adi swords are straight and one edged.
The grip of the sword is carefully plaited with cane strips.
The other end of the blade is narrow, blunt and curved. The
Adis do not thrust the sword into an enemy's body, but cut
with it when he is within the range. The swords are always
carried in wooden scabbards, and are kept in position with the
help of a transverse band of cane strips. The sword with the
scabbard is slung from a belt made of mithun hide.
Adis swords are mainly imported from Tibet, by the Boris
and Ashings of the northern Adi hills. The Adis assess the value
of a sword by the number of welding lines marked on the blade.
These are very prominent on the swords imported from Tibet.
Among the Adis, Minyongs and Komkars are reputed for
manufacturing swords, but the Tibetan swords available in the
Adi country are much superior to those made locally. A sword
of Tibetan make will easily fetch Rs. 50 to Rs. 100. The price
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of a sword to an Adi does not always depend on the nl*ke or
on the quality, but to a great extent on the history arld tradition
of its use in different wars.

Sword and scabbard

( f ) Dao: The Adis do not possess any special dao
for military purposes. The same dao serves domestic as well as
martial purposes. The blade of the dao is narrow towards the
haft and broad towards the tip. The duos are without point
and have a single edged top-heavy blade. The blade has a
tang which is inserted into a wooden handle which is occasionally
plaited with cane. They are always carried in wooden cases,
one side of which is open. Several transverse cane bands keep
the dao in position. The sling of the duo is generally made of
mithun hide.
(g) Small knife: The Adis always carry a knife. I t is
used even in war. The Adi knife is sharp, pointed, one edged
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and thin-bladed. It is invariably carried in a case made of
bamboo strip finely plaited. The handle of the knife is made
of wood and plaited with cane strips. The blade is fixed to the
handle by a tang at an obtuse angle.

Dao and scabbard

( h ) Spike Wristlets: Wristlets are weapons with strong
spikes. Typical Adi wristlets are now-a-days obsolete. Wristlets
are locally made from brass with strong sharp spikes on the
outer side. It is generally used by them during a hand to hand
fight. Variations of this bracelet with less sharp spikes are used
now-a-days as ornament by the men and women.
(i) Guns: Over and above these locally made weapons,
almost all Adi villages possess muzzle-loading guns of Tibetan
make. These guns are now-a-days replaced by modern guns
available in the market.
8

War: Adi tactics of warfare can best be describeti from
the records left by different expeditionary parties and from the
description obtained from two very old Adi headmtw of the
upper region of the Adi Hills, who actually took part in the
fights. The report of the Adi expeditionary party of 191 1-12

Spiked wristlet

states: 'The main column followed the newly constructed path
until the Yernu ridge was reached. From here the Abor track
was followed. O n reaching the Lalek stream, two companies
were detached to climb the hill in order to outflank the pass on
which it was expected that a stockade had been constructed.
None was found however and the descent to the Igar
stream was commenced. This was very precipitous and in
several places, rock chutes were found, showing that the
enemy were active in the neighbourhood ......... . .Soon the
scouts reported a stockade ahead and suddenly a shot was
fired, wounding one of the guides. . . . ......This was followed
by a shower of arrows, and several stone chutes were started.
Several of the leading men were brushed off the path by stones
. ........ . . a party of six men under. . . . . .were sent to outflank
the enemy's right. The party had a steep and a perilous climb,
in the course of which they had to pass below part of the stockade. They were in full view of the enemy and were treated
to showers of arrows and the discharge of several stone chutes,
which fortunely caused no loss. Eventually the detached bastion on the right of the stockade was entered. Here there was
some hand to hand fighting before the enemy fled, its capture
enabling the party to enfilade the main stockade. The Abors,
finding themselves taken in flank, abandoned the position, which

,
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was tllm occupied by our troops. . . . . . . . O n the following day,
the: force marchecl to Rotung- which was found to have been
.burnt by the retiring Abors. Ahol-s appax.ently trusted, not in
a strong sttn:kadt., but in the natural difficulties of the positiori
backed by olrcr a huntiretl stone chutes'.'

Adi in a charging pose

'Judging by previous experience, the favourite method
adopted by Abors is to hold up the head of the colunln by a
strong stockade impossible or difficult to turn, and, at the same
time, to rush in one of the flanks of the lint: of coolics. As the
l

Frontier a n d Ouerseas E s p ~ d i t i o n sfrom India--op.

cit., pp. 34-35.

paths are so narrow that they only perrnit of moving in single
file, and as the jungle is too thick to permit of the use of flankers,
the guarding of the coolies is a matter of considcrablr diffirulty.'l
Any and every major arid minor problem of Acti life is
decided in the village council. Whenever thtby 1r;lrn of any
enemy advance towards tlirir. village, they do not lose ariy time
in suninlorling a council, where the Gams of different villages
also take part. After. much discussion, they agrec upon certain
points of action, mairily clefensive of which stone chutes are the
most important. But side by side, they prepare for offensive
action and train the young nlen of the village for attacking the
enemy on the flank with swords, bows and arrows.
I t has been noted earlier that they used to stick into the
ground bamboo spikes ( p a n j i s ) in the way of their enemy. The
enemy unaware of tliese pnnjis get hurt ant1 the wounds on
their feet render then1 helpless. The Adi warriors then come
down on the enern\. who have thus been wounded and cannot
take to their heels. That is called nzignag warfare.
In the third type, Adis start in two batches carrying enough
food for two or threc days and conceal thrnlselves in the way
of their enemy, one batch in the upper side and the other in
the lower side of the hill path. When the enemy approaches,
the batch on the lower side allows them to proceed; but when
they reach near the upper batch, then the upper batch suddenly
attacks them. As the enemy starts to run back, they are confronted by the batch in the lower side. This type of warfare
iq called nzagbi.
(See Appendix 1.b).
In a fight, whenever they are able to kill an enemy, they
return home claiming to be victorious and have to perform
certain rites on the following day. When an enemy was killed
in war, they draw a picture of a staircase for the easy march of
his spirit to heaven. If it is not drawn properly, then the man,
who has killed the enemy, will turn mad and will forget the
usual tracks in the forest. While returning from war, they
used to carry the right hand of the enemy killed, in a basket
wrapped up with creepers. Approaching the village, the warrior
shouts out Hoh! Hoh! Hoh! five times, and thus the villagers

* ibid.,

p. 103.

are inforn~rd. 'The vi1l;~gers~.elconlc-I l i ~ r ~t l; ~ rvillagt: girls pllt
on his shor~lcler-sr i t skirts,
~
ancl pr.c.sent Irirn with bead necklaces.
All t hchsc. c.crt~rnoriicsl~a\leto 1)c. 1)el-for-nlrd; ot l~e~.\vise
tlic. evil
spirit of thc pc.rson killetl will l i a ~ t c.orltro1
.
oLrer.I~im. Tht-n a n

Adi i n full war-dre5.s

emu1 is beaten to drive away the e ~ i spirits
l
or tht. dead cnc~rl\~.
This emu1 is then put on the neck of the \\a-rior and sccui.ed
with a string. T h e girls of the village, \\.hen \\.elconling liitlr,
come with a sztnzpa and a11 other Mromt.n lead the \var.rior to the
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village, keeping the hcro in the middle of the whole group.
the party comes near the village, the old men of the village will
come and perform the patar ceremony. They light a fire and
lead the man to the village. The hero is ~.eq~iirecl
to sacrifice
a fowl at the place where the olcl me11 perform the certynony.
This sacrifice is made to satisfy the hunger of the evil spirits.
After this ceremony, they again proceed towards the nzoshup
wherc they assemble and dance. The hero is now expected to
stay at the 7rloshllP and is not allowed to go to his own house.
At the nto.chnp, they perforni the Keming ceremony in which
they sacrifice pigs and mithuns. They take all these animals to
the place where putar was performed, and placing the animals
in the centre, all male menlbers call out Hih ! Hih ! and continue
pricking the animds with yoksa. Then the intestines of these
animals along with the blood is scattered on all sides. Next a
horizontal bar-like frame is constructed with bamboo in which
the hand of enemy is hung along with the hind and fore legs
of the animals killed. A basket containing ~tcayur,tale, talo.
t u t k ~ (creepers) is also tied. After performing all these activities, the hero is allowed to proceed to the moshup. While
the hero is to fix a hollow piece of bamboo in the ground below
the nzoshup, pointing towards the place where the enemy has
been killed. Constituents of clpong and rice are put inside it
and a red fowl is sacrificed. After some time, the bamboo
piece along with sacrificed fowl and all other things is carried
festival and is thrown away. The
to the place of the k~~r2in.g
ceremony being over, the warrior returns to the m o s h u p to stay
there for three nights. During his stay there he is not allowed
to use any pot other than the ones prepared by him for food
and drink. The rice is not to be cooked by his wife. In the
night, all the \.illage girls and the old men will stay with hinl
in the moshup. In the following morning, they start on a hunting expedition with the ~rarrior and hunt for three nights.
Every time while going out for hunting, they pierce an egg and
a piece of ginger. with a ban~boostick and throw then1 away
on their way to the forest. All these are offered to propitiate
ek-il spirits. When the hero returns from their hunt, he has
first to proceed to his mother's brother's house and after resting
there for sometime, he is allowed to proceed to his own house,

hi5 \\rift. kt.c.ps lliingilig ;i ~)icc.t.ol \\.llitt. clot11 and girlger
1 1 I o
01 I
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1 1 1111 these custh1lt t l l c C ~ I ~ ~ I . ; ~ I 0
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t Iw c\*il spirits.
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usually sends a message seeking treaty, in code signs. The
opponents if satisfied with the signs agree to a treaty. 'The
boundary of the village is generally selected as the suitable place
for the meeting. Both the parties meet there, a council is
held and after prolonged discussions by different Ganls of both
the parties, they usually come to a settlement. Mithun from
two sides are brought and are sacrificed by strangling. The
meat of the aninlals, along with sufficient quantity of apong,
is distributed to the members of the two villages. And thus the
treaty is ratified. A treaty, once concluded, is very rarely
flouted.
There are scheduled places for keepirig each weapon in
the house. Weapons are generally kept inside the house in the
following order which rarely varies in different villages:
The spear is kept generally on the ceiling of the covered
portico of the house outside the main room. (The ceilings are
not very high and are easily reached.) But bows, arrows and
the carrying case for the same are kept inside the house and on
the ceiling. The sword is usually kept hanging on the wall of
the room near the head of the owner's bed.
As a rule women do not use any of the weapons excepting
the dao and the small knife, which are necessary for their daily
use.
During peace time only, women are allowed to touch the
bow and arrow-case kept inside the house but during their menstruation period and war, they are not allowed to touch the implements of war and chase, swords, spear, bow and arrow and
arrow case. The touch of women who spin and brew may
cause entaglement and loss of self-control during fights.
If a woman by mistake touches the weapons, to avoid disaster in war, they sacrifice one fowl to the piang deity and the
woman will perform takuk. T o test the effect of the sacrifice,
they first of all go out hunting. If they are able to kill an
animal easily, then it proves that the offering has been answered. If not, they are to perform g a m m a n g , m a b a t , pian,g ceremonies with sacrifices of fowls. (See Appendix I d ) .
The Adis manufacture most of their weapons locally; almost in every village, there is a local smith who is an expert
in metal work. These smiths are not of a separate clan, but
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the profession is generally inherited from father to son or by
the nearest male relative. Once a man takes up this profession
in a village, nobody competes with him. The Adi smith is
riot distinguished from other villagers in any way, and leads the
sarrie kind of life as the other villagers do, excepting that he,
by this profession, adds a little to his agricultural income. His
charges are paid either in cash or in kind. Generally the forge
is situated in one corner of the village, and the house is small
with stone walls of about 3 feet high with the roof made of
thatch. The plinth is made of mud, the house is thus not supported on pillars. In between the side walls and the roof, some
space is left open on all four sides, for light and air to pass.
They do not extract iron from ore, but purchase pig iron
from Pasighat or get by barter from the Tibetans.
The contents of an Adi blacksmith's workshop are very
simple and consist of the following articles.
1. A wooden pot scooped out in the middle for storing
water.
2. Pincers: The tips are made of iron, and the body is
of split bamboo. Such pincers with iron tips are \.cry useful
to the black-smiths as they easily hold the red hot iron. With
the help of these iron tips no heat is transmitted through the
main body of bamboo.
3. Hammers of different sizes with wooden hafts are purchased from the local market.
4. Anvils are of two types :(i) Flat stone of moderate size is buried inside the
ground, having its flat edge flush with the
ground.
(ii) ordinary type anvil with a wooden base is purchased from the local market or prepared locally.
5. The work of a chisel is generally carried out with the
help of a dao or in some villages, an ordinary chisel is purchased
from the local market.
6. A basket full of charcoal prepared locally from jungle
wood.
The hearth is prepared just in the centre of the room as a
circular shallow depression, which is filled with charcoal. A
semi-circular hard mud-wall is made on the side of the hearth

\ ~ s itled
covering up to a certain hcight. Thta t.yli~lrlt.r-I ) t ~ l l o ~tlt*scl
below, extend as f i l l - ;IS thc2 p1;lr.e whr1.r t l i t . opt-r.;itor. sits.

Double cylinder bellows in action
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Thus this wnli-circular mud-wall protects both the operator and
the bamboo cylinder of the bellows from the heat of the furnace.
T h e t>ellows consist of a pair of vertical hollow bamboo
tubes about 4 irlches in dia1netc.1.. The lower ends of the tubes
are busicd in the ground side by side. From the bottom of
each cylindrs, a bamboo tube protrudes and joins the other at
a point barely a f r w fect up from the hearth, and then tht.
joined ti~bc.enters into the hParth. T h e construction of the
piston is vtAsy sinlple. The handle of the piston is made of
bamboo; at thc- lower- end itathers are so fixed that, when the
a point barcly a few feet up Iron1 the hearth, and then the
piston is pulled up, air from the open upper end of the cylinder
easily makes way into the tube; but when the piston is pressed
downwards these feathers stop the air from escaping and is
pushed into the furnace.
An assistant to the blacksmith stands behind the cylinders
to operate the vertical bamboo bellows, taking the two pistons
in two hands. H e works the pistons alternately up and don~n,
thus maintaining a constant draught in the furnace.
T h e blacksmith takes the help of pincers to take out the
red hot irons from the furnace and with the help of chisel, anvil and hammer gives it the shape required.
T h e Adi blacksmith is expert in manufacturing duo, spearhead, knife anti arrow-head. I n rare cases, they manufacture
swords, which are generally obtained from the Tibetans.
When a warrior is dead, some of his weapons, which h r
used during wars, accompany him to the grave and decoratc it.
The rest of the weapons (mostly swords, bows, and arroivs) are
inherited by his sons. Women have no share in any of these
weapons.
When an Adi is too poor to pay a fine imposed bv the
village council, he will surrender his weaponswhich arc. valued
according to fixed rate.
For paying small fines of two to three rupees, they are
allowecl to offer their spear, ~rhereasfor heavier f i r m anlolinting from ten to thirty rupees a sword can bc offercd. MTristlcts
can also be offered for fines amounting to two to thsec I-1ipc.t.s.
In spite of all this tradition of war and valour, the Aclis of
the present day, lost much of their spirit during British rule,
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and have since given up fighting. The young Inen of the present
generation have not even seen a fight. But they still prcst.1-ve
the weapons of their forefathers and manufacture new ones,
though not for any war purpose, but principally for hunting, for which they generally use the bow and arrows. The
spear on the other hand is an official insignia of the head man
of the village. Swords are at present used by the Miri during
dancing.

.

V. FOOD

Agriculture: Food and shelter are the two prinlary necessities in life. They determine the fundamental nature of man's
relation with his environment. In the earlier stages, sparse
populations could easily feed free at the bountiful table of nature. That was the age of gatherers. But gradually, growing
concentrations of population and the irregularity of natural
supplies forced man to establish a more permanent relation with
nature, based on something more dependable than her mere
whims. This resulted in human control over the vegetable and
animal world and so domestication started. With the domestication of plants, agriculture came into being and as plants can
be better controlled than animals, agriculture as a means of
procurement of food, has gained predominance over the other
sources such as hunting and fishing. From the earliest time to
which the history of the Adis can be traced back, they have
been at that stage where hunting, fishing and gathering continue to be significant occupations, though subsidiary to agriculture. It is the principal means of support. But it is still mainly
in the subsistence level; though in places, especially towards the
frontier, surplus crops are bartered for other essentials and
luxuries.
The purpose and method of cultivation and the nature of
crops raised determine the character of agriculture. From the
point of view of method, Adi agriculture has been described as
shifting cultivation or slash and burn cultivation. These two
names together bring out the most characteristic features of
this system. In this, at first, a patch in the forest is cleared by
cutting down the under-growth and felling the trees which,
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when dried, are burnt. Crops are raised for one to three years,
the period depending on the retention of the fertility by the
soil. Periods of fallow intervene between the periods of tillage,
and norrnally every third year, cultivation is shilted to a fresh
clearing. This cycle of cultivation, fallow, shift and clearing
by slash and burn, goes on as long as there is a village situated
in the locality. Thus, cultivation moves irl a circle as it were
round the village which forms a permanent nucleus. This type
of agriculture is generally known in these parts as jhum. But
the Adis who till recently knew and practised no other type of
agriculture, do not have any distinguishing name for it and call
cultivated fields in general arik.
This system is an outgrowth of various natural factors.
T h e land of the Aclis consisting of rainy low lands, and subtropical and temperate high lands falls within the tropical belt
round the world where the infertility of the soil among other
factors has given rise to this type of agriculture. Soils in the
Siang Division are said to be clay loam, loam and sandy loam
with few stretches of alluvial clay in low lying areas at the foothills and in the bottom of the valleys. The soils of the hills
have been classified as loam and sandy loam, sometimes mixed
with gravel. O n the whole the distribution of soil on the hill
sides is uniform-sandy loam with an upper layer of humus. Soils
freshly cleared of forests are usually rich in organic deposits
with thick layers of leaf mould. Quick growth of tangled vegetation at low levels renders the task of clearing very difficult,
and hardly any considerable stretch of level ground with proper
soil conditions are available that would yield itself to an intensive and permanent cultivation. So, only the hill sides are available for cultivation, and the rain washes a ~ ~ nutritive
a y
minerals of the soil, the land soon gets exhausted. O n the other
hand, of course, the rain washes away exhausted layers and
brings fresh surface of the soil to the top. This also, if it helps
the cultivators, impoverishes the soil. Thus quick exhaustion
of the soil, and speedy growth of tangled jungle have forced
man in these areas to this migratory type of agriculture. Natural drainage, ease in clearing, salubrity of climate, and defense
facilities have led the Adis to select hill sides in preference to
the narrow level strips at the foot.

Theoretically the 1;md belongs to the people. 'T1lel.e is no
But as
such land as may be considereti free o r . urloc(*~il~ic~d.
the people is not a single political unit, but is di\,itletl into \.illages
which are indepenclent of ont: another, cve~syvillage. has its own
territory demarcated by pronlinent natural feati11-essuch ;is rivers
and mountain ridges. Thcse boundar-ies arc wc.11 known and
I-espected. Within these, the entire land falling untlrr. thr julisdiction of the village belongs to the fanlilies inhabiting it. 'l'hcrt:
may be clanwise groupings of holdings in some ancient villages
such as Damroh and Riga, but division is not generally made
according to clans but according to families. Lvrry inch of soil
has its owner and his right to it is absolute though this right
concerns cultivation only as by theory land belongs to thtl village
as a whole.
Its right cirscends through the male liric, all sons equally
sharing the estate of his father. This right also persists in a11 the
phases of operation that the land passes through. Only during
fallow periods, individual ownership stands suspended for the
grazing of the village cattle. No one can object to the cattle
grazing in his land in that period. There is no legal restriction
oI the transfer of the right nor there is any restriction in theory
about the transfer. But in practice it is limited to relatives
and within the village. Transfer is usually effected through
sale, lease, and exchange. Land, however, is never rented out.
Disputes regarding ownership of land are rare but not unknown.
In such cases it is customary to induce the disputing parties to
agree to submit their cases to the decision of a krbnng. The
aim of the k ~ b a n gis to bring about a compronlise between the
parties. In case the kebnng fails to secure acceptance of either
or both the parties, divine intervention is sought through an
ordeal. In case both the parties are proved to be in the wrong
by the ordeal, the land is equally divided between them. In
case one of the parties refuses to face the ordeal the decision
goes in favour of the other.
Three types of use are made of land. One type is used
for residential purposes, and the second type is a fresh land
reserved for hunting. The third type is the agricultural land,
which as statcd above senes as grazing land in fallow periods.
There are no technical distinction between all these three cate-
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gories. They are selected on the basis of advantages and dis;
;tdvantagc.s. For agricultural land there is no codified idea
about fertility 01%exhaustion of soil, but a latent idea nlay be
tlutected in their tillage cycles and selection of land for different
c:rops in different parts of the year. This knowledge has grown
out of lorig expt:rienc.e and being translattd in our tc.rminology it
would appear that the Padams grade soil as nzanfp, nzarak,
mon,.qhum, liru and lijrrik in a descending scale of ordcr in
lertility.
But this idea of fertility is taken into consideration only at
the time of sowing. The cultivation depends upon what is
known here as patat. The entire agricultural land of a village
is divided into a number of blocks, which are ear-marked for
tillage after a definite number of years of fallow. Such blocks
are known as patuts. T o take an ideal case, a village has eleven
such blocks. I n the starting year blocks 'A' is brought under
cultivation. Next year 'B' is opened newly and 'A' continues
to be tilted. In the third year 'C' is opened and A and B continue under cultivation. Supposing this to be a three. year tillage period area, in the fourth year 'A' is left fallow and 'D'
is taken up. In this way the cycle continues till after tenth
year 'A' is taken u p again. This allows ten years fallow to
every block. The following table will, describes the potat cycle
in the village of Padu, where it will be noticed every patat has
its own special name.
This cycle is commonly called jhum cycle, and ensures
against the exhaustion of soil. The cycle depends on the number of patats available.
1st year

2nd year

3rd year

4th year

5th year

Eying

Eying

Eying

Fallow

Fallow

Pipulimuk

Pipulimuk

Pipulimuk

Rangeng
lumbesoko

Ranqeng
lumbesoko

Rangeng
lumbesoko

Ranqenq
lumberinging

Rangeng:
lumberinging
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Ginkong
Iiaying
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6th year

7th year

8th year

9th year

Fallow

Fallow

Fallow

Fallow

Rangeng
lumberinging
Kaying
Ginkong

Kaying
Ginkong

Situng
Kirung

Situng
Kirung

Situng
Kirung

Upsing
yokel

Upsing
yokel

Upsing
yokel

Berung
garang

Berung
garang
Ralek

10th year

1 l t h year

12th year

13th year

Fallow

Fallow

Fallow

Fallow

Berung
garang
Ralek

Ralek

Rasing

Rasing

Rasing

Jonging

Jonging

?:

99

Jonging

Jhum above an Adi village

Harvesting by pluckir~g

Haruwti~lg'with knives

A girl winnowing
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Due to the custom of frequent shifting, land for cultivation has to be selected every year afresh. Now the selection of
lard is an extremely important decision to the Adis. 'Land is
the habitation of man, the store house upon which he nlust
depend for all he needs, the material to which his labour must
be applied for the supply of all his desires; for even the light
of the sun enjoyed, or any of the forces of nature utilised, without the use of land or its products. O n the land we are born,
from it we live, to it we return again-children of the soil as
truly as is the blade of grass or the flower of the field. Take
away from man all that belongs to land, and he is but a disembodied spirit'.' It is true of the Adis and so they bestow the
greatest care on all their dealings with land. The selection is
a very important event in their annual life. It is usually the
headman of the village who decides on the patches to be cultivated, but he always consults the other elders of the village
and the wishes of the spirits are also ascertained by means oi
omens. The main feature in this area is the utilization of as
large blocks of land as possible. Even the largest village with
over two thousand inhabitants have only two or three patches
in use in any one season. Large scale use of single blocks is
characteristic of the Adis and contrasts very sharply with
neighbouring areas, such as the Dafla country to the west, where
sometimes as many as 20 different patches are cultivated at a
time. A large Adi village, specially in the Minyong area has,
therefore, a very large continuous block of land amounting to
a thousand of acres cultivated at a time. Gentler slopes of the
hill are usually preferred, but in some cases, the fields are extremely steep. 6,000 ft. is the highest altitude for agricultural
land.
The Adi year is divided into twelve months which are,
however, not very clear cut divisions. The arrangement differs
from place to place 'and sometime the same month appears to
have different names. This is because they reckon their seasons
according to the agricultural activities. They usually start their
year with the season of sowing. According to the system followed in the Padam area, the year begins with the month of Terrem

' Henry
9

George, Progress and Poverty (New York, 1921), p. 21 1.
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which roughly corresponds with Janu;i~y of the Roman calendar. Terem is followed by Buising, Kornbong, Galling, Kijir,
Diking, Lobo, Ylo, Tanno, lyo, Yite and 1)isang.'
As agriculturt. is still mainly 011 the suhsistc.rlc-e level,
~isually no hired labour is engagecl. 'In c;lst.s, however,
where death or c1isat)ility deprives a fanlily of its wet-king hands,
or in cases of accidental taboos which upset the agricultural programme, outside help is required. To meet such cmttrgencies,
there are two systems. According to one known as riglup,
labour is hirecl on payment of cash. Payment in kind also can
he made in which case the system is called enlik.
Once the land has been selected and approved
by the spirits, a day is fixed for clearing it. Clearing comprises cutting clown of iungle and trees and burning d
the debris when dry. A festival known as Mopun is
performed during the cutting of jungle. Thc olcl people of the
village collect some barntloo poles and plant these on the ground
along with two branches of tall ant1 .sinkn?tg trees. A cane
basket called Mopun is hung on these two branches. The basket
is filled with earth, and jungle leaves, which are supposed to
represent crop grains. Pigs are sacrificed near the poles and
the blood is sprinkled over the Mopun with the following incantations: N g o l u k ~arik nnam ali aye takameem Kine Nane no
aipe ibilanka enlln Ngolu Doni Aji taknme nom Siki Mopumem
punbidung. Noke Ngolu doibotemeln Kine Nane N o m Siki Mopunenz punbidzrng. The major share of the sacrificed meat
goes to the aged, the rest is shared by the young. The function is followed by dance and drinking in the moshup and
rnsheng.
The cutting is extremely thorough. Natural vegetation is
completely raized to the ground and no trees are left standing
beyond mere stumps. O n the day fixed for the clearing, the
whole village except the invalids goes out to the selected spot and
do the work on a family basis. As the clearing of the new fields
and weeding of the old fields are done simultaneously, they
adopt a rough division of labour. I n the old fields with crops

' In Pasi area Buising corresponds with January of the Endish Calendar and Buising is followed by Gitmur, Kombong, Gatling, Kijir, Lobo,
Yiollo, Tonno, Iyo, Yite, Disang and Tarem.

recluirc only weeding which is usually entrusted to the women,
whereas the new fields which require a good deal of hard
labour is rintlertaken by men. On cutting the jungle the big
logs of wootls art: used for denlarcatiorl of boundaries l,c.tween
individual fields. The rest ensures then1 a good supply of firewood. Cutting of jungle usually takes about a month and tht:
tlebris collttctcd arc. left to dry for about a fortnight. The implements used for clt~aringare locally made dao and the common axe purchased froni the market.
Tliis operation of clearing of ju~lgle is perlorniecl first in
the months of March-April for Job's tears, and the sccond timt.
in July-August for winter crops.
The debris is burnt in the month of May and September-.
Ertlr, rinanl is ;L male prerogative. After hurning, the larid is
cleal-ecl of heavy charred logs and branches, \\.hicll in son~e
parts ale collected and burnt again.
The co~lclusionof the cleaiing activities is markcti by propitiation of domestic: spirits (Gumin soin). The festival is
known as Aran or Pombi. The entire village abstains fro111
work in field for five days and fasten to the house posts offerings
of ginger, meat and rice, to the spirits. The adults then go out
in the jungle for collecting bamboo for constl-ucting a platform
. few bamboo poles and branches of
near the s n o s h ~ ~ p A
sinkang, tan and pejan,q trees arc thrust into a hole in the centre of the platform. A pig and a chicken are sacrificed with
the incantions : Doying Gin jing a Anc, Gin jing a no t a k a n ~ e m
rune takam noke amine no sib0 Doying Ginjingcnz ginbilunka.
Noke antinlok Ngolu Siki Nane n z ~ l a n qLloyi Bote mc inzotontula Nolum Ngolu takame Siki pomt!h,t
bibidun y . Delokke
f
Glcnlin
Siki Tupuenz silo rcbidung. Delokkc A ~ GPt ~ n z i n ,Tikin
eteng gumin kangabem serap bilanku.
'Protect us all O h Doying Ginjing a. All will be looking
u p to you and to your name. We are calling upon the god of
fields also inviting him to the feast. T o you we offer the Pombi
aran offerings. Tapun too we perform in your honour thercafter. O h deity of the hearth and deity of fields-take us unto
your protecting care.'
Pigs are sacrificed by suffocation and fowls by cutting thc
throat. Blood of the sacrificed chicken is sprinkled ovcr the

.
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platform along wit11 somta rice pastc. Old people of the village
are invited and are feasted with the meat and rice anti uPong
especially prepared there for them. The festival is prtformed
to propitiate the spirits, some of whom art. t~elievedto preside
over the field. T w o of then) control thc ftartility of soil and
jungle treasures, and anothrr concerns itsclf with domestic animals, while the Iloying Angong is a spirit of rain.
Sowing starts on the completion of this festival. In the
month of March ant1 April they start sowing vegetables, cotton,
and maize. Job's tears, paddy, foxtail millet, finger millet
and sweet potatoes are sown in May sowing operation taken
placcb in the months ol Septcmber, October and November
when they grow winter vegetables.
While sowing, sowers line up in a row at the bottom of
the field. Each of them takes seeds straight from granary in a
sniall basket which hangs from the left sidc of the shoulder.
They carly a duo or a digging: stick each in their right hand.
They slowly milrc.11 upwards, stopping to dig the implcrnents
held at on angle to thc body, into the earth, to make small
holes. About a foot and a half apart from one another. In
each hole seeds are placed from the bamboo basket with the
left hand. In case thc line of sowers fails to cover the width of
the field, on reaching the upper end the party comes down and
continues the same process. A second party now starts broadcasting another type of seeds and subsequently cover them with
soil by means of broomsticks.
Paddy, Job's tears and maize are sown by dribbling; but
finger millet, foxtail millet are sown broadcast in between the
former.
Sowing over, the fields are fenced to keep away the village
cattle and to mark out the foot paths leading from one field to
another.
The work of fencing is carried out on community and not
on individual basis, by both the sexes, young as well as old.
This is also the time when a stock taking of the mithuns is
carried out and all the animals are driven out of the fenced
area.
The fences may be sometimes very extensive, covering a
whole hill-side and ladders across them are placed for the com-
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ing in and out.
This is followed by rest day and the Ettor festival is performed at that time. The day is fully enjoyed with feast and
offerings to the Agarn, lord of the animals. The major- contribution comes from the owners of the mithuns.
The first weeding starts about a month afterwards
when the seeds have sprouted and grown about ont* foot
and a half high and is usually continued in the months
of June, July and September. They errect scare crows after
the first weeding in the form of n ~ a nand place them on bamboo
poles, ik, a horseshoe shaped bamboo scraper is used for weeding. The implement is held at the joint and the soil is scraped
by the horseshoe end. The second weeding is carried on when
the crops are almost ready for harvesting.
After the first weeding all the women oi the village perform
Lune Solung or Taku-Binnyal in their respt:ctive houses. This
festival has all the paraphernalia of Mopun excepting that two
pieces of ginger are stuck on an arrow planted near the house.
Then a chicken is sacrificed near the granary and the blood is
strewn round the granary and the body of the bird is kept inside for a whole night. The feathers are taken out and planted
on the ground near the granary. In the night dances are organized by the girls and Miris sing Solung Abangs, rhapsodies on
the origin of crops.
Just before the final weeding the Adis perform the Luttor
Solung festival for propitiation of Togupyogam and Agam. It
is meant for the prosperity of the cattle. All the families that
possess mithuns, bring them home from the jungle and tie them
to the posts in the yard in the front of their houses.
Every family then sacrifices pigs and chickens according
to its means, and the sacrificial meat along with pieces of ginger
is offered to the spirits. A bow and a few arrows are hung over
the door of each house. At night every owner of mithun makes
it a point to hold a feast of apong and rice. Sometimes this
festival continues for four or five days. The climax of the festival
is the Solung dance, performed each night near the 7~10stlr1p.
The Miri sings about the evolution of the crops, and n~ithuns
and the girls follow him in chorus and dance to his tune.
The main bulk of agriculture products is food crops. Both
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grain and garden ci.ops arc cultivated. Rice is by far the most
important Lplin crop, Rabi (Oryza sativa) species. Most of
the paddv grow11 is of the upland variety. The kharif crop
is only ol thrt.th types. They cultivate paddy in their best
lands know11 as ttlnnnc. Second to rice in importantce are
Job's tears ( C o i x larhryrnn). Only five varieties of these.
cereals are grown. They are raised in the nznruk fields, inferior
to paddv lands.
Four va~*ieticsof finger- millets (Eleusint, coracana) are
grown maihly in the second and third grade soils. Though far
less important, than finger millet, fox-tail millet. (Setarici
itcllica), is also one of the chief grain crops. Its importance lies
in providing food to the people before the main rice crop is
reaped. These are grown in the second and third grade soil
only.
Appreciable quantities of maize ( Z e a ntays) are also grown
as a mixed crop in the first grade and second grade soils. Maize
is an important crop with the Ramos, Bokars and Pailibos.
Nnmdzrng (Pcsilln ocinloide~)is a kind of oil and grown mainly in the fourth grade soil. These seeds are eaten whole or
ground, but never used for extraction of oil.
The green vegetables are of two types according to seasons.
The winter vegetables in this region are mustard, country bean
punlkin, ~vhitegourd, small onion, soya bean and flat bean.
Brinjal, bitter gourd, french bean, small mustard plant are
grown in sumn1c.r. Balnboo shoots are not cultivated but are
uathered from jungle and eaten. Potatoes and tomatoes have
been introduced recently ancl are gaining in popularity. Nine
varieties of cn,qc, (Colocnsin clntiquorurn) are grown in second,
third ancl fourth grade soils in lines or small patches in the
jhunl fields.
Jack-fruit ( Artocclrpus integrifolia) and citras fruits including oranges are the main fruit trees. Jack-fruit trees are cultivatecl in large numbers and are a characteristic feature of
somc areas. Every tree belongs to one of the families in the
\village. Oranges are mainly confined to the lower valleys and
arc all 01 the soft skin type.
Papaya and banana are some of the other fruit trees common in these areas. Pine-apple introduced recently is attracting
<-

the people and is developing into a commercial crop.
Chilles and ginger are the only spice crops cultivated.
Sugar-cane is another recent intr.oduc.tion and its culti\.ation is
spreading rapidly as thr use oi gur arid sugar is gaining ground.
Besidt*s tht. food crops, tllc Adis raist. a fen7 fibre crops.
'The rrlost iniportant is cotton grown ill tlw jhzr7,r fields. Other
fibrc: plants, locally kno\\n ;is Ridin. Rcfing and SujuA gro\z
~ r i l din the jungle-. Thest. art. generally used in rnaking bags
and nets. Tobacco is grojvn in most vi1lagc.s along \\lit11 cotton
in the jItu~11fields.
T h e last important agricultural operations or1 tlitl field are
reaping and thrashing. C:rops arc reaped iron1 one to onc and
;I half montli after the last weeding.
T h e ~iniversalmethod ol
reaping is stripping the cars bv hand. Occasionally for unyut
~ n paddy
d
they use their small knives. Girls and \vomc~igo
to the field with their conical baskets and start stripping and
empty their hands dirc.ctlv into their baskets. T h e stralv if left

Threshing paddy

ill

t h c field

in the field is burnt to use as rnanurc.. Tlw usual daily
collection amounts to one basket per hcad. The grains aftcr
reaping are carried to the field housc for thrashing. A ~ i kipfio
is a small temporary house in the jh~rm fields, built by

the owners of the flcltl. While har-vesting, thc-y spcncl nights in
these houses. T h e grains art. put in large Hat I~askets (ja1.t.)
and threshed with bitre 1ec.t. They are then c.1eart.d o f cllafi
with winnowing fans and then carried to g~.anar.ieswhere it is

st01-ed in large baskets. I n some villages the storing is celebrated by the Rikti ceremony to purify the granaries. T h e festival is performed by each family independently. They prepare
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rice-cakes and sacrifice a chicken near the granary and sprinkle
the blood all round the grannary. The rice cakes ( ~ t t i n g )are
eaten with apong. Occasionally the festival concludes with
dance and song. Their daily requirement is taken out every
day from the granary and husked with wooden mortar and
pestle every morning. The chaff is collected, burnt 'and used
Tor mixing with the rice beer.
Husked rice is put unwashed into an earthen vessel of local
manufacture, or of brass wherever available, and set to boil on
the fire of the hearth, perched on three pieces of conical stones
to serve as a stand. When half boiled the mouth of the vessel
is covered with a leaf and it is taken off the fire, but placed
very close to it so that the rice cooks on slow heat. The gruel
is not extracted but allowed to soak into the cooked rice. When
ready it is served hot, round the fire place-where the members
of the family sit round and eat, three to four from the same
plate. The meal is seasoned with a curry which consists of
leafy vegetables. Here also the process is simple boiling and
adding of salt and powdered chilli to taste. Meat and fish are
not everyday items of food. They are occasional delicaciesfish when a catch is organized and is successful and meat whenever there is a sacrifice or festival in the family of the village.
These two are also merely boiled and taken with salt and chilli.
Meat and fish are however preserved by means of smoking
against times of scarcity and occasions of epicurean enjoyment.
This is in the main the principal food of the Adis. Only anyat
or nandung-replace rice in the upper regions where thev are
more important as crops than paddy.
The Adis rarely practise any process of cooking other than
boiling. Frying is absolutely unknown.
There is no variation in the menu at different meals.
Breakfast and dinner form their main meals with a lunch in
the fields. The same items are served in all these three meals.
Early morning as the cock crows the lady of the house husks
and cooks and serves before they go out to the field, each
carrying a packet of lunch in his or her basket. In the evening
the return from the field is immediately followed by another
husking, cooking and eating.
The gaps between these meals are filled up by sips of
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clpony from gourd jars. I t is a beer-brewing iron1 I-icc, rnirr~rr
and other cereals. Every household brews its ow11 mpoti,q alrd
serves it as a drink-and
a foot1 through the \vhc-)le dav f o ~ .
cverybody young ant1 old. The process of brewing lias becll
described by Dr Sen Cupta. 'Aporlg is an extract in hot water
and sometimes in hot and cold water, nladt. with slightly fer~nentedmillet ragi, locally called A4iru12,~(Elerrsine coracana),

Adis at a meal

or with a mixture of Mirung ancl other cereal or with red variety
of rice locally called Arnkel. T h e millet after boiling with water
is slightly cooled and then mixed intimately with sufficient
quantities of paddy husk charcoal and the required quantity of.
powdered medicinal cake Seea and kept in a bamboo basket
tightly covered with banana leaf. After two days, the contents
are: mixed and again kept in the same way. After another two,
days, the mixture is ready for extracting apong and it is extracted with boiled water from the fermented millet in a funnelshapecl vessel made of bamboo strip and lined with banana leaf.
Sometimes this is extracted first with hot water and then with
cold water ancl the two extracts are mixed together before consumption. The fermented mixture can be preserved in a tightly
covered basket for months but npong after its preparation cannot
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be preserved even for 24 hours. Besides disintepated cereals,
ayong contains a quantity of charcoal dust. When a p o n ~is
prepared iron1 amkel rice alone, charcoal is not added and
extracts are obtained by pressing the mixture with water through
a small bag made of cane stripe."

Adi diet including u p o ~ i g has
,
been declared to be satisfactory on the whole and the health and body-build of the peoplc
are good. The main difficulty lies not in tlic quality but in
quantity, in some areas and bad seasons. Absericc of fat! animal
or vegetable, and sugar as distinct items of food is conspicuous,
but this deficiency seenls to have no bad effect 011 their health.
Narcotics are represented by tobacco and opiunl. Tobacco
is taken in various ways. I t is smoked as cigarcttcs, or- througll
pipes or chewed, with or without betel leaf. Bc.tt.1 ltbaf sc1enl5
to have been introduced from the plains and is takcn profuscbl\.
mainly in the lower regions. L ~ ~ c l ning the upper I-egions scm,es
the purpose of catechu and betel nuts. I t is a bark ol :t 11.c.t.
and has the effect of staining the lips and the nioutt~red.
Opium-smoking is not comnion, though thcrc arc. a nurnl~c.~.
of addicts. Tt is smoked through banlboo pipcs wliic.11 i l l svstrnl
'P. N. Sen Gupta, 'Investigations into the Dietary habit, o f tlic
Aboriginal Tribes of the Abor Hills (North-Easten1 Frontier)', Itrd. J o t l r .
Med. Res., 40, 2, (1952).
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rese~nblethe Indian hnoh-ka. Opitinl tlilutecl in water is boiled
on slow lirr to a thick stickv liquid. Citrus juice, srlgar and
h-oling thinly sliced, baked and powdert~d are mixed with it.
T h e nlisture so formed is then smoked.

Smoking opium

H u n t i a ~ : Hunting and fishing as a means of procuring
food stand in the same relation to the domestication of animals
as gathering of wild fniits and roots stands to agriculture. They
may, therelore, be described as gathering of animal food. With
progress in domestication of animals, hunting and fishing graduallv change from a means of livelihood into a form of entertainment.
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With the Adis, they are in a tranistory stage-where they
have developed a few traits of the latter, though retaining still
their main economic character. This stage has, however, been
long static as domestication of plants and animals has not made
any appreciable advance. So it is as economic activities they
are still to be considered.
For catching birds and small animals like rats, squirrels,
porcupines, the Adis usually use dfierent kinds of automatic
traps, improvised and manufactured by them lrom local materials. For hunting big animals like deer, wild boars, leopards,
tigers etc., they usually employ bows and arrows, and their constant companion, the locally made dao. Bows and arrows are
of primary importance in hunting, whereas the dao is a tool as
well as a weapon. A small percentage, the fortunate ones, now
possesses shot guns. Domestic dogs are constant companions of
the Adis in their hunting expeditions.
As hunting is i m p ~ r t a n tfor livelihood, the Adis start practising it from childhood. The elders teach the youngsters the use
of various weapons and traps, and the young are always eager
to accompany hunting parties whenever they get an opportunity.
The Adis hunt both individually and in groups. Young children are generally allowed to join group hunting parties for
beating the forest, and they always carry bows and arrows.
The hunting bows and arrows of the Adis are of the same
type as those used in their warfare.
The Adis hold their bows almost perpendicularly, gripping
the stave at the middle by left hand, the string towards the
body. The arrow is held by the right hand, and is placed on
the left side of the stave, the fore part of this shaft resting on
the forefinger of the left hand. The string enters the notch of
the arrow, and the arrow at this end is held in position by the
thumb and the forefinger of the right hand. The string along
with the bow is pulled towards the person of the wielder and
is released suddenly after a proper aim has been taken. A very
slight pull can discharge the arrow with great velocity. A good
shot from an Adi bow can hit the target at a distance of 190
yards or more.
Besides bow and arrows, the Adis use different types of
traps for catching small animals and birds.
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The sinlplest type of the trap is the Nnkig. A pit is dug on
the frequented tracks of the game. Somc slinrp bamboo sticks
smeared with poison are planted inside thr pit. The moutli of the
pit is covered with grass and twigs, and some bait is placccl ovrr
it. Generally these pits arc dug near sonle wild fruit traces.
Such pits are ;ilso usefiil for catching big animals. ;uitl : ~ r rof
much longer dimensions, when they are intendcd for big games.
Another common trap used by the Adis for killing birds is
~ t k uwhich is a bow-shaped noosetrap. At onr end of the bow
is made a small triangle by means of cane or bamboo strips.
O n the other end of the bow is fixed a string wit11 a wooden
spike. In order to set the trap, the bow is given tension by
fixing the wooden spike lightly inside the triangle forming a
nooac, on which the bait is placed. As a bird, attracted by thc
bait, sits on the noose, its weight presses the wooden spike
and releases the how which shoots up and straiigles the bird in
between the string and the side of the. triarigle. This trap is
very effective for killing small birds within a very short time.
The trap is usually fixed on the branches of the trees near paddy
fields or on such trees which the birds generally frequent lor
fruits.
The third type of trap, conlmon among the Adis, is snnkit,
a trap meant for catching porcupines, and hares. A small
rope noose is fixed at the mouth of the burrows in which animals live. The noose is worked through a system of lever, so
that when the animal attempts to pass out of its burrow attracted by the baits outside, it has no other way left than to pass
through the noose. The spike fixed to a bent branch of a tree
along with the noose, is let loose by the animal, and as it shoots
u p in the air with a jerk, it strangles the animal.
A fourth type of trap, epum, used for killing rats, is also
very common all over the Adi hills. A box like cage is made with
two sides closed with iron spikes. The base is made of wood.
A stone is supported on the top of the box by means of two
bamboo sticks which are adjusted to the baits inside. As soon
as the rat gets inside the cage through the open passage and
touches the bait, the two bamboo sticks supporting the h6avy
stone give way and the animal is crushed inside the cage. This
trap is found to be very effective.
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As a rule, the Adis go hunting in parties. Wheriever a
hunting excursion is decided upon by the village council, an
;~nnouncementis made on the previous night, and all young and
able-bodied men assemble at the moshup or dormitory, next
morning with their bows and arrows and dogs. Almost in all
cases, the party is led by an experienced village elder who is
also a good hunter. With burning sticks in hand, all march
towards the hunting-ground, in the vicinity of which they make
a halting place, and there make a bonfire with the help of the
burning sticks they carry. This is the place where they decide
their future course of action. One batch, mostly consisting of
the youngsters with dogs, go in one direction and form a semicircle, which may extend to as much as a quarter of a mile. The
actual hunters take up their position facing the beaters, each at
a distance of ten to twenty yards, the gaps depending upon
their number. They hide behind trees and wait, ready with
their bows and arrows to shoot at any game that 111ay come
within their range. The beaters aided by the barking of trained
dogs, heat the forest in order to scare the animals and d1-h-e
them towards the hunters. If any animal comes within sight,
the dogs are set after it, and the animal is ultimately driven close
to a position from where a hunter can easily get it. No net or
any other protective measure is adopted by the hunters.
Among the Adi hunters, there are some very skilled track
finders, and they find out from various indications if there is
any game in the vicinity, and can also tell what kind of game
it is. When hunting individually the hunter either chases the
game by stalking, or takes his seat on the branch of a big tree
under which an animal is likely to come in search of fruits.
Generally, the animals are tracked by following certain
indications. Poisoned arrows are used on such occasions. When
they notice trace of blood on the track, they go after the animal.
Even from a number of foot prints, they can indentify those
of an wounded animal by the trace of blood left by it on the
trail. Being pierced bv the poisoned arrow the wounded animal
cannot travel far and lies down before long. Before approaching such an animal at close quarters, they pierce it with a second
arrow to make sure that it is dead.
Lured by the fruits of certain jungle trees, some stray deer
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or an entire herd of them visit a particular area. There
the hunters wait concealed from view on a ~rzacilang high up
on a tree. The deer usually come at dusk. When the hunters
see a deer approaching, they take aim and hit it with poisoned
arrows. Wounded, it tries to run away with the broken sliaft
of the arrow still implanted in its body. The headless shaft
portion of the arrow is picked up. The foot prints and trail
of blood-drops indicate the direction in which the quany had
fled. As a search in the dark is likely to prove fruitless the
hunters return home, but abstain from taking rice or rice-beer.
The same night they inform their own brothers and clan
brothers that a deer has been wounded and it has to be stalked
next day. The search starts the next morning and generally
they come up on the deer, either dead or dying, not very far
away.
The deer is then carried to a clearing where a bonfire is
made readv. The quarry is cut up and distributed among the
members of the party.
Big game is also killed with bows and poisoned arrows.
Tiger hunting: For hunting tigers, the hunters break up in
two parties; one goes out to locate the place where a tiger is
supposed to be hiding and the other sets to build nzachang on
trees, sufficiently high above the ground so as to be out of the
reach of the animal. The first party encircules the forest and
raises up a terrific noise and gradually closes their ring on the
spot where the tiger is supposed to be. The tiger, as only to be
expected, starts up at the noise, gets scarced, and tries to escape
in the opposite direction and is thus driven unaware to the
place where the hunters wait for it with bows and arrows. If
the beat is successful, and the tiger turns up, the hunters on the
machang shoot it with poisoned arrows, either killing or injuring
it. When it gets away wounded, the hunters wait patiently till
it succumbs to the action of the poison.
After sometime the hunters climb down from the machang,
join the beaters and start searching for the dead animal. There
are several rites to be performed after the kill is traced out,
and before the hunters return to the village with their trophy.
The man, whose arrow first hits the tiger, is not allowed to
enter his house, except after a scheduled time limit, at the end
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of which he is to observe certain rites.
Annual hunting: The headman along with the villagers
hold a k e b a ~ l gbefore going on annual hunting. After holding
a kebang they enquire and search for fish, birds, deer. The
hunt is usually unde~wtakenafter llarvest. While searching for
animals, they are expected to sleep in the forest for three nights.
And then on thr. fourth day, they hunt during the day and the
animals killed are distributed to the old nlen of the village. The
old men in their turn prepare rice and upong in the ntoshup
and treat the young hunters. The day is considered gpnu
(nyonrtnz) and after cutting a banana leaf, they proceed to the
field.
While at the nzoshup on the clay previous to the annual
hunt, they worship Ampi and at night, the nzoshtlp boys purchase beer with the Kebang money and share it anlong themselves and drink the gaming apong. After one or several
rounds of apong, they sing ampibari, which gives an account
of the origin of hunting :
I n ancient time, there were two brothers, Car and Tara,
who were very good hunters and lived on hunting. They died
suddenly, and after their death, Dengor came out, but he had
no knowledge of hunting and so did not hunt. Doing Angang
Abu and Siki Ani asked Dengor why he did not hunt. They
thereafter started hunting together and from that time onwards,
hunting has been practised by the Adis.
The first three days, when they are in the forest, they carry
with them etkus or traps for birds. If they succeed in killing
any, they take it home. But on the day of the antpi kirug, all
catches are to be deposited in the moshup for distribution mainly
among the elders of the village. O n the fourth day, they
perform the nzannanz ceremony. In the evening, they hold a
collective feast of rice and apong in the nzoshup for all the male
members present. The old men are expected to prepare the rice
and a l o n g . The next day the young men again proceed to
the forest for hunting which they call donio kirug.
Girls and women observe nyonant for these three days and
are hot allowed to go to the fields. They resume their field
work only after the donio kirug. The ceremony is over by a
feast in the moshup in the last night.
10
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When an animal is killed, the man, who first spotted and
wounded it with the arrow, gets the major share, including the
horns as trophy. The trophy may, if the hunter likes be given
to the nzoshup or he nlay carry it llonle himself. The rest of
the meat will be shared by the relatives who helped him in
hunting on that particular occasion.
In group hunting, the rule is different. All collections go
directly to the nzoshup, where all the members of the village
assemble. The old and the invalid, who cannot accompany the
party, stay back in the moshup and prepare rice for the party.
All the game of the group hunting are handed over to these
old persons, who take the share, out of which a portion is cooked
along with rice for the feast arranged by them for the hunters,
while the rest is stored for their future use. What remains
after the elders have had their shares is distributed among the
hunters. The trophies like horns, teeth are the property of the
hunters and it is up to them either to make presents of these
to the ?noshup or to take them home. Generally in a group
hunting, trophies are kept in the moshup.
O n some occasions, the party takes out the liver and heart
of the animal killed and eat them roasted on sticks on the spot.
The rest of the meat is carried to the moshup for distribution
among the old and the invalids of the village.
O n rare occasions, the hunters themselves consume the
whole of the animal killed. In the month of February and
March, the Kebang or the village council fixes a day for
hunting, and all the young men of the village together go out
hunting. They bring home whatever they killed on the first
day, the girls in the village prepare a profuse quantity of apong
and cook vegetables for the hunters. The food stuff and the
meat are exchanged with the girls and are consumed in the
respective houses. When the ceremony of the first day is over,
a dance is performed in the moshup. The second day of the
festival is mainly occupied by the young men in erecting the
posts for sacrificing mithuns. O n the third day, mithuns are
killed. Dancing is prohibited on the third day. O n the fourth
day, the meat of the mithuns killed on the previous day is distributed to different clans. Women get a share of their own.
T h e fifth day is mainly the day for preparing the mithun meat
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and its distribution to the poor people of the village. The same
procedure is followed on the sixth day. The seventh day is
mainly for performing ritual for the welfare of the mithuns by
their owners. The eighth day is a taboo day lor the whole
village and the mithuns are let loose. O n the ninth day again,
all the able-bodied persons of the village in the evening with
the game, they go straight to the nzoshup and consume the
meat after cooking it there. Women are not allowed to enter
moshup on that day. The festival is called Unning.
In the lean months of the year when the stock of food is
small, the Adis observe a festival called Yage. They go out
for a comnlunity hunting by beating method. The game collected in such hunting is shared equally among the hunters and
brought back home. O n return to their village, before entering
their respective houses, they keep a piece of ginger and a bunch
of millet near the entrance to frighten away the evil spirits.
The Adis do not eat the flesh of tigers, wild dogs, jackals,
wild cats and snakes as these animals kill their domestic animals.
Kites, hawks, crows and bats are also not on the list of
edibles.
They like the meat of barking deer, dambars, wild boars,
spotted deer, squirrel, rats and a variety of birds. When they kill
an animal with a poisoned arrow, they usually cut out a portion
of the flesh from the body where the arrow struck, and the rest
of the animal is considered free from poison. Copious quantities
of ginger are added, while cooking, to neutralise the effect of
poison, if by chance there remains any, even after the precaution taken as indicated above.
The skulls collected by the hunters from different individual expeditions are kept hanging in front of the entrance to
their houses as souvenirs of their hunting. The best trophies
usually presented to the moshup for permanent display. The
remaining ones, which decorate the front of their houses, accompany them and their wives to graves in equal proportion. But
once a trophy is presented to the ntoshup, it can never accompany the owner to its grave but remains the property of ? n o s h u ~
members, who keep watchful eye on its presenvation. Beaks
and feathers of birds, teeth of wild boars and lower jaws of
tigers are occasionally used for decorating their war hats and

sword straps. Monkey skulls are colisidered by the111 :a auspicioris and are fixed just over the front dous. The Adis pcrlornl
a certain rite when they kill wilt1 animals. This is pclforniccl
by the man who kills the anitnal to enable him to kill more
aninlals in future. Two dif'fererit kinds of leaves are collec,ted;
reed leaves of one variety are hung on the inncr side of thc
wall of the house. The leaves of the other along with ~.eed
leaves are kept in position inside a balnboo network. A portion
of the ear, tongue and a sniall bit of ginger are also placed
there. Thc srmpon is also kept w a r by. Tlie performer then
sprinkles sonie water over the wllole thing and sacrifices a cock
or a hen, uttering some words which ase meant to draw the
attention of wild animals.
In important expeditions such as tiger hunting il anv adult
male member of a village remains intentionally absent, he is
fined by the village elders, and the fine is realised either in
cash or in kind, and deposited in the general rrzoshup fund.
The Adis have given up their warlike habits, and their
martial spirit is disappearing. They are now essentially an agricultural people. Agriculture plays the most important part in
their economic life. But hunting also still plavs an equally important part in it. They practise it to supplement their protein
food and to maintain their age-old hunting tradition.
Fishing: The absence of fish from the traditional list of
offerings prescribed at sacrifices, and the methods employed in
catching it, point to an exotic origin of fishing among the Adis.
It is, however, so firmly established for over such a long time
in the country and is so widely practised by all the sections of
the people that it may well be taken for all practical purposes
as an indigenous mode of obtaining animal protein for food.
I t is eve~ywherereckoned as a delicacy and a nutrient and the
surplus of catches is always smoked and laid by to supplement
nutritive deficiency and to relieve the monotony and scantiness
of menu particularly in lean periods of the year. As a sport,
it is more national in character insofar as it is, unlike hunting,
open to both the sexes; and at the end of the agricultural season,
it assumes the appearance of a popular festival when persons of
a11 ages and of both the sexes go out in gay batches for fishing.
In group fishing, the entire village usuallv takes part; a
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kcbang or meeting of the \-illage council is held in which the
mt.thoti and the place for fishing are decided upon.
LTsually lots are cast before the party sets out for f ~ h i n g .
The method of casting the lot is as follows:
They take 16 pairs of pebbles and arrange them at random
on a \vinnowing fan into three groups. They take out two from
each group at a time and if ultimately at the last count the two
outer groups have one left in each and the central one two,
then they are sure of a good catch. Otlier con~binationsindicate a poor catch. If the ornens are favourable, they decide to
go on the trip; otherwise, the trip is postponed.
The methods are as follows :( 1) By hand : In snlall pools of streams, they catch fish
simply by hand. This requires swiftness and a considerable
practice.
( 2 ) By pelting stones : When the water is not deep, the\.
generally make a kind of pool by erecting artificial barriers and
pelt the pool with stones, thus killing the fshcs. Although not
very effective, this is a very simple methods.
( 3 ) By poisoning water: A small pool is selected and an
artificial barrier is formed with stones. A kind of poison obtained from a specis of herb locally called tanzir t-sitlg is mixed with
jungle leaves and pounded together and the juice dissolved in
the water has a fatal effect on the fish in the pool. This poison,
however, has no adverse effect on the system of the persons
taking the fish.
( 4 ) By drying up the river bed (Sibok) : The Adis
divert a river into a small channel at the end of which the
~vaterscollect to form a small pool. The channel mouth is
then barricaded with stones. The artificial pool is then emptied
out with the help of various pots. As the pool drics up, the fishes
are exposed and are caught easily.
(5) Another method is to arrange stones on a shallow
river as to leave holes in between them for the fishes to enter
and settle in these during the winter. After some time, they
fence around these pits with close knit bamboo fencing leaving
just enough gap for inserting a trap below that. Thus jvhen the
stones are shaken, the fishes have no alternati~rethan taking
refuge in the edil.
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The total catch in group fishing is usually collected in one
place and is divided among the villagers who take part in the
expedition.
A few typcs of traps and nets used by thc Adis in fishing
are notecl below:
(1) Pornng: A simple bamboo trap nlaclc ol a singlr
piece ol bamboo. A single bamboo pole is split up a t one
end and the other end is made round by tying the split u p
pieces with cane and bamboo strips. I t is il sort of conical
trap with a wide circular mouth.
Usually, several of these porongs ;ire placed in a row near
a stone barrier in the river or streams, the open mouth facing
the current, once the fish jumps into the trap, it cannot escape
owing to the narrowness of the back portion of the trap and
due to the presence of the thorns put inside. T h e size of the
fish caught inside these traps varies according to the diameter
of the mouth of the trap.

Porang

( 2 ) Edil:

a cylindrical valved fish trap.

I t is a bamboo
woven basket, one end of which is open and fitted with
a valve made of bamboo spikes. T h e other end of the trap
is closed but can be opened when required. The valve a t the
open end is fixed in such a fashion as to allow the fish to get
into the trap unimpeded but once having entered the trap, it
cannot get out of it. The fish caught inside the trap is taken
out through a slip a t the bottom, which can again be tied u p
with the help of bamboo strings.
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This trap is also set, as in the first case, against the current.

Edil

( 3 ) Subjung:

a conical net with the open end fixed up
in a circular cane strip. The circular cane handlc of the net is
held by two hands when it is dipped in the sllallo~rwater.. At
the sign of the presence of fish inside, the net is pulled out ~zlith
a jerk. This is essentially a net for use in shallo\~~ ~ a t c ~ r .
(4) Cast net: these nets resemble the comnlon k h ~ p l a
nets of Bengal. Adis use these in shallow as wcll as in deep
water. At the open end of this net, a pocket is pro\ided \~.ith
oblong pieces of lead attached to it. A strong rope is attached
to the closed end to draw the net after it has been cast. M'hen
drawn, the fishes are caught in the pocket provided for the
purpose.
Livestock. The control exercised by man over the conditions under which those animals that are necessary for his
existence or well-being, that, in other words, are useful to him
as food or means of transport or in chasc and self-defence,
flourish and propagate, relieving his mind of anxiety about
uncertainty of the whims of Nature, is knoiz~n technically as
domestication. I n its strictly scientific sense, the term can hardly
be applied to the way in which the Adis keep their animals.
If, however, life within or about human habitations with a
vague sort of dependence on human charity for food and shelter
justifies the use of the word, mithuns, pigs, dogs, goats and
chickens may be reckoned as the chief domestic animals of the
Adis.
T h e most important of these is the mithun (Bos Frontalis).
I t is a heavy, clumsy-looking animal of the bovine species, some-
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what of a mixture of a cow and a buffalo in appearance. I t has
a large massive head with a pair of huge horns on ritlier side
of the forehcad and pale blue eyes. The hump alter a gentle
incline upto the middle of the back ends in an abrupt dip. The
forelegs are larger than the hillti ones, n feature which proclaims
its identity even from a great distance. Its hick is vrly thick
and the coat varies from coffce brown to blackish brown in
colour. The nlithuns are generally left free to roam unattended
in the surrounding jungles and forests. Only occasionally they
are gathered near the steps leading to the owner's houses, to keep
them from damaging fields under crops. But usually it is the
fields which are Iencecl rather than the cattle tied up. The only
link between tlie owners and the cattle is the loud 'iihhs iihhs',
calling them to fixed places where they are given salt. The
animals never fail to obey the familiar call. So it is used to get
them whenever they are to be secured for some purpose or other.
Since all the mithuns of a particular area herd together, ownership is distinguished by means of identifying marks of various
fashions of slitting or punching the ear-lobes. As they always
graze in the extensive wilds nobody troubles about the fodder.
It is only when they are kept tied that they are fed with jungle
leaves gathered from the forest. But specific treatments or
medicines are used when the animals suffer from any disease.
Three types of cattle disease are distinguished:
a gradual decomposition of the hoofs.
Lebak Kinam-is
Flies and other insects aggravate the disease and the consequent torment. So the cattle suffering for this disease are kept
with their hoofs submerged in water. This protects the sore
from the bite of flies and insects and is reported to effect a cure.
Napa Bangnam Kinam-is a disease of the mouth and the
tongue. The mouth gets sore all over in the inside and the
animal, unable to feed, dies of starvation. T o cure it either
ginger paste with salt is applied to the affected parts or the food
covered with siie leaves is put in the mouth of the animal.
When attacked with Sagi Kinam the animal only grows
thinner every day but does not show any other symptoms. A
paste of ginger, siie leaf and salt is prepared and administered
along with the food. I t is believed that ginger, wrapped in a siie
leaf, hung from the neck is also an effective cure.
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When cattle diseases assume the form of an epidemic,
supernatural aid is solicited through a special sacrifice known as
Ksokilli. Sonie distance away from the village an artificial gate
is constnlcted at which a pig or a fowl is sacrificed. The carcass
is pierced with arrows with the idea that the spirit will also be
killed if it tries to enter the village.
Why the mithuns are kept in a semi-wild or semi-domesticated state is easily understood when we remember that milk
does not form an item of food of the Adi who shares the general
Mongoloid dislike of it. Hence daily milking does not come within the routine of duties in an Adi household. Tending the cattle
and calling the cattle home are unknown to them. The main
and only purpose for which cattle are kept is their flesh which,
however, is taken only during seasonal festivals and inlportant
domestic ceremonies. In case of drought continuing for months
together, Pedong Mopum is performed with the sacrifice of a
mithun.
Punying Mopung, performed when there is no good crop
for years also requires a mithun to be sacrificed. In Doclgang
also a mithun has to bc sacrified for the welfare of the soul of a
deceased owner.
I n Solung and h a n g , two important agricultural festivals,
a mithun is included among the sacrificial animals.
These are the occasions on which sacrifice of mithuns is
more or less obligatory. There are other occasions in which
mithuns may be sacrificed to bring greater glory and more
bountiful blessings on the sacrificer. Marriage is one of such
occasions. The mithuns are sacrificed by strangling. Two ladderlike bamboo frames are prepared and tied together at the upper
ends. The lower ends are then fixed apart in the ground making
a triangle. Thus the structure looks like an upturned 'V'. The
mithun to be sacrificed is secured with cane ropes round the
neck and legs and hauled before it. As the framework has the
appearance of a common fence, the animal does not see anything abnormal in it, and unsuspectingly allows itself to be dragged to it without any serious struggle. The ropes are then
passed over the top end of the ladder-shaped sacrificial structure. Persons holding the free ends of the ropes stand on the
side of the ladders opposite the mithun. They pull the ropes
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together thus dragging the mithun up the structure until it is
strangled to death. Before the animal is completely killed someone pulls out the lolling tongue and drives a pointed bamboo
pin through it, so that it cannot be drawn in. M'hm the
animal is dead, the people cut it up starting from its
breast. Then the animal is skinned and cut into pieces, and the
meat is distributed. The pieces of Ineat are boiled in water with
a little salt and chilli. Boiled mithun meat is considered a delicacy. Occnsionally pieces of meat are preserved for future use.
These are smoked over the open hearths of the houses. The hide
of the mithun is not of much use to the Adis, excepting that
they use a portion of it as belts or straps for their dao or sword
cases. The horns along with the skull are hung in front of the
house and are supposed to be a mark of prosperity. After the
death of the owner, half of the total number of these skulls is
placed in front of the grave.
But H. H. F. Williams refers in a tour diary to
a slightly different manner of mithun sacrifice practised by the
Karko Adis during a Koja feast. 'Three large mithuns were then
cruelly done to death by strangulation, not on the usual ramp,
but by all the fighting men pulling on the four ends of two
ropes lopped round the necks of the wretched animals. When
the third and largest of the three mithuns had gasped its last
breath, its huge body was dragged down to the open space in
front of the mosltup; a hole was cut in its side into which all
the men plunged their swords to blood them and then continued
their procession round the arena. Often a man would leave the
line and give an individual exhibition of sword play with terrific
energy in the centre of the circle. The intention behind these
rituals is to appease the sword spirit which is said to be thirsty
for blood, having had none to drink during recent peaceful
years.'
This mode of sacrifice by strangling is said to be unique.
Its origin is described in the following legend.
Dadi-Somi, the most benevolent spirit who blesses mankind with all useful animals, donated one mithun and one pig
to the Adis. The mithun and the pig were tied near the staircase of a house. The dog, a constant companion of the Adis,
seeing two new animals started barking. Both the animals got
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frightened and ran away to the jungle. The Adis again went to
Dadi-Somi and offered him food and drink. Dadi-Somi gave
the two animals back on the condition that they should not be
frightened, not even while being sacrificed.
Furer Haimendorf' however suggests a probable origin
of this custom in the sacrifice by suffocation practised
by the nomads of Amdo in eastern Tibet, who kill
all animals by suffocation. The legs of a sacrificial animal are
tied together and it is then thrown to the ground; then a thin
rope is wound tightly round its mouth and nostrils until it dies
by suffocation. The dead animal is cut open and the entrails
are removed; the blood is collected in the abdominal cavity and
should not flow down on to the ground. This similarity is apparently very striking and the suggestion of Fiirer Haimendorf
tempting. But he himself offers it with reservation in absence
of further information on the subject. The similarity also
dwindles down to a vague parallelism, on closer examination.
Suffocation by tying up the mouth and nostrils is not exactly the
same as strangulation by hanging. The idea, if borrowed iron1
the Amdopas, would not have been changed in the most essential and central parts of the ritual. The origin should rather be
sought in some primitive traits of culture of which both thew
types are parallel developments. Furer Hermanns may be right
in seeing in it 'a characteristic trait of the most archaic civilization of cattle-breeding'.*
As mithuns are mainly used as means of appeasing deities
and spirits, for bringing good luck to, and averting bad luck
from, the sacrificer, they are considered good or bad according
to the good or bad luck they are supposed to bring. The quality
of individual animals is judged from special marks they bear,
certain peculiar formations or particular featurcs of appearance
to which is ascribed ominous significance.
A mithun is invariably considered unlucky if it has only a
little hair on its breast, or if its colour is entirely white, or it is
lean and thin. The price of the animal consequently goes
down in such cases.

' C. von Furer-Haimendorf, 'Religious Beliefs and Ritual Practices
of the Minyong Abors of Assam, India', Anthropos, vol. XLIX.
ibid.

O n the other hand the animal is considered lucky if the
colour of the forehead is partly red and partly black or if
it has moist lips. Animals are sometimes considrrcd moderately good if they are shaggy even if the botly is smaller
than average, or., il they are entircly black and lastly if
there are white spots on two sides and one or two on the forehead.
The price o f a nlitllun in Adi lancl varies from Rs. 100
to Rs. 200. It can also be exchanged for a dunki, or for ten
Mishmi coats. Valuable necklace beads are often exchanged
for mithuns, three kurkli and thret. kuro beads being the normal
price of one of them.
The Adi pig is of the cornmon Indian variety and is locally
called c4k. It has a body of heavy build covered with coarse
bristles varying between blackish brown and black.
The pigs are kept in a pigsty or rpgunl, which is attached to
the side of the main house of the owner in the Padanz and Minyong area. Its walls are macle of bamboo, without any platform,
and the roof is partly formed by the platform of the main
house, and partly thatched from outside.
I n order that a male pig may put on more fat he is not
ever allowecl to walk about in the open but is confined in the
rogum.
For pigs, the Adis do not use any identifying marks. When
they want to call home their pigs they shout eoh with their
mouths as close to the ground as possible.
Pigs are still found in a wild state in the jungles that surround Acli villages. Wild boars are distinguished from the
domestic pigs by different local names. T h e males are called
~.nbosirn and the females rane sira. Wild boars with tusks more
than two inches long are called yirom.
Pigs like other animals are often attacked with various
diseases.
I n Sokpong Icili-the throat gets chocked and the animal
cannot eat anything. No effective medicine for this is known
to the people.
Lebak Kinam is a disease in which there is a gradual
decomposition of the hoofs.
Dried tail of gui sap or root of a creeper called engo tang

art: crushed to po\vder arid mixed with the food to cure it.
Thc: importance of tlic pig for sacrificial pul.posrs is also
very great. It is sacrificed in Punying Mopung wit11 a mithun.
I'unying Mopung, a festival that celebrates the first start of
hal-vesting, is another oc*casion for the sacrifice of a pig. So is
Ettor when they rnakc a new fence for thcir fields and Ekkun~
Arang which celebrates the completion of a new construction.
Ama~igEkk, a fertility rite, also demands the offering of a pig.
Lunkang Ekk-is
a pig given a5 niiirriage price. Aftelmarriage ol the newly-wed wife nlay proceed to her husband's
house, only after he has killed a pig in honour of thc occasion.
Half the share of the meat is sent to thc father-in-law's llouse.
Pregnancy, and death also require inlmolation of pigs.
Kerning-In tinles of war if a Inall killed one of his enemies,
he usually celebrated his success by distributing pork among the
members of the boy's dormitory.
Tale Patum-is observed when by accident any part of tllc
body of a man is injured and blood cannot bc staunched.
Offering of a pig is resorted to, in order to secure the aid of the
spirits.
Pigs are sacrificed in thc following way. The neck of the
pig is placed between two parallel poles fixed in the tgroun<l.
Death is caused by pressing the neck and thereby chocking the
windpipe. Then the bristle is singed over a fire, and the bulnt
portions of the skins are cleaned by scratching. The carcass is
then washed and cut into pieces along with the skin. The meat
is boiled with a little salt and chilli and taken with ricc. The
lower jaw with the teeth of the domesticated pig is prcscrvetl and
is hung in front of the owner's house. When the owner dies
half of the total number of the jaws is kept hanging in front of
his grave. Tusks of wild boars are used for- decorating ~ , a r
helmets.
Pigs which have short bristles or white spots on the forehead or 011 two sides are considered lucky and fetcli high prices.
But pigs having both front and hind le'q flat and the bri~tles
long, are considered unlucky.
Pigs are generally sold at a price varying from Rs. 10 to
Rs. 35 or can be exchanged for a pot called nliri kili datzX-i
or for two Adi rugs.
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Adi chickens (Perok) are of medium size. Red is the predominant colour. They are found in large numbrxs in Adi houses.
The indigenous breed is very small and is not a good layer.
Occasionally the Adis use identifying marks for his poultry
by cutting one or two nails. Their gathering call is 'Peru Peru
Peru'.
Chickens too suffer from various diseases of which the following are very common. The Adis try to cure them in their
own way :Nabak Kili-When attacked by this disease the bird ceases
to take food and discharges water. It is a fatal disease for
which the Adis have no remedy.
Tabum Kili-This is a disease of the eye. Birds attacked
by this disease cannot open their eyes due to sore inside.
Cure-A paste of ginger and chillies is prepared and applied to the eye and the animal is cured.
Rio Binam Kili-It
is common dysentery for which the
Adis do not claim to know any cure; the bird is left to nature
and in most cases it dies.
Chickens of some colours are considered lucky and are only
suitable for sacrifice. Hens with feathers of mixed colours, white
and grey, are considered lucky and suitable for sacrifice, whereas black hens are never used for sacrificial purposes and are
always considered unlucky. Similcarly, cocks with red blue and
grey feathers are considered lucky and can be sacrificed.
A red cock with a black tail is prescribed for Ero dying
epak, a propitation rite for head troubles.
If a woman develops disease after child-birth, a religious
ceremony, Mimelambe epak, is performed in which a grey hen
is sacrificed.
When by accident any portion of the body of a man is
injured, he has to perform the Lamroh rite and the sacrifice is
a red cock.
Whenever there is an epidemic among chickens Perok
Agam is performed with the sacrifice of one grey hen.
When some epidemic breaks out among the pigs, a similar
ceremony Batum Yonmo is performed and in it also a grey hen
is sacrificed.
Sikking Kedeng-The offering of a black fowl with one
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egg is believed to cure stomach ache. A branch of lalu tree is
fixed near the place of sacrifice, underneath is placed a basket
in which is kept the sacl-ificed fowl. The sacrificial meat is not
eaten and the sacrifice is usually done down below the village
as there is a belief that the Sikking Kedeng is a spirit of the low
land.
Epom Wio-It is believed that when this spirit wants some
sacrifice the spirit usually kidnaps a man. If the missing nlan is
found out by a searching party then a sacrifice is to be made of
a white cock and a hen.
The spirit causing eye disease is propitiated with a sacrifice
oi white cock.
Dorung-A red cock is sacrificed after annual repairs.
Chickens are usually sacrificed by cutting their throats.
T h e meat boiled with salt and chillies makes a good dish.
Feathers are used by the blacksmith for making washers of his
bellows.
Chickens are sold at Rs. 2 to Rs. 3 and in the upper region
it is exchanged with at least one seer of Tibetan rock salt.
Ekki, or the dogs are not of any distinct breed and are of
medium or small size, with almost no hair on the tail, which is
usually docked.
There are no special kennels for them. The animal is
allowed to enter and sleep inside the house of thc master near
the fire-place.
The Adis do not use any special identifying marks for
their dogs. The usual call used in the Adi Hills for dogs is 'Pope
pope'.
Dogs like other animals suffer from various diseases.
Karak Kili-indicates skin diseases of various kinds, which
are cured by leaves of a creeper called rugji.
Nabak Kili-is a kind of sore in the mouth, which prevents
the animal from eating.
Oil extracted from snake is administered to the mouth to
cure it. If the dog refuses to take it, the oil is mixed with food.
T h e medicine is said to be very efficacious.
The Adis use domestic dogs as offerings in sacrifice. Dogs
are however, generally used for guarding houses and helping
their masters in hunts.
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Dogs are sacrificed on religious cerenionies, suc.11 as: Mopung-A religious rite perforrnrcl for thr fertility of the
during the rainy wasori for
land. Doni Mopung-performed
sunshine. Pedong Mopung-a ceremony against drougllt in the
purificiiting rite when by
summer months. Gamsi Mopung-a
accident a rice fielcl is l ~ u r n tdown. Ekki l'atar--perfornlcd
when any new-corner c n t e ~ sa village. A gate is constructed at
the entrance of the village and a dog is sacrificed, disenlbowelled
and suspendecl from it. The blood from the s t o ~ ~ ~drops
ch
down on tile head of the new-comer when he (or she) enters
the village. This is clone with the idea to prevent the e n t ~ yof
any evil spirit or disease accompanying a traveller.
Nipony-is a religious rite in cases of difficult rlelivery, in
which a black dog is sacrificed. Two human figures one representing the man and the woman are made. T h e sacrificed dog
is hung by a leg in front of the figures.
The Ramos and Bokars have quite a number of cattle including Yaks ancl Zomes. They have learnt the art of milking
and making butter from the Membas, their immediate neighbourn.
Cats or kadnr ancl goats, or soben, are not common domestic animals, and have only been introduced very recently in the
lower region of the Hills. The cats, wherever kept, have no fixed
place for sleeping. Cows too they have started rearing up recently in the lower regions. The Adis erect a special hut with a
low platform (sometimes without one) for sheltering their goats
and cows.
COWS,goats and cats are never used in any Adi sacrifice.
Cows are reared in the lower region of the Adi Hills for
ploughing. A characteristic feature of cow-rearing is that Adis
do not milk the cows, and the calves are allowed to have all the
milk. Goats are now being reared in a few villages of the lower
region as a source of extra income. T h e only purpose of keeping
domestic cats seems to be protection of the grain against rats.
VI. ENTERTAINMENT A N D RECREATION

Living is a dreary business. I t binds down man to a chain
of routine duties which if they help to keep the body alive
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deaden the soul. Tlir. joy of living vanishes with the wrious
business of living. Hmce, man with a soul ever yearning for
soniething beyorltl mere food and shelter, is never satisfied with
bread alonc and invents activities which tend to the asppirations
of tht: spirit. Such activities are known as recreation.
Hunlan life, howc*vc.r primitive it may be, is found nowhrrt:
without such occupations. In the' earliest stages of civilization,
procurement of foocl arid shelter takes up the major part of
man's activities; still nlan finds out time in. which he indulges
in such recreations. I n Adi society, every age has its allotted
task. Age and infirmity sit in the house, tending the fire, slashing bamboo and cane, and taken care of the children. The
adult goes out to the field to clear jungle, to sow arid to reap,
preparc-: food anti build houses. Adult valour used to march out
to battle in former days, b ~ nowadays
t
seek excitement in hunting and fishing. Matrons cook and feed and dress the household, and young girls fetch fuel and water and help then1 with
husking and pounding of grains. These tasks are imposed on
them by the unwrit pattern of their lives and they accept them
as everything elst* in nature. Hut this rotation of donlestic duties
is enlivened with a number of recreations which are as equitably
distributed as the dreary tasks. Age has an horloured place in
Kiruk festival with the venerable grey-heads feasted with choiced
portions of the game. Youth and beauty find relaxation in sor~gs
and dances and boys and girls have their own games and plays.
Games. A detailed account of games plaved bv Adi boys
has been given by Miss M. D. Pugh.' A few games only
which have not been included there are being described here.
1. Kopom Amannam: A wooden disc is rolled down
the hillside between two rows of boys standing on
either side with bows and arrows. They try to hit
it while on the niove, with arrows. This gave is
usually played by boys from 5 to 10 years 01 age.
2. Agin Epo Dogung Dokap Imannam: Little girls of
5 to 10 years of age play this game. It is an imitation of the domestic duties performed by their elders.
They collect leaves, gravels and dust and imagine
'M. D. Pugh, Games of NEFA (Shillong, 1 9 5 8 ) , p. 17
11
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them to represent fuel, pestle and molter, paddy and
baskets and play at pountling and winnowing of rice,
fetching of fuel and water and cooking of food.
3. Hide and Seek: This is a common game and known
by the name Tut Imannam.
4. One-Legged Race : Is know11 a s Letu Pokduk Runaka and one legged jump as Letu Pakbong Kisunam.
5. Yesoinamnam : One boy pretends to be a mithun
bull holding a stick in his hand with rope tied to it.
Others try to catch him and bring him back from
the jungle to the village. It is played with much
shouting and running about.
6. Pekong Ian Mannam: I t is a competition with tops
spun on a winnowing fan. He, whose top spins the
longest, wins.
Rhymes and Rhythnzs. Dancing has been described as life
expressed in muscular movements. The pattern of life lived by
a society is the creation of the human spirit in its endeavour to
adjust itself to its surroundings. These efforts again produce
vibrations in the soul that are translated into expressive rhythms
of the body. So the dance has been the natural method of expressing individual ideas and enlotions and of celebrating communal joys and sorrows, aspirations and fears, love and hatred,
achievements and ideals. Frequently it is accompanied by singing of rhapsodic pieces which crystalize the same ideals in so
many myths and legends. Such dances are the mmt controlled,
refined, beautiful and profound revelation of the soul of the
people.
The country of the Adis is noted for its beautiful scenery,
whereThe fabled river skirts the verdant bank.
Inciting youth to break the bond and dance.
And the people for their charming disposition, colourful
costume and enchanting music and dance. The last, rooted in
their religious and magical beliefs as they are, have blossomed
also into art of recreation and entertainment. And many a festive night follows wearisome labourious days in which youthful
feet tread the lawn in rhythmic glee to chase, around the melo-
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dious Miri, gaunt hardships and lank privations ever haunting
the hillmen's life.
Occasions for such dances and songs are many and varied.
They have all their characteristic traditional songs.
Ponungs and distinguished by a restraint imposed by art on
the gay abandonment of merry souls and it has the symmetry,
balance, melody and rhythm which one expects in songs however primitive they may be. These songs are sung by the Miri,
and the girls repeat the first line in chorus before every new
line, and dance to the rhythm.
The Ponung song below narrates the story of the origin
of paddy, and is sung during Sdung (harvest) festival. The
catching line is Lekale abule.
LEKOLE ABULE
DARALE A B U L E
LEKOLE ABULE
M E I U M DOYING BOTE
M E I U M SEDI
DIR I R M I M I K I K I N E K A J E N A M E
M A I U M DAING K A J E BATE K E L A T U M I
GIRIK S U T A
KINE MITE NAME GINNING
M E L A G I N N I N G GIRIK S U L A
K E Y U M S E D I DILLING L I T U N G
K I N E MITE N A N E BESING
N A N E PEBA JATE PEBA RUDDUNG B I T 0
M E Y E M SEDI S O B O
DOYIN IIDEN D E N D E SOBO
D E N D S O B O M E N A M E L A B U J J E R JERDAK DELO
DELDE M E N A BU J J E R J E R U K D I N R I N C A N C I N G
KANEM
G A N E PANGA RASING P E N A
DINBING LIILONG PYABANG T A K U
C A N E A M K U SABIANG K A P E
TEI MATPE KAPE
M A N N E A M K U SABIANG K A P E
D I N B I N C B E L U M B E P U N G KAAKU
C A N E SABIANG REDSANG T A M P E N G BOMKAI
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DINBING P E L E ABANC: K A N E M
BOMI A K E E P E
D E N D E DINBING ANGGING K A N E
K I N E N A M E RECA IRANG HELA
DENDE TAKAL T U M T I
TARANG TEGAK N A M E
D E N D E T U M T I ANGIN(; D E N A
NEI BELUNG M E P U N H KANE
KINE MITE NAME BESI
N A M E REDENG T A M P E N G R O M L A N G
ANGI N E I N E A N G N A K O
ANGI B E L U N G N E P U N G K A A N E
DOYING BOTE D O U I A N E
A J I M E N A ANQI TERANG
TEGAR BILANG
D E N D E P E B A J A T E PEHA
RADUNG T A K U
K I N E TARANG TEGAK BITO
D O N I GAGGA S E K A P P A L A N G
ANGA P E B A J A T E PEBA R U D U N G N A M E N G
KINE MITE NAME BESI
DEPANG SEGENG SAMAN SEGENG
G E N B A N G BITO
DOUING L U P A GEGtTL HITO
DONI A N E A J I
ANGIE E R U N G E S A N T U N G KAI
ANGIE M I M U N G E E R U N G S A N T U N G KAI
&YINC

BOTE D O N I A N E A J I M E

M E Y U M PEDONG D A P U N G PDMMLT
P I K U L U L U N C LAGE
MI1 K E T I N G K E T A N N A K O
MI1 B E L U N G D U R U K NADEM
M E Y U M PEDONG P U M U A N E A J I M E N A
M E t T M I'EDONG

DAB1 R I S I BATE

D E N A A P I BELI P I T 0
MI1 K E T I N K E T A N N A K O
M E M A N G B E L O YATTO
M E Y U M ATA TAB1 P A P E

MII K E T I N K E T A N L E N K A I

ENTERTAIN M E N T A N D HECKEA'TION

UOYING BOTE M E Y U M A T 0
TAB1 M E N A K I N E T U M I GINA LANKA
IIADUM T U M I GIBI T A K U
M E Y U M A T 0 TAB1 M E N A
K E N E I'UMI GINA
AN1 IIAYARI M I M U N C M E N A
IJAKI S A N T U N G EHUNG NADEM
DOHI MIMCrM M U M M A N A K U PE

b S ~ t ~ t ~ Sons
) ~ ~of~ Sedi
y . had a talk with llaying Kaje Batte,

Their first issue was a son named Indurn. Indum's son was
Saba. In due course small plants grew at the Iollowirlg places,
Panga, Rasing and Pena. People of those 'villages claimed those
plants to be their own property ancl from those plants grew
seeds which are now called paddy. The villagers gave some of
these to Mite, Name and Basi and in exchange they received
some animals. But this entire stock of paddy was once dcstroyed
by flood. Then the son of Yongmo prepared something like an
egg from which came out the cock. Daying asked all villagers
to sacrifice the animal to Kine in exchange of paddy. From
that time onwards there is a custom to sacrifice a cock during
Solung iestival for better and richer harvests.
Another Solung rhapsody describes how growing paddy
was saved from insect pests-

.

-

' The

Fang

was collected from Taling Tayeng of Mebo village.
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(DE)

M E U M E P E K I A N G E Y A K K A DELANC;

(DE) ABIANG P E K I A N G E Y A K K A DELANC.
(DE)

BABU EYABA YA A D E L A N G

(DE)

KEYABA K E KARIE Y A K K D E L A N G

(IE) EBIGE N A M E Y A K K A DELANG
(IE)

K I N E K E DEGUA Y A K K A DELANG

( I E ) IRANG K E BELA Y A K K A D E L A N G

(IE)

KARI K E P E J E N G

(IE)

C E J E N G E N A M E YAKKA DELANG

Y A K K A DEIANG

(IE) K I L U N G K E RUGLING YAKKA DELANG
(IE) R U G T A N G B I J L U Y A K K A D E L A N C

(IE) DEBAKE TATKIN

Y A K K A DELANG

D E BALI B U L U Y A N N A D E L A N G
DE B E N A DARIME YAKKA DELANG
D E DABIBAM KALA Y A K K A D E L A N G
DE A N I K E S A N T U M YAKKA DELANG
DE E R U N G N A D E M YAKKA DELANG
DE M E U M E N A A T U M YAKKA DELANC
I E TABI M E N A Y A K K A D E L A N G
IA C E N A M E M U G L I N G Y A K K A D E L A N G
IA G I D A N N I L A N K A Y A K K A D E L A N G
I E B A L I N A B U L U YA A D E L A N G
E G I N A U P E YA A D E L A N G
M E U M E N A A T U E YA A D E L A N C
G E T A B I M E N A YA A DELANG
C E T A B I E DABIAME YA A D E L A N G

Summnry. In ancient times, Daying Batte saw that the
paddy they grew in the field was destroyed by insects that
looked like lice and were trying to go under the ground. They
found that these numerous insects were white ants. Meurne,
and others talked over it and with the help of Kine Nane found
an egg. From that egg came out a cock. The cock was
ordered by Kine to kill all the white ants and so the insects
were destroyed and paddy was saved.
A second type of songs which usually are known as
AOangs are mythical stories narrated on festive occasions such
as Ettor and house-warming ceremony. People gather round the
fire and the narrator starts singing the old puranas, in the
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same way as Tulsidas Ramayana is sung in Northern India.
Here the story predominates and the chanting is calculated to
enhance the effect of the narration. Rhythm and symmetry
do not count for much-and
it is the singsong narration that
brings it within the domain of music. These songs are sung
by men and young boys, and are rarely accompanied by
dances.
T w o such nbangs sung during Ettor festival (on the evolution of mithun and cock) are given below. Both these songs
are sung by men and inside their dormitories.

Evolution of mithunl
DALI DALIE
DALOA DALOA Y E N C
K E U M E DADIE BATE D E
DADIE M I J U E I AOE
T A P U E L E G U E P U N D A P E L A M E M PAKATO
TAPUMEGUMUE GUMNASIM
INKOE TAPUMBELIEM PILENNE
DADI BATE BATE D A D U N G E M
T U M I D A D U N G E M L U R U N G KAI
K E U M E P E D A N G E DABIE BISIKA
T A P U M BELIEM PITAKA
P E D A N G E DABIE BISIKA B A T E N E
DADI BATE
BATE T A R A N G E M
GAMU TARANGEM NETMATO
K E U M E B I S I E M BATE
T A P U M B I L I E M PIKA1
BISIBATE K E BISIE D A L U E IAGGATE
I R M I N G E LAINGE
K A M K I N G E LAINGE DATKA
M E U M E SEDIE
DILLING LIMIR SABAKE
S A B U E MIGABUGANGE P U T E T A
L I M I R E LIAKA
.
.-

l

.
.

Collected from Damroh village.
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AGADANG E A S I N G E
SITAG T A M P P I N G
BAPACA D E M P A K A I
TAKAPANG

P U R U L A PARALA

BISI 1,AINC K A M K I N G LAING LIATKA
T E L A IRK1 LANCAR T E T A R G E L A N G
T A M P I N G TALAK T A L A M N A M E
T A M P I N G LANGAR T E T A R K A K U
T A P U M BELI M I M N G M I BELI
LETAN TAKU
T A P U M MIGA LALA L E N K A I
K E U M L I M I SABAKE
LIMIR SABA L E T E N G BAKENG LAGE
NEI BELUNG
L E P U N G KAANE
K E U M DUCLA LEGI
T I T A N G LELADA
BISI BATE
T A P U M BELI L E T A N T A K U
T A P U M LEGI T I T A N G L E N K A I
T A P U M LEPED A B E D K E N G LIGAT
TAPL'M

LEBAK P E L A N G L E N K A I

P A S U N G SIRING SARAT G E L A N G
P A S U N G BELI L E T A N N A M E
KAJUM JUMJANG

JAPO

M E U M G U M G U M NADENE
JAPO BELI LETAN T A K U
T A P U M M E P U M GAMGUM LENKAI
T A P U M K A N K I M ERIM LEGU
M E U M L I M I R SABA M A K S U N G
S E NJ J U R K A N E M M A K S U N G RIMANG
RILE N A M E
SABA M A K S U N G S E N J U R K A N E
MAKSUNG BELUNG
N E P U N G N A D E N LIMIR M A K S U N
S E NJ J U R KANE
M E U N G R E S I N G KADAB K A P E
NEI BELUNG N E P U N G NA DEN
T A P U M BELI LETAN N A M E

I'.NTk:R'1'AIN M E N T A N D RECREATION

T A P U M RE1 KETHANC LECIJ
K E U M LIMIK SABA K E N A
LIMIR KAKI EBI K A N E
MEIJM KESINCI N U N 1 KAPE
I.IMIH M E M E TAPEK GELA
M E U M RESING N U N N I K A N E
N U N N I M E M E TAPEK MINDA
LIMIH MIKMI KEPIN CELA
N L J N N I IARINC KEBANG NINDA
M E U M PEDANC DAB1 BISI BOI LETAN LIKAT
P U B A M E M E TAPEK LENKAI
K E J O C I N E H A P U M PUHA EtTRTtTNG
S U P A N C K E U M DIiONI A J I NO
I N K O P E A M I N BIDUNC P U E K l J D I F,MTA
TAN1 K E M E S A E M T A K U

.Sunl?,lary. Bisi, son of Dabi and grandson of Pedong,

created the white ant. When the insect started moving, he
took out an eye from the Limir's body and went to the
Y~n~gmo's
llouse. From this eye grew a tree with large leaves,
which looked like the eyes of a nlithun. These eyes were then
dipped in watkr and kept in a pot in the house of the Yongnlo.
There they became as clear as water. From a portion of
Limir's leg grew another tree named Dugla. The Yongmo
fixed this tree and it became the feet. The branches were a
little curved and forked which formed the hoofs. The Pasu
tree was fixed and became the sharp tongue. The Kamgang
tree was cut and fixed so as to grow as a tail. From the body
of Limir grew another tree which was called Takat. The tree
was then fixed on the head and thus became the horns. H e
then found a bee-hive which was hanging from the branch of
a tree. The Yongmo then fixed it in the animal and it looked
like the hump.
Then Rapum, and Puba thought over the name of the
animal and at last decided to call it €so or mithun.
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Evolution of cock'
M E U M PEDON DAPUNG P U M U
P U M U K E PERI LIPIKA T E L A
P U M U API G E M U L L E N T U N G
DEM K E U M MINUR AJIME
P E D O N G N A N E DIBI DITA
ALA C A L L A N G GALATA
D E L A P E D O N G R U A N G KADANG T E L A
KINUH E U M AJI E U M SUMDUEM
K I N E I O M A N G R A J A N G DELA
MINUR E U M SUMDA E M E
M I N U R BAYAB K I N E BAYAB
M A N J I N G BAYAB Y A B L E N G DAGENG
K I N E S I K E N G D A J E N G ATA
P E D O N G B I S I BABING K E N A
B I S I I A K K U SIGA IAGALANC
SIGA G A M A N KALA
M A N J I N G S I K I N G DA J E N G ATA
PEDANG M A N E M E M I N U R L U P A IEGULA S U T A
N A N E SUGI TAKIL SUGI PAPITAKU
MINUR DUDUNG KEBUNG LENKAI
TAKIL S U G I PAP1 N A M D E M
S I N G I N G LABBE K E N U DELAG
M I N U R DUDUNG K E B U N G DEGEM
P E D U M DAPUNG P U M U PERI LIPIK T E L A
P U M U APII A J I A P I I G E M U L N A N E M
M I N U R L I P I K G E I K A ALA
APII R E U M S U M T A
P U M U APII G E M U L N A M E M
M I N U R KANGKEN KANGA KIRAM
B I S I BATE M E N A APII L I B A M B A M K N L E H A T
BISI B A T E A P I I K A N G K E N K A N G A T A K U
P U M U DIBI DII N A M K E A I
D E M K E U M BISI B A T E A E N A
APII B E L I P I T A K A E M A T A
M E U M BATE B I S I B A T E D E
KALAGII B E L I P I L A P E N
---

-

' Collected

from Riga village.
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B I S I DADUNG M I R U N G K A N E
B I S I LAING DATAK T E L A
APII B A M P I L E T A N K A A N E
B I S I BATE I R M I N LAING DATAK T E L A
APII M I C A LALA L E N K A I
IRK1 TAP11 T A L A P K A N E M
APII BAI L E T A N T A K U
D E L A I P A N G GAI L E T A N T A
DELA SEDI MITTING ANGING K A N E M
K E U M N E I BAIKA S E P U M U R M U N A D E M
A P I I BAI L E T A N L E N A D A
APH S E P U M U H M U LENATA
D E L A B I S I K A J E BATE K E N A
B I S I R E U K E T T U N G LACE
N E I B E T U N G N E P U N G NAKA
RADA B E L U N C N E P U N G L E N D U N G
KARAM L E K A N G S E A N G NADEM
API, BAI L E T A N N A M E
APII L E K A N G S E A N G L E N K A I

Summary. At the place where the great river rises near
the Ruang valley, Pedong Nane gave birth to a child, named
Minur. At night Minur had a bad dream. He then travelled
through many villages and at last came to a place where the
Yongrno had his workshop. H e had a talk with Pedong.
Manjing and Siking also came down to that spot and joined
in that discussion about the dream. Pedong Nane did not
believe Minur and said 'you are telling a lie'. At that Minur
fled away. But he lurked near about and secretly watched
the movements of Pedong Nane. H e saw Pedong Nane concealing objects looking like eggs. When Pedong Nane had gone
away he took one of those egg-like things. H e could not
recognise what it was; so he went to a famous Yongmo named
Bisi. Bisi recognised the egg and said that it had come out
of Pedong and Pummu. Minur said that as Bisi had been
able to identify the egg, he was the proper person to prepare
something out of it. Bisi then started giving it a shape. He
first prepared the eyes by throwing hot iron into a pot of cold
water.
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In the same wily he preparcd the heaks. Next lie made
the feathers with tht: help of Sedi's hair. Bisi, a great craftsman, fashioned the legs with the leaves of Rada tret-. In this
way he created a full grown cock.
There are songs within this group which relate to the origin
of death and also brings forth the importanct: of tlit: Miri.
This differs from other nbnngs in this that the girls also may
join the choir and also dance.
AIE A1 M A h l A N G GO D E L O P E
I E S I N U N G AIE G O D E L O PE
D E K E K E Y U M D O N I A J I h l E PE:
G E D O N I ANY1 A J I M E P E

(;E

M E Y I I M 1)OYING R O T E L A N G PE

1)OYING E N A BARIE B O T O L A N G P E
GE HIKAP K A P S I B O T E L A N G P E

I E K A M M A N E T A B E IIE B O T E L A N G P E
M E L A IIONI MIKIEM IKGNE BOTELANG
CiE DOYI KIKAPE K A P S I L E N I P E
DE TABE K A N E S I L U N G A P E
I E S A S U N KAI PI?
DE IIOYI H I K A P T A B E K E PE
M E L O TABE K E N A P E B U O K O PE
GE GORIJNGE PEBAKA P E
T A P U P ERENG J E N E B E LENG KAKU P E
I)E T A P U M K E N A GOMITOKO PE
IE B E U N E RUDO P E
G E GONGGANG K E N A KAMTAGE BEYAGE D U N G A I P E
DENA M E Y U M DONI AJIKING P E
D E T A P U M K E N A PIRIE P E
DE MANGINE LANGKULANG
DONI M A M I MIRIKO P E
DE DONI KIRIEM IRGETOKU P E
GE M E Y I J M DONIA AJIDE P E
DONI TABEMA BENGE KAKU P E
C;E DOYI M I R I T R T U N G E M D E L O P E
D E DANA T A B E M B E N G E K A K U P E
DE K E Y U M DONI M A M I M E T E N G P E
GE D O N I M A M I M I R I M E T E P E

L)E P E D O N G E D A M I E PE

MIGI A N E A J I M E P E
M O L A M I L I A J I KEALIE PE
G E I A N M E N E L E N T O K U PE
M E Y U M N A R I P U N K I N G PE
1)F; M I L I N A N G IZII'U N K I N G P R
R I S I K E N A GALSIAK PE
DE GALNA KAPENA P K
IIE D H O N I M A M I MIHIMI.: P b
DE GALSIMENAM

NAMLANGKULA P E

D H O N I M E T E T A I E K A PE:
DE ALAM T A N E M ABAM K A K U N E P E
1)E D H O N I P U N A M D U K K A K E YE
D E T A K E P U N E M A D U G L E N K A I PE

G E T A K E P U N E M A D U G L E N K A I PE:
D E L A K M A K A T A N I K E S I L I E PE
D E M I L I K E N A G A I N E PE
D E MILIKENA GAINE RERINGE P E

Sz~ntmary. Doying was the first Miri. His son was
Rikap and Rikap's son was Kapsi. After the death of first
Miri, the soul started searching some man into whom he could
enter. During this transitional period all music and songs disappeared from the land. At last the soul found a place in
Kapsi. From that time onwards all men started singing Doy's
songs. Mete, an old woman gave them a kind of fniit, which
was for the Miri only. A special gnlo was also given, which
the Miri should put on while singing. If men other than the
Miri were to partake of that fruit, they \vould die. This taboo
was broken and that is whv people die no\v-a-days in large
numbers.
O n very light occasions such as thcx welconling of guests.
girls are allowed to take the lead and they compose extempore
songs suiting the occasions and sing and dance to the tune.
Not infrequently they achieve tnie lyrical effects as thc three
specimens will testify.
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ADIE L E E L A ADIE
ADIE ADANG ARINGE LEELA ADIE
ADIE DILU LEBINGE LEELA ADIE
ADIE K U M N E B U L U A L E E L A ADIE
ADIE LUG1 LEBINGE L E E L A ADIE
ADIE R U M N E B U L U A LEELA ADIE
ADIE S I N N E K E L E E L A ADIE
ADIE B A M M E N G E L E E L A ADIE
ADIE L A N G E N A L E E L A ADIE
ADIE R U S I M E LEELA ADIE
ADIE PARAKE L E E L A ADIE
ADIE B A M M A N G E L E E L A ADIE
ADIE L A N G E N A L E E L A ADIE
ADIE R U S I M E L E E L A ADIE
ADIE S I N U M I T E L E E L A ADIE
ADIE MIGAM N O L U L E E L A ADIE
ADIE L U K I A N E L E E L A ADIE
ADIE A J I N G O L U M L E E L A ADIE
ADIE L U M A N M E G U E L E E L A ADIE
ADIE G E N N A M E L E E L A ADIE
ADIE BILAN A L E E L A ADIE
ADIE E M L A T A R U M E L E E L A ADIE
ADIE N E T T A N M E L E E L A ADIE
ADIE T A K K A M E L E E L A ADIE
ADIE LUGIANE L E E L A ADIE
ADIE A J I N GOLU L E E L A ADIE
ADIE L U M A N E M T E N G E L E E L A ADIE
ADIE L U M A N P A P L E L E E L A ADIE
ADIE L U M I E L E E L A ADIE
ADIE L E N O K E N M A N G L E E L A ADIE
ADIE T A D 0 P A P I E L E E L A ADIE
ADIE L U M I E L E E L A ADIE
ADIE L E N O K E N M A N G L E E L A ADIE
ADIE L U G I A N E L E E L A ADIE
ADIE A J I N G O L U L E E L A ADIE
ADIE E N G A D I K U E L E E L A ADIE
-- -.

-- ..- -

'Collected from Lukku and composed by Miss Ayam.
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ADIE T A P U P E L E E L A ADIE
ADIE T A P U M E B U M E LEELA ADIE
ADIE D U P P U S U LEELA ADIE
ADIE N A M A K A L E E L A ADIE
ADIE S A L A M E L E E L A ADIE
ADIE D U E D E L E E L A ADIE
ADIE LAMAKA LEELA ADIE
ADIE L U M A N

MIGAME L E E L A ADIE

AIIIE N GALECE L E E L A ADIE
ADIE N A M E N G T E M L E E L A ADIE
ADIE TADA MIDANGE L E E L A ADIE
ADIE DALINGE L E E L A ADIE
ADIE N A M E M T E N G L E E L A ADIE
ADIE L U M A N P A K P E N L E E L A ADIE
ADIE R E E N E L E E L A ADIE
ADIE N A M A K A L E E L A ADIE

Summary. To-night young boys and girls of the village
will all be dancing and singing before the visitors to our village.
0 my young boy and girl friends permit me to join you, so
that I may also get a chance to sing and dance before the distinguished visitors.

GAO GATATO T A N M A N G
GAO DILU LEBI T A N M A N G

.

GAO R U M M E B U L U A T A N M A N G
GAO TAMAG A R U M E T A N M A N G
GAO R U M M E B U L U A T A N M A N G
GAO L I N G U M E K U E M T A N M A N G
GAO L I N G U M E K U M T A N M A N G
GAO L I N G U M E M U E T A N M A N G
GAO E BIDUNG T A N M A N G
GAO L I N G U M GAB1 T A N M A N G
GAO LABLIDING T A N M A N G
GAO M E T E B U L U A T A N M A N G
GAO TADANG E M E T A N M A N G

Composed by Miss Nagan Irang.
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CAO DIRANC E T A N M A N G
GAO S A M A N T A K A 1'ANMANC;
GAO E L M A NIL)A T A N M A N G
GAO DALIC. DAMIN T A N M A N C
GAO A N J O N A K O T A N M A N G
GAO DIABG E M E TANMANC;
GAO S A M A N E T A N M A N G
GAO CAISA TANMANC.
GAO GAISA T A N M A N G
GAO TADATAKU E TANMANC.
GAO C A N E IARE T A N M A N G

St~nznzury. 0 my friends with beautiful voices, it pains me
and shames me that my voice is not sweet and it is difficult for
me to sing. I fear there is something wrong with my voice.
I request you a11 to teach me the tune and the words of
the beautiful song you all are singing.
But, O! my friends you are neither lending your ears to
my request nor are you trying to bring me up to your standard.
As I would like very much to join you, I request you again
to teach me the melodv.
Song 111'
C E LARINE D A M E A B U L E LA
G E LARINE D A M E A B U L E L A
G E D I L U N G E L E B I N E A B U L E LA
G E R U M N E N A B U L U A A F U L E LA
G E TAMAGE A R U M E A B U L E LA
G E R U M N E N A B U L U A A B U L E LA
G E TAMAGE M A M I E A B U L E LA
G E M I T E N A N L U A B U L E LA
G E TADGENG DIBENG A B U L E LA
G E S A M A M E B A M A P E A B U L E LA
G E MITIGE N I N E A B U L E LA
G E N E T T A N G E S I N A A B U L E LA
G E AING K E D A N G U E A B U L E L A
G E K E P A L DLT M A K A A R U L E LA

' Collected

from Dapui village.
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LARILE D A M E A B U L E LA
LAKILE D A M E A B U L E LA
MITIGE M A M I E A B U L E LA
N I T E N A B A L U A A B U L E LA
TADIE M I M I E A B U L E LA
N I T E N A N A L U A B U L E LA
T A D A N C E M T A K K U E A B U L E LA
TABABE B A M A P E A B U L E LA
MITIGE N I N E A B U L E LA
NIYANG G E S I N N A A R U L E LA
TAKANC E M N A L U E A R U L E L A :
K E D E N G N A S I M E A B U L E LA
T A D A N E N G O L U E A B U L E LA
K E D E N G A S I M E A B U L E LA
L A R I N E D A M E A B U L E LA
L I N E I1 N A N I E A B U L E LA
TADAEM N A N I E A B U L E LA
LUL.IEM

K E N M A N G A B U L E LA

T A D A E M B A N K A E A B U L E LA
TADAEM B A N K A E A B U L E LA
S E Y A N U K E N M A N G A B U L E LA
N I T E N A B U L U A MIDAN C E ABLTLE L A
D A L I N G M A P E K A A B U L E LA
LARIN G E D A M E ABITLE LA

.Sumnznry. 0 my young and old friends, you will all sing
and perform your dance. But I, the youngest of vou all will
have many songs in my mind which I do not know ho\v to
express in words.
0 my senior friends, you all will sing during the festival;
unfortunately I will not be able to sing as I do not know the
words. You should have rehearsed before, so that I could have
the opportunity to learn them and to join you in dancing and
singing.
O u r survey of Adi music would be incomplete if songs of
an individual and private nature were not included in it. Young
girls carrying younger brothers and sisters on their backs are n
common sight in Adi villages. The child generally lies quiet
but when it starts weeping or otherwise fretting, the elder sister
12
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uives her bocly rhythnic jerks and rocks and sings 1ullabit.j. Such
lullabies are known as Yo Yo Gognam. The most popular is
given below.

h

Young girl carrying younger-brother

YOYOLO 0 PEYOLO 0 1
0 YOYO GAGE 0 PEYO GAGE 0 1

0 NGOKKE S I 0 AN1 S I 0 T O N I S I 0 1
0 INGKO KO1 0 A P U K M U JIR 0 GEYIR D U N E 0 1
NCOKKE S O 0 MIMI K E 0 L A M K U S O 0 K E L U S O

ICNTERTAIN M ENT A N D RECREATION

0 ASOPE 0 DAK LANGKA 01

O NGOKKE S I M 0 AN1 S I M 0 T O N I S I M
0 I N G K O MIBO 0 PADANGEI 0 L U T U N E 0 1
O INGKO MIBO 0 PADANGEI 0 M E T U N G RU1,LING

ODITIJNE 0 1
O I N C K O MIBO A PADANGEI 0 MEGAP BUIDONG
0 SUTUNE 01

0 NGOKKE S I M 0 AN1 S I M O T O N I S I M 0 M E T U N G
BUILING 0 DINA D E M E 01
O N G O K K E S I M O MEGAP B U I DONG A S O N A D E M E 01
0 NGOKKE M E 0 YAYI M E 0 POBISUYE K U 01
0 N G O K K E M E 0 T E T E h f E 0 YOYONG M E 0 MY1 M E :
0 POBISUYEKU 01

0 YOYO LO OPEYO LO 0 GAYOLO 01

0 I N G K O MIBO 0 PADANGEI 0 L U T U N E 01
0 MILO K O MILO 0 YAYI K E 0 RALING SITE 0
T E T U N G LO

0 TEMIN G E M 0 PE 0 1

0 M I M E K O MILO 0 M A M I K E 0 RIKBILO
0 BITULO 0 RIMIN G E M 0 P E 0 1
0 M I M I B U L U K K E 0 M O N G K O TAODDE 0 K O T T U L O

0 K O T M I N G E M O P E 01
OYOYOLO OPEYOLO OYOYO GAGE 0 PEYO GAGE 01

0 NGOKKE S I M O AN1 S I M 0 T O N I S I M
0 A J I T I T U E O L I L U N A S I M 0 OLO K O M PANGE
0 RANGGA N A S I M 01
0 N G O K K E N O 0 AN1 N O 0 T O N I N O

0 A P U K RANGAGE 0 B E Y 0 M A P E K A 01
0 AYIN M U J I R OGE YIRE 0 M A P E K A 01
0 AYIN B U I N E 0 E D E M DO YIKA
0 A P U K B U I N E 0 E D E M DOYIKA 01

! hush baby do not cry,
I rock you on my back,
You are my younger love,
Do not be angry with me,
Stay quiet, rest silent
On this loving back.
Does my unknown face frighten you?

Sumnzary-Oh
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Does any one come to beat you?
O h ! do not fear, I will heat him
With this stick.
( In the case of a boy )
Oh! you are: a boy and you will
Succeed your father in the work
O n the field, when you grow up.
( I n the case of a girl )

O h ! you are a girl and when you grow up
You will help your mother in the field
And your elder sisters in fetching fuel
And water.
We will all work together when you grab- up.

M o s h u k life is rich in love and it would have been surprising if such a miisical people as the Adis are would have had
no expression for it in songs. Actually, there is a large number
of such songs, but they are difficult to get at, because they are
sung in seclusion and privacy. There is many a love-lorn
swain who sings amorus melodies to his sweet-heart behind a
granary or in a secluded corner of the rasheng. These he will
rarely sing in public. Such an outpour of heart is meant
solely for the ear of the beloved. There are also compositions
in dialocgue form where both pour out the yearnings of their
heart to each other. One such is given below.

DOBO GOGNAM1
DE YAME DE SEKO ADA SISANG BOSU DAGALO
EKE DEKE YAME YEM ADA SISANG B O S U
DAGALO ADAI
DE M I M U M DE SEKO ADA SISANG BOSU
DAGALO EKE DEKE MIMOM DEM
ADA SISANG BOSU DAGA LO
ADAI
LOME PEBO S U D U A M A Y U M T U N G KO
- - -I

Collected from Silli village.
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L O M E P E B O S U D U A M A N G ADAI
C;ILE IK P E N G B O S U DAGAMA MITIGE G I L E
I K P E N G R O S U DAGAMA ADAI
D O M P E T E Y I D U A ALO B U I D U N G K E B O M P E

:

T E Y I D U A A L O ADAI
MZJILO MIYAN S U D U A M A , Y A M E D E
M U I L O M I Y A N S U D U A M A ADAI
.MlTILO M I Y A N S U D U A M A M I M U M I)E
-MUILO M I Y A N S U D U A M A ADAI
T A Y I G A M S I YAI R O M I A K U M E

K U M N E M E TAYI G A M S I YAI
L O B 0 LOYIHU NAKZJAI I S I N K E L O B O
LOYI R U N A K U A I ADAI
I S I N G O P NGORU N A K U A I RUIDUNGKE:
I S I N G O P N G O R U N A K U A I ADAI
A P U I BOM BOSU DUAMA M I M U M E
A P U I B O M B O S U D U A M A ADA1
A P U I BOM

ROS'CJ D U A M A G A M E Y E

A P V I B O M B O S U D U A M A ADAI
G I N N Y I N G SIBO S U DUAMA M I M U M D E M

:

C I N N Y I N G S I B O S U D U A M A ADAI
G I N N Y I N G SIBO S U DUAMA YOMANGE
G I N N Y I N G S I B O S U D U A M A ADAI
G I N N Y I N G S I B O S U D U A M A Y A M E DEM
G I N N Y I N G S I B O S U D U A M A ADAI
S H E D A N G BYARTAN K I D U A M A
B O M I L E B I N G R U M N E M E S H E D A N G BYAR T A N K 1
D U A M A ADAI
S H E D A N G BYARTAN DO A M A B O M I L E B I N G E
H U M N E N G O M S H E D A N G BYARTAN D U A M A
ADAI
DOLO D O M A N G E D U A P E M I N A M

NOM

DOLO D O M A N G E D U A P E ADAI

Among the boys there, who
is he who matches me in
age and status? O h !
could he be mine!

Among the girls there,
who is she who matches me
in age and status. How
could I win her!

Oh! what a joy it would
be if we could sit
together at night and I
could have him close.

Oh! what a joy it would
be if our houses were
close and we could alwavs
be near each other.

I like him for his age

She is quite my match.

and beauty.
How I wish he would like
me--oh, how it could be done!
I t would be nice if his
heart inclines the way as
mine.

O h ! My friends, just tell
me how I could win her.
I t would be nice if her
heart and mine grow one and
the same.

Besides these, thcre arc. two other types of pcrfornlances
which may be included in songs. These are known as Jadu
Baris and Delongs. The Jadu Bari which is a merc nlock
debate falls very far from any semblance to art.
Delong is more of a frolic and fun by boys, who in exuberance of youth and enlivened by deep potations jump and Irisk
about in circles to the accompaniment of what for want of a
better word may be described as songs. But then the songs
and the dances here never trv to keep company of each other
and go their own ways as directed by the merry hoods of the
participants.
The Boris have a dancc dranla known as Tapo Rija. It
is a war-dance, by young men. There is another dance known
as Banji Noki. I t is a symbolic dance. It depicts a mmied
woman kidnapped bv her lover and his associates. They are
pursued by the husband's party. I n it the losing party appears
with their faces besmeared with soot. And others cherish
clothing such as gunny cloth.
I n Adi dances, there are usually two parties-one consist!
of a single individual, the Miri. The M i ~ originally
i
the medicineman, is the repository of all tribal myths; through oraI
transmission he learns by heart traditional ballads, which are
usually very long, relating the stories of creation, of the origin
of thc peoplc and thc animals, of tlic discovery of poison for
their arrows, legendary histories and geneologies oi the tribes
and so forth. He is the authorised musician in these dances.
Girls who are to dance deck him in his official attire: a red
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galre over his usual dress, two kirings hung fro111 his neck,
so that one dangles on either side of his chest. He holds a
sword upright in the right hand. Thus attired he takes his
stand in the cent1-c of a circle formed by the dancers who arc

Miri in dancing attire

generally thirty to forty in number. He chants his songs and
jerks his sword jingling the metal discs loosely attached to tlit.
hilt keeping time with the music. No musical instrunlents are
used. The girls catch the refrain and sing it in cllol~isand
dance to the rhythm. The office of the Miri is nom~ally :i
male prerogative in the lower region. But women officiating
as Miri are quite common in tllr north. Tllc steps in tlir
d'mces are almost the same all over the M i country and arcb
not very difficult.
The dance proper is perfornled by the other partv 11-liirli
consists of a band of girls. The participants stand in a circlt.,
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shoulder to shoulder, facing the Miri at the centre. IT the
number of participants is large enough, the circle is completed,
if not, the girls form an arc or a semi-circle facing the Miri.
We begin by giving description of the special features of
these dances and then, different sets of dances will be described
by showing the sequences and arrangement of thcse component
features. The main movements of the dance are confined to
the main body, legs and arms.
Body :Position( a ) As in the normal standing posture with legs together or apart side by side.
( b ) One behind the other.
Movements( a ) The most characteristic movement of the body is a
dip achieved by a sudden bend of one knee or both
resembling to a certain extent, the gesture of
courtesy by European ladies to superiors in rank.
During this movement, sometimes, the hips also are
given a rhythmic swing.
( 6 ) Of all the other movements, turning right and left
with each refrain is most conspicuous.

11. Legs:Position( a ) The position of the legs at start is generally as in a
normal standing position.
Movements( a ) The legs are moved forward from the standing
position alternately.
( b ) Sliding of the feet forward and backward and with
stops in between sometimes.
(c) Side-way steps either right or left with the other
foot taken to meet the first. In a quick dance,
this step may appear to be graceful side-jumps.
(d) A slight forward movement of the feet followed by
rhythmic tappings with the toes to keep time.
( e ) One foot is moved forward and then, side-ways
with the other following it.
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A half step forward followed by a number of taps
with the heel, followed by a full step forward, and
brought back to its first position, after a brief halt.
One step lonvard with the right foot and another
backward with the left foot, and the right drawn
back to its former position.
One foot crosses the other and point to that
direction.
Rising on tip-toe giving a forward tilt to the body.
One side-way step followed by a back and from
with the other drawn up to meet it.
Running forward and backward contracting and
expanding the circle from opposite directions.
O n tip-toe with heels moving side-ways.
Moving forward and backward.

Position( a ) Hands lie relaxed on the side.

( 6 ) Arms akimbo
( c ) Hands are kept on the shoulders of the neighbours
on either side.
( d ) Hands hold the upper arms of the neighbours.
( e ) Hands hold those of the neighbours.
( f ) Hands round the waists of the neighbours.
(These positions of the hand are usually at the
start.)

Hands are raised alternately to the temple.
(b) Hands at a level with the waist or a little higher,
the fore finger of one touching the palm of the
other.
(c) One hand is swayed to and fro at the side.
( d ) The same as (6) with palms facing down.
( e ) The hands make delving movements in the position
as in ( d ) .
( f ) Swinging of one hand backwards and forwards.
(a)
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(g) Same as in position ( b ) , the hands are thrown forward from the waist.
( h ) U p and down movement corresponding wit11 the
movcnlents of the feet.
(i) The hancl swing in the front.
(j) The two ends of a piece of cloth rouiid the back
are held in two hands. As one hancl is held still
the other is given swings.
( k ) Palms face each other side-ways and hands move
up and clown as in flailing or chopping.
( I ) Hands clapecl as in position ( r ) are raised and flung
down alternately till at the end of the refrain they
are unclasped to slam on the thighs.
( m )The same as (k) above, but with one h a i d only.
( n ) Hands are stretched fonvard from the waist and
palms are turned up and clown to the time of thc
song.
(0) ?'he hands art: dippet1 along with thc body towards the right or to the left.
( p ) One arm is raised to the cheek, with tlie other lying
athwart in front, thc elbow of the former resting
on its palm.
( q ) Hands are moved sidc-ways following the feet and
clapped to the hip.
( r ) Swaying the hands from side to sidc.
(s) Saluting motion with the hands.

IV. Clapping :(a) Clapping to time with the tapping of the feet.

( b ) Clap-clap-clap-clap . . .pause.
(c) Clap-clap-clap-clap-clap-clap-clap, very slight pause.
(d) Clap-pause.
( e ) Clap-clap-clap-clap.
( f ) Clapping without any pause to time wit11 the
rhythm.

These postures, movements and steppings are arranged into
various permutations and combinations to form various dances.
The speciments below are intended to give an idea of the

Girls in dancisg dress
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patterns ol dancing nlovenlents most common among the Adis.
The numbers indicate the sections above describing the positions
and movements. It will be understood that each pause synchronizes with thc rhythm of songs and the final stops marked
by doublc: vertical strokes mark the end of the refrain.
I'atterns of dancing nlovements :-

One

Posit ion

l~overnent

I(a), III(b)

II(c), I ( a )

i

Movement

I

II(a), III(a)

I

I

i

i

I

I

IMovement

Position

l~osition

I ( a ) , I I I ( b ) ~ ( a I I) ( a ) ( a ) , I I ( )

Two

Repeat
alternative
hand and
change of
direction

I~overnent

I

I(a)

)Repeat with
;change of bet
I'and hand

I

Movement

Position

-.-.---.

.--

.
-

-

Three

I-

I

Movement

Position

-

.

Four

I

I(a), III(a)

Movement

Position

-

--

I ( a ) (Half
sideways),
Position
- .-

'Movemen t
--

I(a), III(a) I II(c), I(a),
1111( e )
Position
IMovement
I

- -

Eight

--

I(a), III(d)

II(c), I(a)

Position

Movement

--

-

- - - - - - --

--

- --

----

.-

-

-.

I

i

Repeat

I
I

--

1

Seven

-..

I

- --

I

Six

-- -- Change
direction &
repeat

--

III(i), I(a)

I11 ( a )
-

- --

Repeat

III(b), II(c)

-

Five

-

Slow Repeat
---

Position as 7 Quicker mo\-ernent\ than 7

I

-

-

'Quick Repeat

1

-

-
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-

-

Movement

Position
.

Nine

-

.

I(a), III(a)

I V ( c ) , I V ( a ) , I V ( b ) , I V ( c ) , I V ( a ) , I I ( d ) / T u r n full
l ~ u n dand
/Kcpeat
Movement

Position
--

- - -

.

-

_-

Ten

I(a), III(c)
Position
.
.
--

- - --

Kepea t

TI(j)
Mo\.ernent

.-

--

I

I

Eleven

I(a), III(c)

Repeal

1II(k)
Movement
.

-

- --

-

-- . -

--

Twelve

'Repeat
I

Position

'Movement
-

- -

Thirteen

( a ) II(c)

II(j), IV(e)

Position

I
I-

Fourteen

-

I

- - --

I

I ( a ) , I11 ( a ) 111 ( e )
Position

-

- - -- -

Fifteen

I(a), III(e)

.

Repeat

Movement
-

I I ( d ) , Kissing

sound

I

Posit ion

Movement

I(a), III(a)

1 1 ( a ) , I I I ( f ) ~ e ~ e with
a t change of hands

Position
-

Seventeen

-

-

I-

- ~--

-

-

I ( a ) , 111( a )

11( f ) , Repated thrice and then turn
complete round

Position

Movement

~-

Eighteen

Movement

- .- ---- - ---- -

.

. .

1

I,

1
1

I

Movement
--

Repeat

- - -.
--

I ( a ) , I l I ( a ) I I I I ( h ) , I I ( b ) T e n times
Position

--

About turn
& Repeat

II(l), II(d)

I
-

-

-

--

Sixteen

- - .-

Repeat

Movement

--

.
--

l~epeat

-_

___

._

TI1 ( j ) , Change hand and direction

-

'I'wenty

I
i

I (b)

, I I I ( a ) , I I ( d ) T u ~ nround

--

Position
Twentyone

I(a), 1Il(a)

Mo\,ement

Position
I(a), III(e)

C(r

repeat

I

/ Mo\.ernent
I

I ( k ) 11 ( b ) I

Twenty two

I

Posit ion

III(k), II(b), III(k)

(

) i

t

,

I

1

) (

i

) left

Repeat

( Mo\,ernent
I I ( n l . f ) , 111(1)1 II(n1.1)

Repeat

Tunes arc not rich in number and variety. A few popular
traditional tunes were recorded by the author on a violin.
These arc offered here to givc an idea a5 to how genuine ,4di
songs are sung.

'Wo man singt,
d a lass dich ruhig nieder.
Bose Menschen haben
keine Lieder.'
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Tune 1

A few Adi folk-tunes

A fezv Adi folk-tunes
1

CHAPTER T H R E E

SOCIAL LIFE

Birth in Adi society creates less stir than death. The
family life goes on as usual, without much disturbance and
there are no religious rites to encumber the normal process.
The mother continues with her daily work almost to the very
moment of delivery. During pregnancy, she has to observe
a few simple niles of diet. She should not drink water from
the leaves of the wild potato, 'otherwise the child will be born
with defective eyesight'.' The Doric pheasant should also be
abstained from, for it might give spots and marking on the
body of the infant. She should not kill snakes or frogs, 'lest,
the child be born with a darting, snake-like tongue, or crooked
lirnbd2 I n some places, doves and jungle fowls and Pittu
nepulensis are also taboo. I n no case should she eat the head
of any creature. Double fruits should be shunned by both the
parents to avoid the unwelcome birth of twins.
The first child may be born in the house of its maternal
grandfather. Uptil then the father is perhaps a magbo and
has not started house-keeping of his own. I n that case, the
child brings with it the problem of a new household. Now the
father has to take the mother with the new born child to a
new house and that entails feastings and elaborate preparations and ceremonies.
M'hen the pains start, any woman, who is known for her
skill at child-bed, is called in for assistance. The mother is
taken into the corner of the ordinary living room. Children
; ~ n dthe nmle lnembers keep out of the house and only the
authorized \2-on1cn attendants remain in the room. The
mother clings to n horizontal bar and delivers in a kneeling
G.B.S. Dunhar, op. cit., p. 57.
' ibid., p. 57.

11o"tion. I l thrre is any difficulty, she stands up ill~dis i l ~ ~ i ~ t r d
by the wonirn attending her. If tlir labout. is difficult, pigs
aritl fowls and sonietinles, mitlluns anhsacrifkcd to Nipong. A
stting is tied rounci the utnbilical cord in tt1.o places and tllc.
corcl is cut with a split baniboo slm-penetl into a knile. Tht.
placenta and thr cord arc2 then taken away into the ju11g.l~ant!
are either thl-own au.av or b u ~ , i t ~ini a pit dug to recrive it.
'rhc periotl ol dt.filement lasts for three to six (lays. During
that periotl tlic mother neither tcjuches thc fire-placr nor cooks.
0 1 1 the expiry ol the period, she goes to the water-point and
cleans 1iersc.lf ancl her clothes there. T h e water-point itself
i u not used, but a stone is brouglit and placed at a little disance
lronl it, on which a ceremony and the abolutioris are perlornied.
H r r f;ltlier's lather, lather's mother, mother's brother and
inother's brother's wife forni into a circle round her, to protect
her from evil sprits. After washing, she returns to the house
iuncl takes her yeat near thc fire-place. T h e name-giving is not
;in important event. As a rule, the lather or any old man
1lanlr.s the cliilcl at the time when the umbilical cord is
cut. The name is usually ol two svllables, the last syllable
ol tlir fathrr's n m i e forming the fint of the son's. The
day of the birth may be celebrated ~ i t ha feast to the children
of the village, il the parents can afford it. T h e mother starts
moing to the nrik along with the child after the purification
h
period, but refrains from any hard work. Field work in real
earnest starts a little later. After about a month, she performs
the cercmony of Erang Abo to which all her relatives, her
mother's brothcr in particular, are invited and entertained in a
least .
For the first six nlonths, tlir Imby 1ik.e~entirely on niother's
milk. ~ I f t e r ~ , a r d the
s , motller starts giving rice, merum, ant1
~u.eet-potatoto the child, three timer a <la\,. She, however,
chr\~-sit into a paste before giving it to the cliilcl. As soon as
thc chiltl cuts its tccth, it starts taking all kinds of food tvitho~~t
ail\. ~.c.striction,but first chewed into a paste by its mother.
Bi.rast-milk continuer until conception of tlie next child; this
pt~ioclinav be taken as t ~ v oyears on tlie average. Afiolzg niay
!,tl givcn as early as the age of one.
I n case breast-milk fails
after birth, the child is fed \$,it11 n p o n g mixer1 ~ v i t hthe juice

of sugar-cane, or mother's brother's \vile or sister, provided thrv
have children ol the same age, ma). suckle the babv. In order
to rnsule ;I copious supply of brea~t-milk,the suckling mothrr
takes apong mixed with juice of a number of leafy vegetal11t.s.
The child's hair is first cut in the local fashion after ten da).s
of the birth.
Q t o six months, the child continues to be thr ~ r l ~ o l e - t i n ~ c
responsibility of its mother and is carried bv her \vhere\.e~-shc
goes. Aftenvards, when it starts crawling, it is placed under
the care of its elder sisters or brothers. T h e elder girl carries
it on the back tied up in a gait. and most of the day it passes
there in sleep o r rocked into silence, if awake. The father does
not think it unworthy of him to take care of it and \vhene\.rr
he has leisure, and the mother is away in the field, llc. looks
after it and fondles it. Only in the evening, the mothel- conlcs
back and takes over the baby and suckles it, sitting bv thc f i r e
side. From this tender age, in this way the Adi ma11 and
woman start a life of independence from parc-ntal guardiansllip
and care. This goes on from the age of crawling to that \vhtxn
the baby turns into a toddler. Only the ~ ~ a t c h f ueye
l of the
aged and the senior bo>.c, and girls (which is not ho\ve\tlr as
watchful and fond as a mother's) continues to bc the o~ll\.
restrain on the child's free movements.
By this time it learns to observe the behaviour of the rldcrs
and imbibe the ways of life. It knows and accepts the routinc
of duties of the grown-ups, their times of coming and going,
the division of responsibility towards it among the father, nlother,
brothers and sisters and other members of the famil).. 111
absence of the constant company of a fond and iildulgcnt
mother, it rarely develops way~vardness and obstinacv and
grows a sense of restraint regarding its own \vishes and fancies.
An Adi baby at this age is usually a quiet type of being rather
grave, smiles and prattles little, and cries but rarclv. It recognises the indifference of the world around to its Gaby romplaints and sufferings and takes lessons in roughing and srlfhelp.
I n this way, the child groj4.s up nlostly uncarcd for in its
own way more in the lap of the nature than that of its n~othcr.
I t imbibes rather than is taught any knowledge. T h e father
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may occasionally tell it something about the spirits and deities
iind ancient heroes, customs and festivals. With tlie village
societv it gradually acljusb itself as it grows. (:an~es ;ultl sports
iirc not many. 'Knot tricks are know11 a ~ i t l rhiltln.1r play
knuckle bones with pebbles. I n ;~dclitionto barn1100 spears anti
s ~ f o r d and
s
toy bows and arrows the clliltlreri milkc pop-guns
\\.it11 a pithed stick as the tube and a half berry as t l i t h pellet.'l
Sometimes, 'they makc little bamboo nlcmtlgs and idols in imit atiori of those made by their parents'.' A few other. games h a ~ ~ ~
already been noted, but altogcbtller an Adi child's life upto ten
yrars of age is a blank with no engrossing diversion anti so,
liallooing groups o l boys and girls intent on absorbing games
and execited over 'win's and 'lost's are rarely met with in Adi
country. Within this period, however, the difference between
the life of a girl and the boy begins to manifest itself. A girl,
as soon as she learns to take care of herself arid that she does
1.er-y early is expected to do odd jobs to help her mother and
elder sisters. She is asked to look after her younger brothers
or sisters, to fetch water from tlie water-point in small bamboo
tubes, to carry fuel and other articles from the jungle and clriks
in small baskets. She has still less games or sports to play than
a bov. A boy idles his time away in play or otherwise with no
particular duty. But she has odd errands always allotted to
her. Thus, they grow up in different ways, one alreacl?. a small
hclping hand in the family, the other just a blank adjunct to
it till they attain the age that qualifies them to enter the commu$ the
nity life through two different organizations, the r ) l o ~ h ~ for
bovs and the mshcng for the girls.
M O S ~ U PThe
. irzoshup or bachelor's dornlitory for boys is
a
important institution in Adi society. 'There are two
underlying principles on which the institution is built, namely,
the creating of the habit of discipline among children at their
fornlative stage of life and in the developing of a spirit of cooperation and collaboration so that the tribe can act as a unit,
and fissiparous tendencies within the body politic of the tribe
n l x Thave very little room for growth. Tn addition, it develops
-
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among tlie young a spirit of responsibility, alertness and habit of
taking risks in the fact. of danger which are essential for the
existm(.e of the tribe. Although emphasis is laid on the training
for the groups to work together and facr a cominon danger,
thew is also a provi~ionfor showing respect and considel.ation
to the e1de1-s of the tribe, specially those who are old and infilm
and dependent on the younger menlbe~slor their li\ring'.'
Thc institution is called by different sections of Adis bv
diffcrctnt names. T h e Minyongs call it dere, Padams tern1 it
l~loshupand amcng the hlilan and other allied groups, the institution is known as nguptek and Boris and &hings call it bangc.
T h e n1oshup.r are usually constnicted in the centre of the
village from whrl-c. different approaclles to it can be watched
and guardect. T h e construction is carried out bv the people
of the \rillage, and is similar to that 01 d~lellinghouses wit11 tlw
ciiffcrence that it is a longer construction \zrithout anv compartment as a rule. The back side of the nioshup is covered wit11
wooden planks as protection against cold wind and other three
sides are left open. I n some villages ?~loshupsarc covered on
all sides with provision for numerous exits. T h e entrances are
on the 101v side and on thc high side there are ro\zls oi pigsties.
The walls, the floors and the partitions, if any, arc. risuall!~
made of rough hewn planks and not well fitted. Logs or notched \\roods are used as staircases and art. manv in i~~iml,'~.. Thcre
are a number of fireplaces or merums in a t~loshup. These
nterun1.r havc occasionally partition walls in between. The
number of nwrunzs in a nloshup corresponds to the num1)c.l of
sections in the village which also are known as nrrrtin1.r. I k l l
n z e r ~ has
~ ~ ?a~separate entrance to the ntoshup, and has n platform or a shelf for keeping the belongings of its rnenlbel-s. Thcre
are suspended trays over each fireplace on \vhirh arr kept thc*
trophies of animals killed during community hunting.
Pedong Nane was the daughter of Liming I.itong bo1.11of
Sedi Melo. Pedong Nane married Idum Botc, a son of Scdi
Melo. They had numerous children of whom \rere Roho anti
Doni. In a great kehany held to bring about prare and ortlrr
in the world, presided over bv Tusing Irnite and 1,cro Rod;ulgc
' B. S. Guha, 'The Abor Moshup as a training Centre for the Youth.
l'onyojoti, 1'01. I. No. 4, 1953, p. 83.
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hfIig-ong, an equitable clist~~ibution
of [lie land ; ~ n dthe ~rc.altll
of this worltl was made among the children of Scdi Pvlt~lo. 111
this distribution, Doni arid Robo got the largest i l l 1 ~ 1best slliirt's,
but later on, rivalry grew between thesc two in which, Do~ii
prospel-ed and incurred the jealousy o l Robo who was supportrd
by all others. Jealousy at list broke out into an open hostility in
which Rob0 with all the evil spirits and wit-ked beings as his
supporters proved too much for Doni, the man ol peactb. His
parents Idum Bote and Petlong Nane, therefore, clecidec-l to s;i\.r
hinrfrom the machinations of Robo. For this purposc, a shclter
was built where Doni could learn the art of war and where
he could live under the protection of the goocl spirits ant1 be
thus saved from the harm attempted on him by Robo. This is
the origin of moshup.
For the construction of rrtoshup such trees, barnboo, canes
and leaves are used, as are not good as fuel. For instance, the
posts for the moshup are made of Tapit and Takinag trees,
and the Tale, Tagiang, Tagmo and such other trees are used
for other purposes of construction. These trees are used as thev
are either favourite of the good spirits or repugnant to the evil
spirits. After the first moshup was completed, the spirit of Nui,
the great hunter and the gods of the under world, good friends
of Nui, were called to live there. Apong and yeast were brought
to the moshup for the hunters. Ginger was kept in it because
of its good smell and a large number of poisoned arrows was
also kept ready. T o feed the hungry gods, a large quantity of
food was also stored. This is how the first moshup was built
and the same custom and procedure are observed even today.
T h e moshup is used as a sleeping house by all young men
from the age of ten till they take wives to their homes. Any
man of the village or stranger can sleep in the moshup. Boys
belonging to different merums on completion of their dav's work
for their household and after their night meal come to the
moshup to sleep round their own merunzs. Younger members
are expected to light the fire in the fireplace, from wood collected by all the members of the merum. Each n~erunzis in charge
of a senior boy and he is responsible for the maintenance of the
discipline of his merunz and is empowered to punish any
defaulter. 'Side by side with the merums there is another
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hearth called ~ u n t s o nwhere
~
the old and the infilm male menlhers of the fanlilies belonging to the merunrs sit together, gossip
during the day and may even sleep at night. Each ? ? ~ c r u mhas
a romsont attached to it, both 01 which must act as a single unit
and supplement each other".
T h e nzoshup are used for holding different types of kcbangs,
more specially kcbangs relating to war and comnlunal hunting.
They are also ~isecifor different types of feasts and festivals.
During some festivals, girls are allowed to dance inside the
nzoshup. Hunting expeditions are arranged by each n z ~ r u n l
under the guidance of a senior and cxpcrienced member for the
training of the younger members.
'The personality structure of the Abors grows through the
nzoshup in a manner most suitable for the wclfare of thc tribe
where struggle for existence is very great and where there is
very little scope for the weak and inefficient persons of fissiparous
natu~e'.~
Rasheng. The rasheng or the dormitory for girls is
erected in each village on the same principle as the nloshup.
T h e rasheng, a small hut having only one square room with a
fireplace in the centre is constructed by experienced old nlen
who in return are supplied with rice and upong. The rashrng
~nembershelp in collecting the raw materials. The adolescent
and unmarried girls of the village sleep in their respective clan
'rashengs. It remains unoccupied during the day. T h e inmates come after their night meals and carry on their spinning
and weaving until they retire to bed. They return to their
respective houses early in the morning. Like the nzoshup each
rasheng is under supervision of a senior and experienced girl.
I t is the training institution for the girls in dicipline, comradeship, responsibility and leadership. Here they are friendly
and free, and learn to obey the seniors, and are taught that dis*
obedience is punished. After adolescence, a girl really starts her
romantic life and in the r a s h ~ n gshe starts her courtship which
leads her to choose her mate in future life. Young boys from
different nzoshups come and join the girls in the rashcng in the
' B. S. Guha,

op. cit., p. 84.
' B. S. Guha, op. cit., p. 85.
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night. A girl is free to entertain any boy of hcr choicr. ;inti
there can be no refection or1 the girls or thc boys. Tlie t a ~ i l r n , ~
is not only a training centre for all serious ttbachings of lil'c but
also gives opportunity to its inmates to develop liner aspchc,tsol'
life. Older experienced girls teach the youngcr, dilfc-rent ty1)t.s
of dances, their traditional songs, and heroic myths. The
younger members get some training in :pinning and wt.;iving
from their mothers but more so iron1 their senior rtl~/lvnq
friends. 'It also helps . . . . . thc growth of a spirit and conlradeship am'ong men ant1 wonlcn ancl a liic of hraltlry ~ l n x a tion which provides the outlet lor the r-clease ol tensions and
repressed forces which otherwise wo~ilcl have tlcvc101)ed into
fractionisnl and marred the developnlent of a healthy tribal
life'.'
T h e nzoshup and rnshpng are central institutiorls where
boys and girls get practical training in the traditional mode of
lile. Here the boys and the girls arc alloweci to find their way
into the mysteries of life; in addition to the social ant1 communal life, to the mystries of sex. I n this, the dormitories
may be considered as schools of preparation for matrimony.
The training period falls into two: one what may bc termecl
probationary period and the other, the advanceti and qualifying
period. I n the first period, the novices are placed under senior
members who act
their tutors and guides. They have to obey
these instnictors and carry out their instructions. After taking
meals in their homes in the evening, they go to the dormetories
and do odd jobs such as fetching fuel for the nteruwts and waterfor npong. Usually, in the beginning, they fall asleep early
round the fire-place and know not what happens in the night.
But gradually as they grow up, they start noticing the conduct
of the older members and learning things by simple observation
as they have been doing a t home. From what they see ancl
what they hear, they discover the meaning behind the meetings
that go on between the moshup boys and rnsheng girls and as
inhibition is one of the least drawbacks of an Adi character,
their growing curiosity does not remain unsatisfied for long.
I n this way before they reach adolesence, they becomc well in-

..
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formed about sex and soon start love adventures of their own.
l ' h e girls are allowed to join ponu parties and come into more
intirnatr contact of tlir same age group oI the opposite x x , and
liasions start which are free from any mlbrassinlg apprehmsion
of irremediable catastrophy if the first uninformed and uninstructed selections do not come out successful. Partners ilre
changed if they d o not come up to expectations. M'ant of partners is not allowed to stand in the way of such experimental contacts, if it can be helped and refusal by free girls on the ground
ol dislike alone is not countenanceci by the social code.
I n this way, experimentation g ~ e s on till an adjustmcnl
is reached. If both the partners are satisfied with each
other, they think naturally of establishing their rclationship on a permanent footing. Though the will of the
intending partneis is supreme and they may m i t t *
in matrimony inspitc of opposition from their elders, yet the
custom is that the actual negotiation should be done through the
parents. T h e boy makes his desire known to his parents c~ither
himself or if ile feels shy, through h i friends. 1I his parents
agree, thc mother of the boy prepares ollc chunga of upong,
two or more smoked squirrels and ginger paste. With these, as
presents, she repairs to the girl's house and makes a formal pr-oposal on behalf of her son to the girl herself as well as to her
mother. If the presents are accepted, the proposal is considered
to have been agreed to, and from that day on, the boy and the
girl become formally engaged. The girl from that day starts
wearing a cane appendage on her neck. This engagement ,gives
the boy right to visit the girl's house and spend the night with
her there. I n the beginning of this friendship, the bo\r spends
the evening only in the girl's house and spends the rest of the
night in the rnoshup. He starts staying the whole night wit11
her in her house at a later stage if the girl agrtaes. T h c boy
s h o ~ r shis attachment to hi5 girl by presenting apong and meat
to his would be parents-in-law from time to time. M'itli tllr
Ettor festival following the engagement, start5 a formal excllangt*
of presents, which is known as lungknng. During that fthstival,
the girl prepares a large quantity of apong, meat and rood ant1
sends them to the boy's home, and the boy responds by killing
a pig and sending it to the bride's. This formalitv is obsm*ed
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every year as long as thc girl continues at her fatllc~-'s.
This is among the Padarns. Anlong the hlinyongs, tht.
parents of the boy consult all the elders of tllrir clan as soon ;is
the son proposes to marry. I l the r l d r ~ s;igl-ccb, all elderly
woman is selected as clrcbint~, go-betwecbn. She goes to the
house of the girl with presents of clpong, scliiin-els and meat,
which is known as apong-kcld~tng. and places the marriagr
proposal before the parents of the girl in a traditional formula
which means--1 have come to you for vegetable (o~~ing-X-cldung). If the parents agree, the apong-kcdung conti~luesfor
one nlonth; if during this period nothing unfavourable turns
up, a day is fixed for reying-apong (final decision). O n that
dav, the mother ol the boy takes a plentiful supply of ~nuthun
meat, pig, fish, squirrels ant1 apong to the house of the girl.
There, all the matrons of the clan to which the girl belongs, are
invited and entertained in a feast. The mother of the boy distributes the food which is flavoured with salt and ginger paste
ony but never with chilly. Each Fvonlan is given one squirrel
to carry back home. The meaning of rcyini-npong is the
npong that cools the heart. O n the completion of this ceremony, the engaged pair is declared as a formally m a l ~ i e dcouple.
The girl, after the marriage, may continue staving with her
parents if the boy in the mean time has not been able to have
a house of his own and still lives with his parents. I t is expected, however, he should have his own house and take his wife
there with the coming ol the first child. T h e nlaximunl period
allowed for keeping a wife a t her parents is generally upto
the birth of the third child. But if the girl refuses to leave her
p a ~ c n t sand follow her husband to his house, there is no legal
compulsion to make her do so and the matrimonial relation may
continue with this dual residence in such cases. Cases have
been known where the wife has joined the husband after as
many as twenty years after marriage. During the period of the
wife's residence at her father's, the husband is known as ~tlagbo
and thenforward has to perform Yegling which is the first ceremony in his new status in the wife's family. It is an optional
one and is performed only if the nzagbo can afford it. I n it
a pig is sacrificed and the portion between its neck and the
lower ribs with one foreleg intact, is offered to the parents-in-

la\+.. The other foreleg goes to the sister of the blidrgroom.
The clansmen rect~i\lethe heart, the livcr and the intestines. No
ganic killed ill chase may br offered because poisoned arrows
are used in h a w and so prescnration of hunted ganlc. is considerecl discourtious to the parents of the hride. Aftel yegling
whenever there i!: a ~acrificein the family of the bridegroom, or
games killed in antpi tirul-, the chrst portion g o n the partbnts-inla\\'.
Anlcng the ~ ~ 1 1 - t o - dwith
o whom tht. econonlic aspect of
nlatrimony is ve1-v inlporlant, the wishes of the girl or the bov
are not al\vavs consulted. The father of a rich girl is naturallv
against a union with a poor family and so is the rich lathtar of
a boy. M'herc the families are equal in status and wealth, consent is not normally withheld, but where one family is rich and
the other poor, parental consents are very difficult to obtain.
O n the other hand, the liking and dislikes ol the childrt~narc
ignored for marriages of convenience settled by the parents. If
the proposal comes from the parenLq of the girl, there is no
formal procedure; they simply conlmunicate their desire to thr
parents of the boy, who are then expected to start the formal
procedure if they agree to it. If the girl is of age and agrees
to the arrangements by her parents, she allows the groonl
selected to visit her at night. If she does not, the groom
goes on trying to make her agree. If he succeeds in winning
her over, he is received by her a t night in her own rmidence,
which amounts to her acceptance of him. As long, however,
as the girl refuses to accept the groom selected by her parents,
she demonstrates her. ~nwillin~gness
by continuing to pass her
nights in the ruskcng in the company of llrr own chosen nlatr.
The groom in ruch cases cannot raise any objectio~l. If tllr
r u s h ~ n gchoice culminates in matrimony, then only thr groonl
selected bv the parents may demand from his succc~szfulri\al
compensation for what he has paid as the price for tllr girl. If
the marriage is srttled by the parents in the childhood of thr
partners, the b o and
~ the girl are free to separate if both agrrtb
to do so and render the man-iage null-and-void without an)
conlplications. No compensation can be claimed i)v thc c-otltracting parties in that case. If, however, it is the @rl onls \+lllo
objects but tllr bov is agreeable. her objection has no legal valuc
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and she can have her man only if he pays the traditional compensation to the boy. Boy's objection is lrgally valid inspite of
the consent of the girl and the marriage is annulctl without ;my
<ompensat ion.
Every girl is coneidered an asset in tlir 1;lniily to wliic.11 she
belongs. So, depriving a family of a girl by taking 11c.t away
in marriage has to be compensated by payment, co~nn~rnsurate
with the status of the family and tlic personal belongings of tht.
yirl, such a s trtdaks. This payment of the bride-price is known
as arc. This is no fixetl lump sun1 payment scttled a t the time
or proposal or mnrriagc either in cash, household property or
domestic animals. It takes the form of a continued supply of
meat by the husband and his relatives to the parents of the
wife. The husband gives his entire share of fish caught in organized fishing and half his catch by a trap or rod; of rats and
squirrels caught, half the number goes to the girl. Tf the catch
is poor, the wife's family claims the whole of it. T h e whole
share in a community hunting goes to the girl and only a hind
leg of the game bagged individually. One foreleg with five ribs
of a wild boar or a bear killed by the brothers of the husband
or his clansmen is treated as a share of the clansmen of the
bride to whom it goes through her parents. T h e father-in-law
gets the upper portion of a, mithun sacrificed by the husband,
but, if sacrificed by his brothers or clansmen, the entire chest
including the neck is pr.esented to the girl's parents. Wife's
father gets the hind leg of a pig so sacrificed. Of the pigs sacrificed on the Sulung festival, the neck and the chest excluding
the ribs and the lower jaw are presented to be the girl's parents.
Both the boy and the girl exchange their shares of meat whenever that forms an item of menu at home.
There are two ceremonies which are performed when a
nlan is lucky in marrying a girl from a rich family who comes
with personal possessior~s rich in tadaks, specially when these
beads amount in price to fifteen mithuns. The first of these
ceremonies is known as Maruk. I t may be performed any time
after the marriage at the convenience of the husband. There is
no fixed time, but it has to be performed at the time of the Uning
festival. For it, a huge quantity of food consisting of ten loads
of rice, at least two pigs, ten tubes of apong, four to five loads
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of rooketl rice, two to three loads of dried meat, the same quan-

tities of smoked rats and squirrels is prepared by the husband.
A niithun has also to be presented on this occasion. All the
youngmcm of the clan 1% themselves out in their war-dance
c-ostume and go out with the presents in a gay boisterous procession towards the home of the hride. The youngmen of tlie
bride's clan also pro:-ced towards the home of the groom in the
same way but without any presents. Both parties meet half-way
and there they stage a mock-fight, the bride's party blocking the
way and the groom's party trying to force pasage. Daos are
taken out and flourished inenacingly but harmlessly, the air
reverberating with war cries and helmeted heads bobbing up
and down as so many combed heads of fighting cocks. This
goes on for about two hours. By this time both the parties feel
tired, the tempo comes down and the bride's party yields passage
to the groom's party, which passes on in a joyous mood. A few
yards from the house of the bride, they are received by the
women of the bride's clan with apong and food which are
offered only after the nlithun and the food brought by thc:
groom's party are handed over. All the clan-members of the
bride assemble by this time and the bride's parents also kill
some pigs or mithuns and both the parties join in a grand feast.
The second ceremony is known as Minyam. In it, pigs are
offered in place of the mithun.
This is the usual and normal marriage. But there are
other forms which, if less common, are in practice and have the
sanction of the society. One of them may be described as marriage by exchange. In this, a boy desirous of marrying a girl
undertakes to fill the gap in her family by supplying a suitable
girl for a marriageable boy in exchange. By this method, the
difficulty sometimes felt in paying the arc is solved. In case
the maniage in exchange does not take place on account ol unwillingness of the girl who may run away with someone clse,
the bride-price that would have been due had therr heen no
exchange, has to be paid.
Elopements also are not uncommon. This ma\, happc.~l ith
non-Adi persons also. Such irregular marriages are tolerated
by the society as usually those ~ ~ 1 1elope,
0
lcn\.e tllc c o ~ i n t r and
~.
live in distant lands outside the tribal juriscliction. l311t :ill t l ~ c

same the customa1.y conrpcnsation equivalent to tlw bride-price
is always claimed in these. Clases art. also known whrrc. marriages by abduction have taken place.
Till an Adi youth ~ettlesdown with his wilt. ill his own
house, he continues a mcrrlber of his fathes's I'amily or that ol
his father-in-law, w1~ei.eas a rrzagbo in its fullest sense, he has
to stay and render services to him, in exch:~nge of the hi111d of
his daughter. Htb starts his intlependrnt life with his wife beside
him and as usually the wife joins l l i n ~with one or more children
born at her parents, h r bcgins his inkpendent lifc as tlic heat1
of a full-fledged family. H e gives up sleeping in the rt/orhl,p
or in thc father-in-law's house and stasts looking aftel. his own
jviic and children. But the property ccntinuc~sin thr father's
name as long as he is alive. His children grow up in their. turn
and gradually transfer their allegience to the dormitories and
finallv to their own families. I n this way, an Adi I'amily rarely
develops into a joint family with two or three generations and
lateral descerldants living under the same roof and the supreme
authority of a patriarch or matriarch. As soon as the elementary
fanlily reaches its fullest development, it splits itself into' independent units. During the life-time of the father, however, the
joint property holds the different units together in an economic
bond. Seen from this angle, they may be said to constitute a
family federation of autonomous bodies independent in their
internal affairs. T h e only exception of this general practice of
sons starting household of their own may be found in the case
01 the youngest son who may continue in his father's house with
his family.
Moncgamy ir thc general rule and rarely a second
wife is taken before the first has died or has becan divorced.
But instances of a man with two wives are nct rare. Cc-wives,
however, living under the same roof have never been known to
cause domestic strife or inconvenience or trouble in any way.
Strange though it may be, the proverbial dislike of step-mother
for step-children is very rare and 110 case has been recorded and
110 report has been heard of quarrels between the co-wives leading to a rupture in a family. Within the family, the supreme
authority rests with the father. This continues unchallenged
till the children have reached the clorrnitorv-going age. After
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that, the responsibility of training with growing age is divided
between the community and the father, the comn~unitybring
represented by the dormitories. As soon as the son gets engaged,
the family loses a further claim on hinl because thencefolulard
his shares of games killed individually or as a member of organized hunts, go to his parents-in-law. All claims on him cease
to exist when he starts his own household or becomes a magbo
attached to the family of his father-in-law. As long as the father
is alive, the iamily can only claim his labour in the field. In
the case of a girl, after the dormitory-going age, the family
surrenders its control over her nights but her whole day she
devotes to household duties. In the early morning, she helps
her mother in cooking food and feeding the swine and the fowls;
then she accompanies her to the field and there SOW<; weeds,
or reaps according to the season and comes back in thc evening
with loads of harvest, of fuel or of water. O n reaching home,
she pounds and winnows rice and puts rice to boil. The evening meal over, she is free to visit the rasheng. She is now considered as one of the senior members of the house and is often
consulted in household affairs. There she waits in her father's
family till the time when her husband builds his house for their
independent family life.
Residence is patriolocal in the beginning and nuolocal in
the latter part of life for both man and woman. The patrioloca1
residence normally ends with the birth of the first child which
is a signal for a change over to a nuolocal residence. Exception
to this rule occurs when a man due to various reasons fails to
have his own house at that time, and senes a period cl a
mngboship at his father-in-law's.
Within the family, the world of man is clearly distinguished
from that of the woman. There is no se,gregation, nor is any
seclusion of women observed, but each has a special sphere of
activities clearly demarcated. From the earlv childhood, a girl
knows the type of work she has to do and the bov knows his.
So, a boy always looks up to his elder brothers and father for
guidance in regulating his behaviour. In the same way does
a girl derive her instructions from and builds rip her behaviou~.
on the pattern of her mother and sisters. This division of labour
is scrupulously observed and both the man and the woman
14
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accept the traditional pattern without any question and gninlbling. Of course, their idea about activities suitable for man
and woman differs from ours. An Adi man for instance, does
not mind looking after a child while his wife is away from horne
in the fields. He nlay even lend a hand in cooking. But in no
case will he handle a 100111, so will a woman refrain rigorously
from felling trees and setting fire to debris in a jungle clearing-.
In social life, no woman will formally join a kcbang though
she does not hesitate in making her voice heard and her opinion
felt. This distinction of man and woman n~~akes
itself manifest
in the behaviour of the Ilouseholti members and unconsciously
young boys and girls have their character and outlook moulded
in the traditional form.
Descent is traced through the father. The children take
the clan of the father. But in case of children of extra-nlarital
relations, the boy belongs to the father's clan and the girl to the
mot her's.
An Adi family, as has been shown above, consi..ts of a nucleus
ol father and mother with separable units in sons and daughters.
The parents too, are not tied together with unbreakable bonds as
divorce and desertion may occur with no great difficulty. So,
economic stability of the family has to depend to certain extent
on a sense of economic security of all the component elements.
This adjustment has been achieved by dividing the property
into two categories, personal and joint. The bulk of the joint
possessions consists of land. When a village is founded, each
family is allotted a piece of land. This land belongs to the
family as a whole and as the family splits economically after the
death of the father, the land is also divided equally among the
sons. Another item of immovable property is the house. Though
the house is used by the family as a whole, it belongs to the
father and each son can claim a share in it after his death. But
as usually the older sons start independent household during the
life time of their father, the youngest son by the virtue of his
being the last to remain with him, comes to an automatic possession of it after his death. None have been yet known to
dispute such possession by the youngest brother. But in case
all the sons separate before the death of the father, the house
is equally divided among them. The widowed mother should
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in nornlal cases, be the responsibility of the eldest son, but in
practice she prefers to live with the youngest son as he generally
continues longest in the parental house.
Besides these two types of immovable properties, every
house has its movable property in the foml of domestic utensils,
inlplements, live-stock and ornaments. 01mammts are pelsonal
properties. Beads and silver ornsmmts brought by a girl fro111
her father's house and those given to her by her husband are
her p e ~ o n a lbelongings. These are generally inherited by her
daughters and daughters-in-law. In the same way, the father
may have beads inherited from his father, his trophies of war
and chase, his bows and arrows, ciaos purch'ased hy him and
items of dress woven for him by his wife. Some of these go to
decorate his grave. Beads of real worth are not wasted in that
way but are substituted by imitation ones. The real nlntris
are inherited by the sons and they pass down the fanlily as
family heirloon~s. Rice pounder, danki and such other valuable
possessions of which only single items 'are available in a fanlily,
are divided among the brothers by mutual understanding. The
live-stock is equally divided. Where physical division is not
possible, as for instance where only one ~nithunis possessed by
a man, the division is made either on the basis of value or it is
included in the miscellaneous list consisting of single item possessions such as danki and rice pounder and apportioned anlong the
sons according to their need or desire. In such cases, arbitration
may be felt necessary and the village elders sit in kcbang on it.
Inheritance descends in the male line. For further details
about laws of inheritance, the reader is referred to chapter IV
of this book.
The Adis are a people of closely allied groups knoivn by
different names. The demographic structure of this people
corresponds to that of the atom. The outer ring in this rase is
formed by the different groups known as Padam, Minyong, Pasi
and so on. Each group is composed of a number of clans which
in their t u n are formed by a number of sub-clans. Sub-clans
are groups of families which may be considered to be thc smallest
unit. The density of cohesion thins out gradually from n family
outwards towards a nebulous feeling of unity for an Adi people
as a whole. Though the memory is vague and definite coxmbo-
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tations of one origin for all the groups are lacking even in their
mythology, there is no doubt that all the sections to get he^ distinguish themselves from neighbouring peoples such as Tihetans,
Daflas, Apatanis and Mishmis. Each group, in the sanle way
feels the greater- closeness within itself than they feel with the
other groups. Each group traces its descent from a single ancestor, a semi-mythical figure, such as Keyum. After a few
generations of these mythical ancestors, the line of descent
branches out, through brothers into two or three lines. These
subsidiary ancestors are the founders oi distinct clans. The
clans continue for a period of seven generations or more till
perhaps, due to migration or over population, they split up into
more collateral lines. This gives rise to sub-clans. These divisions of clans 'md sub-clans occur only when there are special
occasions for splitting for reasons stated above. Therefore, each
and every case of a father having more than one son, does not
occasion creation of clans and sub-clans.
A man in Damroh for instance, belongs to a certain family
which is known after its head as the family of such and such.
This family in its turn belongs to a sub-clan. A sub-clan is
affiliated to a clan and the clan belongs to the Padarn group.
The following clans and sub-clans of the Padam group are
found in Damroh:
Group

Cla 11

Sub-clan

Tayeng

Sabkom
Samr~a
Kibing
Kirang
Tonkir
Tonmuk
Mebang
Meii
Mekop
Konka
Kopul
Jon1u t
Jotan
Joling
jonkeng
Tinbang
Jopok
Tinte
Tintung
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Clan
Borang

Rat an

Litin
Lisi
Linyong
Libal
Litum
Tantin
Tanjong
Tanpok
Saring
Doso
Purling
Sikeng.
Pultan
Pulbang
Reme
Tinbang
Jornut
Mulling
Jotan

Jonang

Nil

Kening

Nil

Lego

Irang

Sike
Rankong
Rapok
Limong
Kopak
Lakku
Lagrang
Lagbing
Lombe
Lomsar
Raik
Iksing
Sitar
Sarme
Manyeat
Nadbul
Nanne
Rinning
Rinbang
Rinbe
Rinser
Bimul
Birang
Payang
Ebbe

A broader division sometimes intervenes between the clans
ancl the group. The Minyongs are dividcd into two moitiesKumuing and Kuri. Kumuing has 15 clans; they are :
Tatirl
Talom
Tata
'Taggu
Tayir
Pangam
Muije
Jerang
Darang
Pajing
Talo
Tamuk
Dupak
Muibang
Muiuk.

and Kuri consists of 16 clans :
Tamut
Tapak
Taga
Takuk
Darung
Messar
Tali
Tasing
Komut
Jamo
Gao
S'lra~n
Taki
Tabying
Tangu
Sitang.

These clans are again sub-divided into sub-clans and
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families in the sarne way as among the Padams. The influence
of this division makes itself felt in the social life of the Adis. In
all their affairs, every family feels its duty to support its fellow
members against other families; they align themselves on the
basis of sub-clans, when there is a misunderstanding or a quarrel
between the membels of the different sub-clans. Partisanship
arranges itself according to the clans when the disputants belong to different clans. Among the Minyongs, the moities claim
allegiance in the same way and when disputes transcend the
boundaries of the smaller divisions, group feeling comes into
play. The selection of members of the kebung, Inter-village
Councils and Inter-group Councils is also done on the basis of
clans. Clans used to be exogamous in the past, but due to
the growth and spread of population in distant parts,
breaches to that restriction have begun to occur and are looked
upon with toleration, if not, with positive approval. But subclans are strictly exogamous even now; marriage within six
generations of a sub-clan is in no way permitted and trespassing
of this prohibition is never let go without punishment.
Perhaps, in the past, the pattern of village settlements
depended on the distribution of the clans. Traces of this clan
pattern is noticeable only in the oldest villages now-a-days.
Villages of later settlement do not show any sign of this,
perhaps, because the founders belonged to different clans and
sub-clans and these were so meagrely represented, that clanwise
settlement was not practicable. Small bands of heterogenous
founders resulted in heterogeneous arrangement of houses.
Though family is the nucleus with the highest density of
cohesion, yet like the nucleus of the physical atom, it is not indivisible. Within the family, there is a series of varying degrees
of closeness in attachment and relationship. This may be seen
from the study of kinship terms prevalent among the Adis. These
terms are given in the following genealogical pattern :-
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(RELATIONSHIP MAN SPEAKING)

+ Anneneku

Bukkhu
(FFF)

(FFM
Babu+Nane Ejo
(FF)
(FM)

I

Apang
(FeB)

+(FeBW)
Mate
-

-

Nani
(FeS)

+(FeSH)
Magbo

-

-

-

I

Birme +Magbo
(eS) (eSH)

1
Bibing+Meng
(eB) (eBW)

1

I

pan^ -t Amo

-

I - - - -

Bibing+Meng
(YB)
(YBW)

I

I

--

G O +Meng

(eBZ)

II
Yameng
(eBZW)

Ome
(eBD)

I

Brime+ Magbo
(YS)
(YSH)
--

I

I
0 +

Nani -I- Magbo
(FyBW) (FyS) (FySH)

Abu+Ane (FyB)
(F) (MI

I

+ Magbo

(eBDH)
.-

Oten
(ZZ)

0

-- -

+

+ Yameng
(ZW)
I

0
(Z)

0ten
(ZD)

I --

--

-

-1

+

Yameng
Ome Magbo
( ~ B z w ) (YBD (YBDH)

I + Magbo

Ome

(D)

(DH)

!

Oten
(DZ)

Oten
(DD)
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Akki
(MF)
!

Tete
(MeB)

Abu

+ Yaio

(MM)

+ (MeBW)
Yie

I

i
Aie
(MeS)
Abu
(F)

Aie
(MyS)

Yogong

(MyB)

+

Yie
(MyBW)

+ Ane
(MI

EGO

+

Atta Akku Ayo Akku
(WFFF) I ( W F F M )
Atto Mijing Ayo Ejo
(WFF
(WFM)

+
I
Atto + Ayo

(WF

Igne
Igo -I- Blne
(WeB) (WeBW) (WeS)

+

+

Belbo
( WeSH)

(WM)

I

I

Igne
(WyS)

EGO+ Meng

(W)

Belbo
Igo 4- Belne
(WySH) ( WyB) (WyBW)
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Now to take the terms individually and to analysc then).
The term tnagbo is used for father's elder-sister's hiishar~d;
father's younger-sister's husband ; elder-sister's husband ; youngersister's husband and daughter's hiishantl; elder-brothrr's
daughter's husband and elder-sistel-'s daughter's husband. It
will be seen that it signifies a class of non-consanguinous males,
related through marriage. In other words, all the husbands oi
the girls of the family are known as n~ngbos. T h c above genealogical term is used for one generation upwards and downwards
from 'Ego'.
Whether the same term is used beyond these two
generations is not known. But within these three generations,
the term is used equally lor all husbands of the family irrespective of the levels of generation they belong to. One mugbo
liimself calls another magbo by the same term. Thus, they are
distinguished as a separate kinship group in the genealogical
line. I t signifies rigid distinction be tween the non-consanguinous from the consanguinous. I t also implies from what we
know about the magbo, a particular type of marriage through
service with residence at the father-in-law's.
I n the same way, wife, elder-brother's wife; younger
brother's wife are all known as meng. The use of the same
term for one's own wife as well as one's brothers' wives, both
younger and elder, implies levirate, senior as well as junior. This
is supported by milo, a term of relationship for one's own husband, husband's elder-brother and husband's younger-brother.
Son's wife, elder-brother's son's wife; younger brother's
son's wife have one term-yunzeng which is classificatory in consonance with the pattern of generation level because of levirate
evident from the use of nzeng and nzilo.
Belne which distinguishes wife's younger-brother's wife,
husband's younger-brother's wife, wife's elder-brother's wife and
husband's elder-brother's wife, is a corresponding classificatory
term implying sororate and marriage by exchange.
Belbo is a classificatory term for the wife's elder-sister's
husband and wife's younger-sister's husband.
Elder-sister and younger-sister are known as birme and
elder-brother and younger-brother as bibing. These three classificatory terms do not distinguish the precedence of birth.
Igne is a common term for wife's elder-sister, wife's
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~ounger-sister, husband's elder-sister, and husband's youngersister.
Sons of the same generation, own, elder-brother's youngerbrother's, younger-sister's and elder-sister's are known as 0 . It
indicates the absence of cross-cousin marriage. The pattern of
kinship in the second generation is identical, but a sibling distinguishes its own parents by special terms such as a b u for
father and apang for father's brother. The same remark applies
to onze, the classificatory term for daughter, elder-brother's
daughter, younger-brother's daughter, elder-sister's daughter and
y ounger-sister's daughter.
In the third generation also, the pattern is completelv classificatory. Oten signifies son's son, son's daughter and daughter's
son and daughter's daughter.
The terms of address and reference between the first and
third generations, that is between the grandparents and grandchildren are also classificatory.
Other classificatory terms in use among the Adis are igo,
meaning-wife's elder-brother's wife and wife's younger-brot her's
wife, yie denoting mother's elder-brother's wife and mother's
younger-brother's wife and aie denoting mother's younger-sister
and mother's elder-sister. From the pattern of classification of
kins, both consanguinous and non-consanguinous a structura1
unity is indicated within three-generations level.
A list of kinship term will be found in Appendix IV.
I n the centre of this world of concentric circles of affinities,
the Adi grows and leads his life of graded and well-determined
responsibilities and attachments. Disturbances when married
partners disagree, leading to divorce, occur and lead to fissions
in the family nucleus. But these are governed by customs?
laws and cleavages are healed and new nucleii formed without
any great difficulty and turmoil. A n u n and woman thus
grow old in their houses amidst their children who separate to
go to their own or to their husbands' and the time comes when
the parental couple is too old to go to the fields and to take
part in the arduous duties there or at home. Then they start
staying at home, enjoying their well-earned rest, basking in
the sun on the open platforms or enjoying the warmth of the
hearth inside, and looking after the children and doing very
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light \$.ark such as basket making, only to keep tlleir vacant
hours occupied. They are treated with respect ilncl consul trci
and obeyed in all important household affairs. Though not
active as before, the village society never lets them fall into
~
in the annual
oblivion. Their \.oict.s l-each the k r ~ h u n g ancl
community hunting, they are treated to a biiricluct \\.ith tlle
best and largest shares of the games in the nioslluli, where occasionally they pass their time just to be in touch with young
life. I n some places, thev have separate institutions known as

\

I

An Adi gra\.e

rikijup all to themselves where old age dozes and dreams and
meditates and slowly slides .downs the corridor of time to the
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eventual goal of life in peace and tranquility. And when it
comes at last, the family and the village stop all other work
to bid farewell and pay the last homage to the departed soul.
If death comes first to the father the widowed mother goes to
live with the youngest son or may marry again her husband's
elder or younger brother. If she has no son and remains a
widow, she is taken care of by her husband's clansmen. The
death sometimes, comes premature and if a baby is born dead,
it receives aerial burial. The cropse is packed in a covered
gourd shell and hung high from a tree. Deaths by accident
whether on child-bed or in the wilds or in water are looked
upon with awe and longer gennas are observed.
So is the Adi born, and so he lives his span on this earth
and so he passes out of it to enter a new life in another sphere
where his own familiar world waits for hinl in a new form with
the same facilities and status that he enjoyed here.

C H A P T E R FOUR

POLITICAL LIFE

The political lire of a people is cliaracterizecl by the nature
of its systenl of internal adrninistratio~l and its relation with
its neighboi11.s. T h e administrative structure of the Adis is essentially tlemocratic; autocracy in any form hiis not twen knom-n
to thcm and in the absence of a distinct class of nobility,
oligarchy has remained equally unknown. Their's is, in a true
xme, a government by the people and for the people. The
structure is very simple and effective. Every village is an inclepenclent unit by itself, and knows no extraneous authority.
It ha5 a council of Elders which exercises the highest legal and
judicial powers. This is known as the X-ebnn~and all social
and political control of the village rests with it. T h e members

A kebang in progress
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are known as Kebang-Abus and are chosen from within the
village on the merit of their personal influence and ability to
present a case in the traditional manner. Some of them are
Gams who represent particular clans. There are others who do
not represent any particular clan but are selected for their personal influence and oratorial powers. Kebang-Abus are usually senior men with long experience and wide and deep knowledge of the tribal lore, but younger Kebang-Abus are not rare.
Usually each clan has one Gam of its own, but cases of clans
having more than one or none are also not uncomnlon.
The kebang directs all village activities according to their
traditional laws and customs of which it is supposed to be a
repository and it punishes those who deviate from the right
path in any way and watches over ol the welfare and wellbeing of the village community. All matters of comnlon interest are placed before it and nothing can be done without
its approval and sanction. The opening of agricultural plots,
building of new houses, settling of new-comers, punishing wronq,.
doers and whatever else that concerns the village either individually or communally is discussed and decided in it. And it is
the chief judicial in the village, all cases of dispute are
brought before it for judgment. The contending parties backed
by their fellow clansmen and supporters appear before it and
try to convince it of the justness of their cause in long speeches
cast in a traditional fonn and delivered in a loud voice with
bold gesticulations. Every speech begins with a preamble narrating the ancient history and glory of the Adi race and exortation on the bench for conformity to the traditional laws and
for impartial justice. An idea of this traditional introduction
which is known as abe may be formed from the specimen that
follows :
Abe
'Dolunga t u m i beliem puilang kujuka, ganzso beli em pulang
kujuka. Gunying reme maleng penem gamso, rente maleng
penem gynyi beli e m , puilang kajuka ganzso bcli en2 puilang
kujuka. T u m y i erie nzenki yane lonnzo rokpo c, kok dong
yane gynying beli e m puilang, kujuka gamso beli e m puilnng
kujuka. Gunying reme maleng penem. gunying (sisunr ent godumsudoku pe) gamso sisum enz g o d u m sudokupe. Piring att.1

10 godunz sudoku pe, pokring ntrl lo godrrrn sudoku fie. L)oying
boteke doying ganggine, siring so, t u m i pangkuv k u m d u m , sudola
-gomung d a s i n ~o n rkdurrl sudula. Kiren rome malcng duna
sirn, kirenz rernpui krn puilang k u p r . Sane reme mcrlr~nyduna
sim. Sonr rempui enz ptiilnng knpr..'
'Oh! villagers and brethren, let us strengthen our customs
and kebang, let us improve our regulations; let us make the
laws straight and equal for all. Let the leaders who can speak
best stand up and speak out for our betterment; let them speak
out in a bold voice unabashed and undaunted like a cock crowing. Let o w laws be uniform; let our. custonls be the same for
all. Let us not decide differently for different persons; let us to
be guided by reason and see that justice is done and a compromise reached that is acceptable to both the parties. Let us
keep nothing pending, let us decide while the dispute is fresh,
lest small disputes grow big and continue for a long time. Let
the ajeng (fine) be levied reasonably. Let it be commensurate
with the guilt and be just. Poverty should have compassion
ant1 justice be tempered with mercy. We have met in this sacred
place of justice; we have come together for a kebang and
let us speak in one voice and decide on one verdict. Here are
the iron pots and brass pots brought by the accuser and the
accused; here stands the mithun. So let us decide and mete
out justice so that all these go to him who is in the right'. This
reminds one of the famous Vedic hymn praying for unanimity
in a council (Samiti) .'
Assemble, speak together : let
your minds be all of one accord.
As ancient Gods unanimous sit
down to their appointed share.
The place is common, common
the assembly, common the mind,
so be their thoughts united.
A common purpose do I lay
before you, and worship with
your general oblation.
One and the same be your
resolve, and be your minds of
one accord.
United be the thoughts of all
that all may agree.
'Ralph T. H. Griffith, T h e Hymns of t h e Rigrieda (Benares, 1926),
vol. II., Hymn CXCI p. 610.
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The carrying out of the kebang decision and verdict is
automatic and few ever challenge it. So, there is no necmity
for any special executive body for the implementation of its
injunctions. The tnoshup boys are there for whatever has to
be done in this matter. It is they who announce the verdicts of
the council and communicate them to persons concerned, help
in enforcing the findings and verdicts in cases of disputes and
undertake development work. The nzoshup boys divide and
distribute the work among themselves. For this purpose,
moshups are divided into a number of nzprums or fireplaces.
Thv boys who sit round the same nzerums in the nzoshups are
taken to form single groups. Every boy is free to choose his
merunz as he likes and there is no restriction of clan or neighbourhood. Each merunt group is therefore, a body of youngmen united of their own free will and closely bound by a bond
of friendship and fellow-feeling. When a task is to be performed, it is divided among the nzoshup boys nzerum-wise; that
is to say, each merunz is entrusted with a particular part of the
work to be done. This division of work is clearly noticed in
development undertakings such as construction of roads, clearing of jungle and mounting guard against attacks. One boy
from each merunt conveys the kebang decision to all the members of its group and in this way, kebang decisions relating to
community work for the whole village is communicated in a
very short time.
At the time when a kebang is in session, a special kind of
apong has to be distributed and mithuns and pigs have to be
sacrificed to prevent failure of cultivation. The k ~ b a n gin its
turn has to maintain a strict impartiality toward both the contending parties before it can accept the entertainment, with a
clean sonscience. Women generally do not take an active part
in the kebang, but every man may.
When human discernment proves inadequate for deciding
disputes, supernatural guidance is sought through ordeals. Four
such ordeals are practised. If the guilt of a person, charged
with theft specially, cannot be proved positively, he is madc
to pass through the ordeal of 'the egg in boiling water'. A
large fire is kindled and on it is placed a bamboo tube about
a foot long, filled with water. When the water starts boiling,
15
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an egg is put into it. The accused sits by the side of the fire
with a fire screen ( t a l i ) prepared by his relatives to protect him
from the heat. When the water is in full boil, he approaches
the tube, covering himself from the heat of the fire with the
tali, puts his hand into the tube and brinLgs out the egg. If
he is innocent, it is believed that he will come out unscathed.
In certain cases, he is required to prove his innocence by receiving on his palm drops of molten lead. This ordeal is
known as Pagrangyolla Amki Sunam. Safer and remoter in
effect is the ordeal which makes the accrlsed swallow a piece
of chicken meat specially sacrificed for that purpose and mixed
with earth with the belief that if guilty, he will sicken and die.
I t is known as Perok Eilok Dokisupe Aido. I n what we would
call civil cases, the disputants dedicate two mithuns to their
cause and set them loose in the jungle. The mithun belonging to the person with a false cause is expected to meet with an
early and tragic fate. Ordeals are directed by, and undergone under, the supervision of the Council. But the Council
must procure the consent of both the parties before prescribing it. This leaves an opportunity for either of the parties,
specially if it has reason to fear divine judgment, to get out
of the difficulty without any damage to its prestige and blemish
to its character. But then ensue deadlock and unending disputes. Such cases, however, are rare.
A kebnng has jurisdiction over its own village. Intervillage dispute are settled by the Inter-village Co~uncils. For
this purpose, villages are grouped together into what are known
as Bangos.
All the Gams of the villages within the jurisdiction of the
same group and a few other influential villagers constitute a
Bango Council, which has a Secretary, who is in charge of the
'office7. Fine money collected from the inter-village disputes
go to the Bango fund and is spent for the welfare of the whole
area under the Bango.
Inter-Bango disputes are settled by a superior body called
Bogum Bokang, introduced by the Administration. It is
a temporary council formed by all the Bangos of the same
tribe and is composed of influential elders having no interest in
the disputes. Once a Bogum Bokang is formed, it attains high
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religio~is and spiritual significance in the eyes of the people.
The Bangos ancl Bogum Bokang have to be entertained profusrly with a y o n , ~and mithuns are to be sacrificed during their
sittings.
Jlecisions oZ the kvhlrt~gsare supposed to come iron1 the
people. Tlle Gams or Head-men help only to enforce it. The
injunctions are obeyed to the letter, for these people are respectful of their ancient customs and traditional laws.
Customcrry Law : Law is an institution which enforces
faithful observance of rules of conduct approved by a state,
society or community. In primitive associations, for which
territory does not constitute an essential factw, it is the society
that acts as the enforcing agent. The rules of conduct that it
enjoins on its members are mainly based on the ethical principles that have grown out of historical and econonlic circumstances which have conditioned the development of the society.
These go to form the conscience of the members of the society
individually and the group as a whole and so a simple standard
is set up to which the society and individuals subscribe without
any question and reservation. Naturally, carefully defined codes
are not necessary and subtle distinctions such as between crime
and tort are not made. Any violation of one of these laws is
taken u p by society through the kebang, to which individuals
come for redress of their wrongs, when they are directly concerned.
Some of these laws are meant for the maintenance of social
order and harmony. These are grouped here under 'Social
Laws'.

1. Social Law-Matrimonial (General) :
Marriage is a state sanctioned by society into which a man
and a woman enter, with the approval of their respective families and their own consent, to beget children and start a household of their own.
No man or woman may enter into such a state if both of
them belong to the same sub-clan.
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A man may enter, if he so chooses, into such a relation
with more than one woman, one after another, even during the
life-time of the wife or wives married earlier.
A woman once declared and accepted as a wife of one
man, may not, without a proper and recognised separation,
marry another man, in the life-time of her first husband.
No free man or woman may establish matrimonial or sexual
relations witti any one considered as a slave or rnipak by the
society. Cases of proved and established sexual relations between a free man or woman with a slave or mipak woman or
man, may be recognized as a marriage, only with the degradation of the free partner into a slave or mipnk category.

2. Marriage (perforrrtance) :
The accepted rules of procedure laid down by the society
for selection, proposal, negotiation, and performance of functions that have to be gone through before a man may claim
a woman as his wife, have already been described in detail in
the chapter on marriage.

3. Married State (Husband and zuiflr):
(i) Once married, husband and wife are expected to
observe sexual fidelity to each other except when( a ) A husband is driven by conjugal unhappiness to
temporary extra-marital relations.
( 6 ) A wife is compelled to seek solace in rasheng partners by a feeling of repugance that she feel against
her husband.
(ii) A husband is considered to be repugnant to his wife( a ) if she declares her dislike for him-for
(i) ill treatment, (ii) habitual conjugal infidelity, (iii) inability to perform marital act to her satisfaction.
( b ) If she, w~ithholdsher consent to the marriage arrangrefuses and succeeds in
ed by her parents-and
avoiding consummation or registers her dissent when
unable to avoid it.
(iii) But these relations are strictlv to be confined to the
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premises and members of the rasheng. Outside, they amount
to a breach of social custom and conjugal fidelity.

4. Llivorce :
(i) When both the husband and the wife agree, they may
separate with the approval of the kebang. In such cases neither
of the two may prefer any claim for compensation.
(ii) A wife may not sever her matrimonial relation with
her husband, if the husband does not agree to such a separation.
(iii) A wife may secure a divorce if she gets another man
to pay a compensation to the husband and marry her thereafter.
(iv) A husband may divorce a wife, if he so desires, before
there is any issue born of their union, but he forfeits thereby
his claim to the personal ornaments belonging to the wife.
(v) In cases other than as noted in (iv) above, the husband will have to pay a heavy compensation in cash or in kind
which is known as aning-mitek for the discgrace he is supposed
to have brought on her by his act.
(vi) If a wife desires to have her marriage tie severed,
she may have her separation without any right for future claim
on the husband, and need not pay any compensation to the
husband until and unless she takes a second husband, who before
he claims her as his wife, shall pay to the divorced husbandadum-equal
in value to the bride-price as fixed and already
paid by the divorced husband. Adum is usually heavier than
aming-mitek.
(vii) In some cases, the adum is paid by the parents of the
woman seeking divorce instead of by the second husband.

5. Parent and Child:
(i) Children born in wedlock belong to the sub-clan of
the father.
(ii) A child born as a result of casual relations prior to
formal marriage shall belong to the man who marries the
mother. A child born of temporary rasheng relation to an
unmarried girl may be finally accepted by the father, if he
agrees to d o so. But if he prepares to take advantage of the
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benefit of doubt allowed by the society, he nlay do so without
any opprobrium and the child goes to the nlan nrlio later
marries the mother.
(iii) A child begotten by a man on the wile of anotlla.
man, in the course of relations with her within tlie rnshene,
shall belong to the legal husband.
(iv) The natural father of a child born of a married
woman out of wedlock may not have to pay any compensation to the legal father, unless he takes the mother away from
the legal husband and marries her after obtaining proper
divorce. I n that case, the amount of compensation will be
heavier than if the woman were without the child.

(i) I n case of the death of a husband, his immediately
younger brother shall have prior claim on the widow. If he
forgoes his right, the remaining brothers shall have preference
in order of age.
(ii) If none of the surviving brothers of the deceased h u s
band agree to marry the widow, she may continue a widow or
marry any other man from the sub-clan of her husband.
(iii) The father, brother of the father and the son of the
deceased may not take his widow as a wife.
(iv) A widow who is not married by any of the surviving
brothers of her deceased husband has no claim on the property
left by the deceased.
(v) A man who marries a widow, ignoring the prior and
superior claims of a brother of the deceased husband and thereby infringing on the latter's right of first preference, shall pay
compensation to the aggrieved brother to such extent as may be
decided by the kebnng.
(vi) A widow, who finds no one to marry her, after the
death of her husband-among
the brothers and the fellow subclans-men of the deceased, mav go back to her parents, if she
so likes.
(vii) A widower may not prefer any claim to the personal
belongings of his deceased wife or any part thereof.
I have so far attempted to present some of the more
important of the customary laws which aim at the preservation
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of the traditional structure of the Adi society. There is another
set of laws which guard against discord, conflict and ill-feeling amongst members of society, which may lead ultimately to
social disruption, if allowed to continue unremedied and unredressed. These may be described as laws of sec,urity. Cases
which come under the jurisdiction of these laws arise from dishonesty, and wilful or inadvertent negligence, omissions and
commissions.
Theft, assault, causing hurt and homicide are the most common acts of commission and there is a series of laws governing
such cases.

(i) Taking away dishonestly any movable property out
of the possession of its rightful owner, without the owner's
consent, is considered as theft. In cases where the property
stolen can be traced and located, it must be restored to the
rightful owner and the person guilty of theft has to pay
an amount not exceeding the prevailing market \value of a pig
in cash to the aggrieved person by way of compensation. (ii) I n
cases of theft, where the property taken away cannot be traced
and located, the person guilty of theft must make good the
amount of the stolen article in addition to the amount paid as
compensation as noted in para (i) above. The value of the
stolen article will be decided by the kebang.
(iii) Theft of food by one in period of starvation for the
sole purpose of satisfying his hunger is not considered as an
offence.

8 . Assault and Battery:
Assaulting and causing hurt, grievous or otherwise, to
a person with or without provocation is an offence and
the offender has to pay a compensation to the person or
the family of the person in case such hurt ultimately causes
death. The compensation is usually commensurate with the
injury inflicted. I n case of an injury to finger, ear, teeth,
and eye, the compensation is a pig. Injury to the entire
arm and leg, causing disabilitv to that limb, is compensated with
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a graded scale of payments proportionate to the degree oi the
injury not exceeding the current value of a mithun. Culpable
homicie involves a compensation to the maximum amount of
ten mithuns which shall be paid to the lawful heir(s) to the
deceased.
Murder is compensated with the heaviest amount possible
and considered just by the kebany. In former days, inability
to pay the compensation resulted in the selling of the person
guilty of murder as a slave and the money derived from the
sale was paid to the family of the deceased by way of conlpensation.
Among the acts of omission and commission, and negligence, violation of a taboo is punished with a fine of so many
tubes of apong, the number depending on the seriousness of
the offence. Default in community work decided upon in a
kebang is fined with apong and edibles. Clansmen failing to
help in the burial of a deceased member of the clan may be
fined up to the maximum of one mithun. If one refuses to pay
the fine so imposed, a pig or a mithun may be taken away from
him, even by force, if it is found necessary to apply it, or his
granary may be destroyed depending on the seriousness of the
case.
Escape of fire is not an offence if it can be proved that
it has not been due to wilful act of neglegence on the part of the
person from whose custody it has spread. In intentional incendiarism however, the damage has to be compensated by a
payment of an amount equal in value to the property so
damaged.
One of the most common causes of conflict among the
Adis is a dispute regarding ownership of property. So there are
a number of laws fixing the ownership of movable or immovable property and safeguarding hunting and fishing rights from
encroachments and for regulating the processes of inheritance.

9 . L a w s of inheritance :
(i) No son can inherit the property of his father while he
is living.
(ii) In the lifetime of his father, a son may, however,
marry and start a separate household of his own.
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(iii) O n the death of his father, the property is equally
divided among the sons.
If, however, a son starts living separately before his father's
death, the son or sons living with the father at the time of his
death gets or get a larger share or shares in the form of the residential house but landed property is equally divided.
(iv) Widows and daughters do not inherit anything. In
case a man dies without any k u e , the property may remain in
the possession of the widow until the marries again. If she marries in accordance with the laws governing the re-marriage of
next-of-kin and in absence of any such blood relation, to the
members of the sub-clan of the deceased husband.
(v) If a man leaves a minor son or sons behind, his brother shall look after the property as a guardian of the minor
son or sons during their minority, and hand over to each his
share according to the customary law of partition as and when
they attain majority.
Every village has its own hunting-grounds and fishing areas,
properly demarcated from those of the adjacent villages.
Within the village, hunting grounds are separately allocated to
each m e r u m and fishing areas to each family. Hunting and
fishing rights are very carefully guarded and violation of rights
of ownership has to be compensated by payment of amounts
equal to the prevailing market value of one mithun.
This is not a place for an exhaustive inventory of the customary laws that operate in the land. The few that have been
noted above are sufficient to give an idea of their general character. Dispensation of justice concerns itself more with redressing
the wrong than with punishing the wrong-doer. Hence most of
the so-called fines inflicted by the kebangs are in reality compensations for damages done. The judiciary is practical and
simple, in as much as it seeks to maintain and establish the
traditional concepts of justice and equity without involving itself
in lengthy legal procedures. The system aims not only at settling
disputes but also to develop disciplined code of social behaviour.
Justice is speedy and free from subtleties involving manipulations and intricate tortuousities of procedural technicalities.
T h e kebang is more a board of arbitration, equally sympathetic to both the parties than a body of stern dispensers
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of justice which the offenders fear and try to evade. It tries
to bring about a compromise acceptable to both the parties
and its method is that ol persuasion rather than awarding a
coercive verdict following abstract principles of justice, which
does not care for the pain it inflicts. Every offence or wrong
is considered in terms of concrete damage or injury caused by
it and redress is given in the form of adequate compensation.
O n the one hand they are entirely free from any traces of
vindictiveness and barbarous cruelty that characterize the code
oi Hanlmurabi, and take into account, on the other, all atenuating circumstances, including the material condition of the
offender, in fixing the amount of compensation. Though
humane, they are effective because the offender is made to feel
the weight of the wrong done by him without suffering a moral
degradation which gives rise to a criminal class.
Therefore, though formless and elastic, the customary laws
are well suited for maintenance of order in society and enable
its members to lead their lives in peace and tranquility.
Jurists may find it difficult to classify these laws in well defined legal categories, but if 'the primary duty (of legal bodies)
is to get rid of disputes before them, and to lay down no wider
rule than is sufficient to achieve that aim" the laws evolved by
these people must be acknowledged to have been eminently successful in fulfilling that function.
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CHAPTER FIVE

RELIGION

Man's consciousness has grown under the persistent shadow
01 an encompassing Unknown bewildering him with its inscrutable ways, haunting him with its incomprehensible, superior
power, overwhelming him with a sense of his own smallness,
insignificance and helplessness, and oppressing him with an
apprehension of ultimate obliteration within its unfathomable
depths. Life is not possible without m understanding and compromise with this mysterious neighbour and so, relieving thr
mind, in some way, of a paralysing obsession. So man always
attempts psychological adjustments with its surroundings and
thereby builds up a body of beliefs which in their turn, form,
shape and regulate his behaviour. These beliefs and the resultant behaviour go by the name of religion.
The most fundamental of these beliefs go back to the
earliest dawn of civilization. Man had then just cut himself free
from the apron strings of Mother Nature and launched on the
adventure of living on his own. But the family tie was still
fresh and strong and the independence, weak and precarious.
He could not come to think himself as different from the rest
of the family in any way and felt a close kinship with them all.
All objects around him were to him as animate as himself and
the spirit that he had discovered within himself resided in them
all. Thus, he lived in a world where everything was living
and all objects and beings had invisible spirits presiding in them.
He himself however, was the youngest of them all, the most
inexperienced in the art of living. The others possessed
powers that passed not only his ability but his understanding
also, and so his fellow feeling with them was tinged with awe
and wholesome respect for them. Thus, animatism, animism
and supernaturalism came to be the basic ingredients of t-rligion in its earliest phases.
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The Adis have been placed by historical circumstances in
a most difficult country. It denies them the easy luxury of
material comforts and grudgingly suffers the presence of his
humble homestead and small clearing in the midst of its evcrencroaching jungle. Man and Nature have stayed here for
centuries facing each other, entrenched in their positions,
making occasional forays into each others dominions. But the
struggle has been harder for man. 'For cerlturies the real nile
of the tribal people here has been Environmental; it has shaped
their bodies, directed their arts, forced babel on their tongues;
i t has been their Governor, their policy maker'.'
And it has determined the character of 'the road to spiritual
serenity across the perplexities and dangers of daily life'.'
Nature more hostile than friendly appears to the Adis to be
controlled by a host of spirits who are ill disposed towards nlen
and lurk in every corner looking out for chances for doing them
harm. Their animosity is an omnipresent and constant concern to them. And the religion of the Adis is moulded in
practice to counteract it. 'His untutored mind sees a demon
everywhere, in the sun and the thunder, the earth and the
water. I t is a spirit of evil that takes life from all things that
have breath, that smites with sickness, that, in the questionable
shape of a kinsman from some distant village, lures the unfortunate to his doom in the dark recesses of the forest. And the
beginning and end of his religion, in sickness and in health,
in seed time and in war, in the agonies of death and in the
burial rites that follow, is to appease the malevolent spirits of
a n unseen world'.' There seems to be no visible cause for
such a bitter and obdurate enmity and so an explanation has
been sought in mythology. One must, therefore, go to it in
order to understand the full import of the religious attitude of
the Adis.
In the days of yore, gods, men and animals lived all together without any distinction between them. This hetero' Verrier Elwin, A Philosophy for NEFA (Shillong, 1959, 2nd Edition), p. 6.
' E. Sapir, Cultural Language and Personality, Selected Essay-1957
p. 122.
' G.D.S. Dunbar, op. cit., p. 62.
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genous population increased at a rapid rate and s w n inconveniences with consequent discordance began to be felt. With
a view to avoid more serious development, they came together
and met in a great kebang, the first perhaps of its kind in
history. I t distributed all the goods of the world among them
and apportioned to each his share and sphere. The largest
and the best share chanced to fall to the lot of the brothers
Nibo, the father of all men and Robo, the father of evil spirits,
who thereby incurred the envy of all the others, in particular
of Mite and Miname, two evil spirits who came late and therefore received nothing. Thenceforward, they started preying on
men, the sons of Nibo. Before long Nibo and Robo fell out
between themselves because Robo was made to believe that
Nobo was cheating him out of his share. In the fight that
ensued between the two as a result of this, all the evil spirits
sided with Robo and attacked Nibo who was without any ally.
From that day the evil spirits have waged an unceasing war
against Nibo and his descendants.
There is another myth told to account for the animosity
of the spirits. It tells how Nibo cheated Robo in hunt and in
fishing and Robo got angry and went away furious. From
that day to this the descendants of Robo have haunted the
children of Nibo.
The two stories differ in this that the first makes man an
innocent victim of envy while the second favours the spirits
with a just cause for vindictiveness. Ethics however played no
role in early religions-and here we find the results of a search
for a rational cause for a vendetta that exists between the two.
Nibo cultivated in the hills and Robo being fool did not
cultivate but hunted in the low lands. Nibo was gifted wit11
wisdom and all spiritual powers. H e could see all over the
world. Hence no evils could harm him unseen as his eye sight
was all pervading. Robo was jealous of the Nibo for these
qualities. One day Robo persuaded his brother Nibo to go for
a hunt with him. O n the way they came across a high precipice on the edge of which there was a huge tree. A creeper
hung from the top of this tree. Robo suggested that as he was
very tired they should make a swing of the creeper and take
rest on it. Robo pretending to be too frightened to test the
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swing first made Nibo to have the first swing. Nibo hesitated
to carry the wisdom with him while swinging. I n cast: the
wisdom fell down the precipice, he would lose all the powers
that he possessed. He, therefore, quietly got an ckkanl leaf
and wrapped the wisdom in it and hid it at the foot of the
tree. While Nibo was out on the swing, Robo got hold of the
packet of wisdom and hid it on the top of the tree. Since
then Nibo has lost sight of the spiritual world and the spirits
living therein. Robo with the supernatural powers of the wisdom ran make himself invisible lrom the normal human eyes
whenever he wants to harm him.
There is yet another myth that takes a nuddle path and
gives a more consistent story which not only explains the feud
but also the difference between men and the spirits.
Uyu is the Adi name for spirits in general. Robo and his
descendants are known by a special name Epom, and it is the
Epoms who are at war with man. There is a n amount of
va<guenessabout this term. Some are of opinion that it is the
name of one individual spirit, while others opine that it designates a class. I t would be more plausible to treat the term as
the name of an undefined spirit of the wilderness, that assumes
shapes at will and causes death by accidents. Its different
manifestations also are called Epom and may have in many
cases some special names attached to it. This may have given
rise to the idea of a family of Epoms. T h e primeval forests
alive with a thousand strange and uncanny sounds and full of
hidden unknown dangers suggested to the early Adi mind the
Epolm. None know
existence of an unsubstantial being-the
what it looks like. I t is just like the wind they say but capable
of taking any form it chooses and what man sees or hears of
it are its disguises. As a familiar figure it entices its victim to
his destruction. A laugh draws a curious man to his doom. A
man falls down a tree or a precipice unaccountably; a mysterious attraction lures him to deep water and drowns him. A
branch of a tree falls unexpectedly on him and crushes him to
death; a rock rolls down as if of its own accord and smashes
him under its weight; all these are the doings of the Epom and
its manifestations.
Distinct from the accident-inflicting Epoms, are the spirits
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that cause diseases and deal death through them. They have
no special name as a group but they form a class if not a family
by themselves. Though nowhere stated so in clear terms, they
appear to be associated with Mite and Miname, the two spirits
that bear a grudge against the father of men for his better luck.
Allied to them but working on a larger scale are the spirits that
breed devastating epidemics with their pestilential breath and
wipe out entire villages and whole populations. Pulitalam is
their general name according to Haimendorf.' The people are
mightly afraid of these spirits and take careful precautions
against infiltration by any of these dangerous enemies by means
of passing strangers and infected guests. Pet-pum works h a ~ ~ o c
with the swine in the same way as Pulitalan with men.
These two groups are what may be called genuine spirits
and are to be di~tin~guished
from the disembodied souls ol rnen
who have died unnatural deaths or souls that have not receivcil
proper funeral rites and offerings. Such souls turn into what
are know as urams-allies from the human camp that go to add
to the strength of the evil spirits. They hang about their old
homes and villages and work all sorts of evil on the inhabitanis
and show their anger whenever they get chances to do so. Their
number is considerable as unnatural deaths are far from being
rare occurrences and slight omissions in the elaborate death rites
are easier to commit than to avoid. Nipong, the unquiet sout of
a woman who has died during pregnancy is the most implacable
and harmful of all the uranzs. Its special malignity is directed
towards women but they can be and often are, equally dangerous to men also. So they are feared by all alike and propiated
even when other spirits are known to be the real cause of the
misfortune.
U. Chakma seems to think of another group or class of
nevi1 spirits when he describes Sikkeng Kedeng and Nipo-Nite as
Low-land evil spirits (aying uyu). The latter he declares to be
the commonest and most malevolent spirit harming people of
all sexes and ages.' 'Epom, Kili and Tagong and others who
directly cause diseases and death' though they themselves are

' C.

von Fiirer-Haimendorf, op. cit.
U. Chakma-written communication.
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'subordinate agents' of Benji Banma a benevolent spirit and
controller of man's destiny, are also aying uyus according to
him.' Nowhere else has this class been mentioned and as tllk
class would imply another for high lands-which even Cllaknla
does not notice-the name may be taken, if used at all, to describe the habitat of certain spirits who come under the categories already noted. There are other hostile spirits but in most
cases little is known about them beyond mere names. An ubang
on moshup for instance mentions two bad spirits-Ngite
and
Ngimape who received bad land in the west drenched in never
ceasing rain. Our knowledge of the Adi mythology is not Cull
to that extent as to make a clear, unambiguous yet complete
picture possible, nor is it feasible to arrange the chaotic mass
of information in an orderly exposition. Names and details
vary from place to place and group to group and only a few
of them are fully known outside the priesthood. So it is hard
to identify satisfactorily all the spirits who fincl mention in
records but without any details and one is forced to leave them
at that for examination and clarification by future workers in
the field.
O n the ground that malevolence is more active than benevolence, Tulsidas in his famous Ramayana offered his homage
first of all to the evil. So also think the Adis who concern
themselves more with the hostile spirits than with the friendly,
That is why their religion, as practised in their daily life,
appears to an observer from outside to be a chain of appeasement. of outraged spirits. But beyond the external coating of
malignity the Adis do not fail to recognize a favourable attitude
in Nature and to realize that all the necessities of their life, and
all that they deem covetable and desirable come ultimately from
her. She, however is a hard house-keeper and keeps her treasures under the strict guardianship of spirits who permit access
to the store only on scrupulous observance of a number of rules
of conduct. No infringement of these rules-however slight or
unintentional, is tolerated and mercy and pardon may be purchased only by atonement in form of offerings acceptable to
them. A spring dries up all of a sudden; bamboo groves wither

' U.

Chakma-written

communication.
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and die; games get scarce in the forest; fish disappear from the
stream; crops fail; such natural calamities are indications of the
wrath of these spil-its-which set the sufferers searching for some
unconscious lapses of their parts. Everything in the creation
has such a jealous spirit presiding in it. Water is in the general
keeping of Buiriko or Litung according to some. Individual
springs or streams have his agents or associates ensuring correct
observation of formalities. Similarly Dade Bote is the lord of
Agam being in immediate charge of
domestic animak-Eso
mithuns and Eg Agam of the swine. Agam is said to be a general name for all spirits who act as assistants to Dade Botte.
'There is one great agam, described as an old man living in the
forest'. 'There are smaller agams who act as guardians of the
cattle of individual hou~eholds'.~The highly valued beads or
tadoks are in the keeping of Misungka and apong of Mite. Nomtur is the warden of chase and guards against hunting without
prescribed offerings. Kine-nane who received all arable land
from the first kebang, presides over all ariks. Yodo yongmo is
the Vulcan of Adi mythology and the presiding spirit of weapons
of war and chase. Gumin-Shoin is the guardian spirit of the
village with lesser spirits of the same name for individual houses
in it. Doying Bote is a spirit whose identity is extremely controversial. I t has been differently interpreted as Father Sky,
the spirit of rain, the guardian of the northern snow ranges and
the great ancient one. If the first of these be correct then Doying Bote will not be a spirit in the sense used here but should
belong to a superior grade in the hierarchy of the supernatural
beings. But with Melo the sky in the dual conception of Sedi
Melo as the first of all beings-another ~ k ydeitv \.\it11 almost
identical attributes would be a senseless duplication. Nor does
the word Doying mean sky. It is the usual word used to mean
Ancient Tradition-and
so most probably it is not a separate
deity at all but an eulogistic periphrase indicating Melo or
Keyum. The confusion may have arisen out of attempts to find
out the abode of this deity-which
would be naturallv eithcr
the Sky-or
the lofty mountain clfis. The same deitv being
invoked and referred to as Doying Bote (Doving the great),
C. von Fiirer-Haimendorf, op, cit.
16
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Doying angong (Doying the Beloved) Doying Aro (Doying tile
true) -also
supports this supposition. Sinlilar phenomenon
has happened in all other religions :~lso in their fi~stpliases.
Shidkin-kede, is another ambiguous character. She is considered to be the mistress of the earth as a whole. But as she is
always invoked along with Doying Bote, she shoultl p1.eferably
be placed in the same category as he.
Between the aggresive evil and easily irritable custodian
spirits, the Adis live a life of fear and doubt, appeasement and
expiation. Though of a 'finer type of materiality' with all the
advantages that it confers, these spirits both hostile and indifferent, are closely related to men; in fact men and spirits were
the progeny of the same forefathers. There must be, so the Adis
think, some other beings-far more etherial than and superior to
both-and far above them, with a more exalted status of sovereignty. It is they who created the basical objects in nature and
shaped its general form and character. There are undefined
eternal beings who existed before the creation and has stood
aloof since it has been set agoing. This distance and aloofness
makes their help ineffectual, at the time of dire necessity. The
first of the series is Keyum-the First Cause. Sedi, the earth was
the issue of Umseng who was born of Keyum. Melo, the sky
was her brother and they together began what thenceforward
became the normal course of propagation-sexual reproduction.
In their creative effort, they lay united locked in a close embrace
and separated to stand away from each other as they do now,
when Donyi and Polo chased away darkness that enveloped the
universe before. This incestuous first pair is conceived as a
double deity though their separate individualities are always
transparent. Many stories are told of them-and in them they
have been credited with the creation of all important phenomena. Plants, animals, metal, iron in particular, came out of
the different parts of the body of an amorphous creatureLingen Sobo-their first offspring. Sedi Resiye, Resi Tabe, Polo
Sobo, Itung Bote, Kongki, Komang, Kari, Toro, Lumang and
Litung are some of the other offsprings. Sedi Resiye and Sedi
Tabe were the first hunters, Tusing Meti, the first exponent of
justice and tribal law, Yidung Bote, the depository of wisdom
and, Guimin shoin, the protector of mankind. Elsewhere, it is
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stated that the Sedi Melo went down under the earth after
creation and bore it on their shoulders. Earthquakes occur
when they change shoulders.
I'edong Nanc-the great grand-daughter of Sedi-Melo was
the last of the series of creators-and
was as prolific as SediMelo in creation. llonyi the sun and Polo the moon, are a twin
of hers. The luminous eyes of Irmyam Miteko, a son of SediMelo were grafted on them one of each by Irsiye of the same
family and so they became the luminaries they are now. Tales are
told how Polo became mild and Donyi was shorn of his excessive
effulgence. Dade, Kine-Name and Doni the father of Nibo
and Robo are all her children. Identification of Pedong Nane
is not easy. She has been interpreted as rain that descends
from heaven and links earth to the sky in a single chain of
existence. But a story given by Dr Verrier Elwin seems to identify her with the snow on high hills-that
is soft in the beginning and hardens into ice later on.'
With Pedong the age of creators is over and the age of
spirits and other creatures starts. In the border land stand
Donyi-Polo-the
Sun-Moon duality. They are not creators
themselves but stand aloft in an ethical grandeur above the
rest. They may be taken to represent the Adi idea of moral
deities who watch over the maintenance of law and order in
the universe. Donyi and Polo are endowed with light that illuminate the world and lift the cover of darkness and are favoured with a position high above in the sky to overlook all. They
are also extremely regular in their courses across the heavenlv
expanse. Naturally they are looked upon as the custodian of
law and truth. That is why they are invoked in the beginning
of kebangs on disputes to reveal the truth and expose the false.
In the words of Dr Verrier Elwin, 'He is the eye of the world; he
is as important to man as the eye is to the body. H e watches
.everything; he is the witness of truth; he shows men the way
to go; he protects them; he treats them with mercy. Above all,
he is the lord of truth and an oath taken on his name is the
most binding of
Doying Bote has been included by some

' Verrier

Elwin, Myths of the North East Frontier of India (Shillong,

1958), p. 120.

'Verrier Elwin, A Philosophy for NEFA (Shillong, 1959), p. 21 1.
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among the children of Pedong, but it has already been shown
that it may have been due to an ambiguity.
A prayer recorded by Haimmdorf is addr.esset1 not only to
Doying Bote but also to Kene-Dene and Shidkirn Kede. He is
said elsewhere' to have existed before creation-and
he took
no part in it. This inactivity does not go well with his intesvention in human affairs and so Haimenclorf lias been forced to
assume a change in the attitude towards the deity. If he is a
bestower of blessings in forni of good crops and cattle-he can
not be the supreme deity distant and indifferent and if he be
the last, he will not be bothered with prayers like that. That
he receives no sacrifice strengthens our suggestiori put forward
earlier.
Tori Mone, a goddess of worldly wisdom as distinct from
the moral or celestial possessed by Donyi-Polo is another
opaque character of the etherial sphere. Through her grace
one can get insight into the real nature of a men, can distinguish
bad from good and true from false. Her position in the hierarchy is not known, but her association with Ute and Poro the
controlling spirits of the wild beasts and reptiles argues in favour
of ner being a spirit herself.
The origin of the human race also is traced back to the
creators of the world through a complicated geneology of semiet herial mythical beings.
According to a myth given by Dunbar,' Tani who was
originally called Rini, was the father of mankind. The myth
describes how he searched for a woman as his mate. But his
efforts proved fruitless till Donyi the sun gave him a woman
Umsi to be his wife. Even now, all the Adis trace their genealogy to Tani and the word Tani is still used to indicate the Adi
race. It is not clear how Nibs whom Dunbar describes as a
father of all flesh is related to Tani. Mention is also made of
Doni, a son of Pedang who was the father of Nibo-the
first
man. Dunbar gives a Pasi myth of creation according to
which, human race originated from a stone called Kiling Liteng,
C. von Fiirer-Haimendorf, op. cit.
Shri Chakma seem to incline to identify Donyi with Tani.
G.B.S. Dunbar, op. cit., p. 64.
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which was hollo\zl like a cave. This stone is reported to be at
the source of Sisap, a river beyond Karko.
In the beginning, men did not differ from the Gods and
animals. A large number of myths is told about the joint life
of Gods and men on earth. They separated and started living
away from each other, because, men cheated the Gods on a
few occasions. An interesting story says how men and monkeys
were almost alike and lived together. Later, they quarrelled and
men tricked the monkeys out from the village killing almost
all except one who escaped half burnt. 'That is why the monkeys now-a-days have no weapons, nor any houses and why
their faces are black'.'
Within the human race also, the origin of various occupations has been narrated in a number of myths. We have already
seen that the office of Miri has been traced back to pre-human
days; the first poet and first Miri are said to be the offsprings
of Sedi Melo. Similarly, we have mention of Yado Yongmo,
the first blacksmith, and Kari and Taro, the first hunters. The
second part of the moshup abang describes a t great length how
agriculture came into being through the efforts of Karduk and
Karpung-a brother and sister driven out from society for their
incestuous intimacy. Similarly, there are abangs on the origin
of mithun, cock, paddy, moshup, poison and what not. These
have been already noted in their relevant contexts-and may be
~
seen there and in Dunbar and in The Myths of t h North-East
Frontier by Dr Verrier Elwin. It is to be noted here that weaving which is one of the chief crafts among the Adis and in which
they excell, does not find any mention in any of these numcrous
myths of creation. Does it imply that this art came to the people
later?
The account given above cannot be claimed to be complete
and leaves many points untouched and unsolved. I t could not
be otherwise in the present state of our knowledge. Still it may
serve the purpose of helping us in forming a general idea of the
basic religious conception of the Adis. T h e conceptual s t r ~ ~ c t u r e
of their universe is pyramidal with animatism at the base and
supernaturalism at the top. Life is omnipresent. It penctrates

' G.B.S. Dunbar,

op. cit., p. 64.
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it and permeates it, all over. There is notllirlg which is inanimate and every thing in the world is alive. But all these living
creatures are not the sanlc. A distinction is made between the
inert and the mobile. In the former the vital force is subdued
by an inertia which makes them look like things bereft of life.
But they can act as animals, when thcy are actuateti by special
circumstances. In brief, our distinction between animate and
inanimate objects corresponds to the Adi differentiation between
inert living and mobile living beings.
The mobile animate have individual spirits that make it
possible for them to do things like thinking, talking, that are distinct from the act of simple living, whereas the inert are governed by spirits that are not one with body but something outside
it and whose functioning is, therefore, not so obvious as in the
former. In other words, the link between the spirit and the
body that houses it is more intimate and transparent in the
mobile than in the inert. Among the mobile also, there is a
gradation according to the grossness of the material and fineness
of the etherial stuff that constitutes the spirit. In human beings
and animals the body predominates and the spirit, in the unsubstantial beings also known by the same name. In them and
in men who have acquired the technique, the spirit transcends
the limitation of its material frame. The corporel frame of the
genuine spirit is of so fine a texture that it is invisible to the
normal eye and may be manipulated to assume any form at its
own will. The Epoms are the spirits of this type. The custodian spirits are characterized by the passivity of the inert beings
they inhabit. Over and above them forming the apex of the
pyramid, are the great beings who transcend all the laws that
govern the lesser beings. They can do and undo things at their
pleasure and the whole creation is the work of their great
power. Though animal behaviour is attributed to them, they
have no animal quality in them. And the final traits of materiality gradually disappear as one goes up the hierarchy from
Donyi Polo upwards till one reaches the apex in Keyum who
is a curious mixture of the paradoxical concepts of existence and
non-existence-an approximation of nothingness.
The analysis is according to our way of looking at things.
The Adis make no such distinction. Inanimate and super-
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natural are not regarded as such by them. There is nothing
above nature to them. The world is one and things differ in
the same way as persons differ from persons and tribes from
tribes. It is a difference in degree and not in kind and the degree
is that of the etherial quality called spirit. T o them the innumerable concrete forms of the material world merge imperceptibly into a formless primeval energy.
It is the spirit residing in every object that wills and
acts and so really counts. It has no form of its own and so
the Adis have not tried to form their images.' They could not
rise to the height of that philosophical abstraction as to totally
avoid anthropomorphic traits yet, still they have been able to
do without any idol, or fetish and holy places. Their spirits
live in the places where it has been ordained they should and
they never try to bring and bind them down to certain places
or things convenient to them. They are allowed to follow their
own ways of living, uninterfered, till there are some clashes
and then men try to establish contact with them. The world
of spirits being unseen such clashes are unavoidable and the Adi
society has been forced to put up a defence against the evils
of the active and watchful powers of darkness and to devisc
means to ward off the wrath of guardian spirits still ready to
take offence at the slightest trespass on their rights and privileges.
The deities though inherently benign and the ultimate source
and bestowers of all blessings are far too removed from man
and too indifferent to his destiny to be of any practical and
effectual help at the time of his dire necessity. So, a class of
defenders have been organized by the Adi society who are capable of combatting the spirits in their own sphere. Thev are
persons who are gifted with spirits more potent than those oi
common men. They show the signs of their psychic superiority
by early propensities to fall in trance and foretell things to come.
Chidren that show these signs are marked for the ofice of the
spiritual guardiance of the people. They have, however, to
undergo a course of practical training and gain experience in
techniques of application of their natural gdts in the same \rap as

' Dunbar however, refers to images in the likeness of Yule among the
Gallongs-p.
133.
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members of technical professions such as medical practitio~lel.~
ill
modern society, before they are declared arid accepted as proficient, and are entrusted with cases. During the trainiiig
period, they act as juniors to established practitioners and lrarn
from them all the formalities of the trade. Thew comprise a
large number of inc'mtations, the names and virtues of herbs
and trees, other articles of religious and magical significarice,
the habits and signs of identification of different spirits, their
tastes and demands, the art of divination and ritualistic codes.
But the main spring of their efficiency lies in their inborn capacity for contacting the world of spirits and for this, they require
the services of familiars. I t is believed that certain spirits are
in the habit of acting as such. They take fancy on certain
persons on account of some spiritual affinities and treat them as
their media. I t is through these familiar spirits that they get
d
out causes and
access into the supernatural world, a ~ find
remedies of misfortunes.
There are two types of such persons in Adi society. One
is called the Epak Miri, the other Nyibo. When called upon to
treat a case, the Epak Miri or Nyibo invokes his familiar with
magical rites and incantations and gets possessed by it. Once
possessed, he ceases to be himself and the familiar spirit acts
through his body. Through his inspiration, he acts and behaves
in a manner which appears strange and incoherant to the extreme. So, as Haimendorf reports, the people may think that
the Miri has turned into a spirit himself. But basically it is the
same as the spirit using him as his medium. The familiar having
possessed the body guides the soul of the Miri to the other world
and helps him to find out the truant spirit responsible for the
misfortune and to strike a bargain with him. It may be noted
here that the Adis never think in terms of coercing a spirit into
doing the will of man. I t has to be coaxed and wheedled into
undoing an evil or lifting the ban of its wrath in exchange of
some cherished offerings. After the soul of the Miri has contracted a deal with the spirit, it comes back to the body, and
the familiar leaves it. Then it is that he awakes from his trance
and regains his own self. I t has been observed that after coming back to himself, a Miri does not remember what his body
has been doing during the absence of his own soul in the other
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world. H e then comn~unicatesthe desires of the spirit and
arrangements for the appeasement of the spirit are made
accordingly.
The exact distinction between the functions of the Epak
Miri and the Nyibo is not known. According to some, Nyibo
is a diviner whereas Epak Miri is a curer of diseases and other
calamities. A Nyibo performs by day whereas an Epak Miri
functions only at night. The means adopted by the Nyibo to
win the favour of spirits is the narration of old stories of creation
reminding spirits of their common origin with man and their
ancient mutual friendship, where as the Epak Miri uses songs
and dances to attract the familiar. I a m not sure how far this
distinction is correct. Some observers have noted either of the
two only functioning at certain places. Specialists also have
been noted in the trade of the Epak Miri. If a man is rich
enough to afford, he may employ as many as three specialists,
the Kosi Miri, Koya Miri and Dulo Lere. Each of these possesses special knowledge about different classes of spirits. But
generally, a single general practitioner is consulted.
I t is not known definitely if Milis and Nyibos have to
observe any special taboo or observe a special code of behaviour
a t the time of performance except that they do not partake of
their shares of the sacrificed meat. But the afflicted and their
relatives have to observe certain restrictions; for instance, wornen
d o not touch plantain and nettles from deserted fields, for
Nipong lives on plantain trees and feeds on nettles. Also when
a man falls ill two or three days taboo is usually held. They
use special objects which appear to possess some magical powcr.
Haimendorf has recorded that flowers of bamboo s h a ~ ~ i n gare
s
made at the beginning of a seance and put on the walls of the
house, to be taken away by the spirits who might come. According to Chakma, these flowers of bamboo shavings are made
from special type of bamboo called Nari. I t is believed, according to him, the spirit of the Nari enables the Miri to talk in any
language he pleases including those of birds and animals and
it also helps the soul of the Miri to discover the evil spirit wanted
in connection with some calamity in the other world. According to him, again, the Miri does not put up the flowers on the
wall but holds it in his hand as he sings and danccs invoking
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his familiar. The Miri also puts on a woman's skirt to please
thc spirit and brandishes a Tibetan sword while dancing in the
same way as a Sulung Miri. A smoked squirrel is also sometimes used in place of the Nari flower, and is kcpt ovrr the bed
where the Miri sleeps. During sleep, the soul of the Miri goes
into the world of the spirits accompanied by the soul ol the
squirrel which scrves in the sanlc way its thc Nari flower.
The Miri perfor-nls his rites in two sittings; one in the
beginning and the other at the conclusion. Thc first is the
diagrlosis part of it. I t starts with an invocation of the familiar
spirit arid ends with the announcement of the remedy. This
part has already been described. The Miri has no active part
to play after that till the sacrificial animal is killed and quartered. H e then starts the concluding part of his rites in which
hc offers the spirit his share of the meat. A sti-ucture or two is
raised in front of the entrance or by the side of a wall of the
afflicted house, according to the requirement of the particular
nlisfortune and as laid down by science. These are constructed
with bamboo posts about 6 it. high to which are tied bamboo
mattings and fresh leafy branches. O n a small bamboo platform, is placed the spirit's share of the meat along with beer
and cooked lice and blood is smeared on the leaves of the
branches. The Miri then invites the spirit to accept of the
offerings in a set prayer requesting him to leave oppressing its
\victim. A specimen of a prayer like this is given below :-

' Shilo rogurrz sh~dzlnl.
Today we give an offering.
Kina nnzi-shim shzlpak gelokc ai mote kuka.
This afflicted man, from now on may be well.
Doko tinko na taken en2
Whatever spirits may be responsible (for this
illness)
Shilo bosi boruizg en2 thorn dunt-shuln.
they may all be called together.
Eshoko rogzlrrz shunadunz
Esho shin2 dopc dope nc
Whatever spirits
epont ezing nizi-nipong

and evil ghosts there may be,
uju donu takat)~eshin1 esho dona lutlka.
may they eat this mithun.
Anzi shim ai mot0 kuka
This man, however, may recover'.'
An Epak Miri wears special types of beads called R o y m
in his hair on special occasions. But the nature of the special
occasions is not known. He also normally decks himself in an
ornament called Lakjin; it is a string of two to five beads worn
round the right wrist or on the butt-end of the yoksha. Though
the Epak Miri and the Sulung Miri differ in function, they are
not distinguished by their general attiremcnt.
Nor do the Miri and Nyibo enjoy any special privilege in
the society. They live a common life with the laity distinguished in no way from them except for the special items of dress
and ornaments mentioned already. Their's is an art just like
any other. It is an useful art and they are ernploycd in the
same way as other craftsmen. And they have their prescribed
fees also. The nature and amount of the fee vary with the
sacrifice to be offered.. If it is a mithun, he gets a large slict.
from the trunk and smaller portions from other parts of the
body; of a chicken he is given a moderate piece with a squirrel
or a small quantity of rice. Payment in beads of cheaper
variety is also made sometimes.
The fees do not amount to much and the meat is of no use
to him personally as it is taboo. According to Dunbar the
Gallong Miris do not observe this restriction.'
The office of the Epak Miri is llot restricted to either sex.
Women Miris are not rare if not as common and nunlerous
as men. Nor it is hereditory; spiritual aptitude manifesting
itself through signs is the passport for admission to the guild.
But the family has the first preference as may be gathered from
what Dunbar says about the Minyong custon~."
The rites by the Epak Miri to cure diseases may be described as propitiatory, as their object is to n~ollifyevil spirits, who
.- .-

-
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von Fiirer-Haimendorf, op. cit.
'G.B.S. Dunbar, op. cit., p. 73.
ibid., p. 68.

have just succeeded in doing some harm, into a treaty of rxchange of victims. T h e rites always follow, never plccrcle mislortunes. T h e soul of thc Miri acts as an cmissa~.yto tlic li-trid
of the spirits and uses all the craft of a diploniat it1 intluc-irig
the spirits to accept the lowest ransom. T h e ransom is lisually
a domestic animal but Dunbar records a n intercstitlg- propitiatory rite in which human beings art. offered in exchange for an
improvement in the weather.' Propriatory rites are to bc distinguished from those that are performed to allay the just anger
of an offended custdion spirit. In these, nlen are conscious
of their guilt and supplicate to the spirits in an attitude of contrition. There the Miri pleads for mercy on behalf of the guilty
and learns from the spirits the nature of their lapses and the
compensations they have to pay for them. Wrongs done bv
men to the spirits are redressed through these. T h e inflictions
on men by the spirits are niet.ely manifestation of their displeasure. A man who has violated the favourite haunt of a spirit,
while clearing jungle for jhum, falls ill. This illness is an indication of the displeasure of the spirit on account of the wrong
done. So an expiatory rite has to be performed for his recovery.
There are others which are of the nature of preventive or precautionary measures, such as those connected with the ~ k i - p n t n r s
at the cntrance of villages 'to prevent spirits of ill luck and ill
health from getting into the village' along with infected guests.
The agt.icultura1 cererlionies described before aim a t good
growth, healthy crops and rich harvests and so are partly of
preventive nature and partly promotive or productive of good
fortune.
T h e religion as practised now-a-days is simply a chain of
customary rites and almost devoid of any emotional fervour.
T h e senses of awe and reverence are totally lacking and only
fear drives nlen to undertake then?. They feel no more than
we, when we call in physician to treat us in illness. Miris are
healers, now-a-days in a strictly material sense.
T h e Aclis are a practical race. They weigh everything in
terms of loss and gain in their concrete forms. Their relations
with gods, men and animals are characterized by this attitude

' G.B.S. Dunbar,

op. cit., p. 78-79.
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and all their transactions are based on the system of barter and
purchase. Tiley barter men and worldly goods for animals.
they bribe off the wicked and demand and pay ajettgs for harnls
and breaches of contract. This businessman-like mentality has
killcd spirituality out of their religion.
Invocations at the beginning of kebangs and ordeals are
some of the most sublime utterings in the Adi languages. They
are prayers offered to the highest deities at a time when the
moral tune of the human soul is pitched to the highest. In them
one feels the spirit of submission in its full sincerity. But clothed
as these are in the dead phraseology of the bygone days, and
used as they have been as routine formulas for generations, they
have now-a-days deterioriated into lifeless chants and cold items
of procedural technicalities that are enjoined hy custom to be
observed.
Except for a kind of black magic reported to be practised
by the Gallongs in which lopping and chopping of certain species
of trees are supposed to inflict corresponding injuries on an
absent person, purely magical rites have not been ohser\-ecl
among the Adis; but all their religious rites are tinged with some
magical traits. Though forcing spirits into desired acts is not
in the power of man according to them, yet they seem to believe
in some magical power in natural objects. For instance, hostile
spirits dislike and keep away from the Tapit, Tang, Tagiyang
and Tangmo trees. This repugnance is accounted for in one of
the myths told of Nibo and Robo. Nibo thought of building
a shelter from sun and rain and wind. Robo helped him with
materials. He made Tangmo posts which gave him swelling.
Next he brought posts of Tagiyang but they bent under the
weight of the roof. He collected Tapit leaves for tllatclring.
but the leaves dried quickly and got shrivelled and so the roof
was full of leaks and holes. When the house was finished, Robo
did not like it because the roof leaked and the posts were all
awry. He preferred to live on trees and rocks in thc open. But
Nibo continued to build houses and live in them and Robo
always avoided these houses because of his strong dislikc for tllr
material used. So, the Adis use these trees in the construction
of their nzoshups which were originally given to them as a strong
place of refuge from the attacks of evil spirits. Branclics of
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Chir and Tan are used in sacrificial structures and in suffocating pigs and mithuns in sacrificial rites. The liver is supposeti
to resemble the Ekam leaf in which Nibo had wrapped up his
wisdom before he went out on the swing and it was stolen by
Robo. So the liver is considered to possess the power of revealing the mysteries of the spirit land anrl that is why, the Miris
consult livers of the sacrificed victims in divining the causes of
diseases in Roksing rites. The Hollock tree is a favourite haunt
of the Epom that waylays unwary travellers. So, when a man
goes o ~ i and
t
does not return, the villagers go out in a body and
stage an attack with daos and arrows on a Hollock trce in the
vicinity in the hope that the spirit residing in it may be frightened into giving up its prisoner. This is perhaps the nearest
approach to the forcing of spirits into carlying out the wishes
of men aillong the Adis. Implenlents used in sacrifices tend to
acquire some special properties and become sacred. They are
not used on ordinary occasions and women in impure condition are not allowed to touch them. Banana trees being the
favourite residence of the dreaded Nipong, its leaves are supposed to possess special virtues and are therefore, prescribed for .a
number of religious rites. The magical merits of the Nari flower
and smoked squirrels have already been noted. Songs and dances
and women's skirts used by Miris are considered to be specially
attractive to the spirits, and waving of branches to cure minor
diseases may be considered as magical performances. Plantain
stocks thrown after parting guests from the village to ensure
expulsion of spirits that may have accompanied them and the
Ekipatars also may have some magical significance. But any
distinction if it ever existed in the beginning between purely
magical and purely religious practices is lost now-a-days and
both are blended into one and can be detected only on searching investigation and careful analysis.
Propitiatory and expiatory rites are performed to ward
off premature death through disease and accident. But the
natural death which comes to man at the end of the span of
life allotted to him is not a calamity; it is a boon. Stories are
told which explain the appearance of this mysterious phenomenon. In the days of old there was no death and there was
over-crowding and then, the gods in mercy sent death to men

to keep down the number to the level of sufficiency of food.
A Minyong story traces death to a curse for breaking inadvertently an earthen vessel by Ninur Bote. Donyi Polo said to
Ninur Bote-'You did well to make it but you did ill to break it'.
Minur Rote asked-'How
was it that I did ill'? Donyi Polo
said-'Because from today, men will die'.' From that day on,
men have died. Men have accepted the fact and have never
tried to evade it. But they have wondered as to what happens
to men after death conles to them. They have come to the
conclusion that man does not cease with death. What happens is that he changes his material life for spiritual. There is
a land beyond the grave and man continues his existence there
in a subtle form which corresponds to a certain extent to the
concept of soul. The land beyond the grave is but a sliadow,l
replica of this material world. I t is divided into several regions
which are the domains of the different uyus. The soul of a
man after its separation from the body goes to the domriin of
that spirit who has been the instrument of his death. Tlle
souls of the women go to the realm of Nipong; those killed in
forests become subject of Epom and Miris go to a special district ruled by Boki and Bogo.
I n the land of the souls, they enjoy the status that they
had on earth and lead the same way of life and they also feel
the same want for the things they owned here. That is why,
it is customary to dedicate the possessions of a man when he
dies. These are placed either inside the grave or on the top
of it and if it is not possible to part with such things, representive tokens are buried instead. I n the funeral rites, aninlals
are sacrificed in the belief that they go to their owners in their
spirit forms. A man must be supplied by his descendants with
d l his cherished possessions, trophies of war and chase, food
and drink for his life after death. Unless this is done, his
hungry soul will torment them.
The Adi funeral customs are based on this belief in a
continued existence after death. Usually the burial takes place
a few days after the death. This gap is perhaps due to the idea
'

l Verrier Elwin, M y t h s of the North-East Frontier
(Shillong, 1958),
p. 293.
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of allowing relatives living away fro111 the village to come
and be present at the funeral. The body is wrappect in a sheet
of cloth and is made to lie on one side with its knees touching
the chin. I n that position, it is laid down in the grave. The
grave is lined in the inside with leaves and branches ancl the
floor is covered with a low bamboo platform. Over thc body
are placed planks so as to cover it and then the hole is filled
up with earth. Cheap beads and necklaces to serve the purpose of the real ones and a brass vessrl are buried along with the
body. O n the ground above the grave, a small hut-like structure is built in which rice and rice-beer are kept. These are
changed daily for a week or so and then only the rice is left
there for as long as it will last. A fire is also kindled inside
the hut ancl kept burning for a very long period which may
be as long as one year in ordinary cases and a few days more
for men of importance. But for a child the prescribed period
is only for three months. Personal belongings of the deceased
such as hats, weapons and trophies are hung on the structure
and left there.
From the date of the death, a few days are observed as
taboo. During these, they abstain from certain items of food
which differ from place to place. The persons who actively participate in carrying the corpse and in digging the grave, refrain
from entering the house for 6 to 7 days. The funeral rites end
with a feast to the persons who helped at the burial. There
is no special rite, only an animal is killed in the usual way.
It depends on the financial ability of the heir as to what should
be offered as a sacrifice. Chickens do for the poorest; a full
grown pig is offered by persons of ordinary circumstances, but
a man of prominence and statling should receive a mithun as
a funeral gift.' A portion of the sacrificed animal is offered
to the soul of the dead man to whom the soul of the sacrificed
animal is requested to go. The responsibility of the burial and
funeral rites lies with the heir and near relatives and finally,
with the clansmen. If they fail in this duty they are brought
before the village council and fined.
As men have their land of the dead, so have the domestic

' It

is hanged from a tree close to the grave-Dunbar,

op. cit., p. 75.
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animals too. Souls of animals offered in sacrifices are supposed to go arid enrich the herd of the spirits to whom they
havr been offered. If killed for funeral feasts, they go to the
owners hut if they meet accidental death while roaming in the
forests, they are taken possession of by the spirits that kill them.
In this way, when men and his domestic animals conclude
their allotted days on this earth, they go to their destined residences in the other world and they continue their existence
there in shadowy forms. While men are of the earth, they
depend on the land of the shadow and when they belong to
the shadow they depend on the land 01 the living for their possessions and sustenance. I n this way, the life circle of man and
animal lies half in the shadow of death and half in the light
of life, just as the world of ours is divided into two hemisplirres
of day and night.

CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION

Change is one of the few constants in a living culture.
No culture continues the same for any considerable period of
time. So in order to have a true and complete picture of any
culture one must know the changes it undergoes and in order
to do so one must also discover the direction of change. This
may be done by selecting three time points in the historical
progress of the culture one in the past, one in the present and
one in the future and drawing the locus of change through
these points. In other words, one must view the culture as it
was, as it is, and as it is likely to be. This three-time perspective placed against its spatial setting is capable of giving a four
dimensional picture of the whole.
The survey in the foregoing pages presents the Adi culture
as it has been in the recent past. T h a t is to say, it includes all
those traits and complexes that are interwoven and integrated
in a stable and single entity. The genuineness of features has
been judged on the basis of their relative firmness in continuity
and frequency of incidence in the complexes in all spheres of
life.
This stability was attained and the overall pattern fixed
long back in the past, long before the people came to be known
to the outside world in any appreciable manner. The pattern
in general corresponds to what obtains among the Mongoloids
of the eouth-eastern Asia. I t is characterized on the material
side by abundant use of bamboo and cane, dwellings on stilts
or piles on hill slopes, coats with abbreviated lower garments
for men and skirts for women, and paucity of implements and
tools. O n the social side independent villages self-sufficient except for luxuries and implements, corporate life controlled by
a code of customary laws, and youth organizations are the most
'important features. An extremely practical and utilitarian out-

look even in the sphere of religion, indomitability of spirit, and
hardiness, mark the psychology of the people. They sing and
dance but have no drama or mimic art.
These features link the people with the cognate groups in
the south rather than in the north. Here one important thing
should be noted. The Brah~naputrahas been treated so far
implicitly as a culture-barrier and tribes north and south of it
have been treated as separate groups, developing in their own
lines. Efforts have been made on the other hand to discover
and establish links between these north Assam groups and the
tribes across the Himalayas. No doubt, traditions said to be
current among the Agency tribes thentselves trace their origin
towards the north either across or to the Himalaya. But tradition or lack of them is not always the correct guide to the
history of racial migrations. The Indian Aryans for instance do
not have any tradition regarding their migration from anvwhere outside India-yet their migration from the west is widely
accepted as historically true.
A closer scrutiny will reveal that a culture-shed line runs
a few miles south of the Himalayas and parallel to it, all along
the northern reaches of the Lohit, Siang and Subansiri divisions
and the eastern half of Kameng where it turns south along
approximately by the Bharali river. North and west of this
line extends what may be called the area of Tibetan pattern.
'The pattern to which Adi culture belongs lies south and east
of it and stretches across the Brahmaputra in the hills beyond.
The valley itself is a break in the continuity, but then established history amply accounts for it. No prominent geographical
features-no insurmountable mountain, no unfordable ri\-er, no
unnegotiable desert or sea mark this line. It seems a5 if t ~ ~ o
distinct currents of civilization both equally strong and stable
coming from opposite directions met there in a head long clash,
stopped each other's further progress and held each other back.
There they met, there they stopped and there they stay eL7en
today along this time-honoured line of cultural frontier.
That the two cultures on either side of this line are different
is so self-evident that it requires no proof to establish it. They
differ in almost all traits and features. O n one side the people
dwell in substantial houses, built of solid stone and M Q O ~ and
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dress in elaborate woollen clothes covering tlic entire borly, \jrcalfelt hats, and shoes, while on the other, bamboo iiiits on piles
with a life of three to four years at the most, serve 21s (Iwcllings and short coats or* jackets with loin cloth for intlri ancl
skirt for women, leaving the thighs, legs and feet bare, as dress.
The hanging or coiled pigtail of the north is unknown in tllc
south. T h e southern b ~ y o f igirdles distinguishing the nlother-s
that are from mothers yet to be, are in the same way not ktio\v11
in the north. Felt hats and decorated heaclgcyeiirs cover the hc:ad
in the north, in the south a hoocl is worn by the wornen ant1
cane hats decolrated with boar's tusks, or bear or monkey's skin
or hornbill skull or leather by men. They have no permanent
separate structures for religious performances south of the linc..
Village gates with hanging carc~aseso l sacrificed dogs or fowls,
ant1 scaffolds for inlmolating mithuns are the only visible sign&
of any sacrecl performance. But on the other side the most
majestic structures are the monasteries and beautifully painted
~zzancs,chortens and kaknlingr, fluttering prayer flags ancl rotating prayer wheels are found all over the land. Priests too are
not distinguished from the laity in the south whereas in the
north they are the most conspicuous in their yellow or red robes
and conical caps. They are also the most privileged class
there. They worship the Buddha, who is enthroned in their
nonzphns and holds his hands in the ~ n r i b h a y aor bhumispnrsha
h
nzzrdri and meditates salvation for the mankind. But on this
side the medicine man offers bloody sacrifices to buy off evil
spirits that dwell in no chapel but prefer trees, and forests and
hills and springs. There the cattle and goats are properly looked
after and used for gainful purposes while here cattle is but half
domesticated and pigs and fowls are fed and kept at home bat
all for their flesh either as offerings to the spirits or as meat for
men.
Here there are dormitories for boys and girls, that one
does not find in the other area. There they have dance dramas
\vhich only monks may perform dressed in gorgeous robes and
artistic masks, to teach moral lessons to the people, but here
the village girls dance to the tune sung by Miris, t o attract the
spirits or just to entertain themselves. Both practice agriculture. But they on that side are more thorough in tilling and
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\weding. and raise staple crops of millet and make; on this
aide the tilling is superficial and rice is the main subsistence
crop. I n weaving too, they differ in style and designs, zoomorphs, hurnan figures and trees abounding in Tibetan cloth are
totally absent Irom the products of Adi looms, where geomctl-ic
11attunsreig11 alone and supreme. T h e Tibetan craftsmen excell in manufacture of wooden articles while the others have
acciuirecl great skill in cane and bamboo work and so a Khamba
o r a Memba or a Monpa takes his tsampu and tea from wooden
11owls and an Adi or a Dafla or an Apatani drinks his beer from
a bamboo mug.
The great gulf of difference that separates the two cultures
is manifest in the borrowings and interchange that could not
be avoided during their long and close contiguity. T h e Adis and
the allied tribes especially those in the north use Tibetan coats.
But it is worth noting that the borrowing is limited to the coat
only and not extended to the trousers and shoes, in spite of the
great usefulness of the two in cold climates-ostensibly because
they do not fit in their cultural pattern. Metal utensils of
Tibetan manufacture are highly valued not as utcnsils but as
high denomination money. T h e danki has the same place in
Adi culture as the ancient mohur in Indian life to be used as gold
on rare occasions. It has a distinct place in the culture in its
external relations only and has never found its way into the
core. T h e Adis who live with Membas even in the same village
have not given u p their way of living nor have the Membas or
not given u p their way of living nor have the Membas or
K h a ~ n b a sassimilated any significant feature of Adi or Dafla
culture discarding their own.
All these prove beyond doubt that the two patterns are
so distinct from each other and that both the people are so
conscious of the difference that the natural process of acculturation has been rendered ineffective by a stronger sense of
difference and conservatism.
While the Adi culture thus stands in distinct aloofness
from the Tibetan culture, though it is its immediate neighbour,
it has clear affinities with the culture far away from it beyond
the Brahmaputra, in the south. I n all the features in whirl1 it
clifFers from the Tibetan, it resembles the t r a n s - B r a h n ~ a ~ ~ ~ i t ~ . ; ~
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hills people. T h e same emphasis on bamboo and canc, the
almost identical nature of youth organizatiotis, similar house
type, preference of pig to cattle as domestic animals, the loon,
and weaving patterns seen1 to unite the two into one homogeneous type. Therc are small traits that are very striking ill
their simila~*ities. Blacksmithery as a cralt is not widespread
in a few places only. Yet it
among the Adis. I t is
cannot be said that it is a borrowed art. For smithery finds
Yongmo, the blacksmith is said
mention in Adi clbnngr-arid
to have been one of the children of Sedi-Melo. He is credited
with a conspicuous part in the history of creation. So smithery
may be taken to be one of the indigenous Adi crafts. Now Adi
smithery resembles in every detail in process and implements,
that craft as practised on the other side of the valley of the
Brahmaputra. I t is hard to believe that the similarity is accidental or even a later borrowing. T h e decline of the art
among the Adis may be due to the lack of raw material and
the availability of articles of superior manufacture from the
Tibetans. Any one who has seen both is sure to be struck by
its similarity. So close is the resemblance that one may easily
be mistaken for the other.
As regards the physical features and character, Adis bear a
closer resemblance to the trans-Brahmapu tra tribes than to the
Tibetans. And it is also significant that cultivators from
that area settled on experimental basis among the Adis, have
mixed with the people with such ease and completeness that it
is not easy to tell them apart. O n the linguistic side, classification of Tibeto-Burman languages in India on geographical position however is liable to give a wrong impression of distance
between these language groups. A closer examination may reveal affinities between languages on either side of the Brahmaputra-~.hich will d r a ~ them
.
in a closer bond of relationship.
In fact, the Ling~ristic-S I I T P Pof~ India notes a few similarities
between the two.'
And there are traditions too-which
say that there have
been migrations from the south of the Brahmaputra to the Adi
Hills in the past. I n earlv days the Brahmaputra valley was not

' Lingui.rtic

Surzley of India, vol. 111, part I, (Calcutta, 1901).
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a barrier. to movements from north to the south and vice versa.
Such movements stopped only with the establishment of strong
states in the valley. I n fact the continuity of the distribution of
the tribes might have been broken by the early powerful states
in the valley which drove like a wedge into a continuous world
of homogeneous tribes-and
scattered them north and south
and stood up between them as a barrier. There are evidences
of such scatterings. T h e Kacharis were cut into two by the
Ahoms and still we find one section in the Darrang district
and another in the Kachar Hills.
O n the Tibetan side there is no such evidence of affinity.
Hairnendorf indeed has tried to trace the practice of sacrifice
by suffocation to a similar custom among a pastoral tribe in
Tibet but there the systems differ in detail--one is suffocation
by throttling while the other is by tying u p the mouth and
nose. Shri U. Chakma has linked the same practice with that
prevailing among certain tribes of Manipur and his comment is
interesting. 'The cult of suffocating animals, is found not onlv
amongst the Abors but also amongst the Kabuis (Zen~eiand
Liangmei group of Nagas) during sacrificial rites in Manipur.
I t is also interesting to note that one group of tribes in Manipur
Angami Nagas is called 'Gallong'. Sema Nagas are known as
'Minyo', Zemei-Liangmei Nagas are known as 'Pasi'. Is there
any ethnological link between the tribes of the Abor Hills and
the tribes in these areas?"
I need not dwell any longer on this point. What I want
to bring out is this that Adi culture has closer affinity to the
culture in the south than to the Tibetan culture in the north.
So if we want to know what the culture was in the past, that
is, if we want to find out the indigenous traits and later accretion through succeeding ages we must look south and compare it with the culture there. It is too early to assert that the
Adi culture moved northwards but this direction of mo~~ements
is more likely than the opposite one.
There is another wav to find out the indigenous traits.
The nbangs retain the oldest traditions of the Adis. These
narrate the origin of things and naturally only those things

' U.

Chakma---Written communication.
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that were known in the old Acli world have found place i l l
them. These have not been studied properly. Yet Irom what
is known it is curious to note that weaving, the nlajor oc.cul)ation next to agriculture and cane and barnboa work now-a-clays,
has not been mentioned in them.
A story no doubt has been 1.eco1-clecl about the origin ul
weaving1 but it is so general in character and clevoict of details
that it has the appearance of a latc- concoction or1 the line of
genuine myths of creation. Orie has to cornpart. it ueith thc
myth of the origin of the nlithun for instance to be corlvincetl of
the great difference between the two. In the ~ 6 u n gon the creation of the mithun it is told how each and every part of the
aninla1 was created and from what and how and by whom.
N o such details are given about weaving. I t is not %aid how
the loom and its different parts were created, how yarn originated and how the technique of weaving was first learnt. Some
of these details are available in myths current among other
neighbouring tribes but not in the Adi story and it is the only
one so far recorded.
Apparently, therefore, the art of weaving originated among
the Adis after the abangs had been composed. This gains support from the fact that it is exclusively a woman's occupation
and all taboos regarding it are where women are concerned.
I t lacks the sanctity that derives from divine origin and restricts
a n art to men only. I t is more difficult to say how and when
it came among them. Certain it is that they brought it with
them. For the ready acceptance of coats from the Tibetans
and the Mishmis and non-acceptance of Tibetan chubas and
trousers, indicate that coat and loin cloth were indigenous
items of Adi dress. They had n o objection to those items that
they already had but could not come to take to the use of new
types of garments which were foreign to their tradition. Had
they learnt the art from the Tibetans, they would certainly have
learnt the use of the Tibetan style of dress too. Art rarely travels
without its native and original medium. A Mishmi origin
is more likely as the two styles are almost identical. Both
dress in the same way and use basically the same designs in their
' Verrier Elwin, M y t h s

of t h e North East Frontier.
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cloth.
Another feature links the Adis with the Idu Mishmis: both
cut their hair. This hair-cut style distinguishes them from all
other nrighbouring tribcs and draws again a line of affinity
\\.ith the trans-Brahmapu tra tribes. Fishing is another occupation tliat appears to be of late acquirement. Fish no doubt' is
iul important itcm of food; fishing expeditions individually
and in groups are quite common. Nor was fish unknown in
the old days. Yet the fact remains that fish never plays any
role, however insignificant, in their religious ceremonies. 1t is
never offered as a sacrifice and that indicates that fish came to
be used as food long after their rituals and ceremonies were
formed and fixed.
I n other spheres, the culture seems to have remained what
it was originally. T h e Ur-Adi culture did not in all probabilitv
differ much from what has been described in this book. Certain
institutions have gained in importance, \vhile others have dccayed, on account of the law of demand and supply; Tibetan
swords and daos superior in quality undermined the importance
of their own indigenous smithy and cost and difficulty of psocuring rendered weaving necessary and popular.
I n this way minor adjustments have been effected here
and there but the structure on the whole remained wonderfully
stable and uniform. I t has stood for centuries on the northern
extremity of north-east frontier culture, a bastion against the infiltration of Tibetan culture. Trade has passed through them
-Tibet
and India have exchanged goods through them-but
the people have ever remained impervious to cultural penetration. Changed they must have through centuries but that
change has been slight and slow and through modifications
and adjustments, not on account of external pressure but of
necessity felt from within due to change of circumstances.
But in the course of the last century new forces came to
play against the solidarity of the Adi culture and they succeeded in shaking its power of resistance to change. In the past
before the twentieth century the Adis had never felt the weight
of arms of a superior po\ver and had never known defeat. They
had been the absolute masters of their hills. None had e\*cr
disputed their right over them. O n the contrary they had brcn
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free to raid villages in tlie plains as they liked without any featof represal. They had even clainled tllc riglit of taxation oL7er
the border hliri villages-and
that clainl l i d bcen accepted
and the taxes paid without any protrst. T h r v on the ot11c.1.
hand did not allow any o ~ i rto go to tlleii- 1n1id or to pass
through it without their prior perniission 01- conwnt. l'l1c.v
feared none but were feared equally by all tlie states in tilt.
plains hot h grcnt and small. This continlied itnmunit)? from
apprehension of foreign aggrersion and retributioii for thcir o\z.n,
generated a belief in the ill\~incibilityof their arms and a scrise
of' superiority which earned then1 a bad niinie for arrogance
and tu~.bulen~c.This feeling breathes throiigll their nhc~n,qs
which depict tliern AS the mightiest of 1ne11 if not the most
gifted. This racial pride made theni look down on their neighbours, though thev did not fail to recognize superiority in
material culture in some of them. But they disdained to
sacrifice pride to comfort and stubbornly refused to surrender any
item of their own culture, derived from their cwn gods, sanctified bv long usage and hallowed by tlie association of honoured
names, to the inventions of their inferiors. Thus protected by
their pride they retained their culture almost intact through
ages, in spite of their close proxinlitv to Tibetan culture in the
north and to the Indian in thc south. They alone of a11 the
Agency tribes refused at fint to take advantage of tlie fairs ill
the foothills. In the early part of the nineteenth century the
British took over the administration of Assan1 from the Ahoms.
This historical event proved to be of far reaching consequences
for the Adi culture. Their conservatism, their strong attachmerit to their own institutions and way of lifc, was grounded
on the faith in their milita~ysuperioritv. And this faith got its
first effective shock at the hand of the British. In then1 the
Adis met a power more than their match and thev were to
acknon.ledge defeat for the first time. The punitive expeditions, coupled with the renown of the prowess and reports of
the success of the British armies coinpelled then1 to own inferiority and for the first time they began to feel and to have
respect for an outsider. A. a consequence, the overbearing
pride that disdaincd everything exotic began to wanc. Something similar to the forcing of the Tokvo harbour bv an Amcri-
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call adniiral happenetl her(* on a less sprctacular scale but with
a difference.
And the dlffere~ice\vas grtbat. That rude shock of 1853
broke Japan from a sleep as it were and plunged her plush
do~~rnright
into a vortex of change-in a mad race for rnodernism. Here it was othenvisr. The British adopted a policy of
non-intervention and left the people to themselves. They studiously a b s t i n c d from forcing tlrrmselves on theni until thev
provoked inter.vention bv unprovoked acts of violence. Neither
did they penetrate deep into tlre tribal territories, nor any intimate and permanent relation was established. So except for
the border fringes, the influence was but distant and indirect,
and negative in its effect. I t took away tlie outer protecti\~e
coating of pride iron1 the body of the Adi culture and exposed
it to the unobstructed operation of acculturating agents. It
changed the mental outlook and attitude of the peoplc. T h e
inferiority in material culture which they nliist have long felt
now lost the balancing support of ~nilitarygreatness and so their
mind was softened into a receptive mood unkno\zln before. T h e
clasli of arms with the British uvasa historical accident which
created a new psycholog). among then1 which was extremely
fa\~ourablcto acculturation. Thus the British regime in Assam
served as a period of transition from resentment to and blind
rejection of alien things to a n equally indiscriminate and eager
\rclcome for them-from
one extreme to another.
Just as the pendulum had swung to the other extreme,
India attained her freedom-and
the old policy of isolation towards the Agencv tribes disappeared with the old regime. An
era of integration of the country was inaugiiratrd and all artificial barriers that divide the country and tlre peoplc \d.el,e pillled
down one by one. T h e islands of princely states \ver-c amalgamated with the countrv and the governnlent assunled the r-csponsibility of full administration of the north-eastern frontici.
tract. T h e tribes were no longer to be treated as the niodern
society treats the criminal underworld. They \\-ei-c gi\.cn thc
full status of Indian citizenship with a greatcr clain~ on the
interest and care of the ,-qo\.ernmcnt in coinpensation for neglect
in the past. India lrad the bitter experience of Anglo-Saxon
superioritv and she was careful not to inflict similar hulniliatioi~
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on others. So she approached thew people in ;r spirit of equality and love, a sympathy for their sufferings and ;I respect for
their manners and customs.
The change in the outlook and the policy oI the government drew the Adi society close to the rest of India anti their
mind already ripe for acceptance of new ideas, respontlcd to
the opportunity of accultu~.ation thus provided. T h e ncw
administration in its endeavour to clo good to the people and
to help them make u p for the opportunities lost iri the past,
formed itself into a welfare state and assurncd full responsibility
for initiating and implementing all moves and steps towards progress. 'The whole of NEFA might well be regarded as a
national Extension Block. Whereas formerly the Administration was mainly concerned with Law and Order, today its chief
pre-occupation is the welfare of the people. Although a number of formal NES Blocks have been opened, every administrative centre has been planned as a unit of progress and development'.'
This zealous philanthropic friendliness, this patriarchal
benevolence had a n untoward effect on cultural change that was
under progress, which was already too enthusiastic to afford to
be selective. The people was already suffering from a loss of
prestige after their military defeat, but they had still their own
society to themselves, governed by them. Now all initiative
in that sphere too, was taken from them as the government stepped into their inner life and dictated and guided their policy
there. Thus a void was created in their psychological worldwith nothing to decide for themselves and nothing to do of
their own accord. Even in the working of their own institutions and operating their own laws they had to be tutored by
the state. This change from political and social adult-hood to
a spoon-fed minority robbed them of all self-reliance. Overbearing pride vanished but took away the sense of prestige and
self-respect along with it. The once turbulent independence
changed into a complete dependence on the state for everything.
T h e loss of faith in their own culture created a vacuum that
\vas immediately invaded by a mania for underestimating every-

' Verrier Elwin,

op, cit., p. 5.

thing their own and acclaiming everythin foreign. 'The fint
and perhaps the chief reason for it is simply that we, the nontribal people, are what we are. With the best will in the world,
we are different and because we are different are regarded as
superior. There are a great many of us, and the more efficient
we are, the more we develop our technological superiority, our
military or semi-military power and our rapid advance, the more
we tend to overwhelm the people of the hills. Lafcadio Hearn
used to talk them-of
the danger of exterminating other races
merely by overliving them by monopolizing and absorbing, almost without conscious effort, everything necessary to their
happiness' .'
Thus ensued a period of mad imitation. The glitter of
dross was more attractive than the genuine hut subdued lustre
of true gold. In dress and everything the spurious and the
cheap captured the imagination of the people and they took
them without any discrimination, ignoring the best, that depended on longer and deeper understanding for appreciation.
'1 was told in Tuensang by more than one Christian youth that
"what we want is American dress, language and way of life".
O u r boys and girls, so strangely westernized, would not be happv
even in the Assam Plains, where there is a simplicity of living
and a beauty and innocence of dress that we are in some danger
of losing in NEFA.
'A change of dress often means a new psychology, a scorn
of the traditions of one's tribe, a sense of being ashamed of it.
This leads to a break-down of tribal discipline : a youth in smart
English clothes and a sola topi will not obev his tribal chief,
who looks so L 6 jungly" in his classic attire; girls in meretricious
blouses and even trousers, with lipstick on their lips and phoney
trinkets in their hair, are already showing signs of rebellion
against the discipline of the community'.'
In this way the tendency to give u p their o\z7n things irrespective of their worth in exchange of foreign things ho\vc\.er
great, their demerits, began to develop, which tended to destroy
all their good things on the one hand and to import all thc bad
'Verrier Elwin, op. cit., p. 145.
' Verrier Elwin, op. cit., p. 145.
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things of the modern civilization on the other.. Acli c i i l t u ~ . ~
just before the imitiation of the Third Policy was in this condition. T h e old structure stood there, bereft of life and vigour,
a slow prey to the process of demolition b y the canker of inieriority complex. 'The inferiority conlplex is mainly developed
in the educatecl or those who come into close contact with
officers of the Administration and, even more, with the people
of the plains. I t has expressed irl an exaggerated sensitiverless
and a readiness to resent a slight; in a belief that all outsiders, and even our o \ ~ noificers, look down on them and
clespise their culture; arld paradoxically in a desire to eliminate
anything "tribal" from their lives. Thus we have a growing attachment to European dress anlong the educated, the use of
the sola topi which in villages is still the symbol of a higher culture, sometimes a refusal to join in the dance or songs, sometimes
even the adoption of another religion .'' And the inevitable result of this state of things was that it would have destroyed 'Their
art, culture and religion, for the people will not hold to something of which they have become ashamed; and it will lead to a
collapse of moral sanctions and of the social organization which
a t present holds the tribes together." T h e institutions were
there, the laws also operated, the dances religious and secular
were danced, looms plied, agriculture continued, rites and
rituals were performed from the outside all were as they
used to be in the past. But the old spirit was in the throes of
death. The political jamadars and the political interpreters
were infringing on the authority of the gaon burhas, the
kebnngs had their jurisdictions limited and the people knew
that they had superior courts of appeal which could overrule
their decisions; rnoshups were degenerating into club houses
with no con~munalwork to do; as physicians and hospitals were
proving more effective in curing disease, spirits could be overlooked with impunity. School education and book-lore were
more advantageous than the traditional education. The old
system of enculturation through rnoshups, kebangs and ponungs
and abangs, was losing its hold on the rising generation who
-

-.

-

'Verrier Elwin, op. cit., p. 143.
"bid., p. 144.

deliberately were keeping themselves aloof fronl these and
imbibing 'civilization' with great zest and gust. Miris were
getting rarer and tlie educated lull of modern knowledge but
contmmptuous of the old, were growing in number day by
day.
They began to form the nucleus of a 'class of parasiticd
tribal "sahibs" who will be alienated from their own civilization'.'
This class would have created cases of frustration far not being
assimilated to the culture imitated and exploitation of the masses
that failed to change overnight.
This decay of the old culture and infusion of a new debased
civilization started first near about the seats of government and
the rate was rapid or slow, \vide or on a sn~allscale, according
to the size and importance of that seat.
Fortunately, however, these trends that would have ended
in a tragic disaster for the Adi culture were early detected. 'I
a m horrified,' said the Primc Minister in 1954, 'at the picture
of these people being made to give u p their old artistic clothes
o r even lack of clothes in favour of a dirty pair of shorts or
some such thing. I am also greatly disturbed at certain shabby
articles of modern civilization replacing the artistic products of
these people'.'
And the Prime Minister has said again :
'The danger is that these people will lose their culture and
have nothing to replace itJ."
'Political and economic forces impinged upon them and it
was not possible or desirable to isolate them. Equally undesirable, it seemed to me, was to allow these forces to function
freely and upset their whole life and culture, which had so much
of good in them'.'
And the Administration woke u p to the new danger and
organized itself to fight it. I t realized that changes directed by
those in power go astray in spite of best efforts because they are
allied and linked to prohibitory measures lor maintenance of
law and order. Acculturation controlled by administrative
Verrier Elwin, op. cit., p. 118.
p. 118.
ibid., p. 118.
ibid., P.M.'S foreword.

' ibid.,
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authorities are mistaken as dictations which are ignorrcl, ;mtl
evaded and resented when pressed. Herein lies tlle necc~ssity
and importance of a trained mind which wcighs e v u v nloich
however trivial, every change and interference with cultural
traits however casual, and every iririovatiorl 11o~lec't.rinnocent
and innocuous in appearance, with an insight, understantling,
knowledge and sympathy, before venturing on its application.
For the task of the administration of a n area long cut c;fi fronl
the progress in human civilization has nloved beyond the phasc
wht.~-cthe primary object was to inculcate respect and u~lrlerstanding of local custom. 'Thc prc.11lcm is now seen as tivosided. The content and structure of the culturc ol the aclnlinistcred group must still be analyzecl. T h e practical anthropologist must also have a systematic understanding of the special subcultures of the policy makers, the supervisory administrators,
and the field operators.
'Hence the anthropologist tends oftcn to the nliclcllenlan
whose indispensable function is that of making one grot111 sccX
the point cf view of another'.'
nlidclle
I n this way came into being the Third Policv-a
course between the extreme policies of complete assimilatiori
and isolation. It is a laissez-faire under the vigilance of a cautious and sympathetic mentor and administers curb on the
agents and motifs of acculturation rather than on the spirit and
genius of the people. I t selects the models and permits only
the best and the most suitable, the most compatible to the local
pattern to come into the arena of culture melCe. T h e policv has
been delineated in detail in A Philosophy for NEFA where it has
been described in Mr. Nehru's words-'Schemes
for welfare,
education, communications, medical relief are no doubt essential;
'one must always remember, however, that we do not mean to
interfere with their way of life, but want to help them to live it'.
'The Government of India'-and
in this sentence M r Nehru's
entire policy is epitomized--'is determined to help the tribal
people to grow according to their own genius and tradition; it
is not the intention to impose anything on them'. 'Development',
he has said again, 'must be according to their own genius and
- -.. .. --- -

Clyde Kluckhohn, Mirror for Man (New York, 1 9 5 7 ) , p. 143.
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riot something that they cannot absorb or imbibe and which
merely uproots them. I would much rather go slow in o u r
plans for devrlopnlent than risk the danger of this uprooting.
I feel, therefore, that it is unwise to try to do too many things
at the samt. time there which may rt:sult in disturbing the minds
of the people or in upsetting their habits. I have no doubt
that development and change and so-called progress will come
to thcnl, bccaust: it is becoming increasingly difficult for any
people to live their isolated life cut off from the rest of the
world. H u t let this devrlopnlcnt and change be natural and
\vith all the help ontx can
be in tllc riat~ireof st~lf-dr~velo~>mc.nt
givc in the. process'.'
Thus prior to tlw promulgation and application of the
Third Policy, the ,2di culture way in
state of ferment-two
culturc. \vor-lds, separated bv centuries nlt~etingfor the fir-st time
in their outer lringes, the \racuunl of ant. being invaded by the
muddy rwrrents ol the other. There were signs already of maladju~tmentsin this f u ~ i o n ,and forces of disruption were already
active. Static for ages, the Adi culture wras trying to live in the
present and was endangering its stability in that effort.
T h e Third Policy opens a newr chapter. I t snlooths thr
confused turmoil into a smooth flow towards a fruitful end.
This approach has been well described as philanthropologic.
I n it love comes first-love
that generates a fellow feeling, an
empathy--between the subject of change and those in the control oi the process and the approach comes next on the studv
oi everv case individually on its metrits and suitability to the
social conditions prevailing, its capacity to fulfil the expectancy
and aspirations of the people, to which it could be linked intimately. This is the position now: a new line of approach
evolved on the field and not behind the desk for correct orientation of culture diffusion-standing
on test in the Agency areas.
T h e future of the Adi culture depends on the success or
failure of this newTphilosophy.
I t has, however, come into operation after the disintegration
has already started. It has therefore, to fight on double fronts
-a two-fold struggle to stay the process of dkruption and to
.

' Verrier
18

Elwin, op. cit., p. 56.

generate and re-vitalize the forces of disruption and stat~ilization. And though the theory has becn perfcctetl, the application has to stniggle its way through trials and errors. Wit11
increasing experience, errors will be elinlinatett and the systenl
perfected. I n the meantime however, the following tendencies
are noticeable in the evolving society( 1) Village solidarity is clecaying---and village discipline
sagging with the disappearance of insecur-ity. l'eacc with its
imnliinity froni fear of raids by cnenlies, and amenities against
famine and diseases is rendering village solitiarity less nccesary
evcry clay.
( 2 ) A broaclcr sensc of unity among all the sections of
thc people-is s l o ~ ~ levolving
y
especially anlong the educated.
Parochial patriotism however still lurks and comes to the surface
on issues that try to do away with local differences.
( 3 ) Ambition looks towards the wider field outside beyond the confines ol' the hills for its fulfilment.
(4) Society is being stratified in a new series of statuses.
Money accumulated through successful agricultural, contract
and business enterprises is creating a new of class; through
school and college education has come into being a small section which keeps itself away from the people on the assumption
of intellectual superiority. I n this class is to be included the
office employees who take pride in the office badge. And of
course, there is the general mass-with
a descending scale of
degrees of acculturation.
(5) T h e nzoshups and rashengs are languishing into
decay and the new social status determines the desirability of
marriage partner.
(6) Money is replacing the old standard of value in
barter as well as social intercourse.
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( Average measurement )
UTENSILS :

III
I 'I

am bin,^ d u p u t i , ~ -

-

Ambing tirkak

-

-

-

length--76 crns.
circumference-60
crns.
lid length-10
crns.
length-57
crns.
circumference-50
crns.
length-36
cms.
length-75
cms.
circumference-23.5
crns.
length-53.75
cms.
circumference-38.75
crns.
length-20.5
cms.
width-16.2
crns.
diameter a t the base-end of
the vessel-16.25
crns.
diameter of the rim a t
the neck-2.5
crns.
maximum circumference at
the centre--75.0 crns.

Kaksur
Ashi dupu

--

Apupatak

--

Eshing ekung

--

Kedi peking

--

Narang

-- length-62.5

PERONK

cms.
circumference a t the
base-75.5
crns.
circumference a t the open
end-95.5
crns.
length of the plaited
belt-120
crns.
breadth of the plaited
belt-10
crns.
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II
I11

IV

T/

Burl

Apongperop
Adum

Tali

I

Sakiap

VII

Eppu

VIII
IX

Ape
Dorea

X

Bodi

Gale

(Skirt)
Perding Galuk
( W a r coat)
Nambi
111
( W a r coat)
Galong
Gekong
Tai

--

length--70 cms.
circumference a t the open
end-1 25 cxns.
- length-50.5
cms.
- height of the basket without
lid-35.5
crns.
height of the
lid-25.5
crns.
circumference-98.8
crns.
- length of the outer
side-45.0
crns.
length of the innerside-36.0
crns.
cms.
breadth-35.0
-- length-32.0 crns.
breadth-23.5
crns.
- length-56.5
crns.
breadth a t the
base-25.5
crns.
breadth at the open
cmsi
end-49.2
- height-14.5 crns.
- height-15.5
crns.
circumference-92.1
crns.
- length-112 crns.
breadth a t the upper
end-52.5
crns.
breadth a t the middle
-62.0
crns.
breadth a t the lower
end-47.0
crns.

length-107.00
crns.
breadth-76.2
crns.
- length-51
crns.
girt h-5 5 crns.
- length-38.5
crns.

-

length-127
crns.
circumference-1 8 crns
-- length-96.5
crns.
-- length-101.5
crns.
breadth-5
crns.
- length-812 crns.
breadth-6.5
crns.

-
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WEAPONS:
I Tamte
(Shield)
I1 Niding
(Spear)

I11

IV

V

VI

I

Eii
(Bow)

Epug
(Poisoned
arrow)

Yoksa
(Sword)

Yok
(Duo)

Yoksik
(Knife)

TRAPS
:
I
II

Etku
Sankit

-- length--87.5 crns.
breadth-53.5
crns.
--- length of the blade with
socket---14.5 crns.
maximum width of the
blade-:!
crns.
length of the shaft-1 m 13 crns.

- length

of the stave
-146 crns.
circumfe~enceof the
stave at the middle
-7.5 crns.
length of the horn-:!
crns.
breadth of the string
- 0 . 5 cm.
length-65
crns.
length of the head-3.4 crns.
poisoned tip
-5 crns.
- length-63 crns.
grip--13 crns.
breadth of the blade
-3.5 crns.
- length of the blade
- 4 0 . 5 crns.
maximum breadth of the
blade-7
crns.
length of the tang-15 crns.
- length of the blade
-10.5
crns.
length of the handle
-7.5 crns.
breadth of the blade
-1.6
crns.

-

- length of the bow-34
- circumference of the
nose-37 crns.
length of the canestrip for the noose
-241
crns.

FISHING
IMPLEMENTS :
I Porang

- length-106.5

cms.

crns.

- length-63

crns.
circumference at the open
end-50 crns.
length of the valve
--27.4 cms.

III

Subjung

IV

Esap

length of the net--43 cms.
circumference at the open
end--97 crns.
- length from close to open
end-155
crns.
diameter at open
end-171
crns.

-.-

(Cast n e t )
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Agricultural products of Adi Hills
( Jhum cultivation )

I. VARIETY
OF PADDY.
Amo :-

( a ) Sheret.
( b ) Retbing.
( c ) Retsol.
( d ) Retling.
( e ) Retmok.
( f ) Katbar.
( g ) Bartak.
( h ) Barmik.
( i ) Tatung.
( j ) Amri.
( k ) Tuying.
(1) Amdang.
( m ) Mepun.

( a ) Amkel.
( b ) Pimling.
(c) Kelmok.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Nyattum.
Nyatyong.
Nyatyong.
Nyatmuk.
Nyatlong.
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111. VARIETY
OF FINGER
MILLET-M~TU~~~.
( a ) Rulang.
( b ) Rulun.
(c) Rubel.
( d ) Rungo.

IV. VARIETY
OF FOXTALL
MILLET-Ayak.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Yaktung.
Yakman.
Yago.
Yaksap.
( e ) Yakjong,
Solut.
( f ) Yago, Kosur.
(g) Yakka, Siye.
( h ) Karko, Tirtung.
( i ) Tuling.
( j ) Tubud.

V. VARIETY
OF MAIZE--SUPU.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Paro.
Pao.
Pago Parong.
Paling.
( e ) Pade.

VI. VARIETY
OF Enege.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Ketpeng.
Rishing.
Ngepa.
Ngemang.
Dabat.
Yumling.
( g ) Ngebak.
(h) Nsgu.
(i) Ngeyum.

VII. VEGETABLES.
1. Mustard
2. Country bean
3. Pumkin or
Red Gourd
4. White Gourd
5. Ginger
6. Onion

7. Soyabean
8. Bean, flat
variety

Tushut.
- Rondol.

- - Tapa.
-- Par-Pao.
- Take.
- Dilap.
-- Rontung.

-- Ronjep.
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9. Brinjal
19. Bitter Gourd
Fruit
11. Bitter Gourd
12. French bean
13. Snlall mustard
plant

--

Bayam.

Khasia Kopi.
- - Kerelang.
--- Peron.
-

Tugap.

Relationship.

-4di term

Father's Father's father
Father's Father mother
Father's father
Father's mother
Father's elder brother
Father's younger brother
Father's elder sister
Fother's younger sister
Fther's elder brother's wife
Father's younger brother's wife
Father's elder sister's husband
Father's younger sister's husband
Father
Mother
Mother's father
Mother's mother
Mother's elder brother
Mother's younger brother
Mother's younger sister
Mother's elder sister
Mother's elder brother's wife
Mother's younger brother's wife
Elder brother
Younger brother
Elder sister
Younger sister
Elder brother's wife
Younger brother's wife
Elder sister's husband
Younger sister's husband

Bukku
Anneneku
Babu
Nane Ejo
Apang
Apang
Nani
Nani
Mate
Amo
Magbo
Magbo
Abu
Ane
Akki Abu
Yaio
Fete
Yogong
Aie
Aie
Y ie
Y ie
Bibing
Bibing
Bime
Birme
'
Meng
Meng
Magbo
Magbo

M.S.,
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Wife
Husband
Wife's elder brother
Wife's elder brother's wife
Husband's elder brother
Husband's elder brother's wife
Wife's elder sister
Wife's elder sister's husband
Husband's elder sister
Husband's elder sister's husband
Wife's younger brother
Wife's younger brother's wife
Husband's younger brother
Husband's younger brother's wife
Wife's younger sister
Wife's younger sister's husband
Husband's younger sister
Husband's younger sister's husband
Wife's father
Wife's mother
Husband's father
Husband's mother
Wife's father's father
Wife's father's mother
Husband's father's father
Husband's father's mother
Wife's father's father's father
Wife's father's father's mother
Husband's father's father's father
Husband's father's father's mother
Son
Daughter
Elder brother's son
Elder brother's daughter
Younger brother's son
Younger brother's daughter
Son's wife
Daughter's husband
Elder brbther's son's wife
Younger brother's son's wife
Elder brother's daughter's husband
Younger brother's daughter's husband
Son's son
Son's daughter
Daughter's son
Daughter's daughter

Adi term
Meng
Milo
Igo
Bilne
Milo
Belne
Igne
Belbo
Igne
MagbG
Igo
Belne
Milo
Belne
Igne
Belbo
Igne
Magbo
~tl0
Ayo
Abu
Ane
Atto Mijing
Ayo Ejo
Babu
Nane Ejo
Atto Akku
Ayo Akku
Bukkhu
Anneneku
0
Ame
0
Ome
0
Ome
Yameng
Magbo
Yameng
Y ameng
Magbo
Magbo
Oten
Oten
0ten
Oten

M.S.

W.S.
M.S.
M.S.
W .S.
W.S.
M.S.
M.S.
W.S.
W.S.
M.S.
M.S.
W.S.
M.S.
M.S.
M.S.
W.S.
W.S.
M.S.
M.S.
W.S.
W.S.
M.S.
M.S.
W.S.
W.S.
M.S.

M.S.
M1.S.
W.S.
M.S., W.S.

GROUPING

Adi
7'errn

(1) Father's elder sister's husband
Father's younger sister's husband
Elder sister's husband
Younger sister's husband
Daughter's husband
Elder brother's daughter's husband
Younger brother's daughter's husband

Magbo

(2)

Wife
Elder brother's wife
Younger brother's wife

(3)

Husband
Husband's elder brother
Husband's younger brother

Milo

Son's wife
Elder brother's son's wife
Younger brother's son's wife

Y ameng

Husband's elder brother's wife
Wife's elder brother's wife
Husband's younger brother's wife
Wife's younger brother's wife

Belne

(6)

Wife's elder sister's husband
Wife's younger sister's husband

Belbo

(7)

Elder sister
Younger sister

Blrme
'

(8)

Elder brother
Younger brother

Bibing

(9)

Husband's elder sister
Husband's younger sister
Wife's elder sister
Wife's younger sister

Igne

(4)

(5)

(10)

Son
Elder brother's son
Younger brother's son
Elder sister's son
Younger sister's son
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( 1 1)

Daughter
Elder brother's daughter
Younger brother's daughter
Elder sister's daughter
Younger sister's daughter

Ome

Son's son
Son's daughter
Daughter's son
Daughter's daugter

Oten

( 13)

Wife's elder brother's wife
Wife's younger brother's wife

1 ~ 0

( 14)

Mother's elder brother's wife
Mother's younger brother's wife

(15)

Mother's elder sister
Mother's younger sister

( 16)

Father's elder brother
Father's younger brother

(17)

Father's elder sister
Father's younger sister

(12)

Yie

Nani

GLOSSARY OF AD1 T E R M S
Abang
Abuk
Abuk kar
A di
Adum
Addum
Agam

-

staircase; traditional
ballad.
- gun.
- gun powder.
- hill.
- basket for storing
cloth.
- stomach.
- lord of the animals,
speech.
- crow.
- grave.
- good.
tongue.
- bad.
- liver.

Agbe
A go
Aido
A ie
Aimang
A in
Aipe (or
airupe)
dulanka
Aipe (or
airupe)
gilanka
Airupe
Ajeng
Akke
Alak
Ale
Alo
Aman
Ambin dupangAmbin teikak Ami
Aminkibi
A m in
Am0
A mpi
Anam (or
Aionam)
Angame
Annam

Anno
Anyi
Anyongko
A Pe
APPi
Apim
APong
'4pong perop
Apui
APPun
Apupatak

-

-4ran
Ari
Arik
Arik ippo
farewell greetings by
Arik panam
the departing party. Asan
Ashi
farewell greetings to
Asi dupu .
the departing party.
Asi pertik
properly.
fault, guilt.
six.
Ason
hand, arm.
Atak ap
foot, leg.
Atak pen
salt.
present, toy.
rice container.
Ate1
measuring unit for
Atel-ko
rice.
Ati kamang
man.
Ati ko
eye.
Aum
to take an oath.
Aye
name.
village, paddy.
Badu
harvest festival.
Bari

-

birth.
nervous.
cold.

-

-

BayoP
Bedang

- warp.
two.
- few.
- stainer.
- four.
- rice.
- rice beer.
-- basket for storing
fermented millet.
- the heart.
- flower.
- vessel for preparing
rice beer.
- a festival.
- smell.
- cultivation, fleld.
- field house.
- clearing of jhum.
- to dry flesh over fire.
- river, water.
-pot for carrying water.
-- space
in the room
reserved for storing
water.
- floor beams.
- door.
- space in the room
reserved for son and
his wife.
- one.
-- single.
- none.
- something.
- three.
- fruit.

-

- cotton rug.
-basket for storing
paddy; song.
-- brass disc for girdle.
-.
road.

GLOSSARY

Borofang
Bungke
Bur
Buirene
Buiro

woman's parasol
against rain.
bachelor.
stream.
raft.
sister.
brother.

Buising

name of month.

Dabu
Danag
Danki
Dare

stone.
wooden plate.
Tibetan metal pot.
purlin on top of
rafters.
time.
bamboo.
name of month.

Bodi

Di
Dibang
Diking
Disang
Ditag
Dite
Ditung

9)

year.
mountain.
peak.
kind of bead.
cloud.
food.
small blue bead.
yellow bead.
sun.
stand for food plate.
story, folklore.

Dokpur
Domuk
Donam
Dong-mang
Dong-ne
Donyi
Dorea
Doying
Doying
Angong
Dudap
Duma
Dumko
Dumlup
Dumlup
Lubra
Eam
Ebat
Edum
Edung
Egin
Ego
Eguk
Eii

spirit of rain.

--

pendant.
tobacco.
space for sitting and
taking meals.
hat.
war hat.

- suspension bridge.
- noose trap.
- basket.
- bamboo chunga.
basket.
- bridge.
-- ladle.
- bow.

Eki

-

Ekk
Ekurn
Ekumerang
Eling
Erne

-

Erne rinarn
Erno

burning of debris.
- aconite ; poison,
poisoned arrow.
-aram.
- potato.
- fish.
-hired labour
in kind.

Enge
Engin
Engo
Enlik
EPPa
EPu
EPug
Epuk
Epung

-

-

pig.
living houw.
family.
stone.
fire.

-

- winnow.
--

mat.

-

vessel for storing millet
beer.
arrow.

-

arrow with
shaft and
head.

bamboo
bamboo

net.
air.
urine.
tree, wood.
wooden plate.
mithun.
bamboo earplug.
rice cakes.
festival ; fence.

Esap
Eshar
Eshi
Eshing
Eshing ekung
Esho
Ethung
Etting
Ettor
Gadbung

dog.

-

arrow case.

-

Gale or
gaceng
Galling
Galpatang
Galuk

skirt.

- name of month.
-necklace of coins.
- coat.

Cam
- chief.
Gapshep
-- tongs.
Gekong-galongloom.

.
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Cemer or
Gene
Giri
Gitum
Gueor
Culang
Cumin soin
Gummang
Gumpmg
Gunam
Gurang
Isi
Ik
Immang
IPang
IPo
lrnam
Irshunane

spike bracelet.
vessel for carrying
apong.
hammer.
-- white cotton shawl.
- open portico.

-

-

-

--

Kirug
Kitan
KO
Kodang

Konnying
men rt ying
Kopak
domestic spirit.
kind of coloured beads. Kopung
-doKumke
Kumsuny
heat.
covered portico of the Kungepue
house.
pestle.
bamboo scraper.
KuPan~
dream.
Lagyin
tooth.
Lakpur
flea.
Lamgeap
sweat.
Lamkang
bath.

Iyi
Iyian
IY 0
Jingjiri
Kaksur
Kagy 0

- blood.
- a bow string.
- name of month.

Kani
Kebang
Kebu

--

Langea
kodang

-

basket, used for
carrying wood.
- hunting.
- shuttle.
- body.
- space for storing rice,
mortar and pestle.
olden times.

- banana.
- bracelet.
- scat.
- granary.
- space for sleeping for
the lady of the
house.
- necklace.
- nail.
- small pouch attached
to a quiver.
- back door.
- party of young men
for protecting village
from fire and enemy.

-

space for keeping dead
body.

- ring.

- pot for storing apong. Lebang
- feather used in arrow. Lelam
Leyuk

- rainbow.
- foot-print.
- shoe.

Limong
monang

- casting lot.

opium.

- council.
rat.

squirrel.

-

Kede
- earth.
Kedi peking - earthen vessel.
Kinam
- sickness.
Kipar
-- mortar.
Kipr
Kirings

Kiro

Liru
Lo nge
Lugdi
Lugre
Lu~~eng
- name of month.
Lune solung
- bunch of small bells Lutor solung
tied to a plaited
band.

-do- day.
coat.
- coat.
-- blouse.
- festival.
-do-

GLOSSARY

grade of soil.
- d e
ash.
bamboo cylinder
of the blacksmith's
bellows.
pincers.
soot.
spark.

Mane
Marak
Medbu
Meddung

MesaP
Megot
Mejer
Meng lung
Menshurung
Meo

marriage.

jackal.
flame.

Or
0 ripe
Oying

- panji.

Pahan
Pakh
Parap

-

Parhi
Parin

-

- still born.
- vegetable.

-

brass chain.
crow.
the shelf over the fireplace of a house.

brass bracelet.
- base pole of the
house.

Meru
Merum
Migang

torch.
fire place.
panji.

Pat at

- cultivable block of
land.

Mijing
Mikki
Mimakinam

old man.
smoke.
war.

rain.
hornbill.
- earthen cooking pot.
- hawk.

Mipak

outcast.

Miri

leader in dance,
medicineman.

Pedong
Pegang
Peki
Pemi
Perding
~aluk
Perok
Pet tang

Mithun
Monam
Mongham
Mopun
Moshup

bos forontalis.
forest.
grade of soil.
a festival.
bachelors'
domitory.

Nambi
Namdung
Namshing
Nappang
Narang

war-coat.
sesamum.
stink.
name of month.
basket for carrying
paddy.
spear.
song.
Tibetan charm box.

Niding
Nitam
Nok

NY 0
Nyomrang
Opin

- taboo.
- jungle.

-

clan.

Pettung
Pet u
Polo
Porang
Puiang
Pumo
Punnu
Rabo

Ramea
Rasheng
Regum
Rigbin
Riglap

Rigu
Rising
Rokpo

-

- war-coat.
- fowl.
-- bird.
- kite.
- mustard plant.
- moon, month.
- fish-trap.
- light.
- flood.
- type of coloured
beads.
- wild boar.

- shelf over the fire
place.
- girls' dormitory.
- pigsty and latrine.
- weeding.
- hired labourer on cash
payment.
--

-

weeding.
sacred place.
cock.
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Sakiap
Saktam
Saiyo
Shikul
Shilum
Shimang
S h tnam
'
Shoben
Sibi
Sidum
Simio
Sipiang
Sipyak doket
Sira
Sisug
Site
Sunge
kenyung
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--

-

-

haversack for men.
tattooing.
rain cover for basket.
spring.
smoking pipe.
corpse.
death.
goat.
sambar.
deer.
tiger.
ginning machine.
sago palm.
wild boar.
spotted deer.

-

elephant.

-

space for preparing rice
beer.
comb.

Takar
Take
Taku

-

Tali
Tamte
T a rrgr
Tanno
Tao
Tapom
Tappom
Tashat
Tateg
Terem

- haversack for woman.
shield.
- thorn.
-- name of month.
- wild cat.
- snow.
- bat.
- necklace of bone discs.
- wild dog.
- name of month.

Ugon
Umtirang
Uk
UYu
Yams
Yamla lung
Yari
Yibo
Yite
Ylo
Yo

- loin cloth.
- orange.
-- woman's girdle.
- spirit.
- youth.
- marriage function.
- lightning.
- plains.
- name of month.
-do- night.

Tabat
Tabi
Tabui

- sugar cane.
snake.
- snake.

Tabuin
Tabum
Tadok
Tai

- white ant.
Yok
- small pox.
Yoksa
- bead.
Yoksik
- belt made of bamboo Y o n g m o
strips.
Yume

star.
ginger.

- dao.
- sword.
- small knife.
- blacksmith,
- evening.
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INDEX
A b a n g , 48, 49, 133; 166.ff.
Abarimon, referred to by Pliny, 1.
A b e , 50, 223.
Abor, application of the name, 2; former name of Adis, 1; meaning of,
1 ; origin of the word, 2, 3, 4.
Abor Hills, creation of, 18.
Aborka Pass, 33.
Abuit, a name for Adis, 5.
Acculturation, agents, 267 ; controlled by administration, 27 1, 272.
Aconite, use as poison, 110.
Adi, agriculture, 124.ff; baskets, 72.ff; changes in present society, 274;
character, 35.ff; child-birth, 195, 196; communication, 19.ff; country,
6.ff; culture, analysis, 259.ff; currency, 33, 34; customary law, 227.ff;
dance, 183.ff; defensive weapons, 10l.ff; different groups, 11, 12, 41 ;
divorce, 2 19 ; dress, 78.ff; family, 2 10.ff; fishing, 148.ff; funeral custom,
255; furnishing, 68, 69; games, 161, 162; hair-style, 96, 97, 98; house,
57.ff; hunting, 140.ff; kinship terms, 215.ff, and appendix I V ; language, 45.ff; literature; 48, 49, 50, 51 ; livestock, 151.ff; marriage,
203, 204, 205, 206, 207; method of war, 114.ff; migration, 1l.ff;
moshup, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202; origin of name, l.ff; ornaments,
86.ff; physical features, 42, 43, 44, 45; plan of village, 54, 55, 56;
political life, 222.ff; racial classification, 45; rasheng, 201, 202; relation with modern India, 17, 18; religion, 235.ff; smithy, 121, 122,
123; songs, 163.ff; tattooing, 98, 99, 100; trade routes and trade,
32.ff; tunes, 189, 192, 193; utensils, 69, 70, 71; village location,
52, 53, 54; weapons of offence, 106.ff; weaving, 85, 86.
Adi months, buising, diking, disang, galling, iyo, kijir, k o m b o n g , lobo,
t a m o , tarem, yets, ylo, 130.
A g a m , lord of the animals, 133; spirit propitiated in L u t o r S o l u n g , 133.
Agriculture, calendar for, 129, 130 ; characteristic feature of, 124, 125 ;
classification, Adi idea of, 126, 127 ; dispute over, 126; hired labour
for, 130; land ownership of, 126; land types of, 126, 127; reason for
different types of, 126; right of, 126.
Along, 32 ; a trade centre, 33.
Ambush; 102, 116.
A m k e l , a variety of rice, 138.
A m p i , bari, 145; kirug, 145; worshipped in annual hunt, 145.
Animate, distinction between, 246.
Animosity, spirits, 236, 237.
Anklets, 87; Karko women, 95; Pangi women, 95; Shimong women, 95.
Annual hunting, A m p i k i r u g , 145; worshipped on, 145.
Anthropology Department, work in Adi area, 45.

INDEX
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Anvils, 12 1.
Apong, Apong perop, 76; merits of, 139; process of preparation, 138, 139;
taboo about, 11 1.
Aran, a festival, 131 ; sacrifice of chicken, 131 ; trees used in, 131 ; use of
rice paste, 132.
Arik, agriculture field, 125.
Arik ippo, field house-135,
136.
Arrow, 102, 103, 143; bamboo head, 109; carrying case, 109, 110; heads,
105; hunting for, 141 ; iron head, 109; kinds of, 109; origin of, 104,
105 ; poison heads of, 110.
Ashings, 80; a group of Adis, 13; bead string, 90; ear-ring, 89; general
character, 41; hair-style, 97; trade with Tibet, 33.
Asi pertik, place for storing water, 61.
Assult and Battery, 231, 232.
Bamboo, arrow head, 109; scraper, 133; shaft, 134.
Banana, 134.
Bango, 226.
Banji noki, a dance, 182.
Bari miri, 69, 75.
Baskets, Adum, 76; Ape, 76; Apong perop, 76; Bari, 75; Bodi, 76; Dorea,
76; Eppu, 76; Kiro, 74; Narang, 73; Sakiap, 76; Tali, 76.
Bayop, 87, 95; mythical origin of, 88.
Bead, 33, 93; chain, 91, 92, 93; strings, Ashings, Karko, Minyong, Padam,
Pangi, Pasi, 90.
Bedford, Captain., first European to visit Adi country, 17.
Bellow, cylindrical, 122, 123.
Belts, cowri-shells, 96.
Benji Banma, benevolent spirit, 240.
Bentineck, A., on the Adi rafts, 23.
Betch leaf, use of, 139.
Birds, beaks used in decoration, 147, 48; feathers used in decoration, 147, 48.
Birth, 195 ; delivery, 195, 196 ; name-giving, 196.
Blankets, 33.
Blacksmith, 121, 122, 123.
Bogum Bokang, 226.
Bokars, general character, 41; group of Adis, 12, 80; intermediary in
trade, 33; trade relations, 32, 33.
Bori, dependent Naga tribes, 2; dress, 80; general character of, 41; group
of Adis, 13 ; trade relations, 32.
Bosches, 3.
Boundary, Siang Frontier Division, 6.
Bows, 143; hunting for, 141; making of, 108, 109; method of use, 110;
141. 104.
Bracelets, 86, 87, 88, 94.
Brass, 32, ring, 87.
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Bridges, cantilever, 20; hanging, 20, 21, 22, 23; single log, 20.
Brinjal, 134.
Brodie, Captain T., classification of Nagas under Abors, 2.
Broze plates, as money, 35.
Buiriko, spirit of water, 241.
Buising, Adi month, 130.
Bu Mulwa, non-tributory Garos, 2.
Buttler, J., on character, 36; dress, 79; hair style, 96, 97; ornament, 87.
Butter, 32.
Calvert, W. H., Political Officer Sadiya Frontier Tracts, 18.
Cane, anklets, 87, 95; belt, 88; rings, 87; waist band, 96.
Car, ancient hunter, 145.
Cat, 160.
Carrying case, for arrows, 109, 110.
Ceremony, gammang, 120; mabat, 120; observed, 118, 119; piang, 120.
Chaff, used in preparing beer, 137.
Chakma, U., on derivation of the word Abor, 4 ; evil spirits, 239, 140;
sacrifice by suffocation, 263.
Character of the Adis, 35.ff; Butler, J., on, 36; Dalton, E. T., on, 36;
Dunbar, G. D. S., on, 37, 41 ; Elwin, Verrier, on, 39, 40; Hamilton, A.,
on, 36; Hore W. B., on, 37, 38; Krick, N. M., on, 36; Mongoloid
character, 39; resemblance to trans-Brahmaputra tribes, 262; Vetch,
Major H., on, 36.
Charm box, Nok, 90.
Chatterjee, S. K., on Mongoloid character, 39.
Chicken, disease, 158; price, 159; Sacrifice, 158, 159; in Aran, 131, 137;
in Lutor Solung, 133.
Child, birth, 195, 196; name-giving, 196; way of life; 197, 198.
Chilles, 32, 135.
Chinabowls, 33.
Chutes, 57; trees used, 103.
Citras fruits, 134.
Clan, origin of, 212; sub-clan, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215.
Classification of land, 126, 127.
Clearing of land, 130.
Climate, Siang Frontier Division, 10, 1 1.
Cloth, 32, 33.
Coat, Karkos, Minyongs, Mishmis, Padams, Pangis, Shimongs, 81;
war, 83, 84.
Collection, poison of, 110; collector's, first visit to moshup, 110; collector,
received by women, 110; sacrifice by collector, 111, taboo, 5, for
collector, 111, women, 1 11.
Communication, 19.ff.
Conclusion, 258.ff.
Cotton, 135; grown by Adis, 84, 132.
Country of the Adis, boundary, 6 ; climate, 10, 11; fauna, 9, 10; flora,
8, 9 ; rivers, 7, 8 ; topography, 7 1.

INDEX

Cow, 160.
Cowri-shells, for belt, 96.
Crops, 133, 134, 135.
Crossing of river, by rafts, 23, 24.
Culture, affinity of Adi, 263; barrier, 259; before third policy, 207, 272;
change, effect on, 268; conservatism, 266; decay of old, 271 ; difference of two, 259, 260, 261, 262; frontier, 259; future of Adi, 273;
loss of faith on own, 268; Mongoloid, 258; shed, 259; social, 258,
259; solidarity, 265; Tibetan, 259, 265; Ur-Adi, 265.
Currency, 32, 33, 34, 35; articles used as, 34; danki, 34; metal utensils, 34.
Customary law, 222.ff; assault and battery, 231, 232; divorce, 229; inheritance, 232, 233; marriage, 228; married state, 228; parent and
child, 229, 230; social law, matrimonial, 227, 228; theft, 231;
widows, 230, 231.
Dade Bote, lord of domestic animals, 241.
Dalton, E. T., on character, 36; dress, 78; hair style, 96; ornament, 87;
tattooing, 99; visit to Adi land, 17.
Dance, dress during, 84; movements, 184, 185, 186, 187; patterns, 187,
188, 189; special features, 184.ff.
Danki, imported from Tibet, 34, 70.
Duo, 112.
Death, 220, 221.
Deer horn, articles of trade, 33.
Delivery, 195, 196.
Llelong, song, 182.
Descent, 2 10.
Different group, Adis of, 11, 12, 41.
Digging stick, use of, 132.
Dihang, Indian name for Tsang-po, 8.
Diking, Adi month, 130.
Disang, Adi month, 130.
Divorce, 219; laws, 229.
Dogs, breed, 159 ; disease, 159 ; identifying marks, 159 ; sacrifice, 160;
used in hunting, 141, 143.
Doing Atzgong, 145; spirit of rain, 132.
Domestic, articles, 68.ff; spirit, 131 ; utensils, 69, 70, 71, 72.
Donio kirug, in annual' hunt, 145.
Donyi-Polo, moral deities, 243.
Double fronts, 273, 274.
Dress, 77.R; Butler, J., on, 79; classification of, 77; Dalton, E. T., on, 78;
dancing, 84; defination of, 77; different section, 80, 81, 82 ; Dunbar,
G. D. S., on, 79, 80; Krick, N. M., on, 78; war of, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84.
Doying Bote, a spirit, 241.
Dunbar, G. D. S., on cane bridge, 22; character, 37, 41 ; dress, 79, 80;
evilspirit, 236; father of mankind, 244; form of spirit, 247; founding
of villages, 54; game, 198; ornament, 87, 88; physical features, 42;
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propitiatory rite, 252 ; taboo of f w d during pregnancy, 195 ; tattooing,
99, 100; word Abuit, 5; word Madgu, 5.
Dundas, first Political Officer, 18.
Ear plug, 86, 89, 90.
Ear-rings, 32, 86, 89, 95.
Earthen vessels, 70.
Edil, a trap, 149.
Eg Ayam, spirit, 241.
Ekki, breed, 159; disease, 159; identifying marks, 159; sacrifice, 160.
Elopement, 207.
Elwin, Verrier, on character and endurance, 39, 40; control of environments, 236; crossing of river by raft, 23, 24; death of mankind, 255;
decay of old culture, 271; description of country, 61; Donyi and Polo,
243; imitation of culture, 269; inferiority complex, 270; loss of faith
on own culture, 269; origin of weaving, 264; Pedong Nane, 243;
possible result of inferiority complex, 270; present NEFA administration, 268.
Eme rinam, burning of jungles, 131.
Entertainment, 160.ff. games, 16 1 ; 162.
Enlik, hired labour, 130.
Epom, spirit, 238, 239.
Eso Agam, spirit, 241.
Etku, a trap, 142, 145.
Ettor, a festival, 133; song, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173.
Excursion, hunting, decided by village council, 143.
Expedition, to Adi land, 17, 18.
Extempore songs, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177.
Family, 210, 211.
Fauna, Siang Frontier Division, 9, 10.
Fencing, 132, 133.
Fertility, Adi idea of, 127.
Festival, Aran, 131; Ettor, 133; Lune solung, 133.
Fiber crop, cotton, 135; ridin, 135; repung, 135; sajok, 135.
Field house, arik ippo, 135, 136.
Finger millet, 132, 134.
Firanghis, 3.
Fire place, 58; construction of, 64.
Fishing, 148.ff; group, 148, 149; lot casting, 149; lottery method for
determining precedence, 149; method of, 149; nets, 150, 151; sharing catch, 150; traps, 150.
Flat bean, 134.
Flora, Siang Frontier Division, 8, 9.
Food, 124.ff.
Foot tracks, description of, 24.ff; maintenance of, 20; nature of, 20;
repair of, 3 1.
Fowls, sacrifice of, 120, 12 1.
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Foxtail millet, 132, 134.
Fresh bean, 134.
Froggies, 3.
Funeral, customs, 255, 256.
Fiirer-Haimendorf, c.von, on agams, 241; name of devastating spirits, 239;
origin of sacrifice by suffocation, 155; prayer by Miri, 250, 251 ;
prayer of Doying Bote, 244.
gal pat an,^, necklace, 90.
Galling, Adi month, 130.
Gallong, area, 30; coloured coat, 79; hair style, 98; related to, 45.
Galong, part of loom, 85.
Gammang, a ceremony, 120.
Gekong, part of loom, 85, 86.
Gelling, 24, 27, 35; trade routes, through, 32.
Gena, annual hunt for, 145.
Ginger, 135; against evil spirits, 147; used in ceremony, 119; used in
Luttor solung, 133.
Gin~or-shingor,origin of bayop, 88.
Ginning, 84.
Goat, 33.
Godfrey, R, W., Political Officer, 18; tour in Adi country, 18.
Gourd, bitter, 134; eguk, 70; epum, 70; giri, 70; used as vessels, 69, 70;
white, 134.
Grade of soils, Ciru, liyak, mane, maruk, mongham, 127.
Gregorson, killed by Adis, 17, 18.
Guha, B. S., collection of abangs, 49; growth of comradeship in
moshup, 202; growth of personality structure in moshup, 201; old
members hearth in moshup, 200, 201; racial classification, 45; underlying principles of moshup, 198, 199.
Hair-style, 96, 97, 98; Butle~, J., on, 96, 97; Dalton, E. T., on, 96;
Krick, N. M., on, 96.
Hamilton, A., on action of poisoned arrow, 110; character, 36.
Hammers, 12 1.
Harvesting, 135.
Head of arrow, bamboo, 109; iron, 109.
Hearth, smithy, 121, 122.
Helmet, war, 82, 83, 106.
Hides, 32.
Hookka, 140.
Hore, W. B., on Adi character, 37, 38.
Hor-yig, Tibetan trigram, 99.
House, 57.ff; bange, 56; collection of material, 60; construction, 61, 62,
63, 64, 65, 66, 67; material, 60; moshup, 56; plan, 57; preliminary
for construction, 58, 60; selection of site, 58, 60.
Hunting, 148.ff; annual, 145, 146; deer, 143, 144; dogs used in, 141,
143; excursion, 143; fine for absentees, 148; gena, 145; ground,
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demarcation of, 233; sharing of games, 146; tiger, 144, 145; track
finding, 143; traps, 142.
Hutton, J. H., on the indentification of Abors, 1.
Ik, bamboo scraper, 133.
Imitation, mad, 269.
Indigenous dye, tamen, 32.
Influence of, Tibetan dress on Ashing, 100.
Inheritance, 211; law, 232, 233.
Integration, era of, 267.
Iron, 121 ; arrowhead, 109; nails of Linyen sobo, 195; origin, 105.
Iyo, Adi month, 130.
Jack-fruit, 134.
J a d u Bari, song, 182.
Jare, a flat basket, 136.
Jhum, 125; cycle, 127; jungle cutting for, 130, 131; vegetable grown
in, 134.
Job's tears, 132, 134.
Journey, Adi way, 31 ; by night, 32; resting place on way, 31.
Ka.rko, 14, 29; bead strings, 90; blouse, 81, 82; cane anklets, women, 95;
coat, 81 ; ear-ring, 89.
Karli, kind of beads as money, 35.
Kebang, 30, 50, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227; Abu, 50; aim of, 126;
annual hunting for, 145; definition of, 222; execution of decision,
225, 227; failure of, 126; for fixing date for hunting, 146; group
fishing for, 140; jurisdiction of, 226; land dispute for, 126; ordeals,
225, 226; speech, 223, 224; thatching house for, 60; working of, 223.
Kedi-peking, 70.
Kerning, fowl sacrifice with mapur, 118; fowl sacrifice with talo, 118;
fowl sacrifice with tele, 118.
Kepung la, Pass, 33.
Khangri khangrola, Pass, 6.
Kijir, Adi month, 130.
Kine-nane, lord of arik, 241.
Kinship terms, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219; analysis, 218, 219; genealogical
pattern, 216, 217.
Kirings, bunches of small bells, 84.
Knife, 112, 113.
K o m b o n g , Adi month, 130.
Krick, N.M., on character, 36; dress, 78; hair style, 96; ornaments, 80;
physical feature, 43; tattooing, 98, 99; visit to Padam Area, 17.
Kuro, kind of beads as money, 35.
Ladders, 20.
Land, classification of, 126, 27; clearing of, 130; selection of, 129.
Language, 45.ff; affinities of, 262; characteristic feature of, 46, 47, 48;
classification of, 46.
Lanterns, 33.
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Linguistic Survey of India, 45, 262.
Liru, a grade of soil, 127.
Literature, 45. ff; abangs, 48, 49; Guha, B. S. works on, 49.
I,ivestock, 151.ff.
Liyak, a grade of soil, 127.
Load, method of carrying, 31, 32.
Lobo, Adi month, 130.
Loin-cloth, of bark, 78; material, 80.
L o i n - b m , 85; parts of anno, 86; galong, 85; gckong, 85; kitan, 8 6 ;
sumpa, 86; tail 86.
Lorrain, J.H., dictionary of, 45; on the words-Madgu and Toni, 5 .
Love-songs, 180, 181, 182.
Lullabies, 177, 178, 179, 180.
Lune-solung, a festival, 133.
Lushai Hills, 1.
Lushei, 1.
Luttor, a festival, 139.
Mabat, a ceremony, 120.
Mackenzie, A., on the word Abor, 2; analysis of word Abor, 2, 3, 4.
Madgu, Adi name for Tibetans, 5; Adi name for trade centres, 5 ; Dunbar,
G.D.S., on, 5.
Magic, black, 253.
Magbo, 204, 208.
Maize, 132, 134; important-crops of Ramos, 134.
Mane, a grade of soil, 127.
Mannan, a ceremony at moshup, 145.
Manne, the best type of land, 134.
Mapur, sacrifice in Kimin, 118.
Marak, a grade of soil, 127.
Marriage, 201.ff; courtship, 201, 203; divorce, 229; economic aspect of,
205; engagement, 203; festival, 203, 206; law, 228; marriage state,
228; Minyong custom of, 204; parent and child, 229, 230; widows,
230, 231.
Maruk, inlferior land, 134.
Maxwell, captain, expedition to Adi land, 17.
Meals, Adis of, 137.
Meat, forbidden, 147 ; prescribed, 147.
Membas, trade intermediators, 33.
Menu, Adis of, 137.
Migration, Adis of, 11.ff.
Milan, 25, 14.
Millet, finger, 132, 134; fox-tail, 132, 134.
Minyong, 15, 16, 37; bead strings, 90; blouses, 81, 82; coat, 81 ; coloured
coat, 79; ear-plug, 89, 90; ear-ring, 89; general character of, 41;
hair-style, 96, 97; women hair-style, 96, 97.
Miri, 133, 248, 249, 250, 251, 252; bari, 69; dress of, 250, 251; epak, 248;
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functional dress of, 84; function of, 249; languages related to, 45;
official attire, 182, 183; office held by, 251; origin, 245; payment
received, 251 ; prayer by, 250; propitiatory rites by, 25 1 ; skirt worn
by, 84; singer, 49; special privilege, 251 ; types of miri, 182, 183.
Miri kili, kind of danki, 25.
Mirung, fermenting medium, 138.
Mishmi, coat, 81, 78; comparison with Adis, 36, 37; trade route through
the country, 33.
Misungka, keeper of beads, 241.
Mite, keeper of apong, 241.
Mithun, articles of trade, 33; brought in from jungle, 133; criteria of
lucky and unlucky, 155, 156; disease, 152, 153 ; Fiirer-Haimendorf,
c. von, on origin of sacrifice, 155; gradation of, 35; highest denomination of coin, 34; Luttor solung in, 133; mode of sacrifice, 154, 155;
origin of strangling, 154, 155; place of keeping, 66; price of, 156;
ritual for welfare of, 147; sacrifice, 153, 154; sacrifice after hunting,
146; sacrifice after treaties, 120; sacrifice in Keming, 118; social status,
34; Williams, H.H.F., on sacrifice, 154.
Mleccha, 3.
Mongham, a grade of soil, 127.
Monkey, skulls considered auspicious, 148.
Monogamy, 208, 209.
Month, Adi, 130.
Mopun, a ceremony for jungle cutting, 130; celebration at moshup, 130,
rasheng, 130; pig sacrifice, 130.
Mortar and pestle, 137.
Moshup, Ampi ceremony at, 145; Aran festival at, 131 ; collection placed
at, 146; construction, 199; dance after hunts, 146; dance at, 133;
distinguished place for hunters, 143; distribution of games, 145; first
visit of poison collector, 110; Guha, B. S., on, 198, 199, 200, 201,
202; location of, 55; Mannan ceremony at, 145; origin, 199, 200;
shelter for travellers, 31; storing of games, 145; trophies presented to,
147; trophy placed at, 146; underlying principles, 198, 199; use, 200,
201 ; women forbidden in, 147.
Mulwa, tributary Garos, 2.
Musk, articles of trade, 33.
Mustard, 134.
Mythological hunters, 105.
Narcotics, 139, 140 ; opium-smoking, 139, 140 ; tobacco, 139.
Necklace, 8 6 3 ; children for, 95; galpatang, 90; Minyong of, 91, 93; Padam
of, 91, 93; Pasi of, 91, 93.
Needham, F.J., lead an Adi expedition, 17.
Nibo, father of men, 237.
Niel, J.O., on the Adi bridges, 20.
Nipo-Nite, low land evil spirits, 239.
Nippong, spirit of drowning man, 24.
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Nnkig, a trap, 142.
Nok, charm box, 90.
Nomtur, warden of chase, 241.
Nyonam, gena, 145.
Old age, 219, 220.
Onion, 134.
opium, 139, 140; smoking, 140.
Oranges, 134.
Ordeal, 126, 225, 226; for dispute of agricultural land, 126.
Origin, different groups, 1l.ff; human race of, 244; name of Adi, 1 ; of
hunting, account of, 145.
Ornaments, 86.ff; Butler, J., on, 87; Dalton, E.T., on, 87; Dunbar, G.D.
S., on, 87, 88; Krick, N.M., on, 86.
Padam, 15 ; areas, 56; bead strings, 90; blouses, 81, 82; coat, 81 ; earplug, 89, 90; general character, 41; hair-style, 96, 97, 98; villages, 56.
Paddy, 132.
Pailibo, 13, 80; general character of, 41 ; trade relations, 33.
Pangi, 37, 15; bead strings, 90; cane anklets, women, 95; coat, 81; earring, 89; hair-style, 97.
Panjis, 116.
Papaya, 134.
Pari, source of Siyom, 8.
Parichial patriotism, 274.
Pasi, 16; bead strings, 90; ear-plug, 89, 90; ear-ring, 89; hair-style, 97, 98.
Pasighat, 30, 32, 52; trade centre, 33.
Patat, 127, 128.
Feale, S.E., refers to Abor Nagas, 2.
Pedong Nane, 105.
Penge, 49.
Philanthropologic, 273.
Physical features, 42.ff; Dunbar, G.D.S., on, 42; Krick, N.M., on, 43;
resemblance of, 262.
Piang, a ceremony, 120.
Pig, criteria of lucky and unlucky, 157 ; disease, 156, 157 ; gradation of, 35;
price, 157 ; sacrifice, 157 ; sacrifice at Kerning, 118; sacrifice at Luttor
solung, 133; used as money, 35.
Pigsty, 65, 66.
Pincers, 12 1.
Pine-apple, 134.
Flain, house of, 57; village, 54, 55, 56.
Fliny, refers Aborimon, 1.
Poison, acomite used as, 110; anti dote for, 110; collection of, 110; first
visit to moslzup, 110; process of preparation, 110; received by women,
110.
Policy, condition before Third, 273; non-intervention of, 267; result of
Third, 273; Third, 270, 272.
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Political life, 222.ff.
Political Officer, first, 18.
Pombi, a festival, 131.
Ponungs, 49, 51, 163.ff.
Porang, trap, 150.
Porters, women, 31.
Portico, 66, 67.
Potatoes, 134.
Pots, metal of, 70, 71, 72.
Prayer-bells, 35.
Present distribution, different groups of Adis, 1l.ff.
Propitiation of river Goddesses, 24.
Propitiatory rites, 25 1, 254, 255.
Pumkin, 134.
Purchase of iron, 121.
Racial classification of Adis, Guha, B. S., on, 45.
Rafts, crossing of river by, Bentinck, A., on, 23; Elwin, Verrier, on, 23, 24.
Rain, spirit of, 132.
Ramos, general character 'of, 41; group of Adis, 12; intermediators in
trade, 33.
Rasheng, 56; 41, 42; 59; construction, 201, function, 201, 202.
Raw wool, 32.
Reaping, method of, 135.
Reception, of heros, 117, 118; of hunters, 146.
Relation with modern India, 17, 18.
Religion, 235.ff; definition, 235; practised now-a-days, 252; religious conception, 245.
Repung, a fibre crop, 135.
Research Deptt., NEFA, work of, 45.
Residence, 209, 2 10.
Rhymes and rhythms, 162.ff.
Rice, articles of trade, 33; trade as money, 35; varities of, 134, 138.
Rice-cakes, used in Rikti ceremony, 137.
Rice-paste, used in Aran, 132.
Ridin, a fibre crop, 135.
Riglap, hired labour, 130.
Rikti, a ceremony, 136, 137.
Rings, cane, 87.
Rites, after returning to village, 1 16, 117 ; after successful war, 116; observed after killing wild animals, 148.
Rivers, Adis afraid of, 23, 24; Angong, 29; crossing of, 20; Dibang, 29;
importance in finding location of Adi villages, 52; Rebung, 11, 29;
Rengong river, 28; Siang or Dihang, 8 ; Siang F.D. of, 7, 8 ; TsangPO, 8.
Robinson, W., on the Adi bridges, 20.
Robo, father of evil spirits, 237.
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Rock salt, 32.
Roy, Nilima, on village plan, 54.
Sacrifice, in Aran, 131; chicken, 120, 121, 133, 137; in Lune solung, 133;
Lutor solung, 133; pigs, 133.
Sadiya Frontier tract, creation of, 18.
Sajok, a fibre crop, 135.
Sankit, a trap, 142.
Sakiap, 76.
Scare-crows, 133.
Sedi Resive, first hunter, 242.
Sedi T a b e , hunter, 242.
Sen Gupta, on apong, 138.
Sheep, 33.
Shelves, 65.
Shidkin-kede, a spirit, 242.
Shield, 105.
Shifting cultivation, 124.
Shimong, 14; blouses, 81, 82; cane anklets, women, 95; coat, 81; ear-ring,
89; general character of, 41; group of Adi, 25, 29; skirt of, 82; trade
with Tibet, 33.
Shot gun, 141.
Siang, 8, 29, 32, 52; Indian name for Tsang-po, 8.
Siang Frontier Division, boundary, 6, 7 ; climate, 10, 11 ; creation of, 18;
fauna, 9, 10; flora, 8, 9; rivers, 7, 8; topography, 7.
Silver bowls, articles of trade, 33.
Sinkang, 131.
Sipyak Doket, 84, 85.
Site, for house, selection of, 58, 60.
Skirt, Shimong, Karko, Pangi, Padam, Minyong, 82; worn by Miri, 84.
Skulls, as trophies, 147; of monkey, 148.
Slash and burn cultivation, 124.
Smithy, impliments, 12 1, 122, 123 ; process of manufacturing, 123.
Snuff, articles of trade, 33.
Social law, 227, 228.
Social life, 195.ff.
Soil, grade, 127.
Solidarity, 265; village, 274.
Solung, Abang, dance, Lutor, Lune, 133; song, 163, 164, 165, 166.
Somatometrical measurements, 43.
Songs, 163.ff.; tunes, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193.
Souls, animals of, 256, 257; women of, 255.
Sowing, 132.
Soya bean, 134.
Spear, 106; official insignia, 124; taboo for women, 120.
Spining, 84; galong, 85; gekong, 85; sipyak doket, 84.
Spirit, 247; Agam, 133; Nippong, 24; of rain, 132; pi an^, 120; Togup20b
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yogam, 133.
Stokades, stone walls of, 101 ; a defensive measure, 101, 102.
Stone chutes, 103, 104.
Stone walls, 57 ; defensive measure, 101.
Sugar-cane, 135.
Sung-kenyng, 61.
Supernatural, 246, 247.
Sweet potatoes, 132.
Swords, 111, 112; imported from Tibet, 11 1 ; manufactuled by Adis, 111;
used in dancing, 124.
Taboo, 118, 144, 145, 147, 256.
Tagin, 13.
T a k u k , a ceremony, 120.
T a m i r esing, used as poison for fishing, 149.
T a n , used in Aran, 131.
T a n n o , Adi month, 130.
T a p o Rija, dance drama, 182.
I'ara, ancient hunter, 145.
Tattooing, Age for, 100; Change in, 100; Dalton, E.T., on, 99; Dunbar,
G.D.S., on, 99; Kasko of, 98; Krick N.M., on, 99; Minyong of, 98;
Pangi of, 99; Shimong of, 98; significance of, 99; taboo in, 100.
T a r e m , Adi month, 130.
'Thatching, 64.
Theft, law, 231.
Thennos flasks, 33.
Third Policy, 270, 272, 273.
Threshing, 135.
Tibetan, cloak, 78; swords, 32, 33; vessels, 32.
'Tin box, 33.
Tobacco, 135, 139.
T a g u pyogum, spirit propitiated in solung, 133.
Tomato, 134.
Topography, Siang F.D., 7.
Torches, 33.
Track finder, 143.
Trade, 32.ff.
Tradition, culture of, 262.
Training, in hunting, 141.
Trans-Brahmaputra tribe, affinity with Adi, 265.
Traps, automatic, 141; edil, 149; etku, 142, 145.
Traits, indigenous, 263.
Treachery, according to Adi code, 37, 38.
Trees, used in Aran, 131 ; used for chutes, 103.
Treaties, 1 19, 120 ; sacrifice of mithun, 120.
'Tsang-po, 7, 8.
Tunes, 189, 192, 193.
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Types of buildings, 56, 57.
Unriing, a festival, 147.
U r a m s , evil spirits, 239.
Utensils, domestic use for, 69.ff; bamboo of, 69; wooden of, 69.
U y u , Adi name for spirits, 238.
Vessels, domestic, 69, 70; earthen of, 70; gourd of, 69, 70.
Village, barricated with big trees, 102; clan-wise arrangement of, 56; distribution of, 52; Dunbar, G.D.S., on, 54; growth of, 54, 55; pattern
of planning, 55, 56; principles for location of, 52, 53, 54; site, 101;
with bows and arrows, 102.
Waist band, cane, 96; of different groups, 94.
Walls, of big trees, 102.
War and chase, 10l.ff; ambush, 102, 116; coat, 83, 84; council, 116;
decline of, 123, 124; dress, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84; helmet, 82, 83; tactics,
114, 116; types of, 116.
Weapons, decoration in grave, 123; hunting for, 124; inherited by, 123;
keeping place, 120; payment of fine, 123.
Weaving, 84, 85, 86; loom, 85; parts, onno, galong, gekutlg, kitan, sumpa,
tai, 86; story of origin, 264.
Widow, 230, 231.
Wilcox, R.,on the origin of the word Abor, 2, 3.
Wild boar, teeth used as decoration, 147, 148.
Williams, J. H. F., Asstt. Political Officer, 18.
Williamson, killed by the Adis, 17, 18.
Winnowing fan, 136.
Wooden bowl, 33.
Wristlet, spiked, 113 .
Y a y e , a festival, 147.
Yankee, 3.
Yarn, 33.
Yite, Adi month, 130.
Y l o , Adi month, 130.
Y o d o yongmo, spirit of weapons, 241.
Y o n g m o , arrow heads prepared by, 105.
Zomos, 33.

